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Component-Based Security Under Partial Compromise

Abstract

In our increasingly connected world, daily life depends on the correct and unimpaired opera-
tion of the computers controlling our infrastructure. These systems are increasingly complex,
both within the computers themselves, and in the communications between them that create
larger systems. This complexity increases both functionality and potential vulnerability. In
turn, this makes ensuring the security of these critical systems simultaneously harder and
more important than ever.

Ensuring that systems are not meaningfully vulnerable to attack requires a wide range of
techniques. During design and implementation, the foremost of these is formal verification.
Large, real-world systems and protocols made up of multiple computers or components are
rarely designed with verification or analysis in mind. By the same token, these same systems
have very often proved tricky to analyse formally.

Can we meaningfully verify the security properties of large, real-world, multi-component
systems, in a reasonable amount of time? Is there value in making the modelling and analysis
as fine-grained as we can, or does the extra effort fail to buy us anything? Can these systems
still operate correctly and securely even when partially compromised by an attacker? Can we
improve the languages and tools we use to model systems under partial compromise?

In this thesis, we address these questions through a mixture of theory and practice. We
first consider a major power grid communications standard, DNP3. We show that its “Secure
Authentication” protocols meet their security goals, and that a previously claimed attack
is not possible. We then consider the security of 5G, and its main Authentication and
Key-Agreement protocol. Our analysis reveals that 5G-AKA’s security relies on unstated
assumptions; in practice this means ‘correct’ implementations can be vulnerable to a security-
critical race condition.

Our analyses show how far we have to go in terms of resilience under partial compromise.
Neither studied system fares well against attackers which control any one of its components:
this is no longer acceptable in elements of critical national infrastructure, as these systems
increasingly come under sophisticated attack.

We then consider the formalisation of partial compromise, building the idea of an at-
tacker controlling part of a system into models from the start. Our new techniques give
approachable yet powerful ways to model a wide range of multi-component systems and
protocols against fine-grained threat models.

We finish with two main conclusions. First, the time is now right for formal methods.
We show that precise, fine-grained modelling of complex, multi-component protocols is
both possible and valuable in the real world. Second, partial compromise resilience must be
built in from the start. With little hope of securing all end-points completely, it is essential
that resilience is also built into the network protocols.

Martin Dehnel-Wild, New College
A thesis submitted for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, Trinity Term 2018
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“Lots of people working in cryptography have no deep concern
with real application issues. They are trying to discover things
clever enough to write papers about.”

— Whitfield Diffie

1
Introduction

In our increasingly connected world, daily life depends on the correct and unimpaired opera-
tion of the computers controlling our infrastructure. These systems are increasingly complex,
both within the computers themselves, and in the communications between them that create
larger systems. This complexity increases both functionality and potential vulnerability. In
turn, this makes ensuring the security of these critical systems simultaneously harder and
more important than ever.

Ensuring that systems are not meaningfully vulnerable to attack requires a wide range of
techniques. During design and implementation, the foremost of these is formal verification.
Large, real-world systems and protocols made up of multiple computers or components
are rarely designed with verification or analysis in mind. By the same token, these same
systems have very often proved tricky to analyse formally. It is perhaps not hard to see why
large parts of industry have avoided formal analysis tools and techniques, due to both their
impracticality and limited perceived value. We do not pretend to fix this problem, but we
do believe that this thesis pushes in the right direction.

As a result of slow-moving, legacy-influenced design, many elements of Critical National
Infrastructure (CNI) such as power grids and mobile telephony networks end up becoming
large, unwieldy, multi-component systems. Security for such overall systems, and trust in
the communications between their constituent components is very often only considered
long after the initial architecture is set in stone (or more literally, concrete). As a result, se-
curity mechanisms and protocols are frequently bolted on top, or crudely designed to mimic
a system’s structure, engaging and requiring input from many different elements. More
modern designs un-encumbered by legacy requirements regularly implement pairwise secu-
rity and authentication between elements, secured using well studied two-party asymmetric

1



2 1. Introduction

cryptography-based mechanisms such as TLS and IPsec. We recognise that for whatever
reasons, changing existing real-world systems to reflect this is very often not possible.

Formal analysis of network security protocols has historically focussed on two-party
protocols, and this field is relatively mature. There have been many successful studies and
analyses of major protocols, achieving verification of desired properties in many cases, and
finding (and fixing) attacks in others [34, 37, 66, 68, 73, 88]. Within academia it is now
broadly expected that newly proposed network security protocols and similar constructions
are presented with security analyses or proofs; this level of rigour is very rarely considered
(much less required) for protocol standards within industry.

While we cannot say with any authority why this is the case, we believe that the os-
tensible requirements of vast expense, time, and expertise to achieve what are perceived to
be relatively weak results (whether this view is justified or not) combined with legacy-based
limitations on designs and modifications have severely hindered uptake of formal methods
and successful collaborations between academia and industry in this realm. This leads to
our first research question.

Question 1: Can we achieve meaningful verification results for large, real-
world, multi-component systems in a reasonable time frame?

We answer this question with a resounding ‘Yes!’, presenting the research in both Chapters 3
and 4 as our evidence, gaining meaningful results for large, real-world projects within sensible
time frames. We use a range of component-based modelling and analysis techniques within
the Tamarin Prover [138] to achieve these results.

Aside from addressing a research question, we hope that the work contained within this
thesis will further strengthen the argument that the time is now right for formal analysis of
modern, large-scale systems and protocols.

It is worth stating from that outset that we have chosen to use symbolic methods of formal
verification for this research, rather than computational. Symbolic models consider data as
terms, and any party (honest or malicious) can either know a full term, or nothing about it
at all — they cannot know half a term, or just a single bit of a term. This is necessarily a more
simplistic model of the data computed upon and transmitted in protocols than considering
each individual bit involved. The benefit of making this choice is that it significantly reduces
the state space searched, allowing us to achieve more readily the termination of (and useful
results from) automated techniques and tooling for analysis.

We made this choice because we believe many protocols and systems within the CNI/ICS
realm are more suited to symbolic analysis. These systems and protocols broadly follow the
pattern of using simpler cryptographic primitives in a relatively well understood manner; the
high level of complexity (and possible cause of vulnerabilities) of these protocols normally
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comes from the large number of cases and statefulness. This type of setup is therefore not
suited to analysis by the computational, pen-and-paper approach, so in this thesis we focus
on automated symbolic verification. We briefly discuss computational analysis techniques
in Chapter 6.

In modelling and analysis of distributed systems it is often both possible and reasonable
to combine morally similar and even geographically co-located elements or components of
a system into a single end-point. All three areas of protocol design, formal modelling, and
analysis are significantly more mature for two-party protocols than for multi-party protocols;
given this disparity, it could reasonably make sense to amalgamate parties or components
within protocols where possible. This would reduce the number of parties (ideally down
to just two) over which the analysis has to reason, and thus limit the state space for any
verification methods which use search algorithms. Pushing back against this, our second
research question is as follows.

Question 2: Is there tangible value in fine-grained modelling and analysis
of real-world, multi-component systems?

We first begin to address this question in Chapter 3, by demonstrating that a previously
claimed attack against a major power grid protocol suite is not possible: we conclude that
the cause of this false positive was overly coarse modelling, which did not represent the
specification sufficiently accurately.

We then take a slightly different approach, and consider multi-component protocols
and systems where we could reasonably amalgamate potentially co-located components for
ease of analysis. This could either be due to genuine historic amalgamation (and where the
studied protocol is a slightly more complex successor to previous versions), or just similarity
of roles and functionality within a protocol. There are then two natural paths: we can make
two models, one with amalgamated components and one without; or, alternatively we could
consider systems where others have already performed the analysis with some components
combined from the outset. We happily encounter the latter scenario, and discuss the context,
our modelling and results for this particular research in Chapter 4.

Much work has already considered different types of compromise in two-party protocols such
as forward secrecy (compromising long-term keys after a ‘secure’ session), post-compromise
security (compromising long-term keys before a ‘secure’ session), session-state revelations,
and the resultant implications for the security properties each party can achieve [34, 62,
66, 127, 139]. In the two-party context, entirely compromising one of a protocol’s two
actors is understandably not considered ‘partial compromise’, so instead, compromise actions
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are variously limited to single keys (often with temporal restrictions), session state data

compromise, and even access-based compromise, such as allowing an adversary illegitimate

access to an oracle for (but not possession of ) a key, using e.g., a hardware security module

or trusted platform module. Many modern two-party protocols have been designed in such

a manner as to be demonstrably resilient to these types of compromise.

Far less research has considered real-world, multi-component systems (distributed or

discrete) under partial compromise. In this context we posit that the ‘partial’ in partial com-

promise can more readily refer to an entire component, rather than just a single term or key.

Recognising that components within the systems we consider are distinctly heterogeneous

in functionality, we expect that compromise of any one individual component could have

wildly varying implications depending on the compromise in question.

Following on from component-based modelling with implicitly honest components (but

with vulnerable or adversarially-controlled network channels), we therefore consider what

happens when individual components within multi-component systems can be compro-

mised by an attacker.

Question 3: Are real-world, component-based systems resilient to partial
compromise?

We answer this again through considering our two major systems in Chapters 3 and 4. After

analysing their resultant security properties under their stated threat models (i.e., without

partial compromise), we take another look at these properties under varying levels of par-

tial compromise.

The first of these (DNP3’s Secure Authentication v5 protocol suite in Chapter 3) falls

at the first hurdle. While in our models it achieves all of its stated security goals under

the precise threat model described by the standard, compromising any one of the system’s

three major components completely destroys all properties of authentication, secrecy, and

replay protection.

Secondly, we consider the security of 5G’s main Authentication and Key Agreement pro-

tocol (5G-AKA) in Chapter 4, which leverages a range of assumptions on both the security of

various trusted components, as well as internal network channel properties. Compromising

these components and channels in a variety of ways is not as completely devastating as with

Chapter 3, but the results are still not pretty. In each case, we provide recommendations

for how to lessen the impact of partial compromise, but as these broadly require major

changes to the primitives and protocols used, we recognise that these specific changes are

fairly unlikely to be adopted soon.
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Finally, having explored a range of security properties and threat models for multi-
component systems in a semi-structured but broadly case-study specific manner, we explore
how to improve upon this. We would ideally like to consider analysis of systems under
partial compromise in a more systematic and rigorous manner, creating the theoretical tools
and framework necessary to achieve this.

Question 4: Can we provide a formal framework to analyse partial com-
promise systematically?

We provide the first formal framework for modelling and analysis of multi-component sys-
tems under partial compromise in Chapter 5. This builds significantly upon the execution
framework provided by Cremers and Mauw in [74], newly giving the modeller the built-in
ability to specify fine-grained partial compromise abilities and restrictions for both compo-
nents and network channels within multi-component systems. We make significant progress
here in providing a working operational semantics, as well as giving multiple examples in
these semantics. However, as described initially, and discovered in previous chapters (espe-
cially Chapter 3), real-world protocols involve many complicating factors such as unbounded
looping and significant reliance on statefulness, for which these specific semantics are not yet
mature enough. This naturally invites future work to augment our presented framework and
address these limitations.

Lots of research considers protocols when the network channels are adversarially con-
trolled; large amounts of separate research plays whack-a-mole with preventing compromise
of the protocols’ end-points themselves. In this thesis, we focus on some of the consequences
of interaction between these two areas.
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1.1 Contributions

In addressing these research questions and writing this thesis, we make contributions en-
compassing both theory and practice. These provide both specific project-based results,
recommendations, and impact which stand on their own, as well as higher level observations
and answers to our posed research questions.

In Chapter 3 we formally model and analyse DNP3’s Secure Authentication v5 protocol suite
(IEEE 1815-2012 [110]), and conclude that it meets its claimed security goals. We provide
the most comprehensive analysis of the full DNP3 Secure Authentication v5 protocol yet,
leveraging automated tools for the symbolic analysis of security protocols. In particular:

• We provide the first formal models of two of the SAv5 sub-protocols that had not been
modelled previously. We additionally provide the first models of both the symmetric
and asymmetric modes of the highest level key transport sub-protocol.

• We provide the first analysis of the complex combination of the three sub-protocols,
thereby considering cross-protocol attacks as well as attacks on any of the sub-protocols.
The security properties that we model capture the standard’s intended goals in much
greater detail than previous works.

• Despite the complexity of the security properties and the protocol, and in particular its
complex state-machine and key updating mechanisms, and considering unbounded
sessions and loop iterations, we manage to verify the protocol using the Tamarin
prover. We conclude that the standard meets its intended goals if implemented cor-
rectly, increasing confidence in this security-critical building block of many power
grids (Question 1).

• Notably, our findings contradict a claimed result by an earlier analysis; in particular,
our findings show that an attack claimed by other work is not possible in the standard
as defined. We believe this incorrectly claimed attack was the result of overly simplistic
modelling (Question 2).

• We demonstrate that when under partial compromise (outside of its allowed threat
model), the protocol does not uphold any of its security requirements (Question 3).

• Our analysis naturally leads to a number of recommendations for improving future
versions of the standard.
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This research has been accepted for publication at the European Symposium on Research

in Computer Security (ESORICS) 2017 [70], and won the “Best Paper Award”. The sig-

nificantly extended journal version of this research has been accepted for publication in the

Journal of Computer Security.

In Chapter 4, we formally model and analyse the 5G-AKA protocol from within the 5th Gen-

eration mobile telephony standards, created by 3GPP. We discover a potential vulnerability

within the modelled standard, and have worked with 3GPP to ensure that the vulnerability

is mitigated and corrected.

• First, we propose a fine-grained formal model of the 5G-AKA standard that enables a

detailed view of the interaction between the various security-critical components. This

models all four major components described by the standard, the standard’s desired

security properties, and the allowed threat model.

• Second, we perform symbolic analysis of this model with respect to a range of threat

models (Question 1). Our analysis confirms many already discovered issues and subtle

assumptions and requirements to achieve security in 5G-AKA.

• Third, our analysis reveals that the security of 5G-AKA critically relies on unstated

assumptions on the inner workings of the underlying channels. In particular, the

automated analysis discovers an attack that exploits a potential race condition. We

additionally show that solving the race condition for the honest case does not nec-

essarily prevent the attack. In practice this means that solely based on the 5G-AKA

specification, a provider can implement the standard insecurely. We propose fixes and

prove that they prevent the attack (Question 1). This race condition lay un-discovered

in simpler, three-party models. We believe this demonstrates the value of fine-grained

component-based modelling and analysis (Question 2).

• Fourth, we provide the first analysis of the 5G-AKA protocol under partial com-

promise (Question 3): we give the adversary the ability to perform varying levels of

compromise on individual network components, as well as the previously secure inter-

nal network channels, and then explore and discuss the results and their implications

for 5G.

We have reported our findings to the 3GPP SA3 working group and are currently

working with Vodafone to integrate a fix to the standard.
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A conference paper version of this chapter has been accepted for publication at the Network
and Distributed Systems Security Symposium (NDSS) 2019.

In Chapter 5 we consider and build upon some of the lessons learned from the analysis of real-
world systems, and provide a new operational semantics for component-based systems under
partial compromise, addressing Question 4. This more rigorous framework and approach to
modelling and analysing partial compromise builds significantly upon the network-focussed
operational semantics of Cremers and Mauw [74].

• This framework incorporates novel and fine-grained adversarial compromise capabil-
ities allowing for exceptionally easy control over specific component and network-
channel compromises. It additionally introduces significantly more expressive and
precise control over the allowed threat models than previously seen within this type
of framework. Together, we believe this provides a solid theoretical foundation for
modelling and analysing component-based systems under partial compromise.

• We demonstrate the utility of this framework by modelling a system representing a
simplistic ATM (cash machine) under partial compromise. We show two different
component configurations and protocols, and their resultant security and insecurity
under different threat models. We demonstrate basic analysis in this framework by
providing a manual proof that one of these systems meets its security goals under a
specified threat model.
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1.2 Statement of originality

All work is my own (supervised by Professor Cas Cremers) except Chapter 2, describing nec-
essary background material on Tamarin and symbolic modelling, and Chapter 3, modelling
and analysing IEEE 1815–2012 (DNP3: SAv5).

Chapter 2 (Background) is drawn almost completely from other sources, mostly the
theses of Milner [140], Meier [137], and Schmidt [159], as well as content from the Tamarin
Manual [35] and associated papers [89, 138, 160]. This is explicitly not claimed as a con-
tribution, but instead included for completeness.

Chapter 3 (DNP3: SAv5) is joint work with Cas Cremers and Kevin Milner; I proposed
and led this project from start to finish. Kevin Milner completely re-factored the final
Tamarin models, which significantly helped with termination issues. These were based
upon my original models, and among other things, the re-factoring manually identified
invariants over unbounded loops to achieve termination. Kevin wrote the section “Analysis
in Tamarin” (Section 3.4.2) describing this; the remainder is my work.

Chapter 5 is my own work, but it builds significantly upon the starting point of the
execution model and network-focussed operational semantics provided by Cremers and
Mauw in [74]. The structure of the framework and basic execution model is similar to
Cremers and Mauw’s, but the semantics as a whole have been significantly extended and
modified to incorporate partial compromise, fine-grained adversarial control, and the as-
sociated threat modelling.
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1.3 Overview

We start by introducing relevant background material in Chapter 2; this covers notational
preliminaries, the Tamarin prover, and the symbolic modelling assumptions needed to
understand later chapters. We then consider our first major real-world, component-based
system, the Distributed Network Protocol 3: Secure Authentication v5 protocol suite in
Chapter 3. We explore both the protocol’s rules and desired security properties, before
modelling and analysing this protocol under the standard’s precise threat model, and then
under partial compromise.

We next look at 5G in Chapter 4: we consider the mobile telephony ecosystem’s main
authentication and key-agreement protocol, 5G-AKA, considering its message rules, precise
threat model, and desired security goals. We then model and analyse the protocol, including
all four major components specified by the standard. This analysis uncovers potential issues
with the specification, and we work with the standards body who wrote the specifications
(3GPP) to ensure these issues are correctly mitigated or fixed. We then consider how this
large, multi-component system behaves under partial compromise, and which of its desired
security properties it still upholds under a variety of threat models.

Then, having analysed two major, real-world systems under partial compromise, we
explore how we can make this type of modelling and analysis more rigorous and systematic in
Chapter 5. We provide the first operational semantics for component-based systems under
partial compromise, and give examples throughout, demonstrating how it can be used to
model and analyse protocols.

We consider related work, discussing a range of systems under varying levels of compro-
mise, and how historic approaches have tried to tackle this problem in Chapter 6, as well as
providing discussions of earlier results relating to the security of DNP3 and 5G. Finally, we
conclude in Chapter 7 with a discussion of our results, and next steps for future research.



“If someone steals my laptop while I’m logged in, they can read
my email, take my money, and impersonate me to my friends.
But at least they can’t install drivers without my permission.”

— Randall Munroe

2
Background

This chapter is not a contribution, but instead included to give the reader sufficient informa-
tion and background knowledge to understand the modelling and analysis described in later
chapters more fully. We draw heavily and directly on the descriptions in [89, 138, 160],
the theses of Meier [137], Schmidt [159] and especially Milner [140], the descriptions
from the Tamarin Prover Manual [35] (Licensed under Creative Commons: Attribution-
NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International License), and the notational preliminaries
broadly follow the conventions in Cremers and Mauw [74]. All content in this chapter
is drawn directly or indirectly from these sources (often quoting verbatim) unless stated
otherwise; for more complete descriptions, proofs, and illuminating examples, we refer the
reader to these sources.

2.1 Notational preliminaries

Let f be a function. We use dom( f ) and ran( f ) to denote the domain and range of f .
We write f [a 7→ b] to denote f ’s update, i.e., the function f ′ such that f ′(x ) = b when
x = a, and f ′(x ) = f (x ) otherwise. We denote a partial function from X to Y by f :
X 7→ Y . For a set S , we denote the power set of S by P (S ), and we denote the set of finite
sequences of elements from S by S∗. Sequences of elements or terms t0 to tn are written
⟨t0, . . . ,tn⟩, and brackets are omitted where no confusion can occur. For s, a sequence of
length |s |, and for i < |s |, we say that si indicates the ith element of s, starting at i = 0.
We write s^s′ to denote the concatenation of the sequences s and s′. We abuse set-notation
to write e ∈ s ⇐⇒ ∃i .si = e.

When discussing multisets we reuse familiar set notation annotated with ♯. The empty
multiset is denoted by ♯∅, and we annotate the usual set operations with ♯ (on the left

11
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hand side) to denote the relevant multiset operations. For example, we use ♯\ to refer to
the multiset extension of the \ operation, ♯{a,b,b} for the multiset containing a once and
b twice, etc. To refer to the set of elements of a multiset M , we write set(M ). We write
♯{s1, . . . ,sn} for the multiset containing s1 to sn. ♯S denotes the set of finite multisets with
elements from S , i.e.,

♯S
def
=

{
♯{s1, . . . ,sn} | s1, . . . ,sn ∈ S

}
Let Sub be a set of substitutions; we then write [t0, . . . ,tn/x0, . . . ,xn] ∈ Sub to denote
the substitution of ti for xi , for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. We extend the functions dom and ran to
substitutions. We denote the union of two substitutions by σ ∪ σ ′, which is defined when
dom(σ ) ∩ dom(σ ′) = ∅, and write σ (t ) for the application of the substitution σ to t ,
omitting the brackets where no confusion can occur. For a binary relation R, we denote
its reflexive transitive closure by R∗.

2.2 The Tamarin Prover

The Tamarin prover is a tool for the symbolic modeling and analysis of security protocols
[138]. It takes as input a security protocol model, specifying the actions taken by agents
running the protocol in different roles (e.g., the protocol initiator, the responder, and the
trusted key server), a specification of the adversary, and a specification of the protocol’s
desired properties. Tamarin can then be used to automatically construct a proof that, even
when arbitrarily many instances of the protocol’s roles are interleaved in parallel, together
with the actions of the adversary, the protocol fulfils its specified properties.

Tamarin provides general support for modeling and reasoning about security protocols.
Protocols and adversaries are specified using an expressive language based on multiset rewrit-
ing rules. These rules define a labeled transition system whose state consists of a symbolic
representation of the adversary’s knowledge, the messages on the network, information about
freshly generated values, and the protocol’s state. The adversary and the protocol interact
by updating network messages and generating new messages. Tamarin also supports the
equational specification of some cryptographic operators, such as Diffie-Hellman exponen-
tiation and bilinear pairings. Security properties are modeled as trace properties, checked
against the traces of the transition system, or in terms of the observational equivalence of
two transition systems.

A formal treatment of Tamarin’s foundations is given in the theses of Schmidt [159]
and Meier [137]; we give an overview of it here. For an equational theory E defining
cryptographic operators, a multiset rewriting system R defining a protocol, and a formula ϕ
defining a trace property, Tamarin can either check the validity or the satisfiability of ϕ for
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the traces of R modulo E. As usual, validity checking is reduced to checking the satisfiability
of the negated formula. Here, constraint solving is used to perform an exhaustive, symbolic
search for executions with satisfying traces. The states of the search are constraint systems.
For example, a constraint can express that some multiset rewriting step occurs in an execution
or that one step occurs before another step. We can also directly use formulas as constraints
to express that some behavior does not occur in an execution. Applications of constraint
reduction rules, such as simplifications or case distinctions, correspond to the incremental
construction of a satisfying trace. If no further rules can be applied and no satisfying trace
was found, then no satisfying trace exists. For symbolic reasoning, Tamarin exploits the
finite variant property [63] to reduce reasoning modulo E with respect to R to reasoning
modulo AC with respect to the variants of R.

2.2.1 Term rewriting

In Tamarin, cryptographic messages and operations are abstracted as terms with rewrite
rules. This approach derives many of its methods from the more generic notion of term
rewriting, and here we briefly recall some standard notation used (as in, e.g. [92]) and how
it applies to Tamarin.

Order sorted term algebras An order-sorted signature _Σ B (S ,≤,Σ) consists of a set of
sorts S , a partial order ≤ on S , and a set of function symbols Σ associated with sorts such that
the following two properties are satisfied. First, for every s ∈ S , the connected component
C of s in (S ,≤) has a top sort denoted top(s ) such that c ≤ top(s ) for all c ∈ C. Second, for
every f : s1 × . . .× sk → s in Σ with k ≥ 1, f : top(s1) × . . .× top(sk ) → top(s ) is in Σ. We
assume that there are pairwise disjoint, countably infinite sets of variablesVs and constants
Cs for each sort s ∈ S . We define the set of all variables asV B ∪s∈S Vs and the set of all
constants as C B ∪s∈S Cs . We use x : s to denote variables from Vs . For an arbitrary set
A ⊆ V∪C of variables and constants, TΣ (A) denotes the set of well-sorted terms constructed
over Σ ∪ A. If there is only one sort in S , we say that _Σ is unsorted and we identify _Σ with
its set of function symbols Σ. We write Σk for the set of all k-ary function symbols in Σ.

In Tamarin, cryptographic messages are modelled using an order-sorted term algebra
comprising a top sort msg and two mutually incomparable sorts fr and pub such that both
fr ≤ msg and pub ≤ msg. The fresh sort fr is used for terms such as nonces and random
numbers that are freshly generated, while the public sort pub is used to model terms like
message tags that are known to all participants (including the adversary).
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In implementation, the sort of a variable is expressed using prefixes:
• ∼x denotes x : fr
• $x denotes x : pub
• #i denotes i : temp (discussed in 2.2.4)
• m denotes m : msg

A string constant ‘c’ denotes a public name in pub, which is therefore a fixed, global constant
known to all, including the adversary.

Terms and subterms A term is constructed of subterms with positions, where a position
is a sequence of natural numbers representing the path taken to reach the subterm when
viewing the term as a tree.

A positionp in a term t is a finite sequence of integers, the empty sequence being denoted
by [], and we write t |p for the subterm of t at position p, where

1. if p = [], then t |p = t ,
2. if p = [i]^p′, and t = f (t1, . . . ,tn) for f ∈ Σ and 1 ≤ i ≤ n then t |p = ti |p ′, and
3. otherwise t |p is not defined and p is not a valid position.

We define a partial ordering relation between two positions p and q such that p ≤ q if
∃p′.(q = p^p′), i.e., p is a prefix of q (note that p′ may be an empty sequence). Positions
p and q are called incomparable if neither p ≤ q nor q ≤ p. For a term t , we write t[u]p
for the term t where t |p is replaced by u.

Subterms t ′ of a term t are written t ′ ⊑ t , e.g., t1 ⊑ ⟨t1,t2⟩, and t2 ⊑ ⟨t1,⟨t2,t3⟩⟩. For a
term t , the set Subterms(t ) is the set of all subterms of t . We define Var(t ) = Subterms(t )∩V ,
the set of all variables in t . A term t is said to be ground if Var(t ) = ∅.

Equational theory An equation over an order-sorted signature _Σ is written s ≃ t for terms
s,t ∈ TΣ (V ). A signature _Σ and a set of equations E over that signature induce a congruence
relation =_Σ,E over the terms TΣ (V ), which we call an equational theory. We identify the
equational theory =_Σ,E with the set of equations E when the signature is clear from context.

In Tamarin, cryptographic operations are modelled through the choice of an arbitrary
signature Σ and a restricted equational theory E which formalises the semantics of operations.
For example, Tamarin’s built-in symmetric encryption corresponds to Σ = {senc(·, ·), sdec(·, ·)}
for the function signature, and E = {sdec(senc(m,k ),k ) ≃ m} for the equational theory.
Tamarin includes built-in function symbols with corresponding equational theories for sev-
eral common cryptographic operations which can be found in [35]. These include hash-
ing, symmetric- and asymmetric-encryption, signing, message-revealing signature schemes,
Diffie-Hellman groups, bilinear pairing, and multisets.
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Substitutions and unification A substitutionσ is a map from some set of variables dom(σ ) ⊆
V to terms range(σ ) ⊆ TΣ (V ) such that x : s ∈ dom(σ ) implies σ (x ) : s ∈ range(σ )s . By
convention, we write tσ for a homomorphic extension of σ applied to the term t , and assume
that substitutions are idempotent, such that (tσ )σ = tσ . A substitution is called a renaming
if there exists an inverse (idempotent) substitution σ−1 such that∀t ∈ dom(σ ) . (tσ )σ−1 = t .
A unifier of two terms s and t over a relation =E is a substitution σ such that sσ =E tσ .

Rewriting modulo A rewrite rule over an order-sorted signature _Σ is written l → r for
terms l ,r ∈ TΣ (V ). A rewrite system R is a set of rewrite rules defining a relation →R,
such that s →R t if there is a rule l →R∈ R, a substitution σ , and a position p in s such
that sp = lσ and s[rσ ]p = t . A rewrite system R modulo an equational theory E is defined
similarly by a relation→R,E where instead sp =E lσ and s[rσ ]p =E t . Tamarin decomposes
user-defined equational theories into a rewrite system, which is only possible for a restricted
class of equational theories. We do not go into detail about these restrictions or how they
help with verification here, as they are not relevant to our work. For detailed discussion see
the original description in [160] and recent work relaxing these restrictions in [89].

2.2.2 Multiset rewriting in Tamarin

Tamarin uses labeled multiset rewriting to model security protocols that communicate over
a public channel controlled by a Dolev-Yao style adversary [86]. Such an adversary can see
and block every message sent on the channel they control. They can furthermore send any
message deducible from the messages that they have seen on this channel.

We briefly recall some definitions from [137, 159] specifying facts and rules, how they
define a trace set, and how trace properties are specified in Tamarin. We assume there are
two countably infinite sets FN and PN of fresh and public names respectively, which we will
use for assigning names to terms of sort fr and pub in evaluating trace properties. We write T
to refer to T_Σ (FN∪PN∪V ), andM for T_Σ (FN∪PN), where _Σ will be clear from context.

Facts A fact is a tag drawn from finite signature ΣF and a sequence of terms from T . Fact
tags each contain a name, an arity, and a multiplicity. The multiplicity of a fact may be either
linear, in which case it is removed from state when consumed by a rewrite rule, or persistent,
remaining in state even if consumed by a rule. Linear facts are used to model, for example,
limited resources and mutable state; persistent facts are used to model things like read-only
memory, adversary knowledge, and causal relationships. A linear fact Fa/k containing terms
⟨t1,t2, . . . ,tk⟩ is written Fa(t1,t2, . . . ,tk ), while persistent facts are denoted in Tamarin’s
syntax by prefixing their name with an exclamation mark, e.g., !Fa(t1,t2, . . . ,tk ). We use F
to refer to the set of all facts, and G to refer to all ground facts (i.e., all terms are ground).
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Certain fact tags are given special meaning by Tamarin:
• Fr/1 to model the generation of fresh names,
• In/1 to model receiving from a Dolev-Yao network, and is produced only by adversary

construction rules,
• Out/1 to model sending to a Dolev-Yao network, as a premise to adversary decon-

struction rules, and
• !K/1 to model adversary knowledge.

Facts can be intuitively seen as predicates storing information about the state given by their
arguments. In implementation, facts must start with a capital letter, and all facts of the same
name must have the same arity: e.g., !Ltk(A, ltkA) and !Ltk(B, ltkB) is acceptable in
the same model, but !Ltk(A, ltkA) and !Ltk(ltk) is not.

Rewriting rules A labelled multiset rewriting rule is defined by three fact sequences: its
premises (or left-hand side) l , its actionsa, and its conclusions (or right-hand side) r , together
written [ l ] − [ a ] → [ r ]. For legibility when l , a, and r are longer sequences of facts, we
may write [l1,l2, . . . ,l |l |] − [a1,a2 . . . ,a |a |] → [r1,r2, . . . ,r |r |] equivalently as

l1,l2, . . . ,l |l |
r1,r2, . . . ,r |r |

[a1,a2, . . . ,a |a |]

following the notation for inference rules. In Tamarin, each rule also has some associ-
ated rule information, including annotations like a rule name that do not affect the se-
mantics of the rule.

The term ‘labelled’ in labelled multiset rewriting refers to labelling of rules with actions.
The actions of a rule are sequences of facts that are used to express execution properties; we
will discuss this further in Section 2.2.4. All multiset rewriting rules in Tamarin are labelled
(though the actions may be an empty sequence), so we generally drop the ‘labelled’ qualifier
and refer to them just as multiset rewriting rules. Finally, given a rule ru we use prems(ru),
acts(ru), and concs(ru) to refer to the rule’s premises, actions, and conclusions respectively.

Multiset rewriting rules in Tamarin are divided into two sets: protocol rules and message
deduction rules. Protocol rules are used to specify both the behaviour of honest participants
as well as model-defined adversary capabilities like key reveal. Protocol rules in Tamarin
must meet six conditions (from [159]).

A protocol rule is a multiset rewriting rule [ l ] − [ a ] → [ r ] such that:
P1. l , a, and r do not contain fresh names,
P2. l does not contain !K and Out facts,
P3. r does not contain !K, In and Fr facts,
P4. The argument of a Fr-fact is always of sort fr
P5. r does not contain the function symbol ∗, and
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P6. [l] − [a]→ [r ] satisfies both
a) vars(r) ⊆ vars(l) ∪Vpub and
b) l only contains irreducible function symbols from Σ \ ΣDH (or it is an instance

of a rule that does).
Condition P1 ensures that fresh names are not created directly by protocol rules; instead,
fresh names are accessed through the Fr fact generated by a special rule. P2 and P3 ensure
that special facts occur only in their intended places. P4 is not strictly necessary, as Fr facts
can only be generated in a particular way and always contain a fresh name, but simplifies
later definitions. Condition P5 restricts Diffie-Hellman product terms and is not relevant to
our work, but included for completeness. Finally, P6 prevents rules from referencing non-
public names which do not exist in their premises.

Message deduction rules determine how terms may be manipulated by the adversary to create
In facts. The semantics of the fact symbols In(m), Out(m), and K(m) is given by the following
set of message deduction rules:

pub : [ ] − [ ]→ [!K(x : pub)]

gen_fresh : [Fr(x : fr)] − [ ]→ [!K(x : fr)]

cf : [!K(x1) . . . !K(xk )] − [ ]→ [!K( f (x1, . . . ,xk ))] for all f ∈ Σ
isend : [!K(x )] − [K(x )]→ [In(x )]

irecv : [Out(x )] − [ ]→ [!K(x )]

The adversary knowledge is represented by !K() facts. The rules pub and gen_fresh model
the ability of the adversary to learn any public name and generate their own fresh names
respectively. The cf rule allows an adversary to combine terms by applying functions. Finally,
isend and irecv allow the adversary to receive and send messages respectively. Note that isend
is also labelled with K(x ) so that messages sent by the adversary appear in the protocol trace.

Example 2.2.1. We give a simplified example protocol rule, the initiator’s first message from
the Needham-Schroeder-Lowe protocol [130].� �

1 rule I_1:
2 let m1 = aenc{’1’, ~ni, $I}pkR
3 in
4 [ Fr(~ni)
5 , !Pk($R, pkR) ]
6 --[ ]->
7 [ Out( m1 )
8 , St_I_1($I, $R, ~ni) ]� �
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In this rule, the initiator generates a fresh nonce ∼ni (ni : fr), and receives the public key
of the responder with public ID $R, (R : pub) from a server in the persistent fact !Pk($R,
pkR). The initiator then outputs the term m1 to the network, which is defined to be the
asymmetric encryption of the string ’1’, the nonce ∼ni, and the initiator’s public identity
$I. These terms are asymmetrically encrypted with the responder’s public key, pkR. The rule
additionally outputs the private fact St_I_1($I, $R,∼ni); intuitively, we use this fact to
store the internal state of the initiator after it has executed the first step. This fact will then
be consumed by the initiator in a later rule. The ‘let’ binding allows a modeller to specify a
short representation for a term that will be written several times in the rule.

We omit the actions in the above rule as they are only relevant in the context of lemmas,
which we will discuss in Section 2.2.4.

In addition to the basic message deduction rules, Tamarin currently implements several
extensions to these rules, including Diffie-Hellman rules as described in [138] and rules
generated to support a larger set of equational theories as described in [160], but these are
not relevant for our research.

For a set of rules R, we write insts(R) and ginsts(R) for the set of instances and ground
instances of R respectively. To implement fresh name generation, we define a special rule
which is the unique source of Fr facts, Fresh = [ ] − [ ] → [Fr(x : fr)].

2.2.3 Execution

The state of the transition system is modelled as a finite multiset of facts, which is modified
step by step by executing rules.

A valid step of a rewrite system R with respect to an equational theory E is defined
by the transition relation ⇒R,E :

l − [ a ]→ r ∈E ginsts(R ∪ {Fresh}) lfacts(l ) ♯⊆ S pfacts(l ) ⊆ set(S )

S
set(a)
===⇒R,E ((S ♯\ lfacts(l )) ♯∪ r

where lfacts(l) and pfacts(l) respectively denote the linear and persistent facts in l . This
transition can apply ground instances of rules if their premises are included in the state
S , consumes the linear facts in the premises, and adds the rule conclusions to the state.

From this we define the set of all traces generated by the multiset rewriting system R
modulo an equational theory E in terms of the labels appearing in rules.

tracesE (R) B
{
⟨A1, . . . ,An⟩ ��� ∃S1, . . . ,Sn . ∅

A1
=⇒R,E S1

A2
=⇒R,E . . .

An
==⇒R,E Sn

∧ ∀i, j,x . (i , j ) ∧ (Si+1
♯\ Si ) = ♯{Fr(x )} =⇒

(Sj+1
♯\ Sj ) , ♯{Fr(x )}

}
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The final condition enforces that each instance of Fresh is used at most once in a trace,

thereby ensuring that each fresh name is unique.

Note that the sequence of rule instances in an execution is sufficient to characterize the

execution, as both the trace and the sequence of global states can be reconstructed from it.

2.2.4 Trace properties

The Tamarin multiset rewriting rules define a labeled transition system. The system’s state

is a multiset of facts and the initial system state is the empty multiset. The rules define how

the system can make a transition to a new state. Here we focus on the action facts, which

are used to reason about a protocol’s behaviour.

A rule can be applied to a state if it can be instantiated such that its left hand side is

contained in the current state. In this case, the left-hand side facts are removed from the

state, and replaced by the instantiated right hand side. The application of the rule is recorded

in the trace by appending the instantiated action facts to the trace.

A trace property is therefore a set of traces. We define a set of traces in Tamarin using

first-order logic formulas over action facts and timepoints. More precisely, Tamarin’s prop-

erty specification language is a guarded fragment of a many-sorted first-order logic with a

sort for timepoints. This logic supports quantification over both messages and timepoints.

Tamarin makes use of a first-order logic with sorts to specify security properties. Tem-

poral properties are supported through a sort temp for timepoints, with variable drawn from

Vtemp; this logic supports quanitification over both messages and timepoints. Properties are

specified as first-order formulas over trace atoms, comprising either:

1. falsehood, ⊥, or

2. term equality, e.g., t1 ≈ t2,

3. timepoint ordering, e.g., i ⋖ j,

4. timepoint equality, e.g., i � j,

5. and actions f @ i.

A trace formula is therefore a first-order formula over trace atoms. In order to evaluate trace

formulas, we associate a valuation to variables. To ensure valuations respect sorts, we associate

a valid domain Ds to each sort s : Dtemp ⊆ Q, Dfr ⊆ FN, Dpub ⊆ PN, and Dmsд ⊆ M . A

valuation itself is a function θ fromV to Q∪M such that θ (Vs ) ⊆ Ds for every sort, i.e., it

respects these domains. As with substitutions, we write tθ for the homomorphic extension

of θ applied to a term t . For a sequence s we write idx(s ) for the set of all indices of s.

For an equational theory E, a satisfaction relation (tr,θ ) |=E ϕ is defined, relating a trace
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tr and a valuation θ with a trace formula ϕ:

(tr ,θ ) |=E ⊥ never

(tr ,θ ) |=E f @i iff θ (i ) ∈ idx(tr) ∧ f θ ∈E trθ (i )

(tr ,θ ) |=E i ⋖ j iff θ (i ) < θ (j )

(tr ,θ ) |=E i � j iff θ (i ) = θ (j )

(tr ,θ ) |=E t1 ≈ t2 iff t1θ =E t2θ

(tr ,θ ) |=E ¬ϕ iff ¬((tr,θ ) |=E ϕ)
(tr ,θ ) |=E ϕ ∧ψ iff ((tr,θ ) |=E ϕ) ∧ ((tr ,θ ) |=E ψ )
(tr ,θ ) |=E ∃x : s . ϕ iff ∃u ∈ Ds . (tr ,θ [x 7→ u]) |=E ψ

We extend this relation over trace sets and say that a trace formula ϕ is valid for a trace
set Tr modulo E if and only if (tr ,θ ) |=E ϕ for every trace tr ∈ Tr and every valuation
θ , and that a trace formula ϕ is satisfiable for a trace set Tr modulo E if and only if there
exists a trace tr ∈ Tr and valuation θ such that (tr ,θ ) |=E ϕ. We write Tr |=∀E ϕ and
Tr |=∃E ϕ for validity and satisfiability respectively. Importantly, Tr |=∀E ϕ if and only if
¬(Tr |=∃E ¬ϕ), which allows us to convert from solving validity of a trace property to solving
satisfiability of the negated property.

In most cases, we are interested whether a trace formula ϕ is valid (satisfiable) for all
(some) traces of a multiset rewriting system. Overloading notation, we thus define that
ϕ is R,E-valid, written R |=∀E ϕ, iff ϕ is valid for tracesE (R) modulo E. We define that
ϕ is R,E-satisfiable, written R |=∃E ϕ, iff ϕ is satisfiable for tracesE (R) modulo E. When
analyzing security protocols, we use satisfiability claims to formalize that there exists at least
one execution of a protocol satisfying certain properties, e.g., that there exists an execution
with honest agents only. We use validity claims to formalize that all executions of a protocol
satisfy certain properties, e.g., that the session-key computed by two honest agents is never
known to the adversary. For an example of this, please see [137].

In implementation, the syntax within Tamarin’s specification language for security prop-
erties is defined as follows:

• All for universal quantification, temporal variables are prefixed with #

• Ex for existential quantification, temporal variables are prefixed with #

• ==> for implication
• & for conjunction
• | for disjunction
• not for negation
• f @ i for action constraints
• i < j for temporal ordering
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• #i = #j for an equality between temporal variables ‘i’ and ‘j’

• x = y for an equality between message variables ‘x’ and ‘y’

Example 2.2.2. We give an example lemma from the Needham-Schroeder-Lowe public key

protocol model [130], describing the property of nonce secrecy:� �
1 lemma nonce_secrecy:
2 ”not(
3 Ex A B s #i.
4 Secret(A, B, s) @ #i
5 & (Ex #j. K(s) @ #j)
6 & not (Ex #r. RevLtk(A) @ #r)
7 & not (Ex #r. RevLtk(B) @ #r)
8 )”� �

Informally, this says “If actors A and B are both honest, then secret term s is not known

to the adversary”. In more depth, Secret(A, B, s) @ #i is an action fact recorded in

tracesE (R) (where R is the protocol model) at time-point #i, and K(s) @ #j states that the

adversary has learnt the secret term s at some arbitrary time-point #j, recorded in tracesE (R)

by K(s). This example assumes a threat model where some actors can be compromised, and

when this occurs, this is recorded by the “RevLtk(ActorName)” fact. Here, we require that

there does not exist one of these action facts recorded in tracesE (R) for either actor A or B;

this enforces that the parties we consider here have not been compromised.

The lemma overall states that if someone claims to have set up a shared secret s, then there

cannot exist any time-point #j such that the adversary knows this secret unless the adversary

has performed a key reveal action on either the initiator or responder, i.e., RevLtk(A) or

RevLtk(B).

2.2.5 Constraint solving

Satisfiability claims (or in implementation, lemmas) are proved or disproved through a con-

straint solving algorithm, which incrementally builds a satisfying trace through a series of

constraint reduction steps. Validity claims can also be solved using the same process, by

proving or disproving satisfiability of the negated claim. The constraint solving algorithm

exhaustively searches for satisfying traces by beginning with the constraints introduced by a

claim and solving these through a series of constraint reduction steps.

Throughout this section, we use a convention for variable names. We use f to range

over facts, i and j over temporal variables, ri over multiset rewriting rule instances, and u

and v over natural numbers, unless otherwise specified.
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2.2.5.1 Dependency graphs

Tamarin makes use of dependency graphs to represent protocol executions in a way that

captures causal dependencies between the rules. Dependency graphs comprise nodes, la-

belled with rule instances, and edges representing the dependencies between nodes. The

edges of a dependency graph show causal dependencies between nodes: an edge from a

conclusion of one node to a premise of another marks that a fact is generated by the former

and consumed by the latter. Persistent facts (prefixed with !) are allowed to have multiple

outgoing edges. The rules at each node are ground instances in the equational theory. Meier

defines dependency graphs formally in [137, §8.1] as follows:

For an equational theory E and a multiset rewriting system R, dg B (I ,D) is an R,E-

dependency graph if the nodes I are a sequence of ground instances of R ∪ {Fresh} (i.e.,

I ∈ ginstsE (R ∪ {Fresh})∗), the edges D ⊆ N2 × N2, and dg satisfies the conditions DG1-4

below. In the following, we refer to the premises and conclusions of dg as pairs (i,u) such

that i is a node of dg and u ∈ idx(prems(Ii )) or u ∈ idx(concs(Ii )) respectively. These have

associated premise and conclusion facts prems(Ii )u and concs(Ii )u respectively.

DG1. for every edge ((i,u), (j,v )) ∈ D,i < j, and the conclusion fact of (i,u) is equal

modulo E to the premise fact of (j,v );

DG2. every premise of dg has exactly one incoming edge;

DG3. every conclusion of dg with a linear conclusion fact has at most one outgoing edge;

DG4. instances of Fresh in I are unique.

The trace of a dependency graph (I ,D) where I B ⟨ri0, . . . ,rin⟩ is defined as

⟨set (acts (ri0)), . . . ,set (acts (rin)⟩

The set of all R,E-dependency graphs is denoted dgraphsE (R). In order to use dependency

graphs as an alternative formulation of the multiset rewriting semantics above, it is necessary

to prove equivalence between the two. Meier proves the following theorem in [137]:

For every multiset rewriting system R and every equational theory E,

tracesE (R) =E {trace(dg) | dg ∈ dgraphsE (R)}

Dependency graphs in Tamarin are also extended to support message deduction over asso-

ciative and commutative equational theories like Diffie-Hellman (see [159, §3.2.3]) though

this is not directly relevant to our work.
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2.2.5.2 Guarded trace properties

In order to ensure we can solve a trace property, we must restrict the set of allowed properties.
We must ensure that they are closed under negation so that we can convert between satis-
fiability and validity. Further, we must ensure that when evaluating the trace formula it is
sufficient to consider only the subterms that appear in a given trace. To do this, we first define
the notion of guarded trace property, a class of trace properties which meet these restrictions.

A trace formula ϕ is a guarded trace formula if all logical operators are ∧,∨,∀, and ∃,
negation is applied only to trace atoms and ⊥, and all of its quantifiers are of the form
∃x . д ∧ ψ or ∀x . ¬д ∨ ψ such that:
G1. x ⊆ Vmsg ∪Vtemp

G2. either
a) д is an action f @ i and x ⊆ vars( f @ i )

b) or д is an equality s ≈ t , vars(s ) ∩ x = ∅, and x ⊆ vars(t ).
A guarded trace formula ϕ is a guarded trace property if it is closed and for all subterms t of
ϕ, root(t ) is a variable, a public name, or an irreducible function symbol in Σ.

Tamarin can automatically convert most trace properties that a modeller may write to
guarded trace properties, so it is not typically necessary to keep these requirements in mind
when writing a model. They are, however, necessary for the constraint solving performed by
Tamarin. A constraint is either a guarded trace formula or,

1. a node constraint, written i : ri for an index i and rule instance ri,
2. a premise constraint, written f ▶v i for a fact f occurring as the vth premise at index

i, or
3. an edge constraint, written (i,u) → (j,v ) for an edge between the uth conclusion at

index i and the vth premise at index j.
A constraint system is a finite set of constraints. We define a constraint satisfaction relation
between a dependency graph dg = (I ,D) with valuation θ and a constraint γ , written
(dg,θ ) ||=E γ , as

(dg,θ ) ||=E i : ri iff θ (i ) ∈ idx(I ) and riθ =E Iθ (i )

(dg,θ ) ||=E f ▶v i iff θ (i ) ∈ idx(I ) and f θ =E prems(Iθ (i ))v
(dg,θ ) ||=E (i,u) → (j,v ) iff (θ (i ),u) → (θ (j ),v ) ∈ D
(dg,θ ) ||=E ϕ iff trace(dg,θ ) |=E ϕ

For a constraint system Γ, we extend this relation such that (dg,θ ) ||=E Γ iff

∀γ ∈ Γ . (dg,θ ) ||=E γ

A R,E-solution of a constraint system Γ is an R,E-dependency graph dg such that there is
a valuation θ with (dg,θ ) ||=E Γ.
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2.2.5.3 Constraint reduction

The constraint solving algorithm used by Tamarin broadly builds a constraint-reduction
relation⇝R,E, refining the initial constraint system defined by a guarded trace property into
a set of refined constraint systems. This is performed until either a dependency graph with
a valuation satisfying a refined constraint system is found, or all resulting constraint systems
contain contradictory constraints. This implies either that a trace violating the specific
security property has been found, or the property has been verified as upheld respectively.

The constraint reduction relation is made up of two parts: case distinction rules, which
add additional constraints by splitting a constraint system into a set of constraint systems
representing possible cases, and simplification rules which remove redundant constraints or
constraint systems entirely. Each constraint reduction rule in the relation must be proven
to be both complete and sound, i.e., for a rule Γ ⇝R,E {Γ1, . . . ,Γn}, an R,E-solution of
Γ is an R,E-solution of at least one of the constraint systems {Γ1, . . . ,Γn}, and vice versa
respectively. Please see [137, Figure 8.3] for the complete figure showing the constraint
reduction rules that form the basic⇝R,E relation. In [137, §8.2.3], Meier proves that these
rules are sound and complete, and that from every solved constraint system it is possible
to extract a solution trace.

2.2.6 Implementation

These constraint reduction rules are implemented in Tamarin as three categories of rules:
case distinction rules, contradiction rules, and simplification rules. Case distinction rules
are those which may result in more than one constraint system, and are represented by goals
in Tamarin. Contradiction rules are rules which immediately reduce a constraint system
to ⊥. Simplification rules are all the remaining rules, which reduce a constraint system to
a single other constraint system.

Proofs are created by incrementally solving applicable goals until either all goals are solved
(and therefore a satisfying trace has been found) or the initial constraint system has been
reduced to ⊥. Both contradiction and simplification rules are applied eagerly by Tamarin
at each step between solving goals, and the proof is thus represented by the series of goals
solved and contradictions applied, omitting simplification rules that would make proofs
difficult to read.

Goals are chosen at each step according to a heuristic function, which attempts to assign
a useful priority order to different goals. Finally, Tamarin precomputes a limited set of
case distinction rules. This precomputation simplifies some common constraint-reduction
steps that are applied repeatedly in a protocol, contracting several constraint reductions into
one proof step. Specifically, this step precomputes the resulting constraint systems from
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solving a premise goal, for all facts that appear as premises in protocol rules and message
deduction rules.

For more detail, intuition, examples, and instruction on how this works in implemen-
tation, please see [137, 159] and [35].

2.3 Symbolic modelling assumptions

We use the Tamarin prover in this thesis to build models of large protocols and their desired
security properties, and then perform symbolic analysis of these models. Symbolic mod-
elling necessarily has a large number of restrictions on the results achieved, based upon the
underlying assumptions which we discuss briefly here.

Symbolic analysis does not consider computational attacks on a protocol, instead fo-
cusing on the logic of protocol interactions. This requires us to make assumptions about
the primitives used in the protocol, which restricts the power of the analysis. We make
the following assumptions:

• Dolev-Yao Adversary: the adversary controls the network channels [86].
• Symbolic Representation: as described above, information is contained in terms. Any

party (including the adversary) can either know a term in its entirety, or not know it
at all. A party cannot learn e.g., a single bit of a term, or half a term.

• Perfect Cryptography: we assume that the cryptographic primitives used are perfect.
This means that e.g., an adversary can learn the term m from the symmetrically en-
crypted {|m |}s

k
term if and only if it knows the key, k .

• Hash Functions: we assume that hash functions are one-way and injective.
• Randomness: we assume all fresh random terms generated with e.g., Fr(∼x) unpre-

dictable, and unique (as described, no two fresh terms generated separately are equal).
We give examples from our Tamarin models and security properties written as lemmas in
the relevant chapters, and complete models are attached electronically.
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“Cyber-attacks have plunged entire cities into darkness.”
— Barack Obama

“The thing about infrastructure is that everyone uses it. If it’s
secure, it’s secure for everyone. And if it’s insecure, it’s insecure
for everyone. This forces some hard policy choices.”

— Bruce Schneier

3
Secure Authentication in the Grid:
A Formal Analysis of DNP3: SAv5

3.1 Introduction

Most of the world’s power grids are monitored and controlled remotely. In practice, power
grids are controlled by transmitting control and monitoring messages, between authorised
operators (‘users’) that send commands from control centers (‘master stations’), and sub-
stations or remote devices (‘outstations’). The messages may be passed over a range of
different media, such as direct serial connections, ethernet, Wi-Fi, or un-encrypted radio
links. As a consequence, we cannot assume that these channels guarantee confidentiality
and authenticity.

The commands that are passed over these media are critical to the security of the power
grid: they can make changes to operating parameters such as increases or decreases in voltage,
opening or closing valves, or starting or stopping motors [83]. It is therefore desirable that
an adversary in control of one of these media links should not be able to insert or modify
messages. This has motivated the need for a way to authenticate received messages.

The DNP3 standard, more formally known as IEEE 1815-2012, the “Standard for
Electric Power Systems Communications – Distributed Network Protocol” [110], is used
by most of the world’s power grids for communication, and increasingly for other utilities
such as water and gas.

Secure Authentication version 5 (SAv5) is a new protocol family within DNP3, and
was standardised in 2012 (Chapter 7 of IEEE 1815-2012 [110], based on IEC/TS 62351-
5 [109]). SAv5’s goal is to provide authenticated communication between parties within a
utility grid. For example, this protocol allows a substation or remote device within a utility

27
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grid to verify that all received commands were genuinely sent by an authorised user, that
messages have not been modified, and that messages are not being maliciously replayed
from previous commands.

Given the security-critical nature of the power grid, one might expect that DNP3: SAv5
would have attracted substantial scrutiny. Instead, there has been very little analysis, except
for a few limited works. One possible explanation is the inherent complexity of the DNP3:
SAv5 protocol, as it consists of several interacting sub-protocols that maintain state to update
various keys, which results in a very complex state machine for each of the participants. Such
protocols are notoriously hard to analyse by hand, and the complex looping constructions
pose a substantial challenge for protocol security analysis tools. Moreover, it is not suffi-
cient to analyse each sub-protocol in isolation. While this has been known in theory for
a long time [118], practical attacks that exploit cross-protocol interactions have only been
discovered more recently, e.g., [46, 134]. In general, security protocol standards are very
hard to get right, e.g. [38, 77, 147].

Chapter overview We start by describing the Secure Authentication v5 standard in Sec-
tion 3.2. We describe the sub-protocols’ joint modelling in Section 3.3, and their analysis and
results in Section 3.4. We consider DNP3: SAv5 under partial compromise and its associated
results in Section 3.5, before presenting our overall recommendations in Section 3.6, We
finally consider claimed attacks from the literature against DNP3 in Section 3.7, before
concluding this chapter in Section 3.8.

A public archive with our protocol models can be found at [71], but they are also included
electronically with this thesis.

3.2 The DNP3 standard

The DNP3 standard [110] gives both high level and semi-formal descriptions, to serve as
an implementation guide, as well as providing an informal problem statement and con-
formance guidelines. The Secure Authentication v5 protocol is described in Chapter 7
of [110]. We give an overview of the system and its sub-protocols, before describing the
threat model from SAv5.

3.2.1 System and Sub-Protocols

There are three types of actor in SAv5: the (single) Authority, the Users (operating from a
Master station), and the Outstations. The Authority decides who are legitimate users, and
generates new (medium-term) Update Keys for these users. Users send control packets to
outstations, who act upon them if they are successfully authenticated. Outstations send back
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(similarly authenticated) monitoring packets. Each user can communicate with multiple
outstations, and each outstation can communicate with multiple users. Users regularly
generate new (short-term) Session Keys for each direction of this communication, and
transport these keys to the outstations. These are updated and distributed using so-called
Update Keys, which can be considered as medium-term keys. In the symmetric mode,
update keys are distributed and updated using long-term Authority Keys. In the asymmetric
mode, update keys are distributed and updated using long-term public/private key pairs for
the Authority and each User and Outstation. These keys are used by four sub-protocols:
the symmetric Update Key Change Protocol , the asymmetric Update Key Change Protocol , the
Session Key Update Protocol , and the Critical ASDU Authentication Protocol . See Figure 3.1
for an overview of the sub-protocols’ relationships.

Initial Key Distribution: Before any protocols are run, a long-term Authority Key and
an initial medium-term update key must be pre-distributed to each party. If the parties
support the optional asymmetric mode of the Update Key Change Protocol , public/private
key pairs will be generated and the private halves securely distributed to their respective
owners; the public keys are distributed to all involved parties. These keys are distributed
“over a physical channel” (e.g., via USB stick) to the respective parties. N.B. Session Keys
are not pre-distributed.

The Session Key Update Protocol : Before parties can exchange control or monitoring
messages, the user and outstation must initialise session keys. This sub-protocol initialises
(and later updates) a new, symmetric Session Key for each communication direction.

After ∼15 minutes or ∼1,000 critical messages (both configurable) the session keys will
expire. The user and outstation run the Session Key Update Protocol again, where the user
generates fresh symmetric session keys, and sends them to the outstation, encrypted with
their current update key. These session keys must remain secret, but the secrecy of new keys
importantly does not rely on the secrecy of previous session keys.

All sub-protocols use sequence numbers and freshly generated Challenge Data with the
aim of preventing replay attacks.

The Critical ASDU Authentication Protocol : Outstations use this sub-protocol to verify
that received control packets were genuinely sent by a legitimate user. Vice-versa, this sub-
protocol allows a user to confirm that received monitoring packets were genuinely sent by a
legitimate outstation. These packets are called ‘Critical ASDUs’, or Application Service Data
Units. As this is an authentication-only protocol, Critical ASDUs are not confidential.

After this sub-protocol’s first execution, the faster ‘Aggressive Mode’ may be performed:
this cuts the non-aggressive mode’s three messages to just one by sending the ASDU and
a keyed HMAC in the same message.
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The Update Key Change Protocol : After a longer time, the update key may expire. The
user and outstation (helped by the Authority) will execute the Update Key Change Protocol .
A new update key is created by the Authority, and sent to both the user and outstation.

Protocol ‘Purpose’: The high-level purpose of the protocol suite as a whole is to provide
authentication for the validity of critical DNP3 packets (ASDUs); it uses three sub-protocols
to achieve this. The sub-protocols that make up this protocol suite each have distinct but
inter-related purposes: the Critical ASDU Authentication Protocol aims to verify (or reject)
correctly the authenticity of Critical ASDUs, but to run this protocol, users and outstations
must be in possession of valid session keys. The Session Key Update Protocol aims to distribute
(and maintain the confidentiality and integrity of ) new pairs of regularly changing session
keys for use by the Critical ASDU Authentication Protocol ; to distribute these, it encrypts
the session keys with medium-term update keys. Finally, the Update Key Change Protocol
aims to distribute (and maintain the confidentiality and integrity of ) new, rarely changing
update keys, for use by the Session Key Update Protocol (encrypted with a pre-distributed
Authority Key, or the recipient’s public key).

From the outset, it seems apparent that the security of the Critical ASDU Authentica-
tion Protocol probably depends on the security of the Session Key Update Protocol (as one
distributes the session keys for the other), and by extension, the Update Key Change Protocol :
we investigate this relationship in more detail throughout this chapter. See Figure 3.1 for a
visual overview of how the protocols relate to each other.

3.2.2 Protocol Descriptions

We now give more detailed descriptions of the four sub-protocols in Secure Authentication
v5. By way of notational preliminaries, {|m |}s

k
denotes the symmetric encryption of termm

under key k ; similarly HMACk(m) denotes the HMAC of term m symmetrically keyed by
k . Likewise, {|m |}a

k
denotes the asymmetric encryption of term m under public key k , and

{|m |}asiд
sk

denotes the asymmetric signature of term m under private key sk .

3.2.2.1 The Session Key Update Protocol :

See Figure 3.2. This is also the first sub-protocol run after a system restarts, to initialise
the shared session keys.

S1. The user sends a Session Key Status Request. The user moves from “Init” to the state
“Wait for Key Status”.

S2. The outstation generates fresh challenge data CDj , and increments its Key Change
Sequence Number, KSQ. It sends a Session Key Status message (SKSMj) to the user,
containing the KSQ value, user ID, USR, Key Status, and CDj . The outstation moves
from “Start” to the state “Security Idle”.
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Update Key Change
(symmetric mode)

Update Key Change
(asymmetric mode)

AK

sk(USR),pk(USR),
sk(O ),pk(O ),
sk(A),pk(A)

Session Key UpdateUK0(USR,O)

Critical ASDU
Authentication

UKi(USR,O), i > 0

CDSKj(USR,O),
MDSKj(USR,O), j ≥ 0

Figure 3.1: Relationships between sub-protocols, the flow of keys between them (continuous lines),
and required pre-shared keys (dashed lines).

S3. The user generates two new session keys (one for each direction), CDSK and MDSK,
and sends a Session Key Change Message to the outstation (SKCMj). This contains
the KSQ and USR values, and the encryption of the new keys and the previously
received SKSMj message from the outstation, encrypted with the current symmetric
update key. The user moves to the state “Wait for Key Change Confirmation”.

S4. The outstation decrypts this with the shared update key, and checks that SKSMj is
the same as it previously sent. If so, the outstation increments KSQ, and generates
new challenge data, CDj+1; it sends another Session Key Status Message (this time
SKSMj+1), but as session keys have been set, the message now also includes an HMAC
of SKCMj , keyed with the MDSK.

S5. The user verifies that the received HMAC was generated from SKCMj . If so, the user
and outstation start to use the new session keys. If not, the user and outstation mark
the keys as invalid, and retry the protocol. The user state moves to “Security Idle”.

3.2.2.2 The Critical ASDU Authentication Protocol :

See Figure 3.3. This is the main data authentication protocol, and is used to verify the authen-
ticity of critical ASDUs. This can only run after the first execution of the Session Key Update
Protocol , and it can run in both the control and monitoring directions, User→Outstation
and Outstation→User respectively. Here we present it in the control direction; the direction
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User, USR
UKi(USR,O)

Outstation, O
UKi(USR,O)

S1
USR

Fresh CDj
Increment KSQ

S2

SKSMj B KSQ, USR,
KeyStatus[= ‘NOT_INIT’], CDj

Fresh CDSKj(USR,O),
MDSKj(USR,O)

S3

SKCMj B KSQ, USR,
{|CDSKj(USR,O),MDSKj(USR,O),

SKSMj |}sUKi (USR,O)

Fresh CDj+1
Increment

KSQ

S4S5

SKSMj+1 B KSQ+1, USR,
KeyStatus [= ‘OK’], CDj+1,

HMACMDSKj(USR,O)(SKCMj )

Figure 3.2: The Session Key Update Protocol . The labels S1–5 identify the protocol rules described in
Section 3.2.2.1

determines which key is used for the HMAC in the final message (A3), i.e., CDSK or MDSK.
First, the non-aggressive mode; both parties start in the state “Security Idle”:
A1. The user sends a critical ASDU, which the outstation must authenticate.
A2. On receipt of this ASDU, the outstation increments its Challenge Sequence Number,

CSQ, and sends an Authentication Challenge (AC), which contains the user’s ID,
USR, fresh challenge data, CD, and the CSQ value. The outstation moves to the state
“Wait for Reply”.

A3. The user sends an Authentication Reply message, which contains the CSQ, USR, and
an HMAC of the previously received Authentication Challenge message, AC, and
the critical ASDU it seeks to authenticate. This HMAC is keyed with the Control
Direction Session Key, CDSK.
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User, USR
CDSKj(USR,O)

Outstation, O
CDSKj(USR,O)

(Critical) ASDU1
A1

Fresh CD
Increment

CSQ

A2
AC1 := CSQ, USR, CD

A3

CSQ, USR,
HMACCDSKj (USR,O)(AC1, ASDU1)

A4

Aggressive Only:
Increment

CSQ

AgRq

CSQ + 1, USR,
HMACCDSKj (USR,O)(‘Aggr’,
CSQ + 1, AC1, ASDU2)

AgRcv

Figure 3.3: The Critical ASDU Authentication Protocol , Control Direction, Non-Aggressive and
Aggressive Modes. The labels A1–4 identify the protocol rules described in Section 3.2.2.2

A4. The outstation verifies that the HMAC was constructed with the AC message it sent,

the critical ASDU, and keyed with the current CDSK. If it succeeds, the outstation acts

upon this critical ASDU; if it fails, it does not execute it. Regardless of the outcome,

the outstation returns to the state “Security Idle”.

Aggressive Mode: Once the non-aggressive sub-protocol has run once, the user may send

an Aggressive Mode Request (‘AgRq’ in Figure 3.3). This contains both the new ASDU to

be authenticated, the incremented CSQ, and an HMAC in the same message. This HMAC

is calculated over the last Authentication Challenge message the user received, and the entire

preceding message it is being sent in.

The outstation then checks (‘AgRcv’ in Figure 3.3) that the HMAC was constructed with

the last Authentication Challenge, and that the CSQ is incremented from the last message.

If so, it accepts and acts upon the ASDU.
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Authority, A
AK

User, USR
AK

Outstation, O
AK

Fresh CDa

USR, CDa
U1

Fresh CDb
Increment

KSQ

KSQ, USR, CDb
U2

KSQ, USR, CDb
U3

Fresh UKi(USR,O)

UKC
U4

UKC,
HMACUKi (USR,O)(‘User’,
CDa,CDb , KSQ, USR)

U5

HMACUKi (USR,O)(‘O’,
CDb ,CDa, KSQ, USR)

U6U7

Figure 3.4: The Update Key Change Protocol , symmetric mode. The labels U1–7 identify the
protocol rules described in Section 3.2.2.3. In U4 and U5, UKC is the tuple KSQ, USR,
{|USR,UKi (USR,O),CDb |}sAK

3.2.2.3 The Update Key Change Protocol (Symmetric Mode):

See Figure 3.4. This key-transport sub-protocol has two modes; symmetric (default) and
asymmetric (optional; described in Section 3.2.2.4). Both allow users and outstations to
change the symmetric update key used by the previous protocol. Both devices start in
“Security Idle”; the outstation always remains here. The symmetric mode of this protocol
proceeds as follows:
U1. The user sends an Update Key Change Request message, containing the user’s ID,

USR, and freshly generated challenge data, CDa. The user moves to the state “Wait
for Update Key Reply”.
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U2. Upon receipt of this message, the outstation increments its Key Change Sequence
Number (the same variable as in the previous sub-protocol), and also generates fresh
challenge data, CDb . It sends the new value of KSQ, USR and CDb to the user in an
Update Key Change Reply message.

U3. The user forwards this message on to the Authority.¹
U4. The Authority creates a new update key. It encrypts the key, USR, and CDb with the

Authority Key, and transmits it, KSQ, and USR back to the user.
U5. The user decrypts this, and forwards both this message (Update Key Change), and

an Update Key Change Confirmation (UKCC) message to the outstation. This is an
HMAC of the user’s full name, both challenge data (CDa and CDb), KSQ, and USR,
and it is keyed with the new update key. The user moves to the state “Wait for Update
Key Confirmation”.

U6. The outstation decrypts the first part of the message to learn the new update key, and
verifies that the UKCC HMAC was created with the correct challenge data and KSQ
from step U2. If so, it sends back its own UKCC message (also keyed with the new
update key), but with the order of the challenge data swapped, and with its name,
rather than the user’s.

U7. If the user can validate this HMAC (by checking that it was created with the challenge
data and KSQ values from this same protocol run, keyed with the new update key),
then it accepts the message, and both parties start to use the new update keys. If this
fails, the parties retry the protocol. Regardless of outcome (except timeout), the user
moves back to the state “Security Idle”.

3.2.2.4 The Update Key Change Protocol (Asymmetric Mode):

The asymmetric mode of the Update Key Change Protocol is very similar to the symmetric
mode. See Figure 3.5 for the message sequence chart of the Asymmetric mode of the Update
Key Change Protocol . The overall message flows are similar to the symmetric mode, and
messages are effectively identical for U1–3. In message U4, the message transmitted is
encrypted asymmetrically, not symmetrically. In message U5, the UKC object within the
message (g120v13) is asymmetrically encrypted with the Outstation’s public key. The overall
U5 message also includes an Update Key Change Signature object (g120v14), rather than a
(symmetrically encrypted) Update Key Change Confirmation object (g120v15). This Update
Key Change Signature object is the signature over:

– Outstation Name
– User Challenge Data (CDa in the MSC)
– Outstation Challenge Data (CDb in the MSC)

¹U3 and U4 are technically out of scope for DNP3: SAv5.
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– Key Change Sequence Number (KSQ)
– User Number (USR)
– Encrypted Update Key Data (from UKC)

This object is signed by the User’s private key, sk(USR), which allows the Outstation to verify
the signature with the User’s public key, pk(USR). In message U6, the Outstation then sends
back to the User an object signed by the Outstation’s private key, i.e., sk(O). This signature
is over all the same data as the previous signature (from U5), but as it is signed by the
Outstation’s private key, an adversary should not be able to forge this only from knowledge
of the terms listed above and the previously seen signature (from U5).

Authority, A

sk(A), pk(A),
pk(USR), pk(O )

User, USR

sk(USR), pk(USR),
pk(A), pk(O )

Outstation, O

sk(O ), pk(O ),
pk(USR), pk(A)

Fresh CDa

USR, CDa
U1

Fresh CDb
Increment

KSQ

KSQ, USR, CDb
U2

KSQ, USR, CDb
U3

Fresh UKi(USR,O)

UKCUSR
U4

UKCO,
{| ‘O’, CDa,CDb ,KSQ,USR,
{|USR,UKi(USR,O),CDb |}apk(O )

|}asiдsk(USR)
U5

HMACUKi (USR,O)(‘USR’,
CDb , CDa, KSQ, USR)

U6U7

Figure 3.5: The Update Key Change Protocol , asymmetric mode. The labels U1–7 identify the
protocol rules described previously. In messages U4 and U5, UKCx is equal to the tuple: KSQ,
USR, {|USR,UKi (USR,O),CDb |}apk(x ) , where x is the intended recipient of the message (i.e., the
User in message U4, and the Outstation in message U5).
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3.2.3 Threat Model and Security Properties

In this section we describe how we arrived at the threat model and security properties that
we formally analyse. This is not as straightforward as one might think, as security properties
are often informally and minimally described in protocol standards. For transparency, we
will quote the original standards where possible. We use colored boxes to denote verbatim
quotations from other documents.

The standard has a “Problem description” section [110, p.13] that describes “the se-
curity threats that this specification is intended to address”. We reproduce this section in
its entirety below:
5.2 Specific threats addressed (from IEEE 1815-2012 p.13)
This specification shall address only the following security threats, as defined in IEC/TS 62351-2:

• spoofing;
• modification;
• replay
• eavesdropping — on exchanges of cryptographic keys only, not on other data.

Additionally, the general principles section contains a subsection “Perfect forward se-
crecy” that suggests an implicit security requirement. We could not determine any other
sections that would imply security requirements.

The wording of the above section suggests that all listed terms are defined in IEC/TS
62351-2 [108]. This is not the case: [108] defines only some of these concepts. In partic-
ular, “modification” and (perfect) “forward secrecy” are not defined. We address the listed
concepts in turn, starting from the ones which are defined.

Spoofing. The standard specifies that spoofing is defined through [108] as:
2.2.191 Spoof (from IEC/TS 62351-2 p.39)
Pretending to be an authorized user and performing an unauthorized action.
[RFC 2828]

While this definition references RFC 2828 [169], there is a difference, in that [169] equates
spoofing and masquerading, but does not reference unauthorized actions:
spoofing attack (from RFC 2828)
(I) A synonym for “masquerade attack”.

where masquerade is defined in the RFC as
masquerade attack (from RFC 2828)
a type of attack in which one system entity illegitimately poses as (assumes the identity of ) another
entity. (see: spoofing attack.)

Thus, the RFC equates spoofing and masquerading. Analogously, the DNP3 standard
directly relies on [108], which defines masquerading as
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2.2.131 Masquerade (from IEC/TS 62351-2 p.30
The pretence by an entity to be a different entity in order to gain unauthorized access. [ATIS]

Here, ATIS [19] is a glossary from which this particular definition is taken. Hence it seems
that within the context of DNP3, spoofing and masquerading are interchangeable, similar
to the statements in RFC 2828. However, the definitions in the DNP3 standard [109]
are closer to [19] than to [169], since they additionally include the aspect of unauthorized
access/action. Note that the DNP3 standard has no explicit concept of authorization; this
seems out of the standard’s scope.

Replay

2.2.159 Replay Attack (from IEC/TS 62351-2 p.35)
1. A masquerade which involves use of previously transmitted messages.
[ISO/IEC 9798-1:1997]

This is a verbatim copy of a similar section in the reference ISO/IEC 9798-1:1997 [111],
and suggests that replay is a special case of masquerading/spoofing.

Eavesdropping

2.2.92 Eavesdropping (from IEC/TS 62351-2 p.25)
Passive wiretapping done secretly, i.e., without the knowledge of the originator or the intended
recipients of the communication. [RFC 2828]

This is a verbatim copy from the definition in the reference RFC 2828 [169]. However,
DNP3 adds the specific restriction to the confidentiality of keys, as the main purpose of the
standard is to authenticate messages that are not confidential.

Modification There is no explicit definition: we interpret this as an integrity requirement:
adversaries must not be able to modify transmitted messages.

Perfect Forward Secrecy The general design text contains:
5.4.10 Perfect forward secrecy (from IEEE 1815-2012 p.16)
This specification follows the security principle of perfect forward secrecy, as defined in IEC/TS
62351-2. If a session key is compromised, this mechanism only puts data from that particular
session at risk, and does not permit an attacker to authenticate data in future sessions.

Surprisingly, IEC/TS 62351-2 [108] does not mention the concept of (perfect) forward
secrecy. However, the informal explanation suggests that the loss of some session keys should
not affect authentication of future sessions with, presumably, different session keys.

Adversary Capabilities The standard states that communications might be performed over
insecure channels, and this suggests the threat model includes adversaries that can manipulate
or insert messages.
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The standard additionally states that “if update keys are entered or stored on the device in
an insecure fashion, the entire authentication mechanism is compromised” [110, p.21]. This
suggests that some forms of compromise might be considered (e.g., of session keys), but not
the full compromise (in which all stored data is compromised) of a party involved of a session.

3.3 Formal model of SAv5 in Tamarin

Our modelling and analysis of Secure Authentication v5 used the Tamarin security protocol
verification tool [138], as described in Chapter 2.

3.3.1 Complexity of the Protocol

Each of the protocols within Secure Authentication v5 are individually straight forward;
however, much more complexity becomes apparent when they interact. To give an indication
of the state machines, see Figure 3.6 for a diagram showing the state transitions performed
by the user. The system starts in state 0; each node is the state the user is in before it
executes a rule along one of the outgoing edges. These edges are labelled with the name
of the rule which the user executes during the transition into another state (these names
are the same as in the Message Sequence Charts). This diagram demonstrates how multiple
loops can occur in many different orders, with very little determined structure, and how
little of the relevant state is represented by the standard’s state machines. Each protocol
can loop many times (below certain large thresholds), making the possible routes through
the state machines and state-space very large and complex indeed. As there is stored data
associated with each of these states, we do not get injective correspondence with the named
states from the SAv5 specification.

Much of the complexity within Secure Authentication v5 comes from the transitions
between different stateful sub-protocols as well as the multiple directions of the Critical
ASDU Authentication Protocol . Each of these sub-protocols updates some part of agent state,
and each of them rely on parts of state updated by other sub-protocols. For example, the
ability for an outstation to receive an aggressive mode request depends on:

1. their pairing to a user, set at initialization and invariant across all sub-protocols;

2. their current state machine state, which must be set to SecurityIdle or WaitForReply.
This status is invariant through the both the symmetric and asymmetric versions of
the Update Key Change Protocol but modified by the other two sub-protocols;

3. their current session keys, set by the previously completed Session Key Update Protocol ,
and invariant across the other sub-protocols;
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Figure 3.6: A simplified version of the user’s state machine as defined in the standard, excluding
error transitions and the monitoring direction of the Critical ASDU Authentication Protocol . Note
that although many transitions occur from the same state, they are conditional on additional state
that is not represented in the state machine as described by the standard.

4. the status of those session keys, which is invariant across all sub-protocols but can be

changed at any time through a key expiry state transition;

5. the ‘current’ challenge from the user, modified when a non-aggressive mode request

was successfully verified by the outstation, which is invariant in the aggressive mode

protocol variant and all other sub-protocols;

6. and the number of aggressive mode requests received by the outstation since the

current challenge was set, which is invariant in all other sub-protocols.

Each of these parts of state can be updated independently of each other, and each is invariant

over several sub-protocols.

The state machine described in the protocol specification [110] captures very little of

the protocol logic; the current state machine state is only one of the six dependencies listed

above, and in fact is invariant for the outstation through both the Update Key Change Protocol

and Session Key Update Protocol sub-protocols. An accurate Tamarin model must include

this much larger range of transitions, as well as their associated errors and timeouts; it is not

possible to directly map the states and transitions in the specification to those in the model.

This greatly increases the difficulty of interpreting the specification.

The state machines described in [110] (corresponding to the transitions discussed in

Section 3.2.2) capture very little of the protocol logic, as the allowed transitions depend

more on values in memory than on the current state machine ‘state’. As an example, the

outstation remains entirely in the named state “Security Idle” throughout the Update Key

Change Protocol ; however, the outstation can only respond to certain messages from the user

dependent on data from previously sent or received terms. Our Tamarin models include

this much larger range of transitions, as well as their associated errors and timeouts.
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3.3.1.1 Tamarin Example Rule

We have described the theory behind Tamarin’s modelling and solving in depth in Chap-
ter 2, but we now give a specific example of a DNP3: SAv5 rule modelled in Tamarin.

Example 3.3.1.1. The rule is an abstracted implementation of the A3 ‘Send Authentication
Reply’ message rule, in the control direction, from the Critical ASDU Authentication Protocol
described in Section 3.2.2.2.� �

1 rule A3_C:
2 let AC = < CSQ, USR, CD >
3 AR = < CSQ, USR, hmac(<CSQ,AC,ASDU>, CDSK) > in
4 [ UserState(USR, OS, MDSK, CDSK, LastControlChallenge, [...],
5 ’SecurityIdle’)
6 , In(AC) ]
7 --[ SentASDU(USR, OS, AR, ’NonAggressiveMode’, ’ControlDirection’)
8 , UsingSessionKeys(CDSK,MDSK)
9 ]->

10 [ UserState(USR, OS, MDSK, CDSK, AC, [...], ’SecurityIdle’)
11 , Out(AR) ]� �

The A3 rule defines the behaviour when a user (identified by USR) receives a challenge in
response to a critical ASDU sent to an outstation (here identified by OS). The challenge
message AC contains a CSQ sequence number, the USR identifier, and some challenge data CD.
The user generates a reply, AR, including an HMAC of the challenge message, AC, and the
ASDU under the relevant session key.

The actions contain two labels to refer to later, one recording that the user USR sent an
authenticated reply AR intended for the outstation OS, in the non-aggressive mode and in the
control direction. The other records the session keys that the user had in their state at the
time of the rule’s execution.

The conclusions of the rule output an updated user state, in which the term LastControlChallenge

used for aggressive mode is changed to the new challenge just received, as well as the message
to the network AR defined above.

The full model and associated theorems are contained in the file dnp3.m4, which can be found
at [71].

3.3.1.2 Modelling Choices, and Issues with the Specification

The finer details of SAv5’s sub-protocols in [110] and [109] are very often unclear, under-
specified, and open to interpretation. We now describe the larger issues we encountered,
and how we chose to model them.

Challenge Sequence Numbers: These values are simple counters, used to distinguish
between runs of a protocol. We encounter questions around when and where they should
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be stored and incremented, and what to do in case of rollover. The specification states that
parties should keep one CSQ per direction, and not on a per-user basis [110, p.211-g]. It
also implies that parties should keep count of the number of Authentication Replies and
Aggressive Mode Requests it has sent since the last Authentication Challenge it has received,
on a per-user basis [110, p.211-d]. The purpose of the CSQ is to match messages, and to
ensure that replays are not possible [110, pp.207 & 211].

Instead of modelling precisely as described, we keep one CSQ per user, per direction
(control and monitoring). If we do not do this, the universal CSQ values in a model
must depend on all of the state machines running from the same station, which makes
analysis infeasible.

Modelling CSQs in this manner is analagous to the specification: both keep a single
value which allows the Challenger to check whether received messages contain the correct
CSQ or not; the specification keeps a universal total and a difference on a per-user basis, we
simply keep a per-user total; both interpretations require this incrementing value to be in
Authentication Replies or Aggressive Mode Requests, to prevent replay attacks.

The specification has clear rules for when the sender of a CSQ should increment this
value [110, p.211], but nothing about when a recipient should accept the value; it is not clear
whether a received CSQ (e.g., in an Authentication Challenge) can be any value, whether
it must be strictly increasing, or whether it must be precisely one higher than its last seen
value. In our model, recipients of CSQ values check that they are strictly increasing.

Sequence Number Rollovers: CSQs and KSQs explicitly rollover to 0 after they reach
4,294,967,295 (232 − 1); what a recipient of a rolled-over CSQ does is not defined. If
CSQs are not strictly increasing, this is not an issue. If not, the way rollovers are handled
needs to be done so correctly, or this might allow (very slow) replay attacks. We avoid this
issue by not modelling rollovers.

Challenge Data: These values are equivalent to the traditional idea of a nonce, used
within the protocols (in most situations) to determine freshness of a protocol run. When
parties should set and erase certain values, and how many historic values parties should
save is not clear. Challenge data from previous messages is saved to enable alternate modes,
e.g., saving the last Authentication Challenge (AC) in the (non-aggressive) Critical ASDU
Authentication Protocol so that its Challenge Data can be used in Aggressive Mode Requests.

It is not clear when this should be stored, and when each party should erase its previous
‘last sent challenge’. As an illustration: after the outstation (here the Challenger) has sent an
AC, the user might not receive this AC message; if the user gets bored of waiting for an AC
(which might never appear), it might send an Aggressive Mode Request with a critical ASDU.
The user knows that it must construct this request with the last AC it received, which will not
be the same as the last AC the outstation sent: should the outstation accept this Aggressive
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Mode Request? Figure 7-28 of [110] implies it should, (if in the ‘WaitingForReply’ state)
but what about after an invalid reply is received, or a message times out?

How to construct HMACs from the user’s side is clear (both for the non-aggressive and
aggressive modes of CAAP), but it is not so clear how to work out what construes a valid
HMAC from the outstation’s side.

We modelled this as follows: after sending an Authentication Challenge message, the
outstation saves the challenge it is currently expecting to receive in an Authentication Reply.
Upon timeout, other error, or successful reply, this challenge gets saved as the last sent
challenge. This means an outstation can receive an aggressive mode request between the
Authentication Challenge and a timeout, and still prevent it from being over-written.

Asymmetric Mode of the Update Key Change Protocol : The DNP3 specification
says [110, p.753] “If the Key Change Method is asymmetric, the Update Key Data shall
be encrypted using the outstation’s public key”. Unfortunately, it does not specify whether
the Authority is the one encrypting it, or the User. For our interpretation, we can choose
one of two paths: either, we assume the Authority sends two copies of UKC to the User,
one encrypted with the User’s public key, and the other encrypted with the Outstation’s
public key; the User then forwards on the second one to the Outstation. Alternatively, the
Authority could send one UKC message to the User, encrypted with the User’s public key.
The User could then decrypt this message, and re-encrypt its contents under the Outstation’s
public key, before transmission.

As the communications between Authority and User are considered ‘out of scope’ for the
DNP3 SAv5 spec, it does not make any comment on which of these two situations is the case.
Secondly, the specification makes various comments about keeping the required bandwidth
to a minimum. As such, we model it as the latter case, i.e., the User decrypts the received
message, and re-encrypts under the Outstation’s public key before forward transmission.

We address many of these issues by making recommendations for improvements to the
specification in Section 3.6; this section addresses these and other issues encountered through
our modelling, analysis, and understanding of best cryptographic practice.

3.4 Analysis and results

3.4.1 Modelling the Threat Model and Security Properties

Modelling Adversary Capabilities As described in Section 3.2.3, the standard assumes that
communication channels are not secure, so we assume the worst: the adversary fully controls
the network, i.e., it can drop and inject arbitrary messages, and eavesdrop all sent messages.
As we describe in Chapter 2, this is known within symbolic verification as the network part
of the Dolev-Yao attacker model [86].
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Based on the general principle of perfect forward secrecy, we additionally provide the
adversary with the ability to compromise some (but not all) keys. In particular, when consid-
ering authentication or confidentiality properties, we will allow the adversary to compromise
all session keys except for the CDSK/MDSK used for this particular critical ASDU. As a
result, our model also considers any attacks on the authentication property that are based on
the compromise of (different) earlier session keys, as described in the standard.

Modelling the Security Properties We now revisit each of the properties defined in Sec-
tion 3.2.3 and describe how we interpret them for modelling purposes, resulting in three
properties called AUTH1, AUTH2, and CONF.

Spoofing: AUTH1 The main security goal of SAv5 seems to be to prevent spoofing, i.e., to
ensure that all critical ASDUs originate from the intended parties. This is classically specified
as an authentication property. However, there is no canonical notion of authentication;
instead, there are many subtly different forms (see, e.g., [131]). In this particular case, we
choose a form of agreement, i.e., if partyA receives a critical ASDU, then this exact message
was sent by some B who agrees on the message and some additional parameters. In particular,
the additional parameters we include here are the mode (“aggressive” or “non-aggressive”)
and the direction (“control” or “monitoring”).

One complication is that classical authentication properties link identities: if Alice re-
ceives a message, she associates the sender with an identity (say, Bob), and the authentication
property then encodes that Bob sent the message. However, in the case of SAv5, there are not
always clear identities for parties, e.g., outstations. Instead, pairs of users and outstations are
effectively linked through their initial (pre-distributed) update keys. Thus, the best we can
hope to prove is that upon receiving a message, apparently from someone that initially had
update key k, then the message was indeed sent by someone whose initial update key was k .

We thus model the following (relatively weak) agreement property, which we refer to as
AUTH1: if an outstation or a user receives an Authentication Reply or Aggressive Mode
Request message m in a mode x (where x is either “aggressive” or “non-aggressive”) in
direction y (where y is “control” or “monitoring”), then this messagem was sent in mode x
for direction y by a party that had the same initial (pre-distributed) update key.

We consider the following adversary capabilities for this property: the adversary can
compromise all session keys (CDSK or MDSK) except for the one used in the message
m. This covers the “perfect forward secrecy” general principle. Additionally, we allow the
adversary to compromise all update keys other than that used to assign the current session
keys. Furthermore, if the current update key (used to assign the current session keys) was
assigned in the symmetric mode of the Update Key Change Protocol , we allow the adversary
to compromise all (asymmetric) private keys; if the current update key was assigned in the
asymmetric mode, we allow the adversary to compromise the (symmetric) Authority Key.
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If neither of these is the case, the current update key must be the initial, pre-distributed
update key, and the Update Key Change Protocol will not yet have successfully run.

Replay: AUTH2 Classically, replay refers to multiplicity: if Bob apparently completes N
sessions with Alice, then Alice in fact ran at least N sessions with Bob. Phrased differently,
an adversary should not be able to complete more sessions with Bob than Alice actually ran
with Bob. However, the definitions in the standard suggest that replay should be interpreted
as a special case of masquerading (and thus spoofing), which uses previously transmitted
messages. From this we infer that some form of multiplicity or recentness is intended
to be part of the anti-spoofing guarantee. We encode this as AUTH2, which is strictly
stronger than AUTH1.

Thus, AUTH2 additionally models so-called injective authentication, which captures the
classical notion of replay prevention. Informally, it states that for each received message, there
is a unique message sent. Thus, an attack in which an adversary tricks Bob into receiving a
message twice which Alice only sent once violates the property.

Eavesdropping: CONF Since the standard considers non-confidential ASDU messages,
there is no clear confidentiality requirement. However, the authentication guarantees can
only be satisfied against an active adversary if the relevant keys remain confidential. Hence,
a subgoal is to require confidentiality of keys. This should in particular hold against weaker
adversaries, such as eavesdroppers.

We note that the prevention of spoofing attacks (as per the first requirement) implies that
all the relevant keys (Authority Key, Update Key, and MDSK or CDSK) are confidential with
respect to eavesdroppers. If they are not, the active adversary can trivially use them to spoof
a message. We can still model these confidentiality requirements separately. This is useful
for protocols that do not satisfy the authentication guarantees directly.

If the user chooses, encrypts, and transmits a new Session Key (e.g., CDSK_1) it is impor-
tant that the adversary does not learn it. However, it is equally important that the adversary
cannot e.g., block the transmission of CDSK_1, impersonate the user, and transmit different,
adversary-chosen keys (e.g., CDSK_2) to the outstation. In the second case, CDSK_1 might still
be secret, but the adversary can still issue ‘authentic’ commands to the outstation, HMAC’d
with CDSK_2. Since there are different key types, CONF is modelled as a set of confidentiality
properties, one of each type of key and each perspective (role).

Modification. As stated before, this is not defined in the standard, and we interpret it
as an integrity requirement. As such, it will be covered by our authentication guarantees
AUTH1 and AUTH2.

Perfect forward secrecy. As noted in Section 3.2.3, this general principle indicates an
intended resilience against the compromise of other session keys, and is covered by our
adversary capabilities for the three properties.
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3.4.1.1 Properties in Tamarin

We now explore the full properties from our Tamarin analysis. As described in Chap-

ter 2, with each lemma, Tamarin attempts to construct a counter-example to the stated

property; if it cannot, (assuming termination) it concludes that the property is upheld by

the protocol model.

First, we consider the confidentiality properties. This first property models the secrecy

of the Update Keys:� �
1 lemma update_key_secrecy:
2 ”(All id uk #i.
3 not(Ex #r. UpdateKeyReveal( uk ) @ #r)
4 & NewUpdateKey( id, uk, ’Initial’, ’usb_stick’ ) @ #i
5 ==> not(Ex #j. K( uk ) @ #j)
6 )
7 & (All id uk ak #i.
8 not(Ex #r. AuthorityKeyReveal( ak ) @ #r )
9 & not(Ex #r. UpdateKeyReveal( uk ) @ #r )

10 & NewUpdateKey( id, uk, ’Symmetric’, ak ) @ #i
11 ==> not(Ex #j. K( uk ) @ #j)
12 )
13 & (All id uk oprk uprk #i.
14 not(Ex #r. OutstationPrivateKeyReveal( oprk ) @ #r)
15 & not(Ex #r. UpdateKeyReveal( uk ) @ #r)
16 & NewUpdateKey( id, uk, ’Asymmetric’, < oprk, uprk > ) @ #i
17 ==> not(Ex #j. K( uk ) @ #j)
18 )”� �

This lemma is a conjunction of three properties: each of these three sections must be true

for the overall lemma to be true. The lemma specifies:

• If the initial update key itself is not explicitly revealed, this implies the adversary does

not know it (K(...)), and,

• If an update key encrypted using symmetric cryptography (under ‘ak’) is not revealed

directly, and the authority key ‘ak’ used to encrypt it also was not revealed, this implies

the adversary does not know it, and finally,

• If an update key transported using asymmetric cryptography is not revealed directly,

and the private key used (by the outstation) to decrypt it is not revealed, this implies

the adversary does not know it.

As described, Tamarin attempts to construct a counter-example to this statement. If Tamarin

is able to conclude that it cannot construct a trace which would violate the secrecy of the

update key, it concludes that the model of the protocol upholds this property.
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The second confidentiality property models the secrecy of the Session Keys.� �
1 lemma session_key_secrecy:
2 ”(All id uk cdsk mdsk #i.
3 not( Ex #r . UpdateKeyReveal( uk ) @ #r )
4 & not( Ex #r . CDSKReveal( cdsk ) @ #r )
5 & not( Ex #r . MDSKReveal( mdsk ) @ #r )
6 & Sourced_SKs( id, uk, cdsk, mdsk, ’Initial’, ’usb_stick’ ) @ #i
7 ==> not(( Ex #j . K( cdsk ) @ #j ) | ( Ex #j . K( mdsk ) @ #j ))
8 )
9 & (All id uk ak cdsk mdsk #i.

10 not(Ex #r. AuthorityKeyReveal( ak ) @ r )
11 & not( Ex #r . UpdateKeyReveal( uk ) @ #r )
12 & not( Ex #r . CDSKReveal( cdsk ) @ #r )
13 & not( Ex #r . MDSKReveal( mdsk ) @ #r )
14 & Sourced_SKs( id, uk, cdsk, mdsk, ’Symmetric’, ak ) @ #i
15 ==> not(( Ex #j . K( cdsk ) @ #j ) | ( Ex #j . K( mdsk ) @ #j ))
16 )
17 & (All id uk cdsk mdsk oprk #i.
18 not(Ex #r. OutstationPrivateKeyReveal( oprk ) @ r )
19 & not( Ex #r . UpdateKeyReveal( uk ) @ #r )
20 & not( Ex #r . CDSKReveal( cdsk ) @ #r )
21 & not( Ex #r . MDSKReveal( mdsk ) @ #r )
22 & Sourced_SKs( id, uk, cdsk, mdsk, ’Asymmetric’, oprk ) @ #i
23 ==> not(( Ex #j . K( cdsk ) @ #j ) | ( Ex #j . K( mdsk ) @ #j ))
24 )”� �

This lemma is again a conjunction of three properties; each of these three sections must be
true for the overall lemma to be true. We describe each of the three parts of the Session
Key secrecy lemma in turn:

• Firstly, for when the current Update Key was distributed via the ‘Initial’ distribu-
tion method (i.e., USB stick): if the outstation accepts the Session Keys stated a
Sourced_SKs Action Fact, then, assuming that the Update Key and the new Session
Keys themselves haven’t been directly revealed to the adversary in this trace, this
implies that there is no time point #j in this trace when the adversary knows either of
the new session keys.

• Secondly, for when the current update key was distributed via the Symmetric Update
Key Change Protocol : if the outstation accepts the new session keys named in the
Sourced_SKs action fact, then, assuming that the Authority Key (‘ak’) used to transmit
the current update key, the Update Key, and the Session Keys themselves weren’t
compromised by (or revealed to) the adversary in this trace, then this implies that
there is no time point #j in this trace when the adversary knows either of the new
session keys.

• Finally, for when the update key was distributed via the Asymmetric Update Key Change
Protocol : if the outstation accepts the new session keys named in the Sourced_SKs

action fact, then, assuming that the private key (‘oprk’) of the private / public key-
pair used to transmit the current Update Key, the Update Key, and the Session Keys
themselves weren’t compromised by (or revealed to) the adversary in this trace, then
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this implies that there is no time point #j in this trace when the adversary knows either
of the new session keys.

We then prove AUTH1 and AUTH2 for both of these protocols, before proving it for the
Critical ASDU Authentication Protocol . First, the agreement lemma for the Update Key
Change Protocol :� �

1 lemma update_key_agreement:
2 ”(All id id2 uk ak ak2 update_key_method #i #j.
3 not(Ex #r. AuthorityKeyReveal( ak ) @ #r & #r < #i )
4 & not(Ex #r. UpdateKeyReveal( uk ) @ #r & #r < #i )
5 & Sourced_UpdateKey( id, uk, ’Symmetric’, ak ) @ #i
6 & NewUpdateKey( id2, uk, update_key_method, ak2 ) @ #j & #j < #i
7 ==> ( id = id2 ) & ( ak = ak2 )
8 & ( update_key_method = ’Symmetric’ )
9 )

10 & (All id id2 uk oprk oprk2 uprk uprk2 update_key_method #i #j.
11 not(Ex #r. UserPrivateKeyReveal( uprk ) @ #r & #r < #i )
12 & Sourced_UpdateKey( id, uk, ’Asymmetric’,
13 < oprk, uprk > ) @ #i
14 & NewUpdateKey( id2, uk, update_key_method,
15 < oprk2, uprk2 > ) @ #j & #j < #i
16 ==> ( id = id2 ) & ( oprk = oprk2 )
17 & ( uprk = uprk2 ) & ( update_key_method = ’Asymmetric’ )
18 )”� �

As the initial UK0(USR,O) is pre-distributed by USB key, we do not need to prove agree-
ment on it (and its secrecy has already been proven by the lemma update_key_secrecy).
This lemma models:

• For all ‘Sourced_UpdateKey’ events for an update key encrypted using symmetric
cryptography (under ‘ak’), where neither the authority key (‘ak’) used to encrypt it,
or the update key itself (‘uk’) is revealed directly by the adversary, where there was a
NewUpdateKey action fact (before the ‘Sourced_UpdateKey’) with the same update
key, they must agree on ID, mode of encryption used to transmit the update key, and
the authority key used to encrypt it.

• For all ‘Sourced_UpdateKey’ events for a new update key encrypted using asymmetric
cryptography, and the secret signing key ‘uprk’ is not revealed directly, where there was
a NewUpdateKey action fact (before the ‘Sourced_UpdateKey’) with the same update
key, they must agree on ID, mode of encryption used to transmit the update key, and
the user’s private key. N.B. This property does NOT require secrecy of the new Update
Key for agreement to hold, making it strictly stronger than the symmetric property
above.

Note we have also proven (before this lemma, in the lemma update_key_sourced) that for
each ‘Sourced_UpdateKey’ action fact there exists at least one NewUpdateKey action fact
which agrees on the same attributes. This second property (above) is now stronger, saying
that for all pairs of NewUpdateKey and Sourced_UpdateKey with the same value ‘uk’, they
must agree on all other listed attributes as well.
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We then prove agreement on the Session Key Update Protocol :� �
1 lemma skiup_agreement:
2 ”(All id id2 uk uk2 cdsk mdsk type source type2 source2 #i #j.
3 not( Ex #r . UpdateKeyReveal( uk ) @ #r & #r < #i)
4 & ( not(type = ’Asymmetric’)
5 | not(Ex #r. OutstationPrivateKeyReveal(source) @ #r))
6 & ( not(type = ’Symmetric’)
7 | not(Ex #r. AuthorityKeyReveal(source) @ #r))
8 & Sourced_SKs( id, uk, cdsk, mdsk, type, source ) @ #i
9 & NewSKs( id2, uk2, cdsk, mdsk, type2, source2 ) @ #j & #j < #i

10 ==> ( id = id2 ) & ( uk = uk2 )
11 & (type = type2) & (source = source2)
12 )”� �

This lemma models that for all traces where the update key used to transmit the session
keys is not revealed, the session keys themselves are not revealed, and either the outstation’s
private key or the authority key (depending on the method by which the update key was
originally encrypted) weren’t revealed, then where there was a Sourced_SKs action fact and
a NewSKs action fact before this with the same session keys (‘cdsk’ and ‘mdsk’), they must
agree on ID, update key, method of update key encryption (‘type’), and authority key used
to encrypt the update key (‘source’).� �

1 lemma asdu_agreement_implies_mode_agreement:
2 ” not(Ex ak #r. AuthorityKeyReveal( ak ) @ #r )
3 & not(Ex oprk #r. OutstationPrivateKeyReveal( oprk ) @ #r )
4 & not(Ex uprk #r. UserPrivateKeyReveal( uprk ) @ #r )
5 ==>
6 ( All linkid ar mode direction linkid2 mode2 direction2 #i #j.
7 ( All cdsk mdsk uk type source.
8 UsingSessKeys( cdsk, mdsk, uk, type, source ) @ #i
9 ==>

10 not( Ex #kr. UpdateKeyReveal( uk ) @ #kr & #kr < #i )
11 & ( direction = ’control’ ==>
12 not( Ex #skr. CDSKReveal( cdsk ) @ skr & #skr < #i ) )
13 & ( direction = ’monitor’ ==>
14 not( Ex #skr. MDSKReveal( mdsk ) @ skr & #skr < #i ) ) )
15 & AuthASDU( linkid, ar, mode, direction ) @ #i
16 & SentASDU( linkid2, ar, mode2, direction2 ) @ #j & #j < #i
17 ==> ( mode = mode2 )
18 & ( direction = direction2 )
19 & ( linkid = linkid2 )
20 )”� �

This lemma only considers traces where there were no Authority Key Reveal actions, and
no private keys revealed. Then, for all traces where an ASDU was authorised (in the rule
containing the AuthASDU action fact), using the session keys named in UsingSessKeys(...)

(distributed by the named update key ‘uk’, which cannot have been revealed, and itself was
distributed via the method in ‘type’, with the keys in ‘source’), and where the session keys
for the direction of the received message (i.e., ‘control’ or ‘monitor’) were not revealed, and
where there was a SentASDU action fact with the same message ‘ar’ before the AuthASDU action
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fact, then they these two action facts must agree on ‘linkid’ (the internal ID of the communi-
cations channel), ‘mode’ (aggressive or non-aggressive), and ‘direction’ (control or monitor).

Informally, this models that all authorised ASDUs cannot have been originally trans-
mitted over a different link, in a different direction, or in a different direction; this as yet
makes no claim about injectivity (or whether it was replayed over the same link, in the
same direction and mode). It is worth nothing that while this proves agreement, it does
not yet prove injective agreement.

In the asdu_aliveness lemma we prove (in almost exactly the same way) that (with the
same above conditions) wherever there is a AuthASDU action fact, there must exist at least one
SentASDU action fact with the same message, linkid, mode, and direction.

Then, finally, we prove injective agreement in the asdu_injective_agreement lemma:� �
1 lemma asdu_injective_agreement:
2 ”not( Ex ak #r. AuthorityKeyReveal(ak) @ #r )
3 & not(Ex oprk #r. OutstationPrivateKeyReveal( oprk ) @ #r )
4 & not(Ex uprk #r. UserPrivateKeyReveal( uprk ) @ #r )
5 ==>
6 ( All linkid ar mode direction #i #j.
7 ( All cdsk mdsk uk type source.
8 UsingSessKeys( cdsk, mdsk, uk, type, source ) @ #i
9 ==>

10 ( All uk #k. UpdateKeyUsedForSKs( linkid, uk,
11 cdsk, mdsk, type, source ) @ #k
12 ==> not( Ex #kr. UpdateKeyReveal( uk ) @ #kr & #kr < #i ) )
13 & ( direction = ’control’ ==>
14 not( Ex #skr. CDSKReveal( cdsk ) @ #skr & #skr < #i ) )
15 & ( direction = ’monitor’ ==>
16 not( Ex #skr. MDSKReveal( mdsk ) @ #skr & #skr < #i ) ) )
17 & AuthASDU( linkid, ar, mode, direction ) @ #i
18 & SentASDU( linkid, ar, mode, direction ) @ #j & #j < #i
19 ==> not( Ex #k. AuthASDU( linkid, ar, mode, direction ) @ #k
20 & not( #k = #i ) )
21 )”� �

In this lemma, we prove (again, in almost exactly the same way) that with the same above
conditions, whenever there is a AuthASDU action fact with matching SentASDU action fact and
associated terms, then there does not exist another (different) AuthASDU action fact at any
point in the trace with the same message, linkid, mode, and direction. We can be confident
that any honestly transmitted ASDU will have an incremented counter (and challenge data),
and so any actor receiving a message with these same terms can be confident it is a replay,
and refuse to authorise it. Proving this series of lemmas now demonstrates that the protocol
upholds this property of injective agreement on authorised ASDUs.

3.4.2 Analysis in Tamarin

As described in Chapter 2, Tamarin makes use of backwards reasoning, starting from trace
constraints that correspond to the negation of the specified property, and building up further
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constraints from the possible solutions to an open proof goal. This has the invariant that all
complete traces that fulfil the original constraints also fulfil at least one of the new sets of
constraints. For example, if the current state contains a rule with an unsolved premise fact,
then when Tamarin solves this premise it splits the current state into several states, each
containing one of the possible conclusions which may have been the source of that fact.

For example, to prove that a particular property holds in all traces (such as “In all traces, X
is preceded by Y”), Tamarin begins with the trace constraints from its negation (“There exists
a trace in which X is not preceded by Y”). Goals are solved until either there is a case with
no goals remaining, which is a completed trace and thus a counter-example to the property,
or all possible states for this transition system contradict the constraints. In the latter case,
this returns a proof that no trace of the transition system can satisfy the constraints of the
negated property, and thus the property holds in all traces.

This backwards reasoning makes Tamarin very efficient in many protocols, but is ill-
suited to a naïve model of the SAv5 protocol. The specification relies not only on shared
state between each constituent sub-protocol, but also a shared state machine which dictates
which transitions are allowable at particular times. Further, the majority of state transitions
occur from and return to the same state, Security Idle.

The consequence is that the SAv5 model contains many unbounded loops. Naïvely, an
attempt by Tamarin to solve a premise requiring the Security Idle state may find that
many rules are potential sources for the preceding state, and attempt to solve each of these
possibilities separately. Worse, many may introduce new unsolved premises that also require
the Security Idle state, creating a loop. One can see how this might cause Tamarin
to indefinitely unroll loops backwards if it cannot already conclude that the constraints
cannot be met. Within Tamarin’s framework, this issue can be countered by making use
of its forward inductive reasoning and proving properties that resemble loop invariants. For
example, Tamarin can prove inductively that each instance of a Critical ASDU Authentication
Protocol rule of a particular role must have been preceded by an instance of the Session Key
Update Protocol rule for the same role. After it proves such invariants inductively, Tamarin
can use them in the backwards search to avoid unrolling loops and instead reason about
their starting point immediately.

More technically, the key to analysing a protocol like this is to identify invariants over
particular transitions and prioritize solving for the origin point of these terms as necessary.
For example, an outstation running the Critical ASDU Authentication Protocol is making
use of session keys that were set during the last Session Key Update Protocol (rule S4, as
labelled in Figure 3.2) and are invariant in all other rules. We therefore add a premise to
any rule making use of the session keys so that it directly relies on the current “session key
invariant”, represented by a persistent fact that is output when the session keys are changed,
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along with a fresh identifier so that it cannot unify to any other session key invariant. In
solving the premises, we can prioritize finding the origin point of the current invariants,
as the properties of the current protocol often depend only on the circumstances around
the relevant invariants.

In the Critical ASDU Authentication Protocol example, the authentication properties
depend on the properties of the last Session Key Update and the original pairing of the user to
outstation, and in the Aggressive Mode, on the last generated challenge data. Each of these
is included as an invariant. When proving that all traces have the AUTH1 property, this
allows Tamarin immediately to solve for the origin of the invariants, which adds constraints
to, for example, where the session keys were generated and assigned.

As described, the key to analysing a protocol like this successfully is to identify invariants
over certain transitions, and to prioritize solving for the source of these.
Invariants within the model include:

1. the authority key and relevant identifiers for both the user and outstation as assigned
during the initial key distribution,

2. update key invariants for both the user and outstation,

3. session key invariants for both the user and outstation,

4. and the last challenge sent or received in each direction for both the user and the
outstation.

Additionally, there is a ‘last key status message’ which is stored by the outstation in both the
S2 and S4 rules. Although this is invariant through all other rules, it is only used in rules
where it is also modified, so we can efficiently represent it with a linear fact consumed and
output by those two rules. Finally, there are three ‘keys to reveal’ facts output whenever new
keys are generated, which are used to model adversary compromise and represented with
persistent facts. The combined invariant relations are shown in Figure 3.7.

Please see Milner’s thesis [140] for more discussion and detail on the use of injective
facts and handling invariants within Tamarin.

3.4.2.1 Asymmetric Mode Analysis

Adding the Asymmetric mode of the Update Key Change Protocol to the overall protocol
models had significant impact on the proof burden and time required to prove the required
properties of the models. As we detail in Section 3.4.3, adding one extra sub-protocol (the
asymmetric variant of the Update Key Change Protocol) causes nearly a 4.5-fold increase in
the total CPU time required to prove these same properties.

The main cause of the increased CPU time is that all proofs now need to consider
many more case distinctions and possible sources for obtaining messages. Since there is no
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Figure 3.7: Protocol rules and the structure of loop invariants in the DNP3 model. Rules ex-
ecuted by the user and outstation are prefixed by ‘U:’ and ‘O:’ respectively, and invariants are
represented by edges from the rules that set their value to the rules that use them. For example, the
U:A3_send_C_Aggressive rule uses the CDSK invariant from the U:S3 rule, the challenge data invari-
ant since the last U:A3_send_C_Reply rule, and the identifiers set up in the Initial_Key_Distribution
rule.

compositional reasoning that can be directly applied here, and the additional sub-protocol
can possibly precede most of the rule instances, the additional rules for the fourth sub-
protocol exponentially increase the proof search space. Concretely, this meant we had to
construct more complex invariants before Tamarin could automatically prove the both the
previous and newly added (i.e., specific to the asymmetric mode) security properties.

Rather than simply having to prove new properties just about the new asymmetric sub-
protocol, we have additionally had to modify and update almost every lemma to take account
of the fact that the asymmetric sub-protocol is now modelled. Proving properties about the
secrecy of the update key now requires considering three possible methods of distribution
rather than the previous two (i.e., USB Stick, Symmetric, and Asymmetric). Then, as session
keys set by the Session Key Update Protocol could be compromised indirectly by compromise
of the update key, or even compromise of the keys used by the Update Key Change Protocol

(i.e., either the authority key or the user and/or outstation’s private keys), properties about
the Session Key Update Protocol must now also consider each possible method by which the
update key could have been set or potentially compromised. This extra burden of proof
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on the origin of all keys used to encrypt or authenticate messages creates significantly more
work and complexity for each lemma.

3.4.3 Results

Section 3.4.1 described how the specification requires the protocol be resilient to Spoofing,
Modification, Replay, and Eavesdropping, and how these properties translated into more
formal security properties AUTH1, AUTH2, and CONF. Our analysis in Tamarin has for-
mally verified all three of these properties for our model of DNP3: Secure Authentication v5;
in particular, they hold for any (unbounded) number of sessions and loop iterations. These
results can be automatically verified by Tamarin from the model and properties in dnp3.m4,
which can be found at [71]. On a modern PC (2.8 GHz Intel Core i7 from 2014 with
16GB RAM), these theorems in total prove in ∼9m. We additionally proved several sanity
checking properties, e.g., to show that our model correctly allows for expected behaviours.

It is worth noting the significant extra computational effort required to prove these
properties when introducing even only one extra sub-protocol. The results from [70] proved
the same properties on DNP3: SAv5 with only the symmetric mode of encryption available
for the Update Key Change Protocol ; introducing only one extra sub-protocol (the asymmetric
variant of the Update Key Change Protocol) causes nearly a 4.5-fold increase in the total CPU
time required to prove these same properties.

Table 3.1 details the time taken to achieve these results, and Table 3.2 details the results
of each security property.

Model CPU Time Wall clock time
Symmetric only, from [70] 420.55s (∼7m 00s) 123s (2m 03s)
Asymmetric and Symmetric 1846.53s (∼30m 46s) 550s (9m 10s)

Table 3.1: Times for proving lemmas within the symmetric-only and combined models

Security Property Result
AUTH1 verified
AUTH2 verified
CONF verified

Table 3.2: Results of verification of security properties

As stated in the introduction, our results seemingly contradict an attack claimed in previous
analysis; we will return to this in detail in Section 3.7.
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3.5 Analysis under partial compromise

Having modelled and analysed the DNP3: SAv5 protocol suite under the standard’s stated
threat model, we now consider the implications of partial compromise, i.e., compromise of
any of the system’s components. We emphasise that consideration of partial compromise
and our analysis here is strictly outside of IEEE 1815-2012’s stated threat model.

As described, each of the outstation, user (at a master station), and authority all share the
long term symmetric Authority Key, AK. While a system may implement the asymmetric
mode of the Update Key Change Protocol , this is optional; systems implementing DNP3:
SAv5 are required to support the symmetric mode of the Update Key Change Protocol regard-
less of whether they implement the asymmetric mode or not. As such, all three components
of user, outstation, and authority must be in possession of the Authority Key.

No mention or requirement for trusted hardware or e.g., Hardware Security Modules is
made in IEEE 1815-2012 [110], so we believe that physical compromise or gaining a ‘root’
on any one of these three components will give the adversary this Authority Key, and with it
the ability to impersonate any of the three components in the system. This compromise does
not require long-term access or control of any of the components; an adversary only needs a
single time point of access to one of the components to learn the Authority Key. The standard
notes that changing the Authority Key is out of scope for any of the defined protocols.

This new knowledge will then allow the adversary to invoke the Update Key Change
Protocol , either receiving (if choosing to impersonate the user or outstation) or setting (if
choosing to impersonate the authority) a new update key. With knowledge of this new
update key, the adversary will in turn be able to receive or set a new session key through the
Session Key Update Protocol ; they will then successfully be able to authenticate any critical
ASDUs which they choose to send to either user or outstation.

Partial Compromise Results: Compromise of any one of the system’s three components
therefore violates all three properties of AUTH1, AUTH2, and CONF.

Additionally, the standard implies that this Authority Key is universal across any particu-
lar network of users and outstations, and not different per triple of ⟨outstation,user,authority⟩.²
This means that compromise of any component in a particular power grid network (e.g.,
a random, poorly guarded outstation in the middle of nowhere) could potentially lead to
complete compromise of that whole power grid, and not just of the direct components with
whom that outstation directly communicates. Alternatively, the memory of the computer(s)
within a decommissioned outstation might not be securely deleted before being sold or
disposed of publicly: in this case, the power grid operator would not even have evidence

²Or even just per user—outstation pair, as there should only be one authority per network.
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of a physical break-in as an indication of compromise of the hard-coded Authority Key, and
therefore the potentially complete compromise of their network.

This is clearly a design failing: while introducing individual hard-coded ‘authority keys’
per ⟨outstation,user,authority⟩ triple would both create a small amount of extra administrative
overhead, and has many other issues, it would at least significantly reduce the impact of
compromise of any single outstation or user within a power grid.

3.6 Recommendations

While our analysis was succesful in showing that the main properties hold under the stan-
dard’s threat model, it also naturally leads to several recommendations. To aid clarity of im-
plementation, to avoid possible misinterpretation, and to allow the protocol to meet stronger
security guarantees, we propose the following changes to future versions of the specification.

Recommendations Based upon Modelling and Analysis:

• Update Key Change messages (g120v13) should contain a clear indication of intended
recipient (i.e., outstation ID). This would allow for a stronger authentication property
that only relies on the secrecy of the Authority key, not additionally on the secrecy of
the new update key.
In the Update Key Change Protocol , the Update Key Change object (g120v13) contains
the KSQ, User Name, update key, and outstation Challenge Data, but not an outsta-
tion identifier (in contrast to the asymmetric version in g120v14). Thus, an outstation
cannot ensure the Authority agrees on the outstation identity when receiving a newly
encrypted update key. It is only through the HMAC in the Update Key Confirmation
message (g120v15) that the outstation can authenticate the destination of the update
key, but this HMAC is computed under that same new update key being distributed.
Concretely, there is potential to attack the Update Key Change Protocol without knowl-
edge of the Authority’s key using only knowledge of the new update key. The adversary
can present a challenge from outstation A to the user as if it were from outstation B,
receive an Update Key Change object intended for outstation B encrypted under the
Authority key, and re-compute the Update Key Confirmation message so that it is
incorrectly accepted by outstation A. This potential ‘attack’ (under a very specific
out-of-threat model scenario) was generated automatically by Tamarin.
This has only minor impact, as the update keys are assumed to be secret, and the attack
requires two outstations to be running the Update Key Change Protocol with the same
user concurrently. Nonetheless, it implies achieving agreement on a new update key
requires a weaker adversary than is strictly necessary.
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We discovered this during the analysis phase, as we attempted to prove a range of
additional, stronger properties not explicitly required by the desired security properties
or threat model. This included e.g., the above described authentication properties
where the adversary could compromise the secrecy of the new update key; this property
is violated in this scenario, but the simple modification to the protocol as described
would strengthen the protocol significantly, precluding this attack.

• The specification must clarify the use of Challenge Sequence Numbers:
– It is not clear whether CSQ values (per direction) should be kept on a per Master-

Outstation pair basis, or whether each device should keep one universal CSQ
value (per direction).

– The specification must clarify whether recipients of CSQ values from the net-
work (whether Responder or Challenger) should expect CSQ values to be strictly
increasing. The sender’s behaviour (whether in an Authentication Challenge,
Authentication Reply, or Aggressive Mode Request) is clear, but it is not clear
under which conditions a device should accept a CSQ as valid from another
party. If CSQ values are not required to be strictly increasing, then replay attacks
of Aggressive Mode Requests become possible.

– Further discussion and reasoning about the use of CSQs may be found in Sec-
tion 3.3.1.2. These issues were mainly discovered during the modelling phase:
formally modelling a protocol forces the modeller to be completely explicit about
the protocol’s possible behaviours, and the English-language descriptions within
the standard of how Challenge Sequence Numbers are to be used (and when
they are to be accepted) is not clear enough to answer the above queries. During
the analysis phase we were able to generate attack traces in Tamarin for the Ag-
gressive Mode by removing the requirement for strictly increasing CSQ values.

Recommendations Based upon Best Cryptographic Practice:
These recommendations do not necessarily follow directly from formal Tamarin analysis
and results, but are based upon our greater understanding of the protocols as a result of
performing the modelling and analysis, combined with our knowledge of best practice for
cryptography and protocol design.

• The specification should strongly recommend (or even require) that devices support
asymmetric authenticated key exchange, rather just than symmetric key-transport with
an optional asymmetric key-transport mode for the Update Key Change Protocol . This
should be recommended for both the Update Key Change and Session Key Update Pro-
tocols, and completely disabling the symmetric modes of these sub-protocols should
be permitted. Use of Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) would allow stations to
benefit from the added security of asymmetric cryptography, without significantly
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increasing the total amount of data transmitted. Asymmetric cryptography crucially
only requires each private key to be in one location, and ECC is viable on low-power
devices [103].

• The specification should deprecate the universal Authority Key per network in the
symmetric mode of the Update Key Change Protocol , instead implementing at mini-
mum a unique symmetric Authority Key per outstation.

• Deprecate HMAC-SHA-1. The SHA-1 algorithm is dangerously weak, and a collision
has been found [172]. HMAC-SHA-256 should be required at minimum.

• Within both the symmetric and asymmetric modes, the protocol should perform
some form of key-exchange (incorporating randomness from all involved compo-
nents), rather than (a)symmetric key-transport [54]. This would significantly reduce
the protocol’s dependence on the raw output of any one CSPRNG [45].

Other Recommendations:

These recommendations are based upon our greater understanding of the engineering aspects
of the protocols as a result of reading the standards in depth, and performing the modelling
and analysis. We then combined this with our knowledge of best practice for protocol
engineering and implementation.

• The standard must clarify how recipients of messages should parse them, and the
standard must clearly and precisely state how recipients should calculate HMACs (e.g.,
to compare to received Authentication Replies and Aggressive Mode Requests). This
must clarify which Sequence Numbers (for both Challenges and Key Changes) should
be valid under which conditions, and which Challenge Data should be valid in which
situations.

• The standard must clearly state when various data should be kept until (e.g., Challenge
Data), when it should be overwritten, and how many previous instances of this data
should be kept per User-Outstation pair.

Communication with IEEE, National Grid

During the modelling and analysis phases, we attempted to communicate with the standard’s
authors (via the IEEE) to learn more about the design decisions, and how the standard
would be used in practice. We also attempted to contact potentially relevant users of the
standard at National Grid (via NCSC), but got no response from either National Grid or
IEEE. While the purpose of our research has always been focussed on the correctness of
the standard rather than any particular implementation, it would have been beneficial to
us to have a real, working implementation of the Secure Authentication v5 protocol suite,
so that we could confirm (or reject) our interpretations of the imprecision in the standard.
Gaining access to multiple implementations of the standard would be especially beneficial
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for future analyses of the standard’s security; this would allow us see whether our interpre-
tations of underspecification were viewed in the same light by multiple implementers, and
to see whether this crucial lack of detail allows different implementations to inter-operate
successfully and securely in practice.

3.7 Claimed attacks against DNP3: SAv5

While we consider broader work related to DNP3 in Section 6.4, here we discuss in context
some previous work which claims to have found attacks against DNP3: SAv5’s Critical
ASDU Authentication Protocol .

Amoah et al., 2014 and 2016 (in [26] and [24] respectively) use Colored Petri-Nets
to model and analyse both the non-aggressive and aggressive modes of the Critical ASDU
Authentication sub-protocol. They discover a denial of service attack in the non-aggressive
mode [26], and a “replay attack” when the aggressive and non-aggressive modes are combined
[24]. Both papers only consider the Critical ASDU Authentication Protocol in isolation.

According to [24, p.353], the attack works as follows: after a non-aggressive critical
ASDU request (A1 in Figure 3.3), the attacker blocks the Authentication Challenge message
(A2) to the user, and sends a new one with the same challenge data, but with an artificially
incremented CSQ. The user creates an Authentication Reply (A3, containing an HMAC)
with this incremented CSQ value, which the outstation now rejects (A4). The attacker then
replays this Authentication Reply with the critical ASDU prepended, to match the format of
an Aggressive Mode Request (without modifying the HMAC), which, they claim, the out-
station will now accept: valid Aggresive Mode Requests should have both the same challenge
data as the last sent Authentication Challenge message, and a CSQ value incremented for
each request sent since that challenge. As the user never sent an Aggressive Mode Request
(only a non-aggressive request), [24] claims this violates agreement.

This attack does not work, as an outstation will not accept a non-aggressive mode mes-
sage replayed into the Aggressive Mode. Our reasoning is as follows: HMACs within an
Aggressive Mode Request must be calculated over “The entire Application Layer fragment
that this object is included in, including the Application Layer header, all objects preceding
this one, and the object header and object prefix for this object” [110, p.742, Table A-9]. An
Aggressive Mode HMAC must therefore include the “Object Header g120v3 Authentication
Aggressive Mode Request”, and the “Object Header g120v9 Authentication MAC”; these
two object headers must both be included in the HMAC calculation [110, A.45.9, p.741].
In contrast, the calculation of an HMAC within an Authentication Reply message (g120v2)
from a non-aggressive mode request contains no such Aggressive Mode objects or headers.
Assuming the attacker cannot successfully modify the HMAC without access to the session
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key, an HMAC for an Aggressive Mode Request will never match one calculated from the
non-aggressive mode, regardless of whether the CSQ values and challenge data match.

We modelled this ‘attack’ in the file dnp3-aggressive-amoah-attack.spthy. For this
to succeed, we had to under-approximate the original model significantly compared to the
specification. Notably, in this model, we had to remove anything from the specification
stating or implying the mode in both HMACs, as well as removing checks on the relationship
between the CSQ in the body of the Aggressive Mode Request, and the CSQ within the
Authentication Challenge included in the HMAC [110, pp.211 & 742].

We conclude that this claimed attack is an artefact of a model that is too coarse, and is
not possible in faithful implementations of the standard.

After the conference version of this work was accepted for publication, we contacted the
authors of [24] (Amoah, Çamtepe, and Foo) with our discovery, asking for comment or
clarification. Amoah and Foo both replied to our email confirming that they did not model
the HMAC correctly, and that therefore “the previously reported replay attack identified on
the non-aggressive to the aggressive mode of operation will not be possible”.

3.8 Conclusions

In this chapter we have performed the most comprehensive symbolic modelling and analysis
yet of the DNP3 Secure Authentication v5 protocol; this analysis has considered all of the
constituent sub-protocols (both symmetric and asymmetric), including cross-protocol and
cross-mode attacks. We make use of novel modelling techniques in Tamarin, by identify-
ing invariants in DNP3’s state transitions to cope with analysis of the protocol’s inherent
complexity, extensive state, and unbounded loops and sessions.

Our findings notably contradict claimed results by earlier analyses; in particular, our
findings show that the attack claimed in [24] is not possible in the standard as defined. We
then perform analysis of the protocol under partial compromise (explicitly disallowed by
the standard’s threat model), and discover that it is especially vulnerable to compromise of
any single one of its constituent network components; we provide recommendations for
how to mitigate this.

While our analysis naturally leads to a number of recommendations for improving future
versions of DNP3, we conclude that the core protocol of the standard meets its stated secu-
rity goals if implemented correctly, increasing confidence in this security-critical building
block of power grids.



“It is up to the network implementation to provide the se-
curity. You can see this very clearly in GSM: even though
an authentication protocol is defined, the specification doesn’t
mandate running it. A GSM system works just as well without
authentication.
[. . .]
Thus, the specifications permit building a working and secure
system, but don’t guarantee it. This allows differentiation of
manufacturers (some get it right, some don’t). As all of the UEs
security depends on the network operators, the user has to trust
the network operator to buy the right equipment.”

— Alf Zugenmaier (Vice-Chair of 3GPP SA3) 4
Component-Based Formal Analysis of
5G-AKA: Channel Assumptions and

Session Confusion

4.1 Introduction

The 5th Generation (5G) mobile networks and telecommunications standard is currently
under development, and are nearly finalised. A crucial building block in this standard is the
“5G Authentication and Key-Agreement” (5G-AKA) protocol. This protocol is developed by
3GPP, and is an evolution of the AKA variants used in 3G and 4G, and is used to authenticate
and establish keys between the involved parties. These parties include the subscribers, the
networks within close range (referred to as Serving Networks), and the subscribers’ carriers
(referred to as Home Networks). The security of all 5G communication therefore crucially
relies on 5G-AKA.

Traditionally, security protocols standards were not developed in tandem with rigorous
security analysis, leading to many vulnerabilities being found after deployment. More re-
cently, there has been a positive trend in which rigorous scientific analysis has been part of
the development process; most notably IETF’s TLS 1.3 protocol [154], which has benefited
from being developed in tandem with a range of analysis methods [147]. Given the extremely
wide deployment of 5G in the near future, it seems prudent to perform state-of-the-art
analysis for this standard as well.

We perform a fine-grained formal analysis of 5G’s main authentication and key agree-
ment protocol (5G-AKA), and provide the first models that explicitly consider all parties de-
fined by the protocol specification. Our formal analysis reveals that the security of 5G-AKA
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critically relies on unstated assumptions on the inner workings of the underlying channels.
In practice this means that following the 5G-AKA specification, a provider can easily and
‘correctly’ implement the standard insecurely, leaving the protocol vulnerable to a security-
critical race condition. We then provide the first models and analysis considering component
and channel compromise in 5G, the results of which further demonstrate the fragility and
subtle trust assumptions of the 5G-AKA protocol.

We propose formally verified fixes to the encountered issues, and we are working with
3GPP to ensure that this race condition is mitigated.

Methodology

Our work aims to provide rigorous formal analysis, and to improve the security of the
5G-AKA standard. As with Chapter 3, our approach uses formal symbolic modeling with
the Tamarin prover [138].

Several aspects of the 5G-AKA protocol complicate formal analysis. The first of these is
the sheer complexity of the documentation in which it is specified, which spans hundreds
of pages. The second aspect is the complexity of the protocol, which involves four parties,
depends on sequence counters for its security, and complex channel assumptions. The third
is the informal nature of the security requirements, which mean the modeler has to make
complex assumptions on the basis of the possible use cases.

We closely model the 5G-AKA specification: in particular, we explicitly model all four
main parties in the specification, in which Home Networks include a separate component
for credential storage that may be implemented in e.g., a hardware security module. We
explicitly model possible assumptions on the channels connecting these four parties. We
then analyse the resulting system model with respect to a range of threat models, including
compromised components and channels.

Chapter overview: We structure our work in three main parts. In the first part, we describe
the protocol (Section 4.2), the threat model implied by the standard (Section 4.3), security
properties (Section 4.4), and its formalisation (Section 4.6 and 4.7.)

In the second part, we formalise and model a basic threat model, and perform analysis
in Sections 4.8 to 4.12. We then consider the modelling, analysis, results, and consequences
of stronger threat models that involve channel and component compromise in Section 4.13.

Finally, in the third part, we discuss the potential implications of these results, we discuss
our interaction with the 3GPP working groups and upcoming changes to the standard
(TS 33.501 [8]) in Section 4.14, before concluding in Section 4.16.
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4.2 The 5G-AKA protocol

The 5G-AKA protocol is the flagship “Authentication and Key-Agreement” protocol within
the newly proposed 5G standard, and therefore is the core building block for the security
guarantees of the standard. 5G-AKA has evolved from the EPS-AKA protocol as used
by 4G/LTE [11]. The 5G-AKA protocol is specified within §6.1.3.2 of 3GPP Technical
Specification 33.501 [8]; here we model version v0.7.0.

We distinguish between the “home network”, e.g., the network that the user signed up
with, and the “serving network”, which is the actual network that the phone connects to.
While the home network can be the same as the serving network, they are different in a
roaming scenario.

The 5G-AKA protocol establishes authentication and key-agreement between a mobile
device, a serving network, and the device’s home network. The standard additionally specifies
a credential repository, which resides within the home network. The protocol is therefore
specified as a sequence of communications between four roles:

• UE: the ‘User Equipment’.
This can be for example mobile phones or USB 5G dongles. Each UE is uniquely
identified by its SUbscription Permanent Identifier (SUPI). In 5G, the SUPI performs
the same role as the ‘IMSI’ in pre-5G standards.

• SEAF: the ‘Security Anchor Function’.
In the roaming context, this is within the serving network, e.g., the network that the
phone connects to in a remote location.

• AUSF: the ‘Authentication Server Function’.
This falls within the home network, e.g., the network of the phone’s service provider.

• ARPF: the ‘Authentication credential Repository and Processing Function’.
This also falls within the home network, and may typically reside within a secure
location, such as a Hardware Security Module.

The UE and ARPF alone share the user’s long-term secret symmetric key, K. In 5G-AKA,
the SUPI should never be exposed publicly; a ‘SUbscribption Concealed Identifier’ or SUCI

is used to achieve this. The SIDF, or the Subscriber Identity De-concealing Function is used
to decrypt a SUCI value into a SUPI: this functionality is co-located with the ARPF.

At the end of a successful run of the protocol, all parties should all share or at least be able
to derive and agree upon an ‘anchor key’ KSEAF, from which session keys for communication
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between the mobile device and base station(s) within the local network are derived. The se-
crecy of the KSEAF key is therefore crucial to ensure the security of subsequent operations
and communications.

See Figure 4.1 for a diagram illustrating the parties and channels involved in the 5G-AKA
protocol; in this example, a mobile phone user is roaming in Norway, communicating back
to their home network in the UK.

UE SEAF AUSF ARPF

e.g., Mobile
Phone

Authentication
for serving
network

Authentication
for home
network

Credential
Store for home

network

Insecure Secure Secure

Insecure Secure Secure

Figure 4.1: Parties and channels involved in the 5G-AKA protocol. Parties inside the dashed box
are within the 5G core network; dashed channels are considered ‘secure’. The left two parties (UE
and SEAF) can be remote, or roaming; in this example, they are both in a separate country to that
of the subscriber’s home network – in this example, Norway. The right two parties are within the
subscriber’s home network, in this example, the UK. The icons (mobile phone, base station, home
network, key) and country flags are for illustrative purposes only.

4.2.1 Normal execution of the 5G-AKA protocol

We now give a simplified overview of the 5G-AKA protocol execution, for illustrative pur-
poses, as described in [8, §6.1.3.2]. See Figure 4.2 for a message sequence chart of the normal
flow of the protocol, which we describe below. We omit the details of messages that are not
needed to understand the vulnerabilities later.

1. The UE sends its ephemerally encrypted ‘concealed ID’ (SUCI, encrypted with a
variant of the Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme) and the name of its home
network to the nearest SEAF. In the case that the SUPI is not concealed, it just sends
the SUPI value unencrypted.
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2. The SEAF sends a 5G-AIR message containing the previous message and the name of
the serving network to an AUSF in the relevant home network.

3. The AUSF then transmits this information in an ‘Auth-Info Request’ message to the
home network’s ARPF.

4. The ARPF

(a) Requests de-concealment of the SUCI into its respective SUPI from the Sub-
scriber Identity De-concealing Function, or SIDF. The ARPF and SIDF are
normally co-located.

(b) The ARPF then retrieves the relevant K for this user, and
(c) Generates a 128-bit random number ‘RAND’, a single AUTN value derived

from RAND and the user’s long-term key K, an ‘Expected Response’ value
(XRES*), and a session key for the AUSF, KAUSF. These are sent to the AUSF
in an ‘Auth-Info Response’ message. The ‘Expected Response’ value is a hash
of the derived keys, RAND, and SNID; possession of it enables other parties
(which may not know K) to verify that the user responded correctly.

5. The AUSF sends a 5G-AIA message containing AUTN, a hash of the ‘Expected Re-
sponse’ (i.e., HXRES*), the new ‘anchor key’ KSEAF derived from KAUSF, and the
SUPI of the intended recipient.

6. The SEAF sends RAND and AUTN to the UE in an Auth-Req message.
7. The UE proves its identity, and implicitly, ownership of K, by responding to the

SEAF with RES* (i.e., the ‘Response’) within an Auth-Resp message; the UE can now
calculate the keys KAUSF and KSEAF.

8. The SEAF calculates the hash of RES* (i.e., HRES*) received from the UE, and checks
that it matches with the hash of the ‘Expected Response’, HXRES* value from the
AUSF. If it matches, the SEAF considers the authentication to have been successful,
and sends an Authentication Confirmation (5G-AC) message containing the user’s
SUPI, the serving network’s ID, and the response, to the AUSF. The AUSF acknowl-
edges this message from the SEAF by replying with a 5G-ACA message (unspecified as
of TS 33.501 v0.7.0).

4.3 Basic threat model: ABasic

The 5G-AKA documentation does not specify an explicit threat model. Section 5 of TS 33.501,
“Security requirements and features” gives a mixture of threat models and desired security
properties from the perspectives of the involved components, and we attempt to extract
the most important points, discussing the threat model here, and the required security
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UE
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K

SUCI, HN
5G-AIR

Auth-Info Request

Auth-Info Response
5G-AIA
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Auth-Resp
5G-AC
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Figure 4.2: The normal flow of the 5G-AKA Protocol. Only the UE and ARPF know the user’s
long-term key, K. Dashed lines indicate messages sent over secure channels.

properties in Section 4.4. This is not an easy task, as security properties are often informally
and minimally described in protocol standards. For transparency, we quote the original
documentation where possible.

4.3.1 Channel threat model

The 5G-AKA protocol leverages the communications channels between the four involved
parties. As shown in Figure 4.1, the channels specified by TS 33.501 for the 5G-AKA proto-
col are:

1. UE↔ SEAF
2. SEAF↔ AUSF
3. AUSF↔ ARPF

The standard specifies which of these connections should be secured in which way, and
implicitly, the channels over which the adversary might have control. Concretely, the com-
munications between SEAF, AUSF, and ARPF (i.e., channels 2 and 3) are within the “5G
Core Network”. In Figure 4.3 cite the precise properties required of “e2e core network
interconnection” channels as described in TS 33.501 verbatim, which suggest that SEAF↔
AUSF and AUSF ↔ ARPF form a type of secure channel. As a result, we consider the
channels SEAF↔ AUSF and AUSF↔ ARPF as ‘secure channels’; we describe their formal
modelling later in Section 4.8.2.

Note that these channel properties do not explicitly require or guarantee delivery of
messages, nor of ordering of the receipt of messages. We believe that these properties are
analogous (or at least very close) to setting up and maintaining long-term IPSec, (D)TLS,
or Diameter sessions over these channels, between the named parties. We return to the
subtleties regarding the precise assumptions and formal modelling later in Section 4.8.2.
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5.7.4: Requirements for e2e core network interconnection security (from TS 33.501 p.21)
A solution for e2e core network interconnection security shall satisfy the following requirements.

• The solution shall provide confidentiality and/or integrity end-to-end between source and
destination network for specific message elements identified in this specification. [...]

• The destination network shall be able to determine the authenticity of the source network
that sent the specific message elements protected [...]

• The solution should be using standard security protocols.
• The solution shall cover prevention of replay attacks.

Figure 4.3: Requirements for e2e core network interconnection security (from [8] p.21)

The standard does not specify any assumed security for the channel between UE and
SEAF: in some sense, this is part of what 5G-AKA aims to provide. We therefore assume
that channel between the UE and SEAF is considered insecure; we model it such that
it is attacker-controlled, eavesdroppable, replayable, and the channel itself is without any
cryptographic protections; individual messages may of course use their own cryptographic
protections directly.

4.3.2 Component threat model

TS 33.501 v0.7.0 [8] does not explicitly describe whether it considers compromise of com-
ponents within the system, and as such we conclude that compromise of any of the core
network components (SEAF, AUSF, or ARPF) is not allowed in the basic threat model.
The standard describes (cited verbatim in Figure 4.4) the protections required for the long-
term key K within the USIM, and as such we assume that an adversary cannot compromise
an honest user’s key K. We do however assume that a persistent and capable adversary
would be able to compromise the long-term key(s) of other USIMs, e.g., ones in its long-
term possession.

We discuss the further implications of stronger channel properties (i.e., a weaker threat
model) in Section 4.11, and then consider compromised channels, and separately compro-
mised components (i.e., a stronger threat model) in Section 4.13.

4.4 Required security properties

Many academic papers have considered desirable security properties for authentication and
key-agreement protocols. Some of the more commonly aspired to properties include: session
key secrecy [117], long-term key secrecy [117], forward secrecy [139], post-compromise
security [62], unknown key-share attack resistance [47], and a whole hierarchy of authenti-
cation properties [131]. This is by no means supposed to be a comprehensive list; instead it
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5.1.4 Secure storage and processing of subscription credentials (from TS 33.501 p.16)
The following requirements apply for the storage and processing of the subscription credentials used
to access the 5G network:

• The subscription credential(s) shall be integrity protected within the NG-UE using a tamper
resistant secure hardware component.

• The long-term key(s) of the subscription credential(s) (e.g., K in EPS AKA) shall be confi-
dentiality protected within the NG-UE using a tamper resistant secure hardware component.

• The long-term key(s) of the subscription credential(s) shall never be available in the clear
outside of the tamper resistant secure hardware component. […]

Figure 4.4: Secure storage and processing of subscription credentials (from [8] p.16)

6.1 Primary authentication and key-agreement (from TS 33.501 p.25)
The purpose of the primary authentication and key-agreement procedures is to enable mutual
authentication between the UE and the network and provide keying material that can be used
between the UE and network in subsequent security procedures. The keying material generated by
the primary authentication and key-agreement procedure results in an anchor key called the KSEAF
provided by the AUSF of the home network to the SEAF of the serving network.

Keys for more than one security context can be derived from the KSEAF without the need of a
new authentication run. A concrete example of this is that an authentication run over a 3GPP
access network can also provide keys to establish security between the UE and a N3IWF used in
untrusted non-3GPP access.

The authentication run also results in an intermediate key called the KAUSF. The KAUSF may be left
at the AUSF based on the home operator’s policy on using such key.

Figure 4.5: Primary authentication and key-agreement (from [8] p.25)

is merely designed to illustrate a representative selection of reasonable, desirable properties
for a modern key agreement protocol.

TS 33.501 v0.7.0 [8] details a number of security requirements on the various elements
of the 5G ecosystem. We now detail the requirements directly affecting the 5G-AKA pro-
tocol, and the security properties which the standard states or implies 5G-AKA should
uphold. TS 33.501 contains the text describing “security requirements and features for
solutions”, notably considering confidentiality and integrity requirements; we cite this in
Figure 4.6. Section 5 of TS 33.501 further describes how we formalise these requirements
on Authentication and Authorization; we include it verbatim in Figure 4.7.

4.4.1 Secrecy

TS 33.501 v0.7.0 [8] does not explicitly state a requirement for the secrecy of the session
key KSEAF (referred to as the “anchor key”); however possession of this key grants the bearer
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5 Security requirements and features (from TS 33.501 p.15)
5.1.2 User data and signalling data confidentiality
5.1.2.1 Requirements on Support and Usage of Ciphering

• The UE shall support ciphering of user data between the UE and the gNB.
• The UE shall support ciphering of RRC and NAS-signalling. […]
• Confidentiality protection of the user data between the UE and the gNB is optional to use.
• Confidentiality protection of the RRC-signalling, and NAS-signalling is optional to use.
• Confidentiality protection should be used whenever regulations permit.

5.1.3 User data and signalling data integrity
5.1.3.1 Requirements on support and usage of integrity protection

• The UE shall support integrity protection and replay protection of user data between the UE
and the gNB.

• The UE shall support integrity protection and replay protection of RRC and NAS-signalling.
[…]

• Integrity protection of the RRC-signalling, and NAS-signalling is mandatory to use, except
in the following cases: […]

Figure 4.6: Security requirements and features (from [8] p.15)

5.10 Authentication and Authorization (from TS 33.501 p.23)
The 5G system shall satisfy the following requirements.
Subscription authentication: The serving network shall authenticate the Subscription Permanent
Identifier (SUPI) in the process of authentication and key-agreement between UE and network.
[...]
Serving network authentication: The UE shall authenticate the serving network identifier through
implicit key authentication. The meaning of ‘implicit key authentication’ here is that authentication
is provided through the successful use of keys resulting from authentication and key-agreement in
subsequent procedures. [...]
UE authorization: The serving network shall authorize the UE through the subscription profile
obtained from the home network. UE authorization is based on the authenticated SUPI. [...]
Serving network authorization:
Serving network authorization by the home network: Assurance shall be provided to the UE that it is
connected to a serving network that is authorized by the home network to provide services to the
UE. This authorization is ‘implicit’ in the sense that it is implied by a successful authentication and
key-agreement run. [...]
Access network authorization: Assurance shall be provided to the UE that it is connected to
an access network that is authorized by the serving network to provide services to the UE. This
authorization is ‘implicit’ in the sense that it is implied by a successful establishment of access
network security. This access network authorization applies to all types of access networks.

Figure 4.7: Authentication and Authorization properties required by TS 33.501 (from [8] p.23)
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access to a network on behalf of the UE which derived the key; Figure 4.5 alludes strongly to
the importance of the KSEAF, and its cryptographic parent, the KAUSF. As such, we consider
secrecy of session keys to be one of the primary goals of 5G-AKA, goal, even if unstated in the
specification. We therefore interpret this information and the requirements from Figure 4.4
as the following key secrecy properties:

S1. The adversary must not be able to learn the long-term secret key K of an honest
subscriber (stored within the UE/USIM).

S2. The adversary must not be able to learn an “anchor key” KSEAF for an honest subscriber
derived by 5G-AKA, or its cryptographic parent, KAUSF.

4.4.2 Authentication and agreement

We note that the standard’s interpretation of ‘implicit key authentication’ is not the same
as normally considered within academic literature; the same description in line with aca-
demic literature would be closer to “The UE shall authenticate the serving network identifier
through implicit key authentication. The meaning of ‘implicit key authentication’ here is
that if the UE accepts a key for message encryption then only the intended peers can learn
that key. Explicit authentication is provided through the successful use of keys resulting
from authentication and key-agreement in subsequent procedures.”

We intepret the requirements from TS 33.501, notably Figure 4.7, as the following
agreement properties:
A1. The serving network and UE must agree on the identity of the UE.
A2. The UE and serving network must agree on the identity of the serving network.
A3. The home network and serving network must agree on the identity of the UE (and

upon agreement, the home network confirms that the UE is a legitimate subscriber).
A4. The UE and home network must agree on the identity of the home network.
A5. The UE and home network must agree on the identity of the serving network (and

this agreement implies that the serving network is authorised by the home network).
A6. The UE, serving network, and home network must agree on the anchor key, KSEAF.
A7. The anchor key KSEAF must not be replayable, i.e., the UE, home network, and serving

network agree that the KSEAF has only ever been accepted by one session.
Agreement property A7 is not directly stated as an explicit goal for KSEAF, but replay protec-
tion for all data is required and indicated at multiple points, so we believe this is a reasonable
goal for KSEAF as well.

We describe how we interpret, model, and analyse these informally defined security
requirements as more formal secrecy and authentication properties in Sections 4.7.1 and
4.7.2 respectively.
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4.4.3 Additional security properties

While we could additionally consider forward secrecy and post-compromise security, 5G-AKA
does not achieve these properties, and we are confident that the protocol in its present form
will not (modulo trivial amendments) ever be able to achieve these remaining properties.
For 5G-AKA to achieve, e.g., forward secrecy, the protocol would have to cease to rely solely
upon a static shared symmetric secret key K between the UE and ARPF, representing a
radical change in the design of the overall protocol. Due to legacy considerations we do not
believe 3GPP would approve such major changes within 5G. It is our understanding that
this was considered as a goal for 5G-AKA when TR 33.899 [5] was being prepared, but by
the time of the first drafts of TS 33.501, this goal had been dropped. Similar, even greater
changes would have to be introduced to achieve post-compromise security, and this is not
stated or alluded to as a goal in either TR 33.899 or TS 33.501.

We do not formally analyse the secrecy of the SUPI when in concealed (SUCI) form
beyond initial explorations (which found that the SUPI’s secrecy was maintained in normal
5G-AKA execution and threat models) as this has been studied in more depth in concurrent
work by Basin et al. in [40]; we discuss this work in more depth in Section 6.5. In the
version of the standard which we analysed (TS 33.501 v0.7.0, [8]) the behaviour and SUCI
de-concealment points within the 5G core network (i.e., revelation to the AUSF and SEAF)
have not been determined.

4.5 Modelling and analysis roadmap

At this stage, it is worth laying out a roadmap for the remainder of this chapter. So far,
we have informally described the 5G-AKA protocol, the basic threat model, and desired
security properties as described in TS 33.501.

We model 5G-AKA as a four-party protocol in the Tamarin Prover. We model its
channels, components, and interactions, describing our assumptions, modelling choices and
limitations in Section 4.6. We give example rules from the protocol, discuss modelling
limitations, considering e.g., XOR modelling and counter behaviour, and discuss our choice
to model each component separately, creating a four-party protocol.

Then, in Section 4.7 we formalise the security properties, describing how we convert
English-language properties from the standard (discussed in Section 4.4) into Tamarin lem-
mas. These lemmas are partially contingent on the specific threat model, but we describe
per-threat-model modifications to these lemmas in the relevant analysis sections.

After modelling the 5G-AKA protocol’s rules and security properties in Tamarin, the
next step is to analyse the protocol against the threat model(s) and desired security properties:
does the 5G-AKA protocol uphold the desired security properties in the stated threat model?
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Actor Partner Threat Model Property

UE UE AStronger Key Secrecy
SEAF SEAF ABasic Agreement
AUSF AUSF AWeaker
ARPF ARPF

Table 4.1: Query categories for 5G-AKA analysis

As we alluded to at the end of Section 4.3, we consider more than just the threat model
as directly interpreted from TS 33.501. We consider three broad categories of threat model:
ABasic, the basic threat model as described in TS 33.501 and Section 4.3,AWeaker, a group of
weaker threat models, and AStronger, a group of stronger threat models. This range of threat
models in combination with the required security properties naturally directs our analysis,
and we describe AWeaker and AStronger in more detail in the coming sections.

Each question we wish to ask of the protocol model consists of three main elements: the
viewpoint or actor(s) involved in the query, the threat model or adversarial power, and the
property to be upheld. The actor “involved in the query” is the actor or component from
whose perspective we make the query, and in the case of agreement properties, the other
component with whom the actor seeks to agree upon a term.

Table 4.1 gives a high-level enumeration of these different groups. In reality, each of
AStronger and AWeaker encompasses multiple different threat models; Key Secrecy considers
the secrecy of K, KAUSF, and KSEAF; and Agreement considers agreement (between the actor
and partner) over 1) the identities of each of the components, and 2) the anchor key KSEAF.
Our queries of the protocol are therefore a series of Tamarin lemmas created overall by
taking the cartesian product of these groups.

We proceed as follows, grouping the analysis phases by threat model:
• Firstly, starting in Section 4.7, we formalise the threat model ABasic, analysing the

protocol model against the desired security properties to see which are upheld. This
threat model does not allow any secure channel or component compromise. We
present results and vulnerabilities under this threat model in Section 4.10.

• Secondly, as a result of the discovered issues and vulnerabilities, we consider whether
there may be unstated or implicit assumptions on the underlying secure channels. We
therefore explore the consequences of a strictly weaker threat model AWeaker, caused
by stronger channel binding, in Section 4.11, giving analysis and results against the
same desired security properties as before. We propose and analyse a range of fixes
for the standard in Section 4.12, which then create the channel properties required to
achieve 5G-AKA’s desired security goals.
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• Thirdly, as a multi-party, multi-stakeholder protocol, we consider what might happen
if one or more of the involved parties behaved maliciously, and how much this protocol
relies upon the security and honesty of each of its components and secure channels.
We explore the consequences of adversary compromise of the secure channels and
components, i.e., AStronger in Section 4.13. We give analysis and results against the
same desired security properties for these scenarios.

4.6 Formal model of 5G-AKA in Tamarin

We formally model the four-party 5G-AKA protocol v0.7.0 [8] in the Tamarin Prover. These
models have built upon and significantly diverged from initial models of 5G-AKA v0.3.0 in
the three-party setting, eventually leading to independent concurrent work: [40].

UMTS-AKA (3G) and LTE-AKA (4G) describe three components, rather than four.
We believe it would have been reasonable to continue with the three-party configuration,
amalgamating the AUSF and ARPF into a single ‘home network’ component, but in line
with our specific desire to explore more fine-grained component-based models we opted
to split them out into the two separate components as precisely as possible. We believe
our results bear this decision out.

As in Chapter 3, our modelling and analysis of 5G-AKA takes advantage of the Tamarin
security protocol verification tool [138]. We give a reminder of the symbolic modelling as-
sumptions we made (in the context of 5G), and example 5G-AKA rules in Tamarin’s syntax.

4.6.1 Example 5G-AKA rules

We give an example of a pair of protocol rules from within our 5G-AKA models in Figure 4.8.
These two rules, seaf_receive_attachReq and seaf_send_air describe the SEAF receiving
an attach request message from a UE over the insecure UE ↔ SEAF channel (in this case
containing the un-concealed SUPI and HN), and then constructing and transmitting a
5G-AIR message to an AUSF within the 5G core network respectively.

This pair of rules for the SEAF uses both secure and insecure channels. The first rule re-
ceives an attach request message from a UE through the insecure, adversary-controlled, In(…)
fact in its premise, containing the SUPI and HN terms. In the conclusion of the second rule, the
SEAF takes advantage of the secure channel between itself and the AUSF, and transmits the
5G-AIRmessage (which after ‘let-binding’ substitution will be <’air’,<SUPI,SNID,’3gpp_creds’> >)
using the ‘Send Secure’ SndS(…) construction described below, in Section 4.8.2. The next
rule in the model (ausf_receive_air) will ordinarily receive the the message from the SEAF
with a ‘Receive Secure’ RcvS(’seaf_ausf’,SNID, AUSF,<’air’,msg>) fact.
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� �
1 rule seaf_receive_attachReq:
2 [!SEAF(SNID),
3 In(<SUPI, HN>),
4 Fr(~SEAF_State_ID)]
5 --[StartSeafSession(SNID),
6 SEAF_SUPI(SNID, SUPI)]->
7 [St_1_SEAF(~SEAF_State_ID, SNID, SUPI, HN)]
8

9 rule seaf_send_air:
10 let
11 msg = <SUPI, SNID, ’3gpp_creds’>
12 in
13 [St_1_SEAF(~SEAF_State_ID, SNID, SUPI, ARPF), !AUSF(AUSF, ARPF)]
14 --[Send_AIR_to(AUSF, ARPF)]->
15 [St_2_SEAF(~SEAF_State_ID, SNID, SUPI, ARPF, AUSF),
16 SndS(<’seaf_ausf’,’SEAF’,’AUSF’>,SNID,AUSF, <’air’, msg>)]� �

Figure 4.8: A pair of example rules from the 5G-AKA models.

The facts St_1_SEAF(…) and St_2_SEAF(…) contain the state of the SEAF at each stage of
the protocol. The Action Facts (StartSeafSession(SNID), SEAF_SUPI(SNID, SUPI), and
Send_AIR_to(AUSF, HN)) do not ordinarily affect the execution of the protocol, and are
used for analysis of traces.

The complete models are attached electronically, or can be found at [69].

4.6.2 Modelling choices

Standards documents are very often underspecified and open to interpretation. Protocols
are perhaps unsurprisingly rarely designed with formal modelling and analysis in mind, and
as such this presents various challenges and decisions to the modeller. We describe some
of the decisions we made for modelling 5G-AKA within our tools, and their associated
rationale in the following section.

4.6.2.1 Exclusive OR

The main release of Tamarin at the time of modelling and analysis (v1.3.1) did not have
support for analysis of the Exclusive OR (XOR, ⊕) operation on terms. It is possible to
encode XOR’s equational reasoning into Tamarin models naïvely, but doing so quickly
causes non-termination in many cases. More mature support for analysis of models which
use XOR’s full equational reasoning is under active development in Tamarin, and was re-
leased in v1.4.0 on May 7th 2018, but as this was not available in released or stable form
during our analysis phase, we chose not to take advantage of it for this work. Instead of
modelling XOR’s properties completely and accurately, for the sake of termination we over-
or under-approximated XOR dependent on the stage of analysis; we under-approximate the
adversary’s knowledge from the XOR function for attack finding, and then over-approximate
the adversary’s knowledge from XOR for fix verification.
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4.6.2.2 Counters, ‘SQN’

The 5G-AKA protocol makes use of a counter or sequence number, SQN. The document
defining 5G-AKA (TS 33.501 [8]) refers to TS 33.102 [6] for the definition and behaviour
of this term; we cite this directly in Figure 4.9. CK and IK are the symmetric Confidentiality

6.3.2 Distribution of authentication data from HE to SN (from TS 33.102 p.22)
The HE [ARPF] has some flexibility in the management of sequence numbers, but some require-
ments need to be fulfilled by the mechanism used:

a) The generation mechanism shall allow a re-synchronisation procedure in the HE described
in section 6.3.5.

b) In case the SQN exposes the identity and location of the user, the AK may be used as an
anonymity key to conceal it.

c) The generation mechanism shall allow protection against wrap around of the counter SQN
in the USIM. A method how to achieve this is given in informative Annex C.2.

NOTE: A wrap around of the counter SQN could lead to a repeated use of a key pair (CK, IK).
This repeated key use could potentially be exploited by an attacker to compromise encryption or
forge message authentication codes applied to data sent over the 3GPP-defined air interfaces.

Figure 4.9: Distribution of authentication data from HE to SN (from [6] p.22)

and Integrity Keys respectively, both generated from KSEAF, by both the UE and SEAF. A
repeated SQN would not lead to repeated CK/IK values directly as they are derived solely
from K and RAND, but if a protocol run can be replayed with a previously seen RAND
value (and the ARPF and UE will accept it), then the resultant CK/IK will be the same. The
standard explicitly acknowledges that counters wrapping around could lead to repetition of
a CK/IK key-pair, and gives a method for how to protect against this (“in informative Annex
C.2” of [6], i.e., “Handling of sequence numbers in the USIM”). In light of this counter-
measure, we model counters as strictly monotonically increasing, and with no possibility
of wrapping around.

We do not consider deltas, or allowed increases between maximum previously seen counter
values, we simply permit all SQN values which are strictly greater than the current maximum
value. In this way, we are slightly more permissive than many implementations of the
standard may be; we do not believe this affects our results. We acknowlegde that UEs and
network operators are not required to implement the given counter-measure; we discuss the
implications (or lack thereof ) counters have overall on our discovered attacks and further
analysis in Section 4.10.1.2.

4.6.3 Separation of components

5G-AKA is based closely upon the EPS-AKA protocol from LTE/4G [11]. There are a few
notable differences between the protocols (such as the inclusion of concealed identities or
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SUCIs, and the addition of the 5G-AC and 5G-ACA messages), but one important difference
which we discuss here is the components formally described by the protocol standard.

In LTE/4G, the ‘Authentication and key-agreement’ protocol section of TS 33.401 [11,
§6.1.1] describes just three components: the UE (joint with the USIM; for the purpose of
network transmissions, the two are considered part of the same entity), the “MME” (the
Mobile Management Entity), and the “HSS”, or Home Subscriber Server. In 5G, (as earlier
described) we have four named components involved in the 5G-AKA protocol, i.e., the
UE, SEAF, AUSF, and ARPF. The SEAF and MME are broadly analagous in functional-
ity between protocols; the equivalent HSS functionality in 5G-AKA is split between the
AUSF and ARPF.

We model the AUSF and ARPF separately, where previous models of 5G-AKA continued
to conjoin these two functions. This component-based separation of the AUSF and ARPF
and their associated roles within the 5G-AKA protocol is key to our modelling and analysis,
and the discovered vulnerabilities. When the AUSF and ARPF are modelled as a single
component, the race condition (resulting in session confusion) described in Section 4.10.1
is not observable as a trace of the protocol model.

4.6.4 Modelling limitations

While we have attempted to model what we consider to be the most important elements of
the 5G ecosystem (specifically in relation to the 5G-AKA protocol), there are many aspects
which we do not model.

In addition to the limitations on e.g., XOR and counters described above, we also do
not model the ‘resync’ mode of 5G-AKA: this is addressed by Basin et al. in [40], although
including this in our models would be interesting future work. We do not model any parties
or components apart from the four named components within 5G-AKA, and we do not
consider the later derivation of keys within the key hierarchy after 5G-AKA has finished. We
do not consider distinctions between e.g., the User Plane, Control Plane, Radio Resource
Control, Access Stratum, and Non-Access Stratum, except where these make a difference
to the 5G-AKA protocol’s behaviour. We do not model the EAP-AKA′ protocol (described
in [8, §6.1.3.1] and RFC 5448 [29]) as it and the very closely related EAP-AKA protocol have
been studied in depth elsewhere [21,57,143]. That said, integrating a model of this protocol
into our models of 5G-AKA would also be useful future work: analysing their composition
would be interesting and non-trivial, as EAP-AKA′ makes use of the same long-term key K.

We do not model secrecy of the SUPI, whether concealed by SUCI or 5G-GUTI; we
allude to the use (and honest de-concealment) of the SUCI in the protocol description, and
we discuss how the use of SUCIs vs SUPIs does not affect the discovered vulnerabilities in
Section 4.9. We performed initial exploratory modelling of the SUPI concealment, but did
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not find any issues directly, and so do not present these results formally. It is worth noting
that the involved parties know significantly more about the identity of the involved UE in
the un-concealed case by knowing its SUPI, than when it is concealed and it just knows an
ephemeral SUCI. The vulnerabilities which we discuss later concern identity mis-binding,
so we reason that if these mis-bindings can occur when all parties know the un-concealed
SUPIs, they will most likely also occur when the honest core network parties know even less
about the identities of the UEs with whom they are communicating. As such, we consider
subscriber identity privacy out of scope for this research.

4.7 Formalisation of security properties

Having modelled the four-party version of 5G-AKA in Tamarin’s multiset rewriting rules,
we now model the range of desired security properties as (temporal) first-order logic formu-
lae. These formulae are then evaluated over traces generated by the protocol model.

In the informal descriptions of Sections 4.3 and 4.4 we considered the basic threat model
ABasic first, and the required security properties second, as the threat modelling informs the
desired security properties. Here, bearing the informal threat model descriptions in mind,
we give formal definitions of the security properties first, as these remain broadly constant;
the range of threat models is the varying factor in the coming analysis, so we consider that
afterwards, starting in Section 4.8.

As detailed in Section 4.4, and as cited in Figures 4.5 and 4.7, TS 33.501 requires the
following informally described security properties:
Key Secrecy

S1. The adversary must not be able to learn the long-term secret key K of an honest
subscriber (stored within the UE/USIM).

S2. The adversary must not be able to learn an honest subscriber’s “anchor key” derived
by 5G-AKA, KSEAF, or its cryptographic parent, KAUSF.

Agreement

A1. The serving network and UE (subscriber) must agree on the identity of the UE.
A2. The UE and serving network must agree on the identity of the serving network.
A3. The home network and serving network must agree on the identity of the UE (and

upon agreement, the home network confirms that the UE is a legitimate subscriber).
A4. The UE and home network must agree on the identity of the home network.
A5. The UE and home network must agree on the identity of the serving network (and

this agreement implies that the serving network is authorised by the home network).
A6. The UE, serving network, and home network must agree on KSEAF.
A7. The anchor key KSEAF must not be replayable.
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This leads us to believe that 5G-AKA should uphold the more traditionally defined
properties of session key secrecy (which in this instance implies long-term key secrecy),
non-injective agreement on the parties involved, and injective agreement on the session key,
KSEAF.

In this research we therefore consider session key secrecy, long-term key secrecy, non-
injective agreement and injective agreement on a variety of terms. We believe that non-
injective agreement on certain component identities in combination with session key-agreement
encompasses unknown key-share attack resistance: an unknown key-share attack is one
where an adversary convinces two honest parties into sharing a key, but crucially where at
least one of them doesn’t correctly know the identity of the other party [48]. We can preclude
this category of attack if a protocol achieves mutual agreement on each of the components’
identities, at the same time as achieving mutual agreement on the shared session key.

We now describe how we model these security properties. We start by giving formal
descriptions of the secrecy and authentication properties in Sections 4.7.1 and 4.7.2 respec-
tively. Then, in Section 4.8 we formalise the threat model ABasic, we consider the protocol
under this threat model, evaluating which desired properties the protocol actually meets,
giving results in Section 4.9.

4.7.1 Secrecy properties

We consider both session key secrecy (of KSEAF or KAUSF) and long-term key secrecy (of
K) for 5G-AKA.

The session key secrecy lemmas state that for all traces where there was not a long-term
key reveal action by the adversary for the UE/SUPI in question, the adversary never learns
(or derives) the resultant session key, KSEAF (or in the case of the ARPF, KAUSF). As defined
in TS 33.501 Annex A.6, KSEAF = KDFA(KAUSF,SNID); this is calculated at the AUSF. If
the adversary is in possession of KAUSF, they can derive KSEAF, but not the other way round.
The ARPF can clearly derive KSEAF, but from the point of view of the ARPF we consider
the secrecy of the KAUSF to pin-point any compromise precisely: adversarial knowledge of
KAUSF implies knowledge of KSEAF, but the reverse is not the case.

We consider session key secrecy from the point of view of each of the four parties in-
volved, as this captures a broader range of properties than just secrecy for the UE. This
means that we do not just consider the adversary being able to violate the secrecy of what
is ostensibly the correct session key, but also the situation where an adversary can trick a
party into accepting an incorrect session key which the adversary knows or can derive. This
latter property also involves a violation of authentication, but we discuss those properties
in the next section.
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The session key secrecy properties in our models are of the following form:� �
1 lemma secrecy_UE:
2 ”All UE t #i . Secret(<’UE’, UE>, t) @ #i
3 & not(Ex SUPI HN #r . RevealKforSUPI(SUPI) @ #r
4 & Honest(<SUPI,HN>) @ #i )
5 ==> not (Ex #j . K(t) @ #j )”� �

This roughly says: for all traces such that a Secret Action Fact is declared at the UE at time

point #i for term t (the session key), and there is not an adversary key-reveal action for the

same SUPI as in use at point #i, then there does not exist a time point #j such that the

adversary learns or can derive that same term t. We discuss use of the ‘RevealKforSUPI(…)’

action fact in more depth in Section 4.8. We consider session key secrecy properties of this

form for all four of the parties UE, SEAF, AUSF, and ARPF.

The long-term key secrecy lemma simply says: for all long-term keys (each bound to a

specific SUPI), where that key Ki (= K) was not revealed directly by the adversary, there is

no time point such that the adversary learns the long-term key. This is modelled as follows:� �
1 lemma secrecy_Ki:
2 ” All SUPI Ki #i . LongTermKey(SUPI,Ki) @ #i
3 & not(Ex #r . RevealKforSUPI(SUPI) @ #r)
4 ==> not (Ex #j . K(Ki) @ #j)”� �

We believe these lemmas model the informal properties S1 and S2. We provide full results

for session key secrecy and long-term key secrecy in Section 4.9.

4.7.2 Authentication properties

As 5G-AKA is a protocol considering four parties (each with different roles), it is not suf-

ficient to consider the traditional two-party authentication properties just defined between

the components in possession of the long-term secret key, i.e., the UE and ARPF.

The authentication properties described below systematically cover the range of pairwise

authentication properties which we believe the 5G-AKA protocol could be expected to pro-

vide. For properties within the serving and home networks, we do not expect 5G-AKA

itself to create confidentiality, integrity, or authentication guarantees between parties within

the 5G core network. The standard explicitly describes the properties which must already

be guaranteed by the underlying network connections, and we explore these guarantees in

more detail in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.8.2.

To analyse authentication properties, we place Action Facts within protocol rules. The

convention we use for ordering of terms within Commit(…) and Running(…) Action Facts is� �
1 ActionFactName(actor, <a,b,c,d>, t, <’nameOfActor’, ’nameOfTerm’>)� �
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where ActionFactName is either ‘Commit’ or ‘Running’, actor is the unique identity of the
component in which the Action Fact occurs (UE, SEAF, AUSF, or ARPF), <a,b,c,d> is
a vector containing all of the identities of the components the actor believes are involved
(whether agreement over these is required in the claim or not), t is the ‘data’ term over which
the parties seek to agree (e.g., the session key, KSEAF), ’nameOfActor’ is a string containing
the name of the actor (e.g., ’UE’), and ’nameOfTerm’ is a string containing the name of
the data term (e.g., ’K_SEAF’).

We consider pairwise agreement properties from the points of view of each of the UE,
serving network, and home network (‘Commit’ Action Facts). These properties are then
considered in relation to each one of the four parties (UE, SEAF, AUSF, and ARPF), who
generate the relevant ‘Running’ Action Facts. We do not consider agreement properties from
the point of view of the ARPF on its own, because: firstly, the ARPF’s only role is to initiate
the cryptographic section of the protocol (generating RAND, AUTN, XRES*, and KAUSF);
none of the messages before the Auth-Info Request message involve any keys, randomness,
state, or other cryptographic elements; secondly, no messages are returned to the ARPF.

The agreement lemma names in 5G-AKA.m4 [69] follow the convention

lemma agreement_Commit_Running_Term

where ‘Commit’ is the name of the party who performs the ‘Commit(…)’ Action Fact (i.e.,
the claim is from their point of view), ‘Running’ is the name of the party who performs
the ‘Running(…)’ Action Fact, and ‘Term’ is the term over which the lemma claims the
parties should agree. For example, the lemma ‘agreement_UE_SEAF_ARPF’ indicates the
lemma which tests whether the UE and SEAF agree on the identity of the ARPF. Each
‘Commit(…)’ Action Fact is placed in each party’s final rule, i.e., the point at which the
protocol is finished for that party.

We can combine the results from these pairwise properties (agreeing on single terms)
together to achieve the more traditional properties of e.g., non-injective or injective agree-
ment over the identities involved in the protocol run and a term such as the session key, as
described in [131]. Performing the analysis systematically in this manner (on a term by term
basis) helps us to pin-point precisely which terms (if any) cause any violations of agreement.

For example, if all three of the individual properties ‘agreement_UE_ARPF_ARPF’ (UE and
ARPF agree on the identity of the ARPF), ‘agreement_UE_ARPF_UE’ (UE and ARPF agree
on the identity of the UE), and ‘agreement_UE_ARPF_K_SEAF’ (UE and ARPF agree on the
term KSEAF) were to hold true, this would imply the stronger, more traditional property
from the point of view of the UE of non-injective agreement between the UE and ARPF
on the term KSEAF.
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4.7.2.1 UE

From the informal authentication properties defined in Section 4.4, we believe the properties
directly concerning the point of view of the UE are as follows:
A1. The serving network and UE must agree on the identity of the UE.
A2. The UE and serving network must agree on the identity of the serving network.
A4. The UE and home network must agree on the identity of the home network.
A5. The UE and home network must agree on the identity of the serving network
A6. The UE, serving network, and home network must agree on KSEAF.
A7. The anchor key KSEAF must not be replayable.

Achieving all of these properties would be similar to achieving the traditional property of
injective agreement (as described in [131]) on the identities of the UE, serving network, and
home network, in combination with the term KSEAF.

In our analysis we explore the full range of properties from the point of view of the UE,
considering agreement with the SEAF, AUSF, and ARPF on the identities of the parties
involved, and the ‘data’ term, e.g., the session key KSEAF. Modelled formally, these properties
follow the pattern illustrated in the following example lemma:� �

1 lemma agreement_UE_SEAF_ARPF:
2 ”All a b c d t #i . (Commit(a,<a,b,c,d>,t,<’UE’,’K_SEAF’>) @ #i
3 & not(Ex #r . RevealKforSUPI(a) @ #r & Honest(<a,d>) @ #i))
4 ==>
5 (Ex a2 b2 c2 t2 #j .
6 Running(b2,<a2,b2,c2,d>,t2,<’SEAF’,’K_SEAF’>) @ #j )”� �

This example models agreement from the UE’s point of view with a SEAF on the iden-
tity of the ARPF.

In more detail, this says: For all traces such that there was a ‘Commit(…)’ Action Fact
at the UE, where the UE believes the parties involved in the protocol are a, b, c, and
d (instantiating as the unique IDs of the UE, SEAF, AUSF, and ARPF respectively), and
the UE believes that the session key KSEAF is term t, and there was not an adversary key
reveal against the UE’s long-term key K, then there must exist at least one ‘Running(…)’
Action Fact from a SEAF which agrees with the UE on the identity of the ARPF. Note
that this specific lemma does not require agreement on any other terms: e.g., the UE and
SEAF involved in the specific Commit and Running Action Facts could completely disagree
on the identity of the AUSF, or even on the identities of the two directly involved parties,
the UE and SEAF. Proving this property true demonstrates non-injective agreement on
just the named term, (in this case, the ARPF).

We then also consider injectivity: achieving injective agreement requires agreement on
the same terms (and/or parties) as before, but now also requires that there must be precisely
one Commit(…) Action Fact with the specified term. As all of the identities of the parties
involved may reasonably be used in repeated protocols, the only terms over which we might
expect to achieve injectivity are the ‘data’ terms, e.g., the session key, KSEAF.
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Injective agreement lemmas are modelled in the following way:� �
1 lemma agreement_UE_ARPF_K_SEAF_injective:
2 ”All a b c d t #i . (Commit(a,<a,b,c,d>,t,<’SUPI’,’K_SEAF’>) @ #i
3 & not(Ex #r . RevealKforSUPI(a) @ #r & Honest(<a,d>) @ #i))
4 ==>
5 (Ex a2 b2 c2 d2 #j . Running(d2,<a2,b2,c2,d2>,t,<’ARPF’,’K_SEAF’>) @ #j
6 & not (Ex a3 b3 c3 d3 #k .
7 Commit(a3,<a3,b3,c3,d3>,t,<’SUPI’,’K_SEAF’>) @ #k
8 & not (#k = #i)
9 )

10 )”� �
This is identical to the format of the previous property, (this time requiring agreement

between the UE and ARPF on the KSEAF), but it now additionally requires that there must

not exist another Commit(…) Action Fact agreeing on the same term t at a different time

point #k (i.e., such that #i and #k are not the same event). (Events in traces are strictly

ordered in Tamarin, therefore if two Action Facts occur at the same time point in a trace,

they were from the same event or rule.)

We analyse this range of authentication properties for each party communicating (di-

rectly or indirectly) with the UE, and for each party, the terms over which they might

meaningfully agree. We provide full results for this in Section 4.9.

4.7.2.2 Serving Network (SEAF)

From the informal authentication properties defined in Section 4.4, we believe the properties

directly concerning the point of view of the serving network are as follows:

A1. The serving network and UE must agree on the identity of the UE.

A2. The UE and serving network must agree on the identity of the serving network.

A3. The home network and serving network must agree on the identity of the UE

A6. The UE, serving network, and home network must agree on KSEAF.

A7. The anchor key KSEAF must not be replayable.

The serving network shares privileged, authentic, and non-replayable access to the 5G

core network through which it can communicate with the home network. Before the pro-

tocol run, the SEAF does not share any specific secrets directly relevant to the 5G-AKA

protocol with any other parties, nor does it generate any randomness, or maintain any state

beyond each run of the protocol. We might ordinarily expect that the strongest authentica-

tion property which could be achieved with a confidential channel would be non-injective

agreement; however, as the secure channel between the AUSF and SEAF is explicitly non-

replayable, we can potentially leverage this fact to achieve injective agreement on the parties

involved and the session key.
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This example lemma requires non-injective agreement from the point of view of the SEAF

with an AUSF on just the value of the term KSEAF:� �
1 lemma agreement_SEAF_AUSF_K_SEAF:
2 ”All a b c d t #i . (Commit(b,<a,b,c,d>,t,<’SEAF’,’K_SEAF’>) @ #i
3 & not(Ex #r . RevealKforSUPI(a) @ #r & Honest(<a,d>) @ #i))
4 ==>(Ex a2 b2 c2 d2 #j .
5 Running(c2,<a2,b2,c2,d2>,t,<’AUSF’,’K_SEAF’>) @ #j )”� �

As with the UE, we analyse the full range of pairwise properties (non-injective and injective)

from the point of view of the serving network to all other parties in the protocol, over the

range of identities and terms. We present the results in Section 4.9.

4.7.2.3 Home Network (AUSF and ARPF)

From the informal authentication properties defined in Section 4.4, we believe the properties

directly concerning the point of view of the home network are as follows:

A3. The home network and serving network must agree on the identity of the UE.

A4. The UE and home network must agree on the identity of the home network.

A5. The UE and home network must agree on the identity of the serving network

A6. The UE, serving network, and home network must agree on KSEAF.

A7. The anchor key KSEAF must not be replayable.

Achieving all of these properties would be similar to achieving the traditional property of

injective agreement on the identities of the UE, serving network, and home network, in

combination with the term KSEAF, as described in [131].

While we separate the components of the home network into the AUSF and ARPF for

the sake of modelling the protocol, we consider them to be much more closely related than

e.g., the relationship between the AUSF and SEAF. The ARPF receives and sends only one

pair of messages, and the contents of the received Auth-Info Request message only indicate

that a party wants to start a protocol run; it does not contain any cryptographically generated

or signed terms, or any randomness generated by the initiator.

As the ARPF does not participate in the protocol after sending the Auth-Info Response

message, it cannot know (within the defined protocol) whether the UE responded to its chal-

lenge correctly or not. As the AUSF has sufficient information to determine the correctness

of the response from the UE, and as the AUSF is part of the home network, we consider

the AUSF and ARPF as a pair for the high level properties regarding authentication. This is

why we consider the final group of authentication properties from the point of view of the

“home network”, rather than either one of the AUSF or ARPF.
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This example lemma requires non-injective agreement from the point of view of the AUSF
(within the home network) with a UE on just the identity of the SEAF:� �

1 lemma agreement_AUSF_UE_SEAF:
2 ”All a b c d t #i . (Commit(c,<a,b,c,d>,t,<’AUSF’,’K_SEAF’>) @ #i
3 & not(Ex #r . RevealKforSUPI(a) @ #r & Honest(<a,d>) @ #i))
4 ==>(Ex a2 c2 d2 t2 #j .
5 Running(a2,<a2,b,c2,d2>,t2,<’SUPI’,’K_SEAF’>) @ #j )”� �

As with the UE and serving network, we analyse the full range of pairwise properties (non-
injective and injective) from the point of view of the home network to all other parties in
the protocol, over the range of identities and terms. We present the results in Section 4.9.

4.8 Formalisation of threat model: ABasic

We now consider how we formalised and modelled the adversary powers associated with
the threat model ABasic, as described in Section 4.3. As this threat model does not allow
compromise of components apart from other UEs (i.e., no SEAF, AUSF, or ARPF com-
promise is allowed), we only need to consider adversary key reveal (of other UEs’ long term
keys) and secure channel modelling.

4.8.1 Adversary key reveal

Distinct from any other adversary actions, network channel and component compromises
described in later sections, we say that the adversary can compromise the long-term key K
of UEs other than the ‘honest’ UE we are considering directly in a particular trace. The
rule for this compromise is as follows:� �

1 rule reveal_LTKSym:
2 [ !LTKSym(SUPI, ARPF, K) ]
3 --[ RevealKforSUPI(SUPI) ]->
4 [ Out(K) ]� �

When considering the security properties of protocols, we use lemmas written as guarded
first-order logic formulae. We have already described these in detail in Section 4.7. Within
these lemmas, we include a restriction on the allowed Action Facts within a trace, e.g.,� �

1 ...
2 & not(Ex SUPI HN #r. RevealKforSUPI(SUPI) @ #r
3 & Honest(<SUPI,HN>) @ #i )
4 ...� �

This clause states that we do not allow the adversary to compromise the long-term key K
for the specific SUPI named within the ‘Honest(…) @ #i’ Action Fact. Time point #i is
the same time point as the main Action Fact we consider in the specific lemma; normally
‘Commit(...) @ #i’ – see Section 4.7.2. Note that the compromise of any other long-term
K is allowed (i.e., those of other UEs).
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4.8.2 Secure channel modelling

Within our 5G-AKA Tamarin models we model the secure channels within the 5G Core
Network in a number of ways. For the threat model ABasic as described informally in
Section 4.3 we use the standard secure channel abstraction, as used and described in [41].
This construction replaces Tamarin’s adversary-controlled Dolev-Yao-style channels with
secure channels. This takes the In(msg) and Out(msg) facts, and replaces them with secure
channels. These facts are similar to the form SndS(A,B,msg) and RcvS(A,B,msg), sending
the term msg from A to B, who are explicitly named parties. The adversary cannot learn
or modify any terms in these facts directly from this channel. We augment the standard
construction very simply by including a ‘channel name’, ‘SendType’, ‘ReceiveType’, and
associated Action Fact for ease of later channel and component selection and analysis. In
practice, the channelname term describes which of the two secure channels the instantiation
of the rule considers, and looks like ‘seaf_ausf’ or ‘ausf_arpf’, and the SendType and
ReceiveType terms just contain one of the strings ‘SUPI’, ‘SEAF’, ‘AUSF’, or ‘ARPF’. The
rules defining this secure channel construction are as follows:� �

1 rule send_secure:
2 [SndS(<channelname,SendType,ReceiveType>,A,B,msg)]
3 --[SendSecure(channelname,A,B,msg)]->
4 [Sec(<channelname,SendType,ReceiveType>,A,B,msg)]
5

6 rule receive_secure:
7 [Sec(<channelname,SendType,ReceiveType>,A,B,msg)]
8 --[ReceiveSecure(channelname,A,B,m)]->
9 [RcvS(<channelname,SendType,ReceiveType>,A,B,msg)]� �

This construction ensures that the adversary cannot read or modify the contents of a message
(msg) sent over this secure channel; likewise, the sender (A) and recipient (B) of each message
cannot be modified or spoofed by the adversary.

By Tamarin’s semantics, only rules with this fact in their conclusion can produce a
fact SndS(<channelname,SendType,ReceiveType>,A,B,msg), and only rules with the fact
RcvS(<channelname,SendType,ReceiveType>,A,B,msg) in their premise can consume it
(i.e., the Adversary cannot construct this itself ). Assuming all of the protocol’s rules are
modelled and constructed correctly, i.e., all rules of the protocol honestly identify the sender
and intended recipient, this will also guarantee the authenticity of sender and recipient.
N.B. This construction itself says nothing about which session of the protocol the message
was intended for, nor the order in which messages are delivered.

Each of the facts ‘SndS(…)’, ‘Sec(…)’, and ‘RcvS(…)’ are linear (as against persistent)
meaning they can only be consumed as a premise to a rule once. A message transmitted
through this channel therefore cannot be replayed by the adversary; the adversary can only
attempt to trigger the original rule which invoked SndS(…) again, but this rule’s premises
will have to be satisfied again before this can occur.
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We believe this construction very closely matches the “e2e core network interconnection”
channel requirements precisely as described in [8, §5.7.4] (cited in Section 4.3.1 of this
document), and hence we use it to model channels 2 and 3 under ABasic, i.e., the channels
between the SEAF and AUSF, and the AUSF and ARPF respectively. We consider what hap-
pens under different threat models when secure channels and components are compromised
(and how we model this) separately, in Section 4.13.

4.9 Analysis and results: ABasic

We have described 5G-AKA’s desired security properties informally and formally in Sec-
tions 4.4 and 4.7, and the threat model under which we evaluate these properties, ABasic.
Our systematic analysis has allowed us to reach conclusions about which of these properties
are upheld. We present our findings for secrecy in Table 4.2, and authentication properties
for each of the UE, serving network, and home network below in Tables 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5
respectively. Rather than just presenting results for the informal properties S1–2, A1–7 (as
per Section 4.4), we present the more systematic range of secrecy and agreement results
on each actor and term.

Each authentication table considers security properties from the point of view of one
party, i.e., the UE, the serving network, or the home network respectively. Each row then
considers agreement with another named party in the protocol, and then the columns indi-
cate on which identity or term this pair of parties agree (or not).

Where the result is a tick (3), this indicates that the property was verified. Where the
result is a cross (7), this indicates that a counter-example trace was found, falsifying the
property. ‘SC’ next to a cross indicates that the violation of the property was caused by
‘Session Confusion’, and ‘SNID’ next to a cross indicates that the violation of the property
was caused by the fact that the SNID term is unauthenticated. (We discuss these different
violations in Sections 4.10.1 and 4.10.2.) Where the result is a T (in yellow), this indicates
that we have not yet been able to obtain a result, as Tamarin did not terminate within a
reasonable period of time (at least 1 hour; most terminating results were achieved in at most
a few minutes). These results can be automatically verified in Tamarin from the model
and properties in 5G-AKA.m4 [69].

For example, the red cross (7) in the first row and first column of Table 4.3 indicates
that the UE and SEAF do not necessarily agree on the identity of the UE: there exists a trace
where the UE completes the protocol, but in which there was never a Running(…) Action
Fact at any SEAF agreeing with the original UE on that UE’s unique ID, or SUPI.

Likewise, the green tick (3) in the first row and fourth column of Table 4.3 indicates
that the UE and SEAF do always agree on the identity of the ARPF: for all traces where the
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Party Term Result
UE KSEAF 3

SEAF KSEAF 7 (SC)
AUSF KSEAF 7 (SC)
ARPF KAUSF 3

K 3

Table 4.2: Secrecy properties of 5G-AKA under threat model ABasic

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 7 (SC) 7 (SNID) N/A 3 7 (SNID) 7 (SNID)
AUSF 7 (SC) 7 (SC) N/A 3 7 (SNID) 7 (SNID)
ARPF 3 7 (SNID) N/A 3 7 (SNID) 7 (SNID)

Table 4.3: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view under threat model
ABasic

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 (SC) 7 (SC) N/A 7 (SC) 7 (SC) 7 (SC)

AUSF 3 3 3 3 3 T
ARPF 7 (SC) 7 (SC) 3 3 7 (SC) 7 (SC)

Table 4.4: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the serving network’s point of view under
threat model ABasic

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 (SC) 7 (SC) N/A 7 (SC) 7 (SC) 7 (SC)

SEAF 3 3 3 3 3 T
ARPF 7 (SC) 7 (SC) 3 3 7 (SC) 7 (SC)

Table 4.5: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the home network’s point of view under
threat model ABasic

UE completes the protocol, there must have been a Running(…) Action Fact agreeing with
the UE on (at minimum) the identity of the ARPF.

With regards to the AUSF column (especially in relation to the UE, and the results
in Table 4.3): at no point is the UE ever necessarily aware of the distinction between the
parties within the UE’s home network, i.e., the split between the AUSF and ARPF. We
claim that the UE only cares that it is talking to the correct home network overall (made up
of the AUSF and ARPF), and should not mind which specific servers it talks to (indirectly)
within the home network. We chose to model the ARPF’s ID as being representative of
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what the UE considers to be the home network, as the ARPF is the party which shares
a long-term secret (K) with the UE. As such, it is trivial to consider a run of the 5G-AKA
protocol where one (valid, honest) AUSF partakes in the first half of the protocol (i.e., before
the Auth-Resp message is sent by the UE), and a different (valid, honest) AUSF within
the same home network attempts to complete the protocol, receiving (but not necessarily
accepting) the 5G-AC message from the SEAF. The protocol would have therefore finished
from the point of view of the UE, but would not complete successfully from the point of
view of the new AUSF (as it would not have access to the same HXRES* and XRES* values).
Strictly, from the UE’s point of view, the result is that these properties are violated. This is
therefore an academic violation of agreement properties as encoded, but not a property which
we consider 5G-AKA should uphold. As such, we mark this column’s results in relation to
the UE as “Not Applicable”. We note that the other parties within the 5G core network
could reasonably care about the precise identity of the AUSF, so we include the property
and results for these other parties.

While we give the full results in Tables 4.2–4.5, we refer back to the informally described
properties from Section 4.4. Here we stated secrecy properties S1 and S2, and the authenti-
cation properties between UE, serving network (SN), and home network (HN) in A1–A7;
we consider which of these are upheld by 5G-AKA under ABasic:
Secrecy properties under ABasic:

S1. Secrecy of an honest subscriber’s long term key K: 3

S2. Secrecy of anchor keys KSEAF and KAUSF: 7

Authentication properties under ABasic:
A1. The SN and UE agree on the identity of the UE: 7

A2. The UE and SN agree on the identity of the SN: 7

A3. The HN and SN agree on the identity of the UE: 3

A4. The UE and HN agree on the identity of the HN: 7

A5. The UE and HN agree on the identity of the SN: 7

A6. The UE, SN, and HN agree on KSEAF: 7

A7. The anchor key KSEAF must not be replayable: 7

4.10 Protocol vulnerabilities

As the results from Section 4.9 show, we encountered various secrecy and agreement viola-
tions against 5G-AKA. The attack which violates the secrecy of the term KSEAF (Table 4.2)
is of particular interest, and we discuss this in some detail in this section. We first give
an informal overview of this violation before giving an in-depth description. After de-
scribing the secrecy violation in Section 4.10.1, we consider the authentication violations
in Section 4.10.2.
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Figure 4.10: The attack flows of the 5G-AKA Protocol, secrecy violation caused by session
confusion.

The attack proceeds in a similar manner to that presented by Tsay and Mjølsnes’s attack
against the three-party UMTS-AKA in [177], which is between the serving network and
home network. In our four-party attack, we take advantage of a race condition over the
AUSF ↔ ARPF channel entirely within the home network (neither additional channel
or component is defined in UMTS-AKA or LTE-AKA), rather than the SEAF ↔ AUSF
channel at the interface of the serving and home networks.

4.10.1 Secrecy violation

A malicious actor ‘B’ starts two 5G-AKA sessions with a local serving network at roughly
the same time. One session is initiated by replaying an overheard SUCI (of the target, user
‘A’), and the other session is with the malicious actor’s own USIM and SUCI (for user ‘B’).
The sessions run in parallel, and result in a race condition; if this occurs, the AUSF will be
unable to distinguish between the two responses containing the Authentication Vectors from
the credential store (ARPF), and is liable to associate the wrong response (and resultant keys)
with the wrong user. In the case that this occurs, the AUSF and SEAF will incorrectly believe
that a set of Authentication Vectors and ‘anchor key’ were intended for user A (and derived
from user A’s long-term key KA), when they were in fact derived from user B’s long-term
key KB. As a result, the malicious user B will now be able to derive the anchor key, and
use it to impersonate user A to the network. See Figure 4.10 for the message sequence
chart of the attack.

4.10.1.1 What does the secrecy violation break?

We now give a more in-depth description of the secrecy violation.
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The specific violated property which we consider now is the secrecy of the ‘anchor key’
KSEAF (and its cryptographic parent, KAUSF), from the points of view of the SEAF and AUSF.
That is, at the end of the 5G-AKA protocol run:

• the SEAF, AUSF, and a user will have agreed and be in possession of a cryptographic
anchor key, KSEAF,

• the SEAF and AUSF believe this key is for an honest and un-compromised user (in
our example, user ‘A’ with ‘SUPI-A’ and ‘SUCI-A’), and,

• both the SEAF and AUSF believe this key is secret from the attacker.

Thus, the protocol draft lacks a crucial containment property: an attacker that can com-
promise the long-term key of a user (e.g., ‘B’) will be able to impersonate any user (e.g.,
‘A’) to the SEAF and the AUSF, because it knows the KSEAF for a session that the SEAF
and AUSF believe to be for ‘A’.

4.10.1.2 Detailed attack scenario

The attack takes place in two (possibly temporally and even geographically) separate phases.
In the first phase, the attacker eavesdrops and records a legitimate ‘encrypted SUPI’ (or
‘Concealed SUPI’), also known as a SUCI. In the second phase, the main body of the attack
takes place. Full message definitions can be found primarily in TS 33.501 [8] (some are
in TS 33.102, [6]). N.B. This can attack occur even more easily if the SUPI is transmitted
unconcealed, i.e., not encrypted into SUCI form.

Setup to the attack

1. A legitimate user ‘A’ with ID ‘SUPI-A’ is registered with its home network (HN). We
are not interested in its long-term key KA, as the attack does not require access to
it. This honest user initialises the 5G-AKA protocol, sending the SUCI-A (user A’s
ephemerally encrypted SUPI) and ‘HN’ to a SEAF. The user might then complete
the protocol as normal.

2. The attacker eavesdrops on the public radio transmissions from the previous step, and
records the message containing SUCI-A and HN. (See Section 4.10.1.3 for a minor
comment on the use of replayed SUCIs.)

3. The attacker purchases a legitimate USIM from the same home network as his in-
tended victim; this has ID ‘SUPI-B’. The attacker physically attacks and compromises
the USIM, and extracts the long-term key KB of this USIM in its possession.¹

¹After discussion with Vodafone, we believe this physical extraction of KB may not even be necessary,
although if this step is completed, from a practical point of view this gives the attacker even greater control
over the timing and flow of messages.
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Main phase of the attack The message sequence chart of the main phase of the attack

can be found in Figure 4.10.

1. After the setup phase, the attacker (perhaps within the physical realm of a visiting

network) initiates the 5G-AKA protocol by replaying to a SEAF the pre-recorded

SUCI-A. This is the concealed ID of SUPI-A, but the attacker does not need to know

whose ID it is, or its decrypted form. The attacker sends a message containing ‘SUCI-

A’ and the name of the user’s home network (HN) to a SEAF in a serving network (of

name SNID).

2. The protocol proceeds as normal: the SEAF communicates with an AUSF in the

specified home network by sending the ‘5G-AIR’ message. This contains ‘SUCI-A’,

and SNID (i.e., the ID of the serving network being used).

3. In parallel with start of the session for SUCI-A, the attacker starts a 5G-AKA session

for the USIM it owns (SUPI-B) with the same home network, via the same serving

network (and SEAF). The attacker is already in possession of SUPI-B’s long-term key

(KB), as it has compromised the USIM in the setup phase. As before, it starts the

5G-AKA session by sending its own concealed ID (‘SUCI-B’) and the name of the

home network (HN), to the same SEAF as in the other, parallel session. The SEAF

clearly and correctly treats this as a separate session.

4. As before, the SEAF communicates with the AUSF in the home network by sending

the ‘5G-AIR’ message, containing ‘SUCI-B’ and SNID. The AUSF then sends the

‘Auth-Info Request’ message to the home network’s ARPF, as per the protocol.

5. The SIDF (co-located with the ARPF) de-conceals SUCI-B into SUPI-B, and the

ARPF then responds by sending the ‘Auth-Info Response’ message to the AUSF. This

message contains terms derived from (the compromised) KB, and the terms RAND,

SQN, and SNID, but notably contains no reference to either the SUPI or the SUCI.

6. The ‘Auth-Info Response’ message is received by the AUSF, but as this message does

not have a SUPI or SUCI attached to it, the AUSF does not know whether this message

was for the session with ‘SUCI-A/SUPI-A’, or whether it was for the session with ‘SUCI-

B/SUPI-B’. The AUSF can legitimately continue its session intended for ‘A’ with the

‘Auth-Info Response’ message that was actually intended for the session with ‘B’.
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7. The AUSF then proceeds with the protocol, sending the 5G-AIA message for ‘SUPI-
A’ to the SEAF; this contains the anchor key KSEAF that the ARPF generated for
‘SUPI-B’, but now the AUSF associates it with ‘SUPI-A’ (and as a result, so does the
SEAF). As the attacker has compromised SUPI-B’s long-term key KB (and RAND and
SQN are publicly transmitted during the protocol), the attacker can now construct the
anchor key KSEAF that the AUSF and SEAF now believe is the anchor key for ‘SUPI-
A’. That is, the attacker can derive the KSEAF that the AUSF and SEAF believe to be
for the (honest) ‘SUPI-A’ (and not ‘SUPI-B’ which the attacker has compromised).
Hence, we have an attack.

It is worth noting that Counters or SQN values do not have any bearing on this attack, as
only the ARPF and UE store what the ‘correct’ value of SQN is. The AUSF and SEAF do
not use SQN directly in any calculations or derivations, and hence do not check whether
it matches (or is greater than) stored values for a particular user. The attacker can accept
Authentication Vectors (leading to an anchor key) generated with any SQN value, and is
able to deduce directly which SQN value was used. In other words, while counters are used
in the protocol to prevent some forms of replay, they are used in exactly the other direction
as the one in which the attack proceeds.

4.10.1.3 Replaying ephemerally encrypted SUCIs

Our vulnerability (in the concealed setting) relies on the SIDF accepting a previously re-
played SUCI value. We now discuss why we believe that adversary-replayed values will
be accepted in this context.

The purpose of the UE sending an ephemerally encrypted SUCI is to conceal the SUPI,
maintaining the privacy and unlinkability of the USIM’s global ID. This attack does not
violate that property. The UE uses an ephemeral public key (rather than static) to maintain
its own unlinkability; hence the onus is on the UE to use a new ephemeral key with each run
of the protocol to maintain this property. While the ARPF or SIDF maintaining a complete
list of previously used ephemeral public keys is touched upon as a possible suggestion in
the (formally withdrawn) Technical Report TR 33.899 [5], we find no evidence within
TS 33.501 that this is required or even formally proposed, and therefore no evidence that an
ARPF or SIDF will not accept a re-used ephemeral key or SUCI. TR 33.899 is a large study
collecting various possible proposals from multiple authors across 3GPP, some of which
were considered for inclusion within TS 33.501. This document has now been formally
withdrawn as of August 2017, but gives good insight into different suggested proposals for
5G security measures from member companies of 3GPP.

In terms of fixing the protocol (and preventing the discovered attack), including a counter
within the ECIES-encrypted SUCI (whose value is then checked against the previously
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highest seen value by the SIDF) happens to be sufficient for the concealed setting, but isn’t
sufficient overall: in the case that the null-scheme is used for SUPI/SUCI ‘encryption’, the
attack then holds again. In the non-concealed case adding a counter isn’t sufficient: there
are no cryptographic protections at this stage, so the attacker can simply increment the last
counter it observed. TS 33.501 (notably [8, §6.12.2]) does not mention a counter or any
similar values within the SUCI.

If a counter is added to the SUCI, while this prevents the direct attack described in
this document from succeeding (because replaying an overheard SUCI will no longer be
sufficient), it means that an attacker merely has to learn a target user’s un-concealed SUPI by
some means to be able to impersonate them. It is our belief that the purpose of concealed
IDs (and introduction of SUCIs rather than just SUPIs) is intended to maintain the privacy
of the user’s ID, and is not intended as a means to guarantee the overall authentication and
key-agreement properties of the protocol.

4.10.2 Authentication violations

In addition to the secrecy violations described in Section 4.10.1, there are also multiple
authentication violations, which are listed in Tables 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5. We detail the violation
of these agreement properties here.

These property violations listed fall into three distinct categories: AUSF ID, authentica-
tion of serving network ID (‘SNID’), and session confusion (‘SC’).

Firstly, as discussed in Section 4.9, we do not consider agreement on the AUSF ID to
be a concern: we treat this as a purely academic attack. There is no direct reason within
5G-AKA for a UE to know precisely with which AUSF it is communicating, as long as it is
communicating with the correct home network, and therefore we do not consider violations
of this type any further.

Secondly, authentication of the serving network ID, or SNID. Within 5G-AKA, this is
a genuine violation of agreement over the identity of the SNID, as the UE never learns this
term in an authenticated message. This then causes agreement to fail on the term KSEAF, as
this term is derived by the UE from a series of terms including SNID; the ARPF, AUSF, and
SEAF will derive an anchor key KSEAF on which the UE will not agree if the adversary has
injected an arbitrary SNID into the UE’s (unauthenticated) serving network discovery phase.

We do not claim to be the original discoverers of this particular violation: this was
originally discovered in concurrent work by Basin et al. [40]. These models now additionally
consider sections and properties which we do not, such as ‘resync’ and more in-depth mod-
elling of XOR; see Section 4.6.4. Our more fine-grained models and systematic analysis
further confirms the existence of this violation of agreement on the SNID, and that the
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Figure 4.11: SNID injection on the insecure UE↔ SEAF channel

5.10 Authentication and Authorization (from TS 33.501 p.23)
Serving network authentication: The UE shall authenticate the serving network identifier through
implicit key authentication. The meaning of ‘implicit key authentication’ here is that authentication
is provided through the successful use of keys resulting from authentication and key-agreement in
subsequent procedures.

Figure 4.12: Implicit serving network authentication (from [8] p.23)

agreement violation for the KSEAF is specifically due to the lack of agreement on the term
SNID, and not anything else.

Figure 4.11 illustrates the adversary injecting an arbitrary SNID onto the UE ↔ SEAF
channel: the UE has no way of validating the authenticity of the received serving network’s
ID, so assumes it is valid. The adversary must then block the UE’s Auth-Resp response
message, as otherwise a genuine SEAF would quickly discover that the UE generated HRES*
and AUSF generated HXRES* do not match. As the UE then does not receive any rejection
messages from the serving network, it assumes the authentication was successful, and so from
the UE’s point of view, the protocol is finished. The UE will then attempt to start normal
communications with a nearby base station and SEAF.

It is worth noting that outside of the definition of 5G-AKA, TS 33.501 seemingly ex-
cludes this attack: see Section 5.10, cited in Figure 4.12. This attempted communication
and use of the KSEAF with the wrong SNID after the protocol has finished will fail, but we agree
that this attack still violates serving network authentication in the explicit sense. We leave the
question of whether this violation would allow the adversary any separate, meaningful benefit
for future work; we suspect that a fake base-station (or gNB) might be able to de-conceal
the SUCI in this scenario. We propose and formally verify a fix for this authentication
violation in Section 4.12.2.1.
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Thirdly, session confusion. As with the secrecy attack, allowing different sessions for
different users to be accidentally confused is a violation of correctness, and also causes the
violation of secrecy and authentication properties. We have described the secrecy violation
caused by session confusion in some detail in Section 4.10.1; the principle and message flow
behind many of the authentication violations is the same. In these violations marked ‘SC’,
session confusion occurs at the same point as with the secrecy violation, i.e., two sets of
authentication vectors sent by the ARPF are received by the AUSF at roughly the same time
resulting in a race condition, and the intended session for each is not reliably identified.

We discuss broader implications of the discovered vulnerabilities in Section 4.14.

4.11 Weaker threatmodel, stronger channel properties: AWeaker

As described in Section 4.8.2, in the process of finding this series of attacks, we have delib-
erately and explicitly modelled the network channels in ABasic between the SEAF, AUSF,
and ARPF precisely as TS 33.501 v0.7.0 describes, and with no greater or lesser protections
or security capabilities.

We recognise that standards often make implicit assumptions about the reality of en-
gineering solutions, so in this section we explore some possible additional properties that
the secure network channels may observe in any real-world implementation: the properties
which we now explore are not specified or required by TS 33.501 [8].

We emphasise that the security properties of any authentication and key-agreement pro-
tocol must not depend on implicit engineering solutions – instead, such implicit requirements
should be made explicit.

We note that the reason the secrecy violation works is a race condition and allowing
identity mis-binding: there is nothing to ensure that the ‘Auth-Info Response’ message
sent by the ARPF isn’t accidentally fed into the wrong session; potentially a session initiated
by an attacker. This can be considered either as a stronger channel property, or equally, a
weaker threat model: such a threat model would ideally prevent the adversary from confusing
messages between parties within the 5G core network.

In the following section, we explore the range of threat models AWeaker: we deny the
adversary the ability to take advantage of race conditions or session confusion by binding
sessions together more tightly with specific Channel Session IDs. These IDs are unique,
random nonces inserted into each message to ensure that ‘response’ messages are paired up
correctly with their original ‘initiator’ message’s session. We first list four options for the
channels and then discuss their resultant properties and implications.

N.B. The threat model AWeaker only modifies the secure channel properties of ABasic;
the other adversary capabilities such as D-Y channel behaviours and adversary key reveal
remain the same.
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4.11.1 Four secure network models

There are several ways in which underlying channels might maintain session state IDs (or
not) which have different consequences in the context of our attack. We define four different
models of channel properties, with new session state IDs variously included in all messages
transmitted over certain channels; this is to ensure pairing of specific session states before
and after sending and receiving a message to another party.

All four models listed below maintain confidentiality, integrity, replay protection over
the channels, and authenticity of the involved parties (i.e., the authenticity of the parties at
either end of the secure channels, namely the SEAF, AUSF, and ARPF) as a minimum: this
means that all of the below models meet or exceed the properties required by TS 33.501.
The listed properties are in addition to the requirements of the standard.

1. In the first model, we do not include any channel-session IDs in transmitted messages.
We believe this is equivalent to the required channel properties specified by TS 33.501.
This model corresponds, for example, to using long-lived TLS sessions between two
parties.

2. In the second model, we augment one channel’s security properties by adding channel-
session IDs just to messages sent over the AUSF ↔ ARPF channel. This means
that all pairs of Auth-Info Request and Auth-Info Response messages now contain
unique IDs to ensure that the Auth-Info Response message’s contents are definitely
transmitted directly to the same session that sent the original Auth-Info Request
message (and that it therefore shouldn’t end up in the AUSF state for the wrong user).
This model effectively approximates a new TLS session per protocol run between these
two actors.

3. In the third model, we do broadly the same thing as in the second, but just between the
SEAF and AUSF. Note that the AUSF does not forward on any information about the
SEAF ↔ AUSF channel-session ID to the ARPF. This means that a single, unique
ID is added (per session) to each of the 5G-AIR, 5G-AIA, and 5G-AC messages sent
between the SEAF and AUSF. This models channel-session IDs across the boundary
of the serving and home networks.

4. In the fourth model, we include both channel-session IDs in their respective messages,
i.e., the combination of models 2 and 3.

We believe that all four models are possible candidates for actual network implementation.
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Model vs. Property Se
cr

ec
y

of
K

SE
AF

Model 1: No channel-session IDs 7

Model 2: IDs for AUSF↔ ARPF 3

Model 3: IDs for SEAF↔ AUSF 7

Model 4: Channel-session IDs for both channels 3

Table 4.6: How do the underlying channel properties affect the attack? (i.e., with or without channel-
session IDs)

4.11.2 Analysis and results: AWeaker

We formally analysed each of these weaker threat models using the Tamarin Prover. We
detail the secrecy results of different channel properties and channel-session IDs on the attack
in Table 4.6. We consider the secrecy of the anchor key from the points of view of both the
AUSF and the SEAF, where secrecy was not previously maintained.

The first result (Model 1) is as stated in the main secrecy violation: it shows that when no
channel-session IDs are included, there exist attacks such that both the AUSF and SEAF are
fooled into thinking the anchor key KSEAF for an honest user is secret, when in reality it is not.

Adding a channel-session ID per protocol run between the AUSF and ARPF, i.e., Model
2, correctly prevents the violation of the secrecy of the anchor key. It is worth noting
that the connection between AUSF and ARPF is completely internal to a specific “home
network”: connections between these two actors are internal and do not necessarily cross
any network boundaries. As such we believe there is an argument to be made that requiring
a brand new channel-session ID per protocol run might not be seen as an engineering /
implementation necessity or priority above e.g., the same requirement across the serving
network ↔ home network divide.

Adding a channel-session ID per protocol run between the AUSF and SEAF, i.e., Model
3, does not prevent the attack. This is the boundary between the serving and home networks,
so would seem to be a likely and realistic priority candidate for a requiring a new channel-
session ID per protocol run.

Adding channel-session IDs to both network channels i.e., Model 4 prevents the attack;
this is a result of having correctly fixed the identity binding issue across the AUSF↔ ARPF
channel. This is a rough approximation of our proposed fix from Section 4.12.
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4.11.3 Implications of alternative channel properties

Our analysis indicates that:

1. Confidentiality, integrity, and replay protection on channels, and authenticity of in-
volved parties are necessary but not sufficient protections on secure network channels,

2. Channel ID binding to messages are not always sufficient, and that stronger, protocol-
level solutions are often required to guarantee a protocol’s desired security properties,
and

3. Protocols cannot and must not rely on implicit assumptions about the properties of
underlying network implementations; these assumptions cannot be left as implemen-
tation details, especially when these details have tangible security consequences.

It might be acceptable for identity binding or channel-session IDs to be left as implemen-
tation details when they only affect the reliability of a protocol, but when these details have
security impact, they must not be left to the implementers of a specific system. This is even
more important than usual when concealed and ephemeral identities are involved in a proto-
col.

While some implementations might effectively use e.g., a new TLS or Diameter session
per protocol run to ensure the correct pairing of messages to original sessions for the sake
of efficiency and not un-necessarily confusing packets, this is not specified in the standard.
Our analysis shows that such a mechanism would not just prevent message confusion for
reliability, but would in fact be security-critical.

In any case, to ensure that all implementations of the standard provide strong security
guarantees, it is clear that the standard is currently at least underspecified, and needs to
include one of our suggested fixes from the following section.

4.12 Proposed fixes

The essence of the session confusion-based attacks is identity mis-binding that can occur
when the sessions in the channel between AUSF and ARPF are not bound tightly enough.
This leads to two possible ways to prevent these attacks: one can either bind the identities
of the intended parties to each message all the way through the 5G-AKA protocol, or one
can ensure a one-to-one mapping between the high-level 5G-AKA sessions and its internal
AUSF ↔ ARPF sessions. We propose the latter solution as a fix to the 5G-AKA protocol,
as while both prevent the secrecy violation, we believe this approach also upholds strictly
stronger authentication properties than using the user’s identity as the session ID.

Using the Tamarin Prover, we have formally verified that this solution prevents the
secrecy violation and various authentication violations. We provide full formal verification
results for this in Section 4.12.2.
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4.12.1 Proposed fix: tighter session binding

The session confusion attack causing e.g., the secrecy violation is dependent on the ability of
messages between the AUSF and ARPF from one 5G-AKA session to end up in that channel
for another 5G-AKA session. Currently, there is nothing in the protocol specification that
prevents this. This binding can be fixed in several ways:

1. Theprotocol should include a fresh (unique, random) value in Auth-Info Request.

TheARPF should include this in Auth-Info Response, and the AUSF should check

that they match.

• To ensure similar session binding across the SN / HN boundary, i.e., between
the SEAF and AUSF, the SEAF should also include a different fresh value in
5G-AIR; the AUSF should include the same value in 5G-AIA; the SEAF should
then check that they match.

2. Emulating individual sessions within a long-lived TLS or Diameter session between
both pairs of the AUSF and ARPF, and the SEAF and AUSF by an intermediate layer.
In practice, this boils down to turning the previous solution into a separate emulation
layer that creates new session-identifiers for each Auth-Info Request and expects the
Auth-Info Response to be bound to this session identifier.

3. Initiating entirely new TLS or Diameter sessions between 5G Core Network parties
per 5G-AKA session (i.e., between both AUSF↔ ARPF and SEAF↔ AUSF.

Each of these minor changes would successfully bind the correct sessions to the messages
at each stage of the protocol, preventing this (and other) identity and session mis-binding
attacks from occurring. We believe that the small proposed modifications have negligible
impact on the computational and transmission efficiency of the protocol. We propose
method 1 to prevent session confusion.

4.12.2 Verification results for proposed fix

We have formally analysed the properties of the 5G-AKA protocol with the proposed fix
from Section 4.12.1. Specifically, we ‘implement’ version 1 of the proposed fix, by in-
cluding fresh values in the messages between the AUSF ↔ ARPF and SEAF ↔ AUSF.
Table 4.7 details the new secrecy properties, and Tables 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 detail the resultant
authentication properties from the points of view of the UE, serving network, and home
network respectively. We refer the reader back to Section 4.9 for a reminder of how to
interpret these results tables.
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Party Term Result
UE KSEAF 3

SEAF KSEAF 3

AUSF KSEAF 3

ARPF KAUSF 3

K 3

Table 4.7: Secrecy properties of 5G-AKA: with proposed fix

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 3 7 (SNID) N/A 3 7 (SNID) 7 (SNID)
AUSF 3 7 (SNID) N/A 3 7 (SNID) 7 (SNID)
ARPF 3 7 (SNID) N/A 3 7 (SNID) 7 (SNID)

Table 4.8: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: with proposed
session ID fix

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 3 3 N/A 3 3 T

AUSF 3 3 3 3 3 T
ARPF 3 3 3 3 3 T

Table 4.9: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the serving network’s point of view: with
proposed session ID fix

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 3 3 N/A 3 3 T

SEAF 3 3 3 3 3 T
ARPF 3 3 3 3 3 T

Table 4.10: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the home network’s point of view: with
proposed session ID fix

It is worth noting that while our session-ID binding solution correctly fixes the secrecy
violations and many of the previous agreement violations, some of the properties, particularly
from the point of the UE, are still violated.

We discuss the AUSF column first: as described in the original results tables in Sec-
tion 4.9, at no point is the UE ever aware of the distinction between the parties within
the UE’s home network, i.e., the split between the AUSF and ARPF. The UE only cares
that it is talking to the correct home network overall (made up of the AUSF and ARPF),
and should not mind which specific servers it talks to indirectly within the home network.
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We chose to model the ARPF’s ID as being representative of what the UE considers to be

the home network. As such, we mark the AUSF column’s results in relation to the UE as

“Not Applicable”.

Secondly, agreement on the ID of the SEAF, or the term SNID. As discussed in Sec-

tion 4.10.2, this is a violation of agreement over the identity of the SNID, as the UE never

learns this term in an authenticated message. This then causes agreement to fail on the term

KSEAF, as this term is derived by the UE from a series of terms including SNID; the ARPF,

AUSF, and SEAF will derive an anchor key KSEAF on which the UE will not agree if the

adversary has injected an arbitrary SNID into the UE’s unauthenticated serving network

discovery phase.

Once more, we give results compared to the informally stated security properties from

Section 4.4. We consider which of these are upheld by 5G-AKA under AWeaker:

Secrecy properties under AWeaker:

S1. Secrecy of an honest subscriber’s long term key K: 3

S2. Secrecy of anchor keys KSEAF and KAUSF: 3

Authentication properties under AWeaker:

A1. The SN and UE agree on the identity of the UE: 3

A2. The UE and SN agree on the identity of the SN: 7

A3. The HN and SN agree on the identity of the UE: 3

A4. The UE and HN agree on the identity of the HN: 3

A5. The UE and HN agree on the identity of the SN: 7

A6. The UE, SN, and HN agree on KSEAF: 7

A7. The anchor key KSEAF must not be replayable: 7

This is a distinct improvement on the results from Section 4.9, but due to the lack of

agremeent on the SNID, various agreement properties are still not achieved.

4.12.2.1 Fix for SNID agreement violation, and verification

To correct this violation of agreement, we propose that the SNID be added to the definition

of the MAC (defined in TS 33.102 [6]), as this is keyed by the long-term secret key, K.

This would redefine the MAC from� �
1 MAC = f1(K, <SQN, RAND, AMF>)� �

to the following:� �
1 MAC = f1(K, <SQN, RAND, SNID, AMF>)� �
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Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 3 3 N/A 3 3 3

AUSF 3 3 N/A 3 3 3

ARPF 3 3 N/A 3 3 3

Table 4.11: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: with proposed
session ID and SNID fixes.

We have formally verified that this minor change now allows the 5G-AKA protocol to gain
non-injective agreement on the SEAF’s identity from the UE’s point of view, and both non-
injective and injective agreement on the KSEAF from the UE’s point of view. We re-state the
table of results from the UE’s point of view with this final fix in Table 4.11.
For the final time, we give results for the informally stated security properties from Sec-
tion 4.4, but now with the SNID fix included:
Secrecy properties under AWeaker (with SNID fix):

S1. Secrecy of an honest subscriber’s long term key K: 3

S2. Secrecy of anchor keys KSEAF and KAUSF: 3

Authentication properties under AWeaker (with SNID fix):
A1. The SN and UE agree on the identity of the UE: 3

A2. The UE and SN agree on the identity of the SN: 3

A3. The HN and SN agree on the identity of the UE: 3

A4. The UE and HN agree on the identity of the HN: 3

A5. The UE and HN agree on the identity of the SN: 3

A6. The UE, SN, and HN agree on KSEAF: 3

A7. The anchor key KSEAF must not be replayable: 3

With these fixes, we believe 5G-AKA now explicitly achieves all of its desired security prop-
erties within the symbolic model.

4.12.3 Re-statement of proposed fixes

We have gone through multiple stages of analysis and modification followed by proposed
changes before arriving at the final model which meets its stated security properties. As
such, we gather our preferred proposed changes together:

1. The AUSF should include a fresh (unique, random) value in Auth-Info Request. The
ARPF should include this in Auth-Info Response, and the AUSF should check that
they match.

2. The SEAF should include a different fresh (unique, random) value in 5G-AIR; the
AUSF should include the same value in 5G-AIA; the SEAF should then check that
they match.
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3. The SNID should be added to the MAC, i.e., the MAC should be defined as:

MAC = f1(K, <SQN, RAND, SNID, AMF>).

4.12.4 Alternative fixes

4.12.4.1 Explicit identity binding

An alternative way to fix the secrecy attack is to create explicit identity binding rather than

session binding throughout the 5G-AKA protocol, as follows:

• In the Auth-Info Response² message sent from the ARPF to the AUSF, the SUPI

and SUCI of the intended UE should be added to the message.

• In the 5G-AIA³ message sent from the AUSF to the SEAF, the SUCI should be added

to the message. The SUPI is already included in the concealed setting; this must

additionally be included in the non-concealed setting.

Adding the relevant identities to each of the Auth-Info Response and 5G-AIA messages

now successfully binds the correct parties to the messages throughout the full flow of the

protocol, preventing this identity mis-binding attack from working. If the addition of the

full SUCI value to these two messages is deemed to require too much bandwidth, using a

cryptographically secure hash of the SUCI can also suffice.

The disadvantage of this proposed fix is that while it prevents the secrecy attack, it does

not prevent other agreement and authentication violations. While the SUPI is globally

unique, and hence plausibly suitable as a session ID value, each session would use the same

ID, i.e., the SUPI. This does not prevent two sessions from the same SUPI from becoming

confused, the confusion of which would violate agreement on the resultant session key.

We include this here for completeness as it is a plausible modification to the 5G-AKA

protocol to prevent what could be considered the highest priority attack to mitigate, i.e.,

the secrecy attack.

4.12.4.2 Other options

We have considered several alternative fixes, but they all seem either more complex or in-

sufficient. For example, one might consider putting unique nonces in other ways in the

channels to solve this attack, especially since this is likely to be implemented at a lower level

due to engineering concerns. However, in Section 4.11 we have already given four separate

techniques for including such nonces and evaluate their effectiveness.

²As specified in 6.1.3.2-2 of TS 33.501 v0.7.0.
³As specified in 6.1.3.2-5 of TS 33.501 v0.7.0.
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4.12.5 Session binding does not always imply security

It may be tempting to conclude that any solution to the race condition (in the honest case)

prevents the attack. It turns out this is not the case. To prove this, we give an example of a

solution that succeeds in preventing honest session confusion, and hence the race condition

in the honest case, but is still vulnerable to a variant of the described attack. The underlying

idea is that it is possible to prevent honest session confusion in a way that can be subverted

by an adversary.

Let us assume the standard required the UE to choose a fresh nonce and append it to

the first message sent to the SEAF; this message otherwise contains the SUCI, SUPI, or

5G-GUTI. If this UE-chosen nonce was then appended by all other parties (SEAF, AUSF,

and ARPF) to all messages within this 5G-AKA protocol run, this would be sufficient to

prevent honest session confusion. If the first message contained a SUCI or 5G-GUTI rather

than a SUPI it would also not reveal any information about the user’s SUPI or identity.

However, this is not sufficient to prevent the secrecy attack. If the ‘unique nonce’ is

chosen by the UE, the attack still holds: the adversary can simply repeat the nonce sent

by an honest UE, or if it is initiating both protocol runs required for the attack itself, it

can simply insert the same nonce into both runs of the protocol. This further improves the

probability of session confusion (and therefore the attack) succeeding, as no other honest

sessions should accidentally get confused with either of these two.

Each sub-case of our proposed fix in Section 4.12.1 relies upon tighter session binding,

but avoids the above error by ensuring that the adversary cannot control the identifying term

or method used to bind sessions; each option allows trusted parties to choose the session

binding method or identifier, and the adversary is not able to influence it as the choice is

made within the 5G core network.

The alternative fix proposed in Section 4.12.4.1 does in some way allow the session

identifier to be influenced or chosen by the adversary, but the SUPI or SUCI are specific

to an individual user where a fresh nonce is not, and hence are implicitly bound back to the

original intended user, preventing the secrecy attack. As discussed, this does not necessarily

uphold other authentication properties.

While there are many other engineering solutions which would coincidentally prevent our

attack, we believe this demonstrates that not all solutions to the problem of session confusion

necessarily prevent it either. Similarly, we believe this further demonstrates that any solution

required to prevent this attack must be mandated by the standard, and that security critical

details must not be left as an implementation decision.
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4.13 Compromised {channels, components}: AStronger

In Section 4.11, we modelled and analysed the threat model AWeaker, considering stronger

channel properties between the 5G core network parties. In addition to the already required

properties of confidentiality, integrity, and authenticity, we considered making the channels

strictly stronger, i.e., by introducing various session-binding methods across each or both

of the channels. This implies a weaker threat model, as these modified channel properties

mean the adversary is no longer able to take advantage of race conditions. We considered

these stronger bindings as a response to and proposed fix for the secrecy and authentication

violations which we have discovered.

We now consider the implications of strictly weaker channel and component properties,

by considering stronger adversary capabilities against the previously secure channels and

components. This is the threat model AStronger.

Informally, this section explores what could happen if an adversary were able to gain

illegitimate access to a secure channel or component within the 5G Core Network. In effect,

we explore whether this protocol relies upon all of the components and secure channels, and

whether they all have a role to perform, or whether any serve little or no purpose within

5G-AKA. We note that each component has many roles to fulfil outside of its functionality

within the protocol and what we model, and that conclusions drawn here are only for the

protocol specifically, not wider functionality within 5G. We additionally note the fact that

the ARPF’s functionality is usually performed in a Hardware Security Module, requiring a

greater level of security than other components. Even though compromise of core network

components is explicitly disallowed, it is plausible that this could suggest the overall threat

model from TS 33.501 may implicitly consider compromise of the AUSF.

We re-emphasise that all of these compromised variants of any of the involved channels

or components are explicitly disallowed by the threat model within TS 33.501 (i.e., ABasic);

these variants are used to explore further the range of security properties achieved by 5G-AKA

in various compromise scenarios. All previously stated vulnerabilities including the secrecy

violation presented to 3GPP, violating the secrecy of KSEAF, were found through fine-grained

component modelling underABasic, with adversarial capabilities matching the threat model

requirements of TS 33.501 as precisely as possible.

We now describe our modelling for compromised channels and components, followed

by analysis and results for each.
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4.13.1 Compromised channel modelling

We consider the situation where one or both of the ‘secure’ channels (SEAF ↔ AUSF or
AUSF ↔ ARPF within the 5G Core Network) have been compromised. We consider two
distinct forms of channel compromise on a per-channel basis: ‘Dolev-Yao’-style compromise,
and ‘read-only’ compromise. The first gives the adversary full control of the network channel,
as if it were a standard Dolev-Yao channel, as used for the UE ↔ SEAF channel, and as
described in Section 2.3 and [86].

We create this change in modelling automatically by adding to the channel communi-
cation rules: the definitions of send_secure and receive_secure are still in place, but they
are also joined by definitions for new rules, send_insecure and receive_insecure.

For the Dolev-Yao-style adversary-controlled channels, we define the rules send_insecure
and receive_insecure as follows:� �

1 rule send_insecure:
2 [SndS(<channelname,SendType,ReceiveType>,A,B,m)]
3 --[SendInsecure(channelname,A,B,m)]->
4 [Out(<<channelname,SendType,ReceiveType>,A,B,m>)]
5

6 rule receive_insecure:
7 [In(<<channelname,SendType,ReceiveType>,A,B,m>)]
8 --[ReceiveInsecure(channelname,A,B,m)]->
9 [RcvS(<channelname,SendType,ReceiveType>,A,B,m)]� �

These rules consume and produce SndS(…) and RcvS(…) facts in the same way as the premise
and conclusion from send_secure and receive_secure, but now everything that passes
through them is also known to and modifiable by the adversary due to use of the public
network channel In(…) and Out(…) facts.

The terms channelname, SendType, and ReceiveType are bookkeeping terms, only
ever instantiated with strings such as ‘ausf_arpf’ or ‘seaf_ausf’ (for channelname) and
any one of ‘SUPI’, ‘SEAF’, ‘AUSF’, or ‘ARPF’ for the SendType or ReceiveType terms.
These strings are then used in lemmas and restrictions to work out which channels (and
later, components) have been compromised, and therefore if the trace we consider is a valid
trace in the specified threat model.

For the ‘Read-Only’ compromise of channels, we do not need a receive_insecure rule
as the adversary cannot inject or modify terms on the channel in question; we only need to
ensure the adversary learns the transmitted terms. We therefore add only the following rule:� �

1 rule send_insecure:
2 [SndS(<channelname,SendType,ReceiveType>,A,B,m)]
3 --[SendInsecure(channelname,A,B,m)]->
4 [Sec(<channelname,SendType,ReceiveType>,A,B,m),
5 Out(<<channelname,SendType,ReceiveType>,A,B,m>)]� �
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Note that the conclusion of this rule contains both Sec(…) and Out(…) facts. This allows the
protocol to proceed as normal on an authentic (and un-modifiable) but now non-confidential
channel, as the corresponding ‘Receive’ rule will be receive_secure, consuming a Sec(…)

fact, rather than In(…) as its premise.
We select channel properties within the protocol models through use of a series of macros.

These options within macros introduce the correct rules, restrictions, and required sources
lemmas to the resultant Tamarin .spthy file, creating a model with the specified threat
model. We modify these varying adversarial capabilities on a per-channel basis through the
use of macro-introduced first-order restrictions on allowed traces: we can allow Dolev-Yao-
style compromise on either one (specifically named) or both of the two ‘secure’ channels,
and likewise we can allow read-only compromise on either one or both of the channels. We
can then limit the number of times the insecure channel rules can be used (if so desired)
in a similar manner.

The Tamarin rules as stated above allow the adversary unrestricted ability to access (and
in the D-Y case, inject/delete terms into/from) any arbitrary channel: we limit the adversary’s
behaviour to accessing (and potentially injecting terms into) only a particular type of channel
through the use of restrictions, matching against the channelname. These restrictions limit
which traces are valid. For example, to allow compromise of the AUSF ↔ ARPF channel
only, we use macros to introduce the following restrictions when the relevant compromise
model is enabled:� �

1 restriction only_ausf_arpf_chan_compromised_send:
2 ”All channelname A B m #i . SendInsecure(channelname,A,B,m) @ #i
3 ==> not(channelname = ’seaf_ausf’)”
4

5 restriction only_ausf_arpf_chan_compromised_receive:
6 ”All channelname A B m #i . ReceiveInsecure(channelname,A,B,m) @ #i
7 ==> not(channelname = ’seaf_ausf’)”� �

During Tamarin’s protocol analysis, any traces which violate a restriction are not considered
valid, and are dropped from further consideration. For example, a trace which contains
the Action Fact:� �

1 SendInsecure(’seaf_ausf’, AUSF, SEAF,
2 <’air’, <SUPI, <’5G’, $VPLMNID>, ’3gpp_creds’>>)� �

would violate the property described in the ‘only_ausf_arpf_chan_compromised_send’ re-
striction, and hence construction of any trace requiring this Action Fact would be dropped by
Tamarin.

Once these new adversarial powers have been selectively introduced to the model (by
means of these additional rules and restrictions), we can then analyse the resultant security
properties of the protocol under each new threat model. We provide analysis and results of
our channel compromise experiments in Section 4.13.4.
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4.13.2 Compromised component modelling

We now separately consider the situation where one or more components within the protocol

have been compromised. Here, instead of compromising the (otherwise secure) network

channels, we compromise individual components.

4.13.2.1 Compromise of the SEAF and/or AUSF.

We start by considering the SEAF and AUSF: before the start of a protocol run, neither

of these components have any shared secret with each other, the UE, or the ARPF within

the 5G-AKA protocol, but instead leverage their secure and authentic channel access: this

access is what prevents the adversary from impersonating them to other actors within the

5G core network, and allows other actors within the core network to be confident of the

identity of the component to whom they are talking.

To ensure secure and authentic 5G core network access, the SEAF, AUSF, and ARPF will

necessarily have some shared secret(s) (whether directly or indirectly), but this is explicitly

performed at a lower layer of the 5G core network compared to the 5G-AKA protocol.

For our models we therefore continue to use the secure channel abstraction as described by

Basin, Radomirovic, and Schmid in [41], additionally requiring channels where sessions are

correctly bound together; we have already detailed our usage of secure channel modelling

in Section 4.8.2.

The reason for discussing secure network access in a section considering component com-

promise is that without other shared secrets (as is the case here), taking over a component’s

secure network channel access is sufficient to fully impersonate said component. The SEAF

and AUSF components do not maintain state beyond a run of the 5G-AKA protocol, so if

the adversary is able to send and receive the correct messages for a particular protocol run in

lieu of the honest component, no other party should be able to detect any difference, and the

progression of protocol runs will not be limited or restricted by the adversary’s involvement.

Where the adversary can control or impersonate a component, we would, however, expect

the adversary to be able to learn all (secret and public) terms normally available to this

component in the course of the 5G-AKA protocol.

We therefore allow the adversary to impersonate components by giving the adversary

access to the secure network channels. Recalling that the adversary learns and introduces

terms through use of Out and In facts respectively, this is achieved through the addition

of the following rules in Tamarin:
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� �
1 // Compromised Component Send rule.
2 // The compromised component is A, sending it on the channel A-B.
3 // B is (potentially) honest.
4 rule component_compromised_send:
5 [In(<<channelname,SendType,ReceiveType>,A,B,m>)]
6 --[CompCompromisedSend(A,<<channelname,SendType,ReceiveType>,A,B,m>)]->
7 [RcvS(<channelname,SendType,ReceiveType>,A,B,m)]
8

9 // Compromised Component Receive rule.
10 // Honest component A sends a message to compromised component B
11 // (controlled by the Adversary)
12 rule component_compromised_receive:
13 [SndS(<channelname,SendType,ReceiveType>,A,B,m)]
14 --[CompCompromisedReceive(B,<<channelname,SendType,ReceiveType>,A,B,m>)]->
15 [Out(<<channelname,SendType,ReceiveType>,A,B,m>)]� �

For channel compromise rules, we gave the adversary control of both ends of a network
channel; for component compromise, we only give the adversary access to one end of the
relevant secure channel, but give it access to all the secure channels the component would
have (e.g., a compromised AUSF will be able to read and inject terms into both the SEAF↔
AUSF and AUSF ↔ ARPF channels).

The Tamarin rules as stated above allow the adversary unrestricted access to impersonate
any arbitrary component: as with channel compromises, we use macros to introduce limita-
tions on the adversary’s behaviour (namely learning terms from and injecting terms into only
a particular component’s endpoints) through the use of restrictions, requiring a match on the
SendType (e.g., ‘SEAF’, ‘AUSF’, or ‘ARPF’) for the component_compromised_send rule, and
a match on the ReceiveType for the component_compromised_receive rule. For example,
to allow compromise of SEAFs only, we introduce the following restrictions through the use
of macros when the relevant compromise model is enabled:� �

1 restriction CompromiseAllSEAFs_send:
2 ”All A SendType B ReceiveType cn m #i.
3 CompCompromisedSend(A,<<cn,SendType,ReceiveType>,A,B,m>) @ #i
4 ==> SendType = ’SEAF’ ”
5

6 restriction CompromiseAllSEAFs_receive:
7 ”All A SendType B ReceiveType cn m #i.
8 CompCompromisedReceive(B,<<cn,SendType,ReceiveType>,A,B,m>) @ #i
9 ==> ReceiveType = ’SEAF’ ”� �

Note that this allows compromise of all SEAFs, including the SEAF with which we as
honest components may be communicating. In many threat models we often consider the
scenario where compromise of all actors or components other than the ones with whom we are
communicating is allowed, but not our communications partner(s). It is therefore important
to distinguish between threat models which allow compromise of other components (but
not the ones in my run of a protocol) and models which allow compromise of all types of
a particular component. This specific threat model allows compromise of all components
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of type SEAF; we also create the similar threat model allowing compromise of all AUSFs
in the same manner.

4.13.2.2 Compromise of the UE and/or ARPF.

Having considered the two components which do not have explicit shared secrets with each
other within 5G-AKA, we now consider those which do, i.e., the UE and ARPF. As the UE
does not have any privileged or secure network access, it is sufficient to give the adversary
the UE’s long-term key K.� �

1 rule reveal_LTKSym_ue_arpf_compromise:
2 [!LTKSym(SUPI, ARPF, K)]
3 --[UE_ARPF_Compromise_K(SUPI,K)]->
4 [Out(K)]� �

For the ARPF, it is sufficient to compromise the initiating UE’s long-term key K with the
above rule, in combination with giving the adversary access to the secure network channels
in the same manner as with the SEAF and AUSF above.

While we can model and analyse compromise of both the UE and ARPF, it is worth
considering what these compromises actually mean for the protocol. From the ARPF’s point
of view, the home network fundamentally needs to authenticate the UE’s identity (e.g., for
access permissions and billing purposes), so the adversary compromising the UE seems to be
a plausible candidate for a compromise from which a protocol cannot reasonably be expected
to recover Post-Compromise Security [62] notwithstanding. As described in Section 4.7, we
do not consider modern notions of security such as post-compromise security here, as the
5G-AKA protocol does not even attempt to achieve forward secrecy, never mind properties
such as post-compromise security.

The UE has no secure network access, and the only mechanism by which the UE attempts
to gain a secure connection to its home network is through its secret knowledge of its
long-term shared symmetric key, K. We therefore observe that without needing any secure
network access, any party who also has K can imitate the user’s ARPF to the UE, and by
extension, the intermediate AUSF and SEAF.

4.13.2.3 Actor Key Compromise.

More generally, and irrespective of 5G, it is clear that learning e.g., Alice’s long term secret
key allows the adversary to impersonate Alice to other parties. Actor Key Compromise
(AKC) is the secondary property whereby upon compromise of Alice’s (and only Alice’s)
long term secret key, the adversary can successfully impersonate other parties to Alice. Basin
et al. [36] show the impossibility of achieving a large class of authentication properties when
only using symmetric cryptography and hashing, including all of those properties described
by Lowe in [131].
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5G-AKA only uses hashing, and upon completion, symmetric key cryptography: from

results in [36], we can be certain that any authentication properties as a result of this protocol

are not resilient to AKC. We therefore know that if the adversary has compromised the UE

we cannot achieve any meaningful authentication properties from its point of view, and

hence do not consider compromise of the UE any further.

We are not necessarily able to make the same claim for the ARPF, as the ARPF has

secure network access as well as the secret key K: while the 5G-AKA protocol itself cannot

create AKC resistance in its present form, the choice of protocol to create the underly-

ing secure channels might well provide this resistance, albeit only for parties within the

5G core network.

In terms of choices for 5G secure channel protocols: TLS 1.2 achieves AKC resilience

in the mutually authenticated DHE RSA mode (among others) although does not achieve it

in all modes [36]. Mutually authenticated TLS 1.3 achieves AKC resilience automatically:

the only available mutual authentication mode uses Elliptic-Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH).

While more generally the use of asymmetric-key cryptography is not sufficient to guarantee

AKC resilience, all AKC susceptible modes have been removed from TLS 1.3. The other

major protocol used within the 5G core networks is Diameter [93], but we cannot find any

literature discussing or formally analysing this specific property in this protocol, so without

modelling the protocol ourselves, we are unable to determine whether this achieves AKC

resilience, or remains vulnerable.

The way we have chosen to model component compromise within the 5G core network

does not allow actor key compromise attacks. An AKC attack against (for example) a com-

promised SEAF would proceed as follows in terms of Tamarin execution: the adversary

sends a message to the honest SEAF, pretending to be the AUSF. This will necessarily

use the ‘component_compromised_send’ rule as that is the only one of the two component

compromise rules that takes terms In(...) from the adversary. Now the SEAF must

consume a ‘RcvS(...)’ fact, and the only one it can consume is a ‘RcvS(...)’ from the

AUSF, with SendType = ‘AUSF’, as the AUSF is the only other component with which

the SEAF communicates on the secure channels. However, the restriction in place for this

threat model says that the adversary can’t send a message as anything apart from the SEAF

(because it requires SendType = ‘SEAF’), ensuring that AKC attacks are not possible in this

abstraction. N.B. This modelling decision only affects component compromise, and not

any other results based upon channel or component properties.
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4.13.2.4 Which components can the adversary compromise?

Within compromised component modelling we additionally consider two strands: firstly, if
we compromise a component of type X, we say the adversary can compromise all compo-
nents of type X; e.g., allowing SEAF compromise implies that all SEAFs can be compromised
by the adversary, whether these are the ones in use by a particular execution of the protocol
which we consider or not. We refer to this as “All-X”.

Secondly, we consider the case where the adversary may compromise all components
of type X apart from “mine”, e.g., if an honest component such as the UE thinks it is
talking to a SEAF with identity ‘SNID’, then it really is, and the adversary has not com-
promised this specific SEAF; the adversary can still compromise any other SEAF. We refer
to this as “Not-My-X”.

To achieve analysis of the second scenario, we include the following additional restric-
tions to the left-hand side of each lemma within Tamarin, automatically included by macro:� �

1 [...]
2 & not(Ex cn rt y m #j. CompCompromisedSend(b,<<cn,’SEAF’,rt>,b,y,m>) @#j)
3 & not(Ex cn rt y m #j. CompCompromisedSend(c,<<cn,’AUSF’,rt>,c,y,m>) @#j)
4 & not(Ex cn rt y m #j. CompCompromisedSend(d,<<cn,’ARPF’,rt>,d,y,m>) @#j)
5 & not(Ex cn st x m #j. CompCompromisedReceive(b,<<cn,st,’SEAF’>,x,b,m>) @#j)
6 & not(Ex cn st x m #j. CompCompromisedReceive(c,<<cn,st,’AUSF’>,x,c,m>) @#j)
7 & not(Ex cn st x m #j. CompCompromisedReceive(d,<<cn,st,’ARPF’>,x,d,m>) @#j)
8 [...]� �

The free variables cn, rt, and st represent Channel Name, Receive Type, and Send Type
respectively. The string describing the type of component will then potentially match and re-
strict the Send Type for CompCompromisedSend, and Receive Type for CompCompromisedReceive,
and the variable ‘b’, ‘c’, or ‘d’ will match the SEAF, AUSF, or ARPF with whom the point-
of-view component believes he is communicating, as indicated by the vector of IDs within
the Commit Action Fact, e.g., Commit(a,<a,b,c,d>,t,<’SUPI’,’K_SEAF’>) @i. These re-
strictions then limit which component compromises can occur, preventing compromise of
components with which the viewpoint component believes they are communicating.

In the Not-My-X scenario, for compromise of the ARPF we remove what was previ-
ously available to the ARPF in All-X, i.e., the reveal_LTKSym_arpf_compromise rule, as the
normal K compromise rule and associated restrictions within each lemma is sufficient.

The first scenario (All-X) considers the importance of the components involved directly
in the protocol; the second (Not-My-X) considers whether an honest actor needs to trust all
components within the 5G core network, or just the ones to whom it believes it is talking.

We note that we model the single ARPF with whom the UE is in indirect communication
as the only holder of the UE’s long-term key K. We do not know if this is accurate or if e.g.,
there are multiple ARPFs per home network, and therefore whether compromise of another
ARPF would in reality violate the secrecy properties of K and thus the protocol. However, we
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also note that compromise of any ARPF within a user’s home network seems a reasonable
candidate for out of scope behaviour, where compromise of ARPFs from other networks
seems plausibly within scope of a reasonable threat model.

4.13.3 Composition

In this thesis we do not directly consider results for scenarios with both compromised chan-
nels and components. In terms of composition of models and results, it is generally apparent
that negative results (i.e., those where a property is not upheld) compose: additional com-
promise of a new element of the protocol will not remove or impede the adversary’s ability
to perform an ‘attack’ or violation of a property first exhibited in the simpler scenario, i.e.,
when the adversary has less power. However, the same cannot necessarily be said for results
where a security property is upheld in the individual setting.

Consider three different scenarios:

1. Component X is compromised, but security property Φ is upheld.
2. Channel Y is compromised, but security property Φ is upheld.
3. Both component X and channel Y are compromised: is Φ upheld?

As the combination of compromise abilities may allow an adversary to learn new terms which
were not accessible or derivable in either of scenarios 1 or 2 alone, we cannot deduce with
any certainty that the results from scenarios 1 and 2 imply that Φ will be upheld in scenario
3. Automatically deducing properties when different protocols are composed is notoriously
difficult, as any such analysis has to consider possibility of attacks exploiting of cross-protocol
interactions [46,75,101,118,134]. Not specific to 5G, we consider the compromise of both
components and channels further in Chapter 5.

4.13.4 Compromised channels: analysis and results

We now detail the analysis and results of the various channel compromise models.

4.13.4.1 Analysis

Each new channel-compromise threat model introduces new challenges. The channel-compromise
threat models which we consider are:

1. Secure channels as defined by TS 33.501 (see Section 4.8)
2. Readable channels:

(a) SEAF↔ AUSF channel is readable by the adversary
(b) AUSF↔ ARPF channel is readable by the adversary
(c) Both channels are readable by the adversary
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3. Dolev-Yao channels:
(a) SEAF↔ AUSF channel is D-Y compromised
(b) AUSF↔ ARPF channel is D-Y compromised
(c) Both channels are D-Y compromised

These channel-compromise threat models (i.e., the strength of the adversary) form a partial
ordering, which we show in Figure 4.13. Using the implications of this partial ordering, we
are able to reduce computation time spent generating results. For example, if a property is
falsified in the ‘secure channels’ threat model, then it will necessarily also be false in every
other threat model, so we can pre-populate the other results tables. Likewise, if a property
is verified in e.g., the ‘SEAF ↔ AUSF D-Y’ threat model, then we can be confident that it
is also true in the ‘SEAF ↔ AUSF readable’ threat model, and the ‘secure channels’ threat
model, but we cannot make any claims about results under other threat models based upon
this single data point.

Secure channels

SEAF↔ AUSF
readable

AUSF↔ ARPF
readable

SEAF↔ AUSF D-Y AUSF↔ ARPF D-YBoth readable

Both D-Y

Figure 4.13: Partial ordering of network channel compromises, i.e., the ordering on the strength of
the adversary.

We analyse the original, unfixed 5G-AKA protocol strictly as per the specification when
under this new range of threat models against the set of considered security properties as
discussed in Section 4.7. Then, we consider the same 5G-AKA protocol, but with many
of the previously described issues fixed by the introduction of channel-session IDs creating
TLS-like channels, as described in Section 4.12.1, and how this new protocol fares against
this above range of threat models.
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To aid modelling, analysis, and reproducibility of results for both compromised channels
and compromised components, we place threat-model specific changes, rules and restrictions
for compromised channel behaviour, described in Section 4.13.2, and the necessary sources
lemmas inside m4 macro definitions. This ensures that the modeller, analyst, or reader
can easily toggle definitions in the master m4 file (5G-AKA.m4 [69]), whose processing then
generates and outputs the relevant .spthy file for direct analysis of security properties in
Tamarin. For instructions on how to enable each threat model and versions of the 5G-AKA
protocol, please see the 5G-AKA.m4 [69] file directly.

The introduction of new adversarial powers (in this case the ability to read terms from
channels, or even stronger, the ability to read and delete from, and inject terms into channels)
gives many new sources for terms that the adversary may learn and then use within a protocol.
This is especially true in comparison to a protocol where otherwise the adversary could only
learn terms from one of the three channels.

These new sources of terms are two-fold: firstly, the adversary may learn new terms from
a read-only channel; secondly, the adversary may invent a brand new term, and inject it
into a D-Y channel. Each of these situations requires new sources lemmas to be written
and proven for each specific situation and threat model before any analysis of the protocol’s
security properties can occur.

As in our original analysis of 5G-AKA under ABasic (see Section 4.7), we consider the
security properties of secrecy of the session key from the points of view of each of the four
components, and agreement each of the components’ identities, non-injective agreement on
the session key, and injective agreement on the session key, all from the points of view
of all of the four components.

4.13.4.2 Compromised channels: results

As including a full set of results for each individual threat model would be quite cumbersome,
we give an overview of the differences between normal channels and the compromised chan-
nels for each of the broken and fixed protocols; we include the full results in Appendix A.1,
but we illustrate the upheld properties vs. the partial ordering of channel threat models in
Figures 4.14 and 4.15.

Secrecy results Compromising secure network channels has broadly the effect on key
secrecy that one would expect:

• Giving the adversary either read-only or D-Y capabilities over both of the secure chan-
nels violates the secrecy of the session keys (KSEAF and KAUSF), both when the chan-
nels are precisely as the specification, and when they include channel-session IDs as
per our proposed fix in Section 4.12.1. This is because the key KAUSF is transmitted
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directly from the ARPF to the AUSF, and the key KSEAF is calculated by the AUSF and
transmitted directly to the SEAF. Compromising these channels gives the adversary
access to these terms.

• Where only the SEAF ↔ AUSF channel is compromised (read-only or D-Y), this
maintains the secrecy of the key KAUSF, but does not maintain the secrecy of KSEAF.

• Where only the AUSF↔ ARPF channel is compromised, the adversary learns KAUSF,
and can therefore also derive KSEAF.

• The secrecy of the long-term key K is unaffected by channel compromise.
For full results, please see Appendix A.1.

N.B. KSEAF is calculated using a KDF, from KAUSF and SNID; see Annexes A.1, A.2, and
A.6 of TS 33.501 [8] for the use of the KDF to create KAUSF and KSEAF, and TS 33.220 [10]
for the definition of the KDF itself.

Authentication results

• Giving the adversary D-Y capabilities over both of the ‘secure’ network channels vio-
lates almost all of the agreement properties, in both the naïve channel scenario, and
when the channels are bound with channel-session IDs. The only properties which
are maintained in these compromise scenarios are agreement from the point of view
of the UE, with the ARPF, on the IDs of the UE and the ARPF. This is due to the
fact that the UE and ARPF are the only two parties who share the long-term key K,
and unless the adversary (separately) compromises this secret key, cannot impersonate
the ARPF to the UE.

• D-Y compromise of the SEAF↔ AUSF channel only is a similar picture: the majority
of agreement properties are violated, but now in addition, from the point of view of
the home network, we gain agreement with the ARPF on the IDs of the AUSF and
ARPF.

• More properties are upheld when the AUSF ↔ ARPF channel is D-Y compromised
than when just the SEAF ↔ AUSF channel is similarly compromised: we gain
agreement between the parties on either end of the non-compromised channel for
the majority of terms. The serving network gains agreement with the AUSF over the
majority of terms (although still not injective agreement on the KSEAF), and vice versa,
the home network gains agreement with the SEAF on most terms, excepting the KSEAF

due to a lack of authentication on the SNID term.
• Restricting the adversary to read-only compromise of the channels improves the num-

ber of properties which are upheld, although this does not materially change the
picture for perhaps the most important party, the UE. This is because the adversary
can learn terms from core network channels, and then inject any modified or derived
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term it desires into the inherently D-Y channel between the UE and SEAF, violating
most of the agreement properties. Termination notwithstanding, the picture here
is identical across all three non-TLS-like readable-only channel compromise models.
The 5G core network parties broadly gain agreement between each other on their own
identities.

• In terms of agreement properties, models with TLS-like channel-session IDs are at
least as strong as or stronger than the models without. This difference is especially
noticeable when we require channel-session IDs within channels where the adversary
has read-only capabilities: agreement on component IDs and the KSEAF within the 5G
core network are upheld internal to the 5G core network, but due to the adversary’s
extra knowledge, this agreement is not extended across the UE ↔ SEAF channel to
the UE.

We conclude that full D-Y or read-only adversarial compromise of secure channels in 5G-AKA
is devastating for both properties of secrecy and agreement. We note that this is true even
with strong channel-session binding, and that the UE is worst affected in terms of viola-
tion of properties.

Security properties vs. channel threat models partial ordering Figures 4.14 and 4.15
illustrate 5G-AKA’s upheld security properties vs. the partial ordering of channel threat
models (originally shown in Figure 4.13).⁴ These two figures show the naïve model specified
precisely as per ABasic (i.e., no channel session binding) and the correctly bound TLS-like
model of Section 4.12.1 (i.e., with our proposed channel session binding, Fix 1) respectively.
The power of the adversary, or the strength of the threat model increases with the direction
of the edges. The presence of a property at a node means that the property is upheld in
that threat model, but none higher; said property is therefore implicitly upheld in all lower
threat models. We omit any nodes where no property changes, e.g., we omit the nodes
‘SEAF ↔ AUSF readable’ and ‘AUSF ↔ ARPF readable’ as all properties upheld at these
nodes are also upheld in higher nodes (e.g., the ‘Both channels readable’ node). Figure 4.14
recreates Tables A.1–A.24, and Figure 4.15 recreates Tables A.25–A.48. Labels of properties
marked ‘Secrecy of X’ indicate that the Secrecy of term ‘X’ is upheld in that threat model,
from the stated actor’s point of view, but no higher. The labels of all other properties
(separated by commas) are agreement properties, and should be read as ‘Component 1 non-
injectively agrees with Component 2 on the term at position 3 (potentially one from a set)’,
except where the final term is Inj−KSEAF, in which case it identifies Injective agreement
on the term KSEAF. Any properties not listed on the graph are not upheld in any of the
given threat models.

⁴These figures are very similar in style to the protocol security hierarchies in [34]; please see this paper for
more applications of such graphs.
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Secure channels{
Secrecy of KSEAF (POV: UE),
UE−{SEAF,AUSF}−ARPF,

HN−SEAF−KSEAF
}

SEAF↔ AUSF D-Y{
Secrecy of KAUSF
(POV: ARPF),

HN−ARPF−{AUSF,ARPF}
}

AUSF↔ ARPF D-Y{
SN−AUSF−{UE,SEAF,AUSF,ARPF,KSEAF},

HN−SEAF−{UE,SEAF,AUSF,ARPF}
}

Both channels readable{
SN−AUSF−{UE,SEAF,AUSF,ARPF,KSEAF},

SN−ARPF−{AUSF,ARPF},
HN−SEAF−{UE,SEAF,AUSF,ARPF},

HN−ARPF−{AUSF,ARPF}
}

Both channels D-Y:{
Secrecy of provisioned ‘K’,
UE−ARPF−{UE,ARPF}

}

Figure 4.14: Naïve model: security properties vs. network channel threat models. This represents
the results from Tables A.1–A.24. Please see Section 4.13.4.2 “Security properties vs. channel threat
models partial ordering” for more details.

We note that more properties are included in Figure 4.15 than in Figure 4.14, and
likewise more properties are maintained against stronger threat models: the session bind-
ing preventing race condition ensures that more properties are upheld to start with, and
then even under partial channel compromise, properties which were previously upheld fare
slightly better overall. While the overall number of security properties maintained under
partial channel compromise is low, we believe this further demonstrates the importance of
guaranteeing correct session binding.

4.13.5 Compromised components: analysis and results

As with the channel compromise results from the previous section, we do not include the
full component compromise results here, instead including them in Appendix A.2.
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Secure channels{
Secrecy of KSEAF (POV: {UE,SEAF,AUSF}),

UE−{SEAF,AUSF}−{UE,ARPF},
SN−UE−KSEAF,

HN−UE−{UE,SEAF,ARPF,KSEAF}
}

SEAF↔ AUSF readable{
SN−UE−{UE,SEAF,ARPF}

}

SEAF↔ AUSF D-Y{
Secrecy of KAUSF (POV: ARPF),
HN−ARPF−{UE,SEAF,AUSF,

ARPF,KSEAF, Inj−KSEAF}
}

AUSF↔ ARPF D-Y{
SN−AUSF−{UE,SEAF,AUSF,ARPF,KSEAF},

HN−SEAF−{UE,SEAF,AUSF,ARPF}
}

Both channels readable{
SN−{AUSF,ARPF}−{UE,SEAF,AUSF,ARPF,KSEAF},

HN−{SEAF,ARPF}−{UE,SEAF,AUSF,ARPF,KSEAF}
}

Both channels D-Y:{
Secrecy of provisioned ‘K’,
UE−ARPF−{UE,ARPF}

}

Figure 4.15: TLS-like model: security properties vs. network channel threat models. This
represents the results from Tables A.25–A.48. Please see Section 4.13.4.2 “Security properties vs.
channel threat models partial ordering” for more details.

Achieving results in Tamarin for compromised components has proved more difficult

than the channel compromise results, leading to fewer results terminating automatically

with Tamarin’s built-in heuristics. As a result, the majority of the component compromise

results were achieved through manual direction of Tamarin’s interactive mode, and we

provide descriptions of how to repeat these manual proofs in the README associated with

5G-AKA.m4 [69]. We remind the reader that choice of heuristic or manual intervention

in proof steps does not affect the outcome, i.e., whether Tamarin concludes a property is

violated or upheld. The choice of heuristic or manual proof-steps only affects the duration

of computation, and in many cases, whether Tamarin terminates or not.
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As we detail in Section 4.13.2.4, we consider two main scenarios: firstly, we consider
“All-X”, which lets the adversary compromise all components of a particular type, including
the specific components with whom actors believe they are communicating. Secondly,
we consider “Not-My-X”, i.e., executions of the protocol where the adversary is allowed
to compromise all components apart from the ones with whom parties believe they are
communicating. E.g., if a UE believes it is talking to ‘SEAF.1’ in a particular run of the
protocol (as indicated in its vector of component IDs), then the adversary can compromise
all other SEAFs, but not that one.

The first scenario (All-X) considers the importance of the components involved directly
in the protocol; the second (Not-My-X) considers whether an honest actor needs to trust
all components within the 5G core network, or just the ones with whom it believes it
is communicating.

As discussed in Section 4.13.2.3, due to the impossibility of Actor Key Compromise re-
silience across the UE↔ SEAF insecure channel, we do not consider compromise of the UE.

Secrecy results: All-X
• Allowing the adversary to compromise any of the components violates the secrecy of

the session key KSEAF.
• If the compromised component type is SEAF, this only violates the secrecy of KSEAF.

The adversary does not learn the term KAUSF.
• If the compromised component type is AUSF or ARPF, this violates the secrecy of

both the KAUSF and KSEAF.
• The secrecy of K is only violated if the UE or ARPF is compromised.

Authentication results: All-X
• Compromising the SEAF causes most agreement properties from the point of view of

the UE to be violated. From the point of view of the serving network, due to AKC
resilience, the adversary cannot violate agreement the UE, AUSF, or ARPF. From the
point of view of the home network (i.e., upon completion of the protocol), the home
network gains agreement with the UE and ARPF on most identities and terms. It
does not gain agreement with the SEAF on any terms.

• Compromising the AUSF causes similar violation of most agreement properties from
the point of view of the UE. All agreement properties are violated from the point of
view of the serving network. Due to AKC resilience, from the point of view of the
home network, many of the internal properties are upheld between home network,
and serving network. Based upon the extra knowledge gained by the adversary com-
bined with the D-Y UE ↔ SEAF channel, compromise of the AUSF causes all the
explored agreement properties with the UE to be violated.
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• Compromising the ARPF unsurprisingly causes most agreement properties to be vio-
lated between all parties, except between the SEAF and AUSF.

From this, we conclude that compromise of any 5G core network component used within
an execution of 5G-AKA has a severely detrimental effect on the protocol’s secrecy and
authentication properties.

We now consider the results of component compromise excluding the components with
whom an actor believes they are communicating, i.e., Not-My-X.

Secrecy results: Not-My-X

• Compromising components other than the ones with whom we believe we are com-
municating broadly does not impact the secrecy of the session keys or K. This result
is not to be taken for granted, and it is a positive outcome that secrecy is maintained.

• Compromising other AUSFs allows for academic compromise of the KSEAF and KAUSF

from the points of view of the UE and ARPF respectively; however, this violation of
secrecy is due to modelling choices, and not necessarily indicative of a real vulnerabil-
ity.

At a high level: the UE knows with which home network it is communicating overall,
but has no method within the protocol to know specifically with which AUSF it
is (indirectly) communicating. We have made the modelling choice to couple the
ARPF’s identity to that of the home network, and these results might be different if
the home network’s identity had instead been bound to a specific AUSF. We believe
that if “AUSFs for home network Z” are not allowed to be compromised, but that all
other AUSFs across other networks are, and the home network will not allow one of
their customers’ UEs to perform 5G-AKA through a different network’s AUSF (which
seems a reasonable assumption), then this problem may well not occur.

Authentication results: Not-My-X

• Allowing compromise of all SEAFs apart from ‘mine’ violates almost all of the au-
thentication properties from the point of view of the UE: this is because the SNID
is not explicitly authenticated. When re-modelled and analysed to include our pro-
posed SNID authentication fix as described in Section 4.12.2.1, the protocol broadly
achieves its desired properties. We were unfortunately not able to gain termination on
the injectivity of KSEAF.

The security properties from the points of view of the SEAF and AUSF in this situation
are broadly upheld regardless of the inclusion (or not) of the SNID fix.
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• Allowing compromise of all AUSFs apart from ‘mine’ similarly violates almost all of
the authentication properties from the point of view of the UE. In this instance,
this violation of these properties is not just due to the lack of SNID authentication,
but additionally due to the fact that the UE does not know to which specific AUSF
it is talking; it only knows with which home network it is communicating. This
would allow a malicious AUSF to violate the UE’s agreement properties with both
the SEAF and AUSF. While our models indicate that these properties are not upheld,
we perhaps consider this lack of agreement to be relatively academic: compromise of
another AUSF within the UE’s home network could reasonably be considered out of
scope, and a compromised AUSF from another network might be able to fool a UE
of its identity, but not another party within the 5G core network, such as the UE’s
genuine home network or ARPF component.

The security properties from the points of view of the SEAF and AUSF in this situation
are broadly upheld regardless of the inclusion (or not) of the SNID fix.

• Allowing compromise of all ARPFs apart from ‘mine’ shows violation of many of
the agreement properties from the point of view of the UE; however, these violated
properties are no more than when no components are compromised but the SNID
authentication fix is not included. Including the SNID authentication fix broadly
allows the protocol to achieve its desired properties. We were unfortunately not able
to gain termination on the injectivity of KSEAF.

The security properties from the points of view of the SEAF and AUSF in this situation
are broadly upheld regardless of the inclusion (or not) of the SNID fix.

As stated before, full channel and component compromise results can be found in Ap-
pendix A.

4.13.6 Conclusions from results: AStronger

Having performed this large, systematic analysis of 5G-AKA under the range of threat models
encompassed by AStronger, what are the overall conclusions?

We initially asked whether this protocol relies upon all of the components and secure
channels, whether they all have a role to perform, or whether any serve little or no purpose
within 5G-AKA. We believe this analysis shows that regardless of whether each component
within the 5G core network performs a major and important role in terms of key derivation
or not, the security of all components is vital to the overall security of the protocol. This
analysis has shown that preventing compromise of each core component is essential for
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both secrecy and authentication properties, as all components have significant influence over
whether the protocol achieves the secrecy and authentication properties it seeks to uphold.

In many cases compromise of one of the core components (SEAF, AUSF, or ARPF) does
not allow the adversary to ‘fool’ the other core components in terms of violating agreement
properties; however, the same broadly cannot be said for the UE, which, our analysis shows,
becomes vulnerable to violations of both secrecy and agreement in most component com-
promise scenarios, especially those in the “All-X” scenario. For the “Not-My-X” scenario,
we believe our analysis demonstrates the importance of explicitly including the SNID in an
authenticated part of the protocol’s messages.

Adversarial compromise of secure channels within the 5G core network has a similarly
devastating effect. Unsurprisingly, Dolev-Yao-like (read, inject, delete, etc.) access allows
an adversary to violate most secrecy and authentication properties. As we would broadly
expect, read-only access to secure channels does not allow the adversary to break agreement
properties between 5G core components; more interestingly, this simple read-only access to
either of the SEAF↔ AUSF or AUSF↔ ARPF channels does allow the adversary to violate
almost all agreement properties from the UE’s point of view, as this additional information
allows the adversary to impersonate a serving and/or home network successfully to the UE
over the insecure UE ↔ SEAF channel.

In summary, while the 5G-AKA protocol meets its desired security properties after in-
clusion of our proposed fixes, it is still a very fragile protocol. 5G-AKA loses the ability to
uphold most of its desired properties very quickly upon compromise of almost anything
outside of its explicitly allowed, relatively weak threat model compared to the majority
of modern key-exchange protocols. We recognise that many design decisions will have
been strongly influenced by legacy considerations, but nevertheless we urge 3GPP to pursue
stronger properties for future generations of AKA, hopefully meeting Perfect Forward Secrecy
[139], and even properties such as Post-Compromise Security [62]; we suppose that such a
future protocol could then fall back to merely achieving session-key secrecy and (injective)
agreement on actors and terms in the case of component or secure-channel compromise.

4.14 Secrecy violation: statement of implications

Having described ABasic, AWeaker, and AStronger, and discovered the properties which are
and are not upheld under each group of threat models, we now consider specifically how the
secrecy violation under ABasic (described in Section 4.10.1) might be instantiated in the
real world, and the implications of such an attack. The secrecy violation allows a malicious
actor, or an attacker that compromised the long-term key of an actor, to impersonate another
user to a serving network.
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Strictly from the point of view of the 5G-AKA protocol, this allows the attacker to
agree upon an anchor key (and thereby gain access to a serving network) dishonestly, un-
der the newly generated false credentials of a legitimate user. This is a substantial con-
tainment problem.

We note that this attack holds whether the protocol uses encrypted/concealed SUPIs
or not, i.e., the attack holds both when the protocol uses the null-scheme for ‘SUPI (non-
)concealment’, and when SUPIs are concealed. We make this distinction because the SEAF
and AUSF know strictly more about the claimed identities of session owners in the non-
concealed situation than they do when identities are concealed. This, in turn, implies that
there is a deeper identity mis-binding issue that is not caused directly by SUPI/SUCI en-
cryption. We first discovered this attack in the non-concealed setting, and then saw that it
also applied to the concealed protocol.

This attack relies on a race condition between two sessions of the protocol. This means
the attack is probabilistic, and an attacker would not be able to guarantee success on every
run; however, in any secure protocol, there ought not exist any run of the protocol under
normal circumstances which violates the required security properties.

N.B. This does not allow an attacker to decrypt any honest radio traffic, past or present,
originally generated by the impersonated, legitimate user.

4.14.1 Potential practical implications

In the real world, we conjecture that this attack might allow an attacker to access a serving net-
work (and its services) in the name of a legitimate user other than itself. This attacker could
then bill services, air-time, or access charges to another user account, rather than its own;
this is clearly not the intended behaviour or level of security required within 5G networks.

We are not confident of the range of further authentication and authorisation procedures
which may or may not be in place distinct from the 5G-AKA protocol, or any billing–
authentication procedures: e.g., whether specific billing actions sent back to a user’s home
network are tied to and verified against a named anchor key or not. We note that an ARPF
would be able to establish that the anchor key was not for the correct user; but that an AUSF
or any other party without direct access to the honest user’s long-term key K within the 5G
Core Network would not. We do, however, believe it is plausible that once access is granted
in the form of an anchor key, this key is sufficient to allow a user to perform the normal
range of actions within a network. Access in the form of an anchor key gives the resultant
ability to derive the other keys, such as KgNB, KAMF, CK, IK, CK′, and IK′ associated with
it; see the 5G Key Hierarchy in [8, Figure 6.2.1-1].

It is also plausible that the same attack works when the SEAF is within the home network,
in addition to the attack we describe, with the SEAF in the serving network – and thus the
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attacker would not have to be in the physical realm of a serving network. We have not
modelled any distinctions between the two situations, so only make the weaker claim.

We acknowledge that there may be other technical measures within 5G that make full
implementation of this attack impossible in the real world. Regardless, we believe that
any authentication and key-agreement protocol must meet its own required security prop-
erties as defined.

The strongest statement we can definitively make is that the 5G-AKA protocol on its own
does not meet its security requirements. However, as the primary method for authentication
and key-agreement within 5G, we believe that 5G networks should not rely solely upon
secondary mechanisms for security; we believe this is sufficient reason on its own to fix the
protocol to prevent this and similar attacks.

4.15 Disclosure, and changes to TS 33.501

4.15.1 Responsible disclosure

With respect to the discovered vulnerabilities, we opted not to follow any responsible disclo-
sure path, as at the time of writing, 5G (and 5G-AKA) is not yet an implemented, used, or
complete standard; our publication of this work was intended to highlight the stated attack
during the standardisation phase, rather than after it has been finalised.

4.15.2 Liaison with 3GPP SA3 and CT4

After discovering the secrecy violation described in Section 4.10.1, we prepared a document
for public release describing the vulnerability, its potential implications, and our proposed
fix. We then contacted members of the 3GPP SA3 (Security) working group to inform them
of our research, and to request that they read and comment upon our vulnerability report
(available at https://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/5G-analysis/).

Following the document’s release and distribution, we received mostly supportive feed-
back from members of SA3 and other researchers. Some SA3 members did not view the
vulnerability as an issue with TS 33.501 specifically, suggesting instead that it was not neces-
sarily the standard’s responsibility to ensure security, and that individual vendors could intro-
duce further measures to guarantee security if they desired. We respectfully but strongly dis-
agree.

Steve Babbage and Tim Evans from Vodafone Group kindly helped us to prepare a
Change Request to TS 33.501, with the aim of fixing the documented issues. They then
submitted this document on our behalf to 3GPP SA3. This submitted document was “S3-
180727 - pCR to TS33.501 - Session binding to prevent potential 5G-AKA vulnerability”
[181], and was considered at “3GPP SA WG3 Meeting #90Bis” in San Diego, 26 Feb –

https://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/5G-analysis/
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2 March 2018. While this specific change request itself was not immediately accepted at this

meeting of 3GPP SA3, the working group noted the document for further consideration.

As a result of our publicly released document and associated change request, SA3 have

since stated that they believe our described race condition could arise, and that they need

to ensure its mitigation. This has resulted in a formal liaison document being sent to 3GPP

CT4, the Core Network and Terminals working group, which (to paraphrase) “standard-

izes aspects within the Core Network focusing on services including Mobility Management

within the Core Network. CT WG4 is also responsible as a protocol steward for some

IP related protocols.”

The liaison document from SA3 to CT4 “S3-181468-v3 - LS to CT4 on avoiding race

condition in 5G AKA” [76] submitted by Sander de Kievit (TNO) to 3GPP SA WG3

Meeting #91 in April 2018 states:

In a research paper, it has been pointed out to SA3 that a 5G AKA race condition
could be possible if a UE initiates multiple Registration Requests. SA3 thinks
that such a race condition could arise because, based on the current authenti-
cation service description, the Nausf_ UEAuthentication_Authenticate Re-
quest sent by the SEAF includes the SUCI while the Nausf_UEAuthentication
_Authenticate Response received by the SEAF does not. This means that the
request and response cannot be bound together using the SUCI.

If across the whole procedure, there is nothing that binds the first request and
the final response, SA3 believes that an attacker could exploit this in the scenario
where the SEAF sends multiple Nausf_ UEAuthentication_Authenticate Re-
quest(s) for the same UE and is unable to correlate the different responses to
the respective requests.

The document further requests of 3GPP CT4 whether they agree that this lack of binding

is present, whether it has been taken into account, and if it has, how the race condition is

avoided (requesting reference to the relevant specification). Finally, the document attaches a

formal change request [84] (prepared and submitted by NTT Docomo), which is proposed

as a potential solution to the race condition. This proposed solution is a generic adaptation

of our proposed fix from Section 4.12.1.

At the time of writing, CT4 have not yet provided an answer to SA3, and no solution

has yet been formally adopted. That said, we believe that SA3 have shown strong intent to

require one of two outcomes: either CT4 will demonstrate that it has been fully mitigated

elsewhere (and hopefully this will then be highlighted within TS 33.501), or if it is not yet

mitigated, they will adopt our proposed (or similar) solution, thereby preventing the race

condition and resultant vulnerability.
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4.16 Conclusions

In this chapter we have demonstrated issues within the draft 5G-AKA protocol, particularly
one which, if unmitigated, could potentially allow a malicious actor to impersonate an honest
user to a network. We propose a range of possible fixes, and we have verified the correctness
of our preferred solution using the Tamarin Prover. We have worked with 3GPP SA3,
encouraging them strongly to adopt one of our proposed fixes immediately, and are pleased
with the significant progress made in this respect.

We believe that this result demonstrates the importance of fine-grained component-
based modelling, as well as answering our second research question: without this level of
detail in modelling, we would not have discovered the presented race condition. Correct
but incomplete and even defensibly simplistic modelling of protocols is very valuable, but
we believe our results demonstrate the further value of spending the extra time and effort
modelling protocols in as much detail as is reasonably possible with the tools available.

We have additionally provided a systematic and in-depth analysis of 5G-AKA, consid-
ering vulnerabilities under a broad range of secure channel- and component-compromising
threat models. This has demonstrated the fragility of the 5G-AKA protocol; to improve the
resilience of future mobile telephony authentication and key-agreement protocols, we urge
3GPP to minimise the impact that legacy decisions have on future protocol design in the
way it has on 5G-AKA, and to require much stronger, more resilient protocol properties,
principles, and primitives.

We recognise that standards often make implicit assumptions about the reality of engi-
neering solutions, and that there may be other mechanisms in place to mitigate the real-world
impact of this protocol attack. In particular, we conjecture that method 2 of our proposed
fix (Section 4.12.1) might be proposed as an implementation choice in practice, accidentally
mitigating many attacks. Even if that were the case, our analysis demonstrates that such a
mechanism would in fact be security-critical.

It might be tempting to think that our attack would be prevented if underlying layers
(accidentally) provide session binding, but we showed in Section 4.12.5 that this is not neces-
sarily the case. Regardless of whether or not implementations or mechanisms at lower layers
accidentally prevent the described attack, our analysis demonstrates that such mechanisms
would in fact be security-critical.

We emphasise strongly that security critical properties of any security protocol must not
depend on implicit engineering solutions. In other words, the specification of the standard
should be such that any implementation provides the desired security properties. This is not
the case for either the version of TS 33.501 which we modelled (v0.7.0, [8]) nor the latest
version at the time of writing, v15.0.0.
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Many of the encountered issues under the whole range of threat models are exacerbated
by continued reliance on symmetric cryptography. We recognise that legacy considerations
restrict the choices available to protocol and system designers, but continuing to rely solely
on symmetric cryptography in this context seems wholly inadequate in 2018. Future mobile
telephony standards could achieve much stronger security properties (in both authentication
and secrecy) with the introduction of almost any modern, asymmetric key-exchange such as
SIGMA or HMQV [122, 123] at the heart of any new ‘AKA’ protocol.

In other ways, this reticence to adopt public-key cryptography has proven (most likely
accidentally) to be partially beneficial: symmetric-key cryptography is widely believed to
be far less vulnerable to attacks by quantum computers than asymmetric-key cryptography,
and the best known quantum attacks on symmetric-key cryptography can be mitigated by
doubling key sizes [150, 170]. While many ‘post-quantum secure’ algorithms have been
proposed, the leading schemes very often require much larger key-sizes and more compu-
tation power to perform the required cryptographic operations than might be available on
a SIM card [152]. These schemes, while currently undergoing much scrutiny, have not
yet been widely accepted.

In terms of confidentiality, use of non-quantum-secure asymmetric-key cryptography
could be a concern: an adversary today (without a quantum computer) would need only to
record all asymmetrically encrypted traffic, and wait until they possess a quantum computer
powerful enough to decrypt it. Estimates vary on how long this wait would need to be,
but this time scale and level of required resources are widely believed to be within the reach
and patience of nation-state actors. However, this is not such a concern for authentication
or agreement properties, as to violate these an adversary normally has to be able to inject
‘correct’ messages into the communications channel in the same time-span as the protocol
run; this seems to preclude waiting until the adversary is in possession of this sufficiently
powerful quantum computer.

Identity binding and protocol design is tough, especially within complex, multi-party
protocols with subtle assumptions. We believe that the discovery of these issues further
demonstrates the importance of systematic automated verification for security-critical func-
tionality and protocols.

Finally, we want to emphasise the importance of communication between academia and
industry: as we described earlier (and elaborate on in Section 6.5), Tsay and Mjølsnes [177]
discovered a very similar style attack across a different network boundary in 2012, but when
designing 5G-AKA, 3GPP do not appear to have taken this into account. If they had, we
believe our presented vulnerability could also have been avoided. When we contacted 3GPP
with our report, not a single reply mentioned this previous research.
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While the implications of some of the issues we discuss can be subtle and tricky to
convey, we need to ensure these can still be communicated to industry clearly and accurately.
Some parties may not yet be used to receiving and acting upon results and feedback from
academia. In spite of this, in our view, it is important to continue to analyse systems,
providing feedback to the relevant stakeholders, ensuring that our research is received, read,
and most importantly, acted upon.

Future work

While this analysis has covered many aspects of the 5G-AKA protocol, there is much work we
did not pursue. Of interest is further analysis which would meaningfully improve the breadth
and depth of our results, and further understanding of the very large 5G authentication
ecosystem. Firstly, with the new release of much improved XOR modelling, equational
reasoning, and analysis in Tamarin 1.4.0 (May 2018) and higher, it would hopefully be pos-
sible to gain stronger confidence in the verification results that we have achieved. Secondly,
5G-AKA is not the only authentication protocol in 5G: authentication of a UE through a
serving network to its home network and vice versa can be achieved either through the flag-
ship 5G-AKA, or the the older protocol EAP-AKA′ [29], as described in [8, §6.1.3.1]. Both
protocols use the long-term shared, symmetric key K, and thus it is not necessarily true that
verifying each protocol individually implies the security of both protocols in composition.
The next step would be to model all of the authentication protocols available to a UE in the
same overall models, thus providing composition results.

As we discuss in Chapter 6, we believe it is still possible to downgrade 3G, 4G, and 5G to
2G, which would then allow interception by fake base-station, as no mutual authentication is
performed in 2G. While this attack construction would be ‘re-discovered’ in formal analysis,
modelling all the protocols together would more easily allow for verification of any future
proposed mitigations against downgrade attacks, such as an extension field for all older
protocols including a signature over the complete transcript.

We note that the only source of randomness in the protocol is the ARPF: no other
parties contribute new randomness each run to the values from which the anchor key is
derived. It would be interesting to study the consequences of the compromise of this single
RNG, modelling it as a separate component from the ARPF. Regardless, we believe that
where multiple components are involved in a key-agreement protocol, many of these parties
should contribute to the entropy used in a protocol if possible, to lessen the consequences
of faulty [162] or predictable RNG libraries [45], or a compromised initial seed.
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“It’s not good enough to have a system where everyone using the
system must be trusted.”

— Robert Morris

5
The Operational Semantics of

Partial Compromise

5.1 Introduction

Having modelled and analysed two major real-world systems in depth, considering their
security properties both strictly under their standards’ threat models, and separately under
partial compromise, we observe that the modelling and analysis methods used to achieve
partial compromise were system-specific. This does not detract from the results we have
achieved in Chapters 3 and 4, but we might have been able to gain these results more
easily, and could potentially gain even stronger assurance of the completeness of any partial
compromise results more generally if the modelling and analysis techniques we used had
partial compromise ‘built in’ from the outset.

In this chapter, we therefore build upon the experience from previous chapters to create
an initial symbolic mathematical framework for modelling and analysing systems as collec-
tions of abstract, communicating components. This framework builds upon many of the
lessons and conclusions drawn from the previous chapters. It has been designed such that
it can be used to assess the correctness of a system’s security properties under a much wider
and more fine-grained range of threat models than is usual, most importantly allowing for
modelling of whole systems under partial compromise.

These semantics only serve as a starting point. Further work in modelling real-world,
multi-component systems is needed to assess the utility of this approach more fully. Al-
most all real-world systems we encountered (which might otherwise be of modelling and
analysis interest) take advantage of both large amounts of state and unbounded looping;
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these semantics would need to be extended to provide better support for these before such
real-world systems could be analysed fully.

For our purposes, a component is anything that can be modelled as discrete, commu-
nicating subsections of a system. These might include hardware components such as a pro-
cessor, keyboard, monitor, or hard drive; they might include radio base-stations, hardware
security modules, control centres, or power grid sub-stations; these could equally include
software components such as databases, random number generators, cryptographic imple-
mentations, or software libraries.

Instead of considering systems as a potentially unbounded number of communicating
agents within large network security protocols (which have been extensively studied, e.g., in
the area of key-exchange [79]), we focus on systems (single-site or distributed) with a fixed
number of components and channels in a static configuration, such as industrial control
systems, personal computers, mobile phones, and even cash machines.

We model these systems as (finite) collections of abstract, fixed-role components and
channels performing protocols, and, in contrast to most symbolic protocol modelling to
date, we do not necessarily assume a Dolev-Yao adversary [86], i.e., we allow as much or
as little of the system’s ‘network’ to be adversary controlled as needed. The most notable
distinction between this framework and those starting with a Dolev-Yao attacker is that
the adversary does not necessarily control the network; messages are not automatically passed
to the adversary for delivery. We believe this is a more realistic representation of physical
systems where an adversary might be able to intercept, probe, or control only a limited
subset of communication channels, but is just as likely to have placed a backdoor in an
individual component at the point of that component’s design [15], manufacture [186],
or transportation [178].

As such, we allow both communication channels and components to be compromised at
any point during the execution of a system, and we describe threat models as a series of restric-
tions on adversarial capability, rather than explicit behaviours. This very expressive approach
to both threat models and security properties allows us to move away from the stricter notion
of binary compromise, both in terms of constituent components and a system’s security goals.

This operational semantics allows us to model and analyse the partial compromise of
systems. We start by presenting our partial compromise model, describing terms, events,
systems, components, protocols, our execution model, and an example protocol execution.
We then introduce the adversary, how we model its knowledge and behaviour, and how we
restrict the possible actions it can take in different situations, considering both network and
component compromise. We then give a worked example of a protocol under attack from
an adversary, and show how this specific adversary can violate the protocol’s desired security
property (secrecy of a specific term). We elaborate further on the range of threat models
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available to modellers within this framework, and how the tools offered here give fine-grained
control over what constitute valid traces of protocols under specific threat models. We give
a formal description and examples of security properties and claim events, before giving a
manual proof of the correctness of an example protocol under attack by a specific adversary.
We finally discuss future work and implementation of tool support.

This framework uses a combination of the (network-compromise-focussed) semantics
from both [34] and [74] as a generic starting point, before significantly building upon and
expanding the scope and fine-grained control available to the modeller over compromise of
specific components, threat models, and adversarial behaviour.

5.2 Component model

5.2.1 Terms and events

Protocols are executed by a system’s components, resulting in threads. Each thread is a
sequence of events that can either send or receive messages. We start by defining the lowest
level of the execution of a system, that is the messages transmitted by the components. We
have the pairwise disjoint infinite sets Component, Fresh, Var, Func, and TID, that is the sets
of component names, freshly generated terms (random numbers, nonces, session keys etc.),
variables, functions, and thread identifiers. To identify a term t bound locally to a specific
thread with thread identifier tid, we write t tid. Components transmit messages via buffers,
which are defined by their end-points, i.e., a pair of components.

For a component a ∈ Component, we denote its long-term public key by pk(a), and
its long-term private (asymmetric) key by sk(a). If the given a does not have a public
or private key associated with it, we say pk(a) = sk(a) = ⊥. We denote the long-term
symmetric key between two components a,b ∈ Component by k (a,b). Note that k (a,b) is
not necessarily equal to k (b,a).

The asymmetric encryption of term t1 with key t2 is represented by {| t1 |}at2 , and similarly
the symmetric encryption of t1 with key t2 is represented by {| t1 |}st2 . Func models other
cryptographic functions such as hash functions.

To establish the relationship between public and private keys, we assume the existence of
an inverse function on terms, where t−1 is the inverse key of term t . We have that pk(a)−1 =
sk(a), and sk(a)−1 = pk(a) for all a ∈ Component. t−1 = t for all other terms.

Definition 5.2.1.1 (Terms).

TermF Component | Fresh | Var | FreshTID | VarTID

| (Term,Term) | pk(Term) | sk(Term) | k (Term,Term)

| {| Term |}aTerm | {| Term |}sTerm | Func(Term∗)
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Definition 5.2.1.2 (Inference). We define the binary relation ⊢, where M ⊢ t denotes that
the term t can be inferred from the set of terms M . Let t0, . . . ,tn ∈ Term and let f ∈ Func.
We define ⊢ as the smallest relation satisfying:

t1 ∈ M ⇒ M ⊢ t1 M ⊢ t1 ∧M ⊢ t2 ⇔ M ⊢ (t1,t2)
M ⊢ {| t1 |}st2 ∧M ⊢ t2 ⇒ M ⊢ t1 M ⊢ t1 ∧M ⊢ t2 ⇒ M ⊢ {| t1 |}st2

M ⊢ {| t1 |}at2 ∧M ⊢ (t2)
−1 ⇒ M ⊢ t1 M ⊢ t1 ∧M ⊢ t2 ⇒ M ⊢ {| t1 |}at2∧

0≤i≤n
M ⊢ ti ⇒ M ⊢ f (t0, . . . ,tn)

We recall that subterms t ′ of a term t are written t ′ ⊑ t , e.g., t1 ⊑ ⟨t1,t2⟩, and t2 ⊑
⟨t1,⟨t2,t3⟩⟩. Accessible subterms are ones which might potentially be derived by the inference
rules. E.g., within the term {| t1 |}st2 , t1 is accessible because M ⊢ {| t1 |}st2 ∧M ⊢ t2 ⇒ M ⊢ t1,
but t2 is not, because M ⊢ {| t1 |}st2 ∧M ⊢ t1 ⇏ M ⊢ t2. We denote the free variables of t by
FV(t ), where:

FV(t ) =
{
t ′ ��� t ′ ⊆ t ∧ t ′ ∈ Var ∪ {v tid | v ∈ Var ∧ tid ∈ TID}

}
We define ground terms to be terms containing no free variables as subterms.

Definition 5.2.1.3 (Events). We now define the events available to components and an
adversary, in CompEvent and AdvEvent respectively. Together these form the set Event:

CompEventF createP (Component)

| send((Component,Component),Term)

| recv((Component,Component),Term)

| del(Component,Term)

| runningℓ (Component,Term)

| claimℓ (Component,claim-type,Term)

| claimℓ (Component,claim-type,Component,Term)

AdvEventF PassiveAdvEvent | ActiveAdvEvent

PassiveAdvEventF BR(Component,Component) | CMR(Component)

ActiveAdvEventF BI((Component,Component),Term)

| BD((Component,Component),Term)

| CMI(Component,Term)

| adv-send((Component,Component),Term)

EventF CompEvent | AdvEvent
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These events and their precise semantics are described later, but we give a brief overview
now. From the set CompEvent: ‘createP (a)’ creates or starts a thread for component a of
protocol P ; send((a,b),t ) sends the term t from component a to the buffer (a,b) such that
component b can then perform the recv((a,b),X ) action, where X is a variable. Claim and
running events are bookkeeping events used to aid description and verification of the desired
security properties of a protocol.

From AdvEvent, intuitively, PassiveAdvEvent are those adversary events which do not
affect the state of components or buffers, and ActiveAdvEvent are those adversary events
which do. BR(a,b) reveals the contents of the buffer (a,b) to the adversary, BI((a,b),t )
allows the adversary to inject a term t into the buffer (a,b), and BD((a,b),t ) allows the
adversary to delete the term t from the buffer (a,b) before it is received. CMR(a) allows
the adversary to learn all terms known by component a, and CMI(a,t ) allows the adversary
to inject the term t into component a’s memory. adv-send((a,b),t ) allows the adversary to
send the term t to the buffer (a,b) by controlling the component; the distinction between
this and BI((a,b),t ) is which element (either buffer or component) of a system the adversary
has compromised.

Unlike in a Dolev-Yao network, messages are not passed automatically to the adver-
sary for delivery; as such, we require that ‘send’ and ‘receive’ events include an explicit
declaration of the buffer for which the message is intended, as given by the ordered tuple
(Component,Component) preceding the message term.

5.2.2 Systems

A system’s component and buffer configuration can be depicted by a directed graph, con-
taining vertices (components) and edges (buffers); that is G = (V ,E). This graph is derived
from the system’s protocol description; see Section 5.2.3 for more detail.

a b c

Figure 5.1: Example system with components and buffers between them

LetV be a set of vertices or components (V ⊆ Component), and E be the set of directed edges
or connections between them. For example in the diagram above, we have the vertices and
edges:

V = {a,b,c}, and

E = {(a,b), (a,c ), (b,a), (c,a), (c,b)}
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Definition 5.2.2.1 (The Buffer Function, Net). We define a buffer for each edge, by defining
the function

Net : (Component × Component) → ♯Term

that maps pairs of components to multisets of ground terms, where no subterm is an element
of Var. Net(a,b) is the multiset for the edge (a,b); Net then describes the full complement
of multiset buffers for all edges in E. Intuitively, a Dolev-Yao adversary would have full read
and write access to all multisets within Net. We require the use of multisets because the same
message between two components can be sent multiple times before being received by the
recipient component.

Where there is no edge between two components in V , we say the buffer does not exist,
that is:

∀x ,y ∈ V , (x ,y) < E =⇒ Net(x ,y) = ♯{⊥}

where ⊥ denotes ‘non-existence’, and hence cannot be written to or read from. Note this
is not the same as the empty set ( ♯∅) as this could just indicate that the buffer does not
currently contain any terms.

Definition 5.2.2.2 (Component Memory, CM). We say that the terms a component knows
are its memory. We define the function

CM : Component→ P (Term)

that maps components to sets of ground terms, where no subterm is an element of Var. That
is, CM(a) contains the terms that a either knows as part of its initial memory, or has received.
Then CM contains the full complement of components’ memories for all components inV .

We define AK to be the set containing all of the adversary’s Knowledge. This is further
described in Section 5.3.1.

5.2.3 Components and protocols

Within a system, only the components with the correct and designated functionality can
perform certain tasks, or certain roles; for example, a random number generator cannot
perform the functionality of a keyboard, nor vice-versa. It is however, perfectly possible that
a system has multiple or redundant components, e.g., two random number generators, in
case one fails, or perhaps because each are connected to different components. We say that
within a given system running a protocol, a component and its role are synonymous; that
is, each component has its own pre-defined sequence of Component Events (CompEvent)
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within its protocol script which it follows. A protocol is therefore a mapping of components

to behaviours or event sequences.

For example, a protocol might state that the Keypad component transmits a value v

(e.g., a PIN), which is received as a variable by the CPU; on receipt of this variable, the

CPU might then encrypt it with the Bank’s public key, and transmit it on to the Bank.

Note that this does not allow an arbitrary component to take the role of e.g., the Keypad,

CPU, or Bank; this functionality (and consequently the component’s role) is determined by

the system’s ‘software’, or protocol. Most importantly, an honest component cannot take

one protocol role’s functionality in one thread, and another’s functionality in a different

(potentially concurrent) thread.

The adversary can imitate any role or component’s behaviour that it wants, but we do

not discuss this until Section 5.3.

5.2.3.1 Protocols

A protocol P is a partial function mapping a system’s components to both their initial

memory and sequences of component events, i.e.,

Protocol : Component 7→ P (Term) × CompEvent∗

The first section of a protocol (an element of P (Term)) is a component c’s ‘initial memory’,

denoted by π0(P (c )) (i.e., Protocol × Component → P (Term)). The second section of a

protocol, the ‘sequence of component events’ (CompEvent∗), is denoted by π1(P (c )) (i.e.,

Protocol × Component→ CompEvent∗).

We require that no thread identifiers occur as subterms of events in a protocol definition,

or variables within a component’s ‘initial memory’. As honest components only follow

protocol specifications, we do not require that each sequence of component events in the

protocol specification is well-formed (i.e., all variables are initialised in an accessible position

in a ‘recv’ event before being used in another event).

The graph G of a system is implicitly defined by the ‘recv’ operations contained within

the protocol. V (⊆ Component) is the set of components named within the protocol, and

E is the set of all pairs named in the protocol’s recv events. If no recv operation occurs by

component B from component A, we can infer that there is no edge between them in the

direction A→ B (or at least not one that is used, nor, importantly, one which an adversary

can use).
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K C

sk(C ),pk(B)
B

sk(B),pk(C )

Fresh v

v

(v,v )

{|v |}apk(B)
{| (v,v ) |}apk(C )

Figure 5.2: Message Sequence Chart of the Example Protocol

Example Protocol: We now give an example of a simple protocol EP, which executes
across a system of three components. We define the components of the system by the ordered
tuple (K ,C,B) s.t.

V = {K ,C,B}, Fresh = {v}, and Var = {X ,Y }

Intuitively, if this system were a simplistic ATM, the component K becomes the Keypad,
C the CPU, and B the Bank. Then each component’s role within the protocol proceeds as
follows, starting with the statement of the component’s initial memory, (π0(EP(a)), a ∈
{K ,C,B}) succeeded by the sequence of component events it follows:

EP(K ) = {K ,C,B,v},
⟨send((K ,C ),v ), recv((C,K ), (v,v ))⟩

EP(C ) = {K ,C,B, sk(C ),pk(C ),pk(B)},
⟨recv((K ,C ),X ), send((C,K ), (X ,X )),

send((C,B), {|X |}apk(B) ), recv((B,C ), {|X ,X |}
a
pk(C ) )⟩

EP(B) = {K ,C,B, sk(B),pk(C ),pk(B)},
⟨recv((C,B), {|Y |}apk(B) ), send((B,C ), {|Y ,Y |}apk(C ) )⟩

See Figure 5.2 for the message sequence chart of this protocol. As we know the graph of
the system G = (V ,E) is defined by the ‘recv’ messages contained within the protocol, we
can deduce that the graph of the system defined by the Example Protocol is as depicted in
Figure 5.3.
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K C B

Figure 5.3: Example ATM system implicitly defined by Example Protocol.

Example 5.2.3.1 (Extraction of initial memory and event sequences from a protocol). Within
‘Example Protocol’, component K ’s initial memory is:

π0(EP(K )) = {K ,C,B,v}

(where K ,C, and B are the components’ names), and K ’s event sequence section is:

π1(EP(K )) = ⟨send((K ,C ),v ), recv((C,K ), (v,v ))⟩

5.2.3.2 Threads

Each instance of a component executing a series of events with other components is called
a thread. We distinguish between the fresh terms and variables of each thread by assigning
them unique names, using the function localise : TID→ Sub.

Definition 5.2.3.2 (Localise). Let tid ∈ TID. Then

localise(tid) =
∪

cv∈Fresh∪Var

[cv tid/cv]

This renames local fresh terms and variables in each thread to universally distinguishable
fresh terms and variables.

Using localise we define a function thread : (CompEvent∗ × TID) → CompEvent∗.
Applying the localise substitution in this function then gives the sequence of events which
may happen in a thread, where all fresh terms and variables in that sequence are now explicitly
bound to the named thread.

Definition 5.2.3.3 (Thread). Let l be a sequence of events, tid ∈ TID. Then:

thread(l , tid) = localise(tid) (l )

We define th to be a partial function mapping thread identifiers of initiated threads to
sequences of component events, that is th : (TID 7→ CompEvent∗). This can be thought
of as the system’s program counter. A thread is not dissimilar to the notion of a ‘strand’
from Strand Spaces [175], inasmuch as a thread models the actions of an individual actor
(or adversary) in a single execution of a protocol: this is distinct from the overall protocol
‘trace’ (cf. a ‘bundle’; we define traces in Section 5.3.3), as each trace consider a whole series
of interactions between multiple parties and the adversary.
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5.2.4 Execution model

We now describe the execution model, the initial and dynamic states of a system and its
components, and the different actions available to a system within this model. We define
the execution of a system by a labelled transition system,

(State,TraceEvent,→, IS(P ))

We now define each of these elements in turn.

Definition 5.2.4.1 (State). The state of a system at any point is described by the four-tuple
(Net,CM,AK, th), i.e.,

State = ((Component × Component) → ♯Term) × (Component→ P (Term))

× P (Term) × (TID 7→ CompEvent∗)

whose constituent elements are the buffers Net and components’ memory CM (both defined
in Section 5.2.2), the adversary’s knowledge AK (to be defined in Section 5.3), and the partial
function th acting as the ‘program counter’, defined in Section 5.2.3.2.

Definition 5.2.4.2 (Trace Events). A TraceEvent is an Event paired with a specific thread
ID (i.e., that of the thread that executed it). That is:

TraceEvent = (TID × Event)

Each finite sequence of TraceEvents captures an execution history. We will see in Sec-
tion 5.2.4.1 that transitions between states (e.g., S and S′) are labelled by TraceEvents, e.g.,

S
(1, send((a,b),m))
−−−−−−−−−−−−→ S′

Definition 5.2.4.3 (Transition Relation). →: State × TraceEvent × State is a ternary

transition relation, where S
TrEv−−−→ S′ is syntactic sugar for (S ,TrEv,S′) ∈→.

The rules in Section 5.2.4.1 more fully define the transition relation; each of these rules
have a series of premises which must be met before the conclusion of the rule proceeds. The

conclusion of each of these rules is of the form S
TrEv−−−→ S′. This new state, S′, will contain

potentially updated buffers (Net), components’ memory (CM), adversary knowledge (AK),
and ‘program counter’ (th), depending on the rule that was executed.
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Definition 5.2.4.4 (Initial System State). For a protocol P , the initial system state IS(P ) is
defined to be:

IS(P ) = (Net0,CM0,AK0(P ),∅)

All buffers in Net are initially empty, that is, we simply map all of the graph’s edges to the
empty multiset. We denote this initial state of the buffers by Net0:

Net0 = {(a,b) 7→ ♯∅ | (a,b) ∈ E}

The overall collection of component memory CM is also initially empty, thus mapping each
component to the empty set. We denote this initial state of component memory by CM0:

CM0 = {a 7→ ∅ | a ∈ V }

Each component’s memory is initially empty. As soon as a thread is initialised (using the
‘create’ rule) for a particular component and protocol (e.g., createP (a)), that component will
gain knowledge of the terms specified in the first part of its protocol script, e.g., π0(P (a)),
including insantiated fresh terms. We do not add the terms automatically at the instantiation
of the overall system, as the creation of each new thread may contain fresh terms.

The adversary’s initial knowledge (on a protocol P) is AK0(P ), and is defined in Section
5.3.1. In brief, it is defined to be all public keys and names of components. The ‘program
counter’ th starts with empty domain, ∅.

We define Traces in Section 5.3.3, after we have defined the full set of actions available
to both honest components and the adversary.

5.2.4.1 Component operational semantics rules

We now describe the operational semantics rules which allow the system to progress from
one state to another.

Definition 5.2.4.5 (Create). We create a new session or thread for component c in the
protocol P as follows, requiring that the chosen thread ID tid is not currently in use:

c ∈ dom(P ) tid < dom(th) l = thread(π1(P (c )), tid)

(Net,CM,AK, th)
(tid, createP (c ))−−−−−−−−−−−→ (Net,CM[c 7→ CM(c ) ∪ π0(P (c ))],AK, th[tid 7→ l])

[createP ]

The conclusion of this rule is that a new thread is created, the component c gains knowl-
edge of the terms specified in the ‘initial memory’ of the protocol, or π0(P (c )), and the
component’s ‘program counter’ now maps to the sequence of component events defined by
thread(π1(P (c )), tid). This event has the TraceEvent (tid, createP (c )).
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After a thread has been created, if the next CompEvent within the sequence of events
(l) in the protocol script requires it, a component will send a message to another, using the
send((a,b),m) operation. This adds the termm to the buffer on edge (a,b), i.e., it updates
the function Net as follows: Net[(a,b) 7→ Net(a,b) ♯ ∪ {m}]. We do not care about the
ordering of messages within a buffer, as we will use pattern matching to determine which
messages are received at which point.

Definition 5.2.4.6 (Send). The send rule is therefore:

th(tid) = ⟨send((a,b),m)⟩ l̂

(Net,CM,AK, th)
(tid, send((a,b),m))
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (Net[(a,b) 7→ Net(a,b) ♯∪ {m}],CM,AK, th[tid 7→ l])

[send]

We might require that a component is able to infer a term m before it can send it as a pre-
condition, but as any honest component should only ever be following a protocol script,
this should be implicit. Verification that this condition holds can occur later as a check for
well-formedness.

Before a component can perform a receive (‘recv’) action, there must be a termm in the
edge’s buffer. We use substitutions to allow for the transmission of variables and fresh values:
for the recv rule we definem = σ (pt), where the pattern pt may contain free variables. Then
the recv((a,b),pt) operation proceeds only with messages that match the pattern pt. On
success, the recv operation removes the term m from the buffer on edge (a,b); that is, it
updates the function Net as follows: Net[(a,b) 7→ Net(a,b) ♯ \ {m}].

Definition 5.2.4.7 (Receive). The receive rule is therefore:

dom(σ ) = FV (pt) m = σ (pt) m ∈ Net(a,b) th(tid) = ⟨recv((a,b),pt)⟩ l̂

(Net,CM,AK, th)
(tid, recv((a,b),m))
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (Net[(a,b) 7→ Net(a,b) ♯ \ {m}],

CM[CM(b) ∪ {m}],AK, th[tid 7→ σ (l )])

[recv]

We use ‘claim’ and ‘running’ events to mark and describe the desired security properties of
protocols. The purpose and use of these events are described in Section 5.5.

Definition 5.2.4.8 (Claim). The premises of the ‘claim’ rule requires that a thread has a
claim event as its next step within its protocol definition. The conclusion does not affect the
state of the system, except to progress the thread. The form that claim events take, and the
different claim-types, are both described in Section 5.5.

e = claimℓ (c,claim-type,t ) ∨
e = claimℓ (c,claim-type,c′,t )

th(tid) = ⟨e⟩ l̂

(Net,CM,AK, th)
(tid, e )
−−−−−→ (Net,CM,AK, th[tid 7→ l])

[claim]
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Intuitively, a claim event is from a single component’s point of view. It makes a statement
either about the component’s view of the system, or of the component’s view of a specific
term.

Definition 5.2.4.9 (Running). Similar to the ‘claim’ rule, the premises of the ‘running’ rule
requires that a thread has a running event as its next step within its protocol definition. This
is merely a bookkeeping event to help with evaluating the correctness of agreement ‘claim’
rule instances. The conclusion does not affect the state of the system, except to progress the
thread. The form that running events take are also described in Section 5.5.

e = runningℓ (c,t ) th(tid) = ⟨e⟩ l̂

(Net,CM,AK, th)
(tid, e )
−−−−−→ (Net,CM,AK, th[tid 7→ l])

[running]

An event runningℓ (c,t ) simply indicates that at the point of execution, component c is run-
ning the protocol, and stakes term t into the trace, potentially indicating belief about another
component’s identity, or a term’s value. This term t (mirrored in the claim event) could
of course be a tuple, e.g., t = < ′SessKey′,x >, perhaps indicating that the claim-making
component (c) believes the SessKey in the protocol is of ground value x . This ‘running’ event
can then be referred to in authentication properties, and compared to the relevant agreement
claim event.

5.2.4.2 Execution notation

Functions: We overload the empty-set (∅) to denote a function with empty domain, e.g.,
th = ∅ says that th has empty domain. For the instantiation of a function such as th, which
is defined element-wise, (remembering that its signature is th : (TID 7→ CompEvent∗),
mapping thread IDs to sequences of component events), we use a dictionary-style notation,
where for example {0 7→ l } maps tid = 0 to the sequence of events l .

The function Net is also defined element-wise, and we recall that its signature is

Net : (Component × Component) → ♯Term

mapping pairs of components to multisets of ground terms. Net never has empty domain af-
ter the initialisation of the system, as its initial state (defined more fully in Definition 5.2.4.4),
mapping each edge (or valid pair of components) to the empty multiset, is defined statically
as Net0:

Net0 = {(a,b) 7→ ♯∅ | (a,b) ∈ E}

Then, for other values of Net, we give the update of Net0, mapping individual pairs to their
multiset of terms. For example,

Net0[(c,k ) 7→ ♯
{
v0

}
, (b,c ) 7→ ♯

{
x1
}
]
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maps the edge (c,k ) to the multiset containing the termv0, and the edge (b,c ) to the multiset
containing the term x1. Given (k ,c ) ∈ E, we can see that in this instance (k ,c ) 7→ ♯∅ (i.e.,
the empty multiset), and given (x ,y) < E, we recall that (x ,y) 7→ ♯{⊥}, i.e., the non-existent
buffer.

Note that as Net0 is static, its update (e.g., Net0[(C,K ) 7→ ♯
{
v0

}
]) does not ‘stick’. If,

say, in step 4 of an execution the state of Net within the tuple is the same as Net0, in step 5 it
is Net0[(C,K ) 7→ ♯

{
v0

}
], and then in step 6 it is then defined to be Net0 again, this means

that as of step 6, (C,K ) maps to ♯∅, not to ♯
{
v0

}
.

A very similar situation is the case for CM, except that it maps a single component to a
a set, not a pair of components to a multiset.

Sequence notation: We use Python-style slicing notation to allow us to make ‘progress’
through a sequence of events, by referring to the tail of a sequence, i.e., removing events
from the beginning of a sequence. For a sequence S = ⟨s0, . . . ,sn−1⟩ of length n = |S |, we
refer to the sequence of events starting at position i (with term si) by:

S[i :] = ⟨s0, . . . ,sn−1⟩[i :] = ⟨si , . . . ,sn−1⟩

For all sequences, we observe that
S[0 :] = S

and where n = |S | that
S[n :] = ⟨⟩

The ‘create’ rule for a component c (on a protocol) assigns a sequence of events to the variable
l ; we therefore say ltid[0 :] denotes the sequence of events assigned to l in thread tid, from
the first event in the sequence (at position 0) to the end of the sequence (|ltid | in total). Then
ltid[1 :] denotes the same sequence l for thread tid as before, but starting after (and therefore
excluding) the first event, and ltid[|ltid | :] denotes the end of the sequence of events, or the
empty sequence, ⟨⟩.

Example 5.2.4.10 (Sequence Notation). For a thread with tid = 3, executing the role of
component B in Example Protocol (defined in Section 5.2.3.1), where |l3 | = 2:

l3[0 :] = ⟨recv((C,B), {|Y 3 |}apk(B) ), send((B,C ), {| (Y 3,Y 3) |}apk(C ) )⟩
l3[1 :] = ⟨send((B,C ), {| (Y 3,Y 3) |}apk(C ) )⟩
l3[2 :] = ⟨⟩
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Substitutions: As before, we overload σ = ∅ to denote that σ does not contain any
substitutions. We denote the nth substitution within an execution of a system as σn. The
substitution indicated is then a mapping from one term (often a variable) to another (often
a ground term). For example, σ1 = [v0,x2/X 1,Y 1] is the substitution which maps X 1 to
v0, and Y 1 to x2.

Adversary: We describe the adversary in more detail in Section 5.3, but it suffices for
now to say that the adversary’s knowledge is strictly monotonically increasing, as once the
adversary has learnt a term, nothing will convince them to forget it. Because of this, we
record the adversary’s knowledge as the difference in terms known to the adversary before
and after an event, denoted by ∆AK.

5.2.5 Example Protocol execution

Example 5.2.5.1 (Execution of the Example Protocol). We re-state the protocol Example Protocol
(EP) from Section 5.2.3.1, including each component a ∈ V’s initial memory π0(EP(a)),
and the sequence of events the component will execute, π1(EP(a)).

We choose the ordered tuple of components (K ,C,B) s.t. V = {K ,C,B}, the fresh term(s)
Fresh = {v} and the variables Var = {X ,Y }.

EP(K ) = ({K ,C,B,v},
⟨send((K ,C ),v ), recv((C,K ), (v,v ))⟩)

EP(C ) = ({K ,C,B, sk(C ),pk(C ),pk(B)},
⟨recv((K ,C ),X ), send((C,K ), (X ,X )),

send((C,B), {|X |}apk(B) ), recv((B,C ), {| (X ,X ) |}apk(C ) )⟩)
EP(B) = ({K ,C,B, sk(B),pk(C ),pk(B)},

⟨recv((C,B), {|Y |}apk(B) ), send((B,C ), {| (Y ,Y ) |}apk(C ) )⟩)

We now give an example execution, listing all the intermediate states and variables. Please
see Figure 5.4.
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5.3 The adversary

We have seen an execution of a system not in the presence of an adversary; we now discuss
the introduction of an adversary to a modelled system, and how it can interact with it.

Providing fine-grained, very precise control of adversarial capabilities is the purpose of
this framework. Defending against a powerful Dolev-Yao adversary (or stronger) is desirable
in many cases, but is also sometimes overly restrictive and unrealistic. We believe this to be
especially true of partially compromised component-based systems, compared to e.g., inter-
net key exchange protocols [54]. Here, we consider adversarial control or compromise on
a per-buffer and per-component basis, rather than assuming all communications buffers are
automatically controlled by the adversary. We see these descriptions of per-buffer (network
channel) and per-component compromise as a natural way of generalising the case-study
specific partial compromise actions described and used in Chapters 3 and 4.

We proceed as follows: first, in Section 5.3.1 we define an adversary’s initial knowledge
with regard to a protocol, followed in Section 5.3.2 by the range of specific actions (‘adversary
events’) that an adversary might be able to use against specific components and/or buffers
within a system. We describe Traces in Section 5.3.3, and then we introduce the running
example of the Split Protocol in Section 5.3.4, giving a sample execution of a protocol in
the presence of an adversary. Having described the range of possible adversary actions in
Section 5.3.2, we then describe further tools and methodologies for restricting when and in
which contexts these might be used within the execution of a protocol. These form more
concrete threat models, and are described in Section 5.4. To combine the ‘honest’ execution
model with the specific threat posed by an adversary of a certain strength or capability, we
describe the total set of Valid Traces a system in the presence of a specific adversary might
generate in Section 5.4.4. We then discuss and define Claim Events and Security Properties
within protocols in Section 5.5, such as secrecy and authentication (in Sections 5.5.1 and
5.5.2). Finally, we define the correctness of a protocol’s stated security properties in the form
of claim events in Section 5.5.3. Our running example of the Split Protocol is referenced
throughout, giving a worked example of one way in which an adversary might violate the
secrecy of a term, demonstrating the incorrectness of the protocol’s security claim event.

5.3.1 Initial adversary knowledge

The adversary’s knowledge is one large set of terms, AK. This is in contrast to the way we
describe the terms in specific buffers and components. The adversary’s knowledge doesn’t
distinguish between from which buffer or component it originally learnt a term; intuitively,
this is because any term the adversary learns from one component or buffer can potentially be
replayed back or inserted into any other component or buffer under its control. Initially, the
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adversary knows the overall system protocol P , (and can therefore infer the system’s layout),

and the names and public keys (where they exist) of all components.

Definition 5.3.1.1 (Adversary Initial Knowledge). For a protocol P , the adversary’s initial

knowledge AK0(P ) is defined as follows:

AK0(P ) = V ∪
{

pk(a) | a ∈ V
}

At this stage, many adversary models would also add terms from permanently compromised

actors or components to the ‘initial adversary knowledge’. We do not model permanent

compromises in this way, instead allowing an adversary to perform certain actions on a

component (e.g., learning the contents of its memory) during the execution of a system,

and in the case of a permanently compromised component, from the moment of creation

of a particular component’s thread. These component compromise actions are described in

more detail in Section 5.3.2.2.

5.3.2 Adversary events

An adversary Adv can then perform a range of actions on certain components and buffers, to

learn additional terms, and to gain some level of compromise over a system. These actions

include:

• Reading the contents of a buffer.

• Inserting into, modifying, or deleting terms from a buffer.

• Reading the memory of a component (this may well include secret keys).

• Inserting terms into the the memory of a component.

We emphasize that this (and the following formal definitions) is merely a list of possible

adversary actions available to an adversary. Which of these actions it is actually allowed to

perform (or are considered valid) in any particular execution depends on the specific threat

model, but this range of events serves to illustrate the power of the compromise actions which

might be available to an adversary.

We define AA (‘Adversary Allowed’) to be the set of adversary events from AdvEvent

which are allowed within a particular execution, that is AA ⊆ AdvEvent.
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5.3.2.1 Buffer compromise

Most basically, an adversary can read the contents of a buffer, by performing the Buffer Reveal
(BR) action. This takes all the terms within a buffer between two components at a certain
stage of the execution of the thread, and copies these terms into the adversary’s knowledge.
Note that without any clearly defined threat model to restrict this, an adversary can poten-
tially perform this action as many times as it likes, even on all components and buffers within
a system at every step if so desired. If performed on all buffers at every step, this would
mimic a Dolev-Yao adversary’s knowledge. These buffer compromise actions are directly
comparable to the 5G secure channel compromise actions described in Section 4.13.1.

Definition 5.3.2.1 (Buffer Reveal). The Buffer Reveal rule is therefore:

(Net,CM,AK, th)
(Adv, BR(a,b))
−−−−−−−−−−→ (Net,CM,AK ∪ Net(a,b), th)

[BR]

Buffer Reveal is a passive adversary action, as it does not have any direct impact on or change
to any honest components or buffers: BR ∈ PassiveAdvEvent.

An adversary’s ‘Buffer Reveal’ action on a buffer is a single specific action at that point in
the traces, not continual access to any buffers, due to the non-DY nature of our adversary.
This action can be repeated multiple times to gain ‘continual’ access.

Another possible adversary action is the ability to inject any term that it knows (or can
infer) into any buffer. The resultant system state after this action is similar to the result of
the honest component’s send action.

Definition 5.3.2.2 (Buffer Inject). The Buffer Inject rule is therefore:
AK ⊢ t

(Net,CM,AK, th)
(Adv, BI((a,b),t ))
−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (Net[(a,b) 7→ Net(a,b) ♯∪ {t }],CM,AK, th)

[BI]

Buffer Inject is an active adversary action, as it actively modifies a buffer: BI ∈ ActiveAdvEvent.

An adversary can also potentially delete terms from a buffer before they are delivered to
the recipient component.

Definition 5.3.2.3 (Buffer Delete). The Buffer Delete rule is therefore:
t ∈ Net(a,b)

(Net,CM,AK, th)
(Adv, BD((a,b),t ))
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (Net[(a,b) 7→ Net(a,b) ♯ \ {t }],CM,AK, th)

[BD]

Buffer Delete is an active adversary action, as it actively modifies a buffer: BD ∈ ActiveAdvEvent.

We observe that through the combination of Buffer Reveal, Buffer Delete, and Buffer Inject
the adversary can also modify or replace arbitrary values within a buffer.
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5.3.2.2 Component compromise

When an adversary compromises a component, it can either simply read the contents of
the component’s memory, or inject new terms. As with buffers, we say that the former is
a type of passive compromise, and the latter active compromise. Another form of active
compromise not previously used is that of modifying the script of the component, such that
it performs a different sequence of events to the one it should do according to its original
protocol script. These component compromise actions are directly comparable to DNP3
partial compromise as described in Section 3.5, and the 5G component compromise actions
described in Section 4.13.2.

Definition 5.3.2.4 (Component Memory Reveal). The Component Memory Reveal rule is
therefore:

(Net,CM,AK, th)
(Adv, CMR(a))
−−−−−−−−−−−→ (Net,CM,AK ∪ CM(a), th)

[CMR]

Similar to Buffer Reveal, this is a passive action, as it does not have any direct impact on or
change to any honest components or buffers: CMR ∈ PassiveAdvEvent.

As with Buffer Reveal, this is a single action in the traces; we can simulate an adversary
having permanent compromise of a component by allowing it to perform the CMR rule at
each step in the (perhaps otherwise honest) execution of the system. An adversary can also
inject and delete terms from a component’s memory.

Definition 5.3.2.5 (Component Memory Inject). The Component Memory Inject rule is
therefore:

AK ⊢ t

(Net,CM,AK, th)
(Adv, CMI(a,t ))
−−−−−−−−−−−→ (Net,CM[a 7→ CM(a) ∪ {t }],AK, th)

[CMI]

Component Memory Inject is an active adversary action: CMI ∈ ActiveAdvEvent.
The following table compares passive and active adversary compromise of both buffers

and components.

PassiveAdvEvent ActiveAdvEvent
Buffer (Net) BR BI,BD

Component (CM) CMR CMI

Table 5.1: Passive and active adversary events

Now we describe adversary controlled component a sending the term t to the buffer between
it and component b.
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Definition 5.3.2.6 (Adversary Send). The adversary send rule is therefore:

AK ⊢ t

(Net,CM,AK, th)
Adv,adv-send((a,b),t )
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ (Net[(a,b) 7→ Net(a,b) ♯∪ {t }],CM,AK, th)

[adv-send]

Any term the adversary can derive can be sent to a buffer to which it has access. The
main distinction between this and the adversary’s Buffer Inject operation is that Buffer Inject
requires compromise of the buffer itself, not one of the end-point components; certain threat
models might not allow compromise of certain buffers, but may allow compromise of the
relevant component.

5.3.2.3 Continuous compromise

As described, all of these adversary compromise operations are individual operations per-
formed at a particular point in a trace, on what is effectively a snapshot of the system; we can
simulate continuous adversary compromise of a particular component or buffer by allowing
the adversary to perform a ‘one-off’ operation on the same buffer or component after every
honest operation or step of the protocol.

5.3.3 Traces

We have now defined the actions available to both honest components and the adversary,
and seen how both can be used. From this situation, we can more easily define the whole
execution of a system, and some tools we will use to analyse that execution.

Given a protocol and an adversary, we can define a system’s possible behaviours either
as a set of reachable states or a set of traces. For many of the security properties with which
we are concerned, trace properties are more useful than state properties: while a system may
reach a particular state via many different routes, each trace is unique.

Definition 5.3.3.1 (Finite execution of a system). Let P be a protocol, and AA be a set of
allowed adversary events (recalling that AA ⊆ AdvEvent, as defined in Section 5.3.2).

A finite execution X of a system with protocol P and allowed adversary actions AA is of
the form:

XP ,AA = [s0,α1,s1,α2, . . . ,αn,sn]

where s0 = IS(P ), si are system states of the form (Net,CM,AK, th), and αi are TraceEvents
of the form (TID,Event). We then require that for all i < n, we have that si

αi+1−−−→ si+1 is
either an instance of a rule in the system’s execution rules, or an instance of a rule in the
allowed adversary events, AA, where the rule has the conclusion s

αi+1−−−→ s′ such that all the
premises hold.
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Definition 5.3.3.2 (A single trace). A trace, tr, is simply defined to be an ordered sequence
of TraceEvents (whose index starts at 0) representing the execution of a protocol.

Definition 5.3.3.3 (The set Trace). If a finite execution of a system with protocol P and
allowed adversary actions AA is of the form

XP ,AA = [s0,α1,s1,α2, . . . ,αn,sn]

then the corresponding trace of that execution would be tr = [α1,α2, . . . ,αn]. We therefore
define Trace(P ,AA) to be the set of finite traces of the labelled transition system associated
with the execution XP ,AA of a protocol P and allowed adversary actions AA. Therefore tr ∈
Trace(P ,AA) iff tr is a trace of an execution of a system under P ,AA.

For every finite trace tr = [α1,α2, . . . ,αn] of a transition system, there is a unique finite
executionXP,AA. This means that from any point in any finite trace, we can deduce the exact
system state, including the adversary’s knowledge (the set AK).

5.3.4 Split Protocol

Having introduced the adversary, and the full range of possible actions it might take against
a hypothetical system, we now combine an explicit set of adversarial capabilities with an
actual instance of a system or protocol, in the form of the Split Protocol. This will be used
as a running example in the following sections.

Intuitively, the idea of the Split Protocol is that it might be used in a situation where we
wish to transmit a secret value between various components or parts of a system, but where
one important but low-level component can only perform symmetric encryption, and does
not possess a pre-shared secret with their intended communication partner. Some other
(more powerful) components may have the ability to perform asymmetric key cryptography
with pre-shared public keys. The main idea behind this protocol is to leverage multiple paths,
such that an adversary needs to compromise more than one path or component to learn the
secret value.

We define the components of the system by the ordered tuple (D,K ,C,B) s.t.

V = {D,K ,C,B}, Fresh = {r ,x }, and Var = {U ,W ,X ,Y ,Z }

To extend the example given in Example Protocol (Section 5.2.3.1), D could perhaps be a
Hardware Security Module (HSM), K a keyboard, C a CPU, and B a Bank. Intuitively, K
is trying to transmit the fresh value x to B while maintaining x ’s confidentiality. This could
happen in the situation where K (as a keyboard) is a very low-level device, that:
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a) does not possess the ability to perform asymmetric encryption,
b) does not possess the ability to generate randomness, and,
c) does not have a pre-shared symmetric key with B.

Informally, the keyboard component K receives a (fresh) random number r from the HSM
D and uses it as a symmetric key. K symmetrically encrypts x with r , and sends it to C.
D independently sends the random number r to C (encrypted with B’s public key), who
then forwards both messages on to B, the Bank. B can now recover the random number r
(decrypting asymmetrically with its private key), and uses r to decrypt (symmetrically) the
value x .

We then formally define this system’s protocol as follows:

SP(D) = ({K ,D,C,B,pk(B),r },
⟨send((D,K ),r ), send((D,C ), {| r |}apk(B) )⟩)

SP(K ) = ({K ,D,C,B,x },
⟨recv((D,K ),U ), send((K ,C ), {| x |}sU ),
claimℓ (K , secret,x )⟩)

SP(C ) = ({K ,D,C,B,pk(B)},
⟨recv((D,C ), {|W |}apk(B) ), recv((K ,C ), {|X |}

s
W ),

send((C,B), {|W |}apk(B)^{| {|X |}
s
W |}apk(B) )⟩)

SP(B) = ({K ,D,C,B, sk(B)},
⟨recv((C,B), {|Y |}apk(B)^{| {| Z |}

s
Y |}apk(B) )⟩)

See Figure 5.5 for the message sequence chart of this protocol, and Figure 5.6 for the graph
of the components and buffers between them.
We informally stated that the goal of the system is to allowK to transmit a value x to B while
maintaining the confidentiality of the value transmitted. This has been stated in the message
sequence chart as the claim event ‘x secret’; claim events are described fully in Section 5.5.
Informally, we mean that the goal of the protocol is that after completing the protocol, from
K ’s point of view the adversary cannot deduce the value x .

Example 5.3.4.1. We now give a sample execution of the Split Protocol, including normal
protocol actions from the honest components (CompEvents), and actions from the adversary
(AdvEvents). In this execution, we restrict the adversary to passive actions only, and therefore
we say the set Adversary Allowed or AA = PassiveAdvEvent. We show in Figure 5.7 that by
choosing two particular, well timed actions, the adversary can violate the desired property of
secrecy of the transmitted value x .
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D

pk(B)
K C

pk(B)
B

sk(B)

Fresh r Fresh x

r
{| r |}apk(B)
{| x |}sr

{| r |}apk(B)^
{| {| x |}sr |}apk(B)

x secret

Figure 5.5: Message Sequence Chart of the Split Protocol

K C B

D

Figure 5.6: Network configuration of the system for the Split Protocol
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Example 5.3.4.2 (Split Protocol Example Trace). We recall the definition of a trace from

Section 5.3.3, and combine it with our example execution of the Split Protocol in Figure 5.7.

Recalling that in this example AA = PassiveAdvEvent, the individual trace exhibited by the

execution XSP,AA described in Figure 5.7 (up to step i = 8) is therefore:

tr = [(0,createSP(D)), (0, send((D,K ),r 0)), (Adv,BR(D,K )),

(0, send((D,C ), {| r |}apk(B) )), (1,createSP(K )), (1, recv((D,K ),r0)),

(1, send((K ,C ), {| x1 |}s
r0 )), (Adv,BR(K ,C )), . . .]

5.4 Threat models and valid traces

Having computed which traces are possible during the execution of a system (in Section 5.3.3),

we then we cull or thin out the set Trace(P ,AA) by establishing which traces we consider to

be valid through comparison to an explicit threat model; we throw away those traces which

we do not consider to be valid under the chosen threat model. Threat models therefore

consist of restrictions on the set Trace(P ,AA), and we now elaborate on this further, giving

formal definitions of some of the threat models available to us.

A threat model (or specification of adversary power) is defined as a predicate over the

traces, determining which traces we allow as valid. The strongest threat model allows the

set of all traces allowed directly by the semantics; notably, this includes traces where the

adversary performs up to and including all valid compromise operations on all components

and buffers after every honest operation, i.e., at every possible step. Then, weaker threat

models are those where we consider a strictly smaller subset of allowable traces, restricting

the set of valid traces to those where the adversary only performs certain actions (perhaps

on certain components or buffers), or only performs certain actions no more than a certain

total number of times.

Please note that the following threat models are merely examples, and that many more

threat models (as long as they are predicates over traces) can be created to provide fine-grained

control over the adversary’s allowed capabilities.

After defining a series of possible threat models in Sections 5.4.1 to 5.4.3, we define

the idea of Valid Traces in Section 5.4.4, i.e., those traces which are true or ‘valid’ under a

particular threat model.
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5.4.1 Component threat models

We now define a series of tools and threat models concerning adversary actions against
components.

Definition 5.4.1.1 (Compromised Components). We define the set ComprComps to be the
set of components against which the adversary has performed one or more compromise
actions in the given trace (for tr ∈ Trace(P ,AA)).

ComprComps(tr) =
{
c

���� ∃e ∈ tr ∧ e ∈ {(Adv,CMR(c )),

(Adv,CMI(c, )),

(Adv,adv-send((c, ), ))}
}

Then the number of components compromised in a single trace is simply the number of
elements in the set ComprComps(tr). Note that one component having multiple compro-
mise actions performed on it throughout a run results in the same set ComprComps as if the
adversary only performed one single compromise action on that component, and no others.

We can then use the number of compromised components to create threat models in the
form of predicates, e.g.,

Definition 5.4.1.2 (TM: At Most One Compromised Component). This threat model only
allows at most one component to be compromised.

AtMostOneCC(tr) ⇐⇒ ���ComprComps(tr)��� ≤ 1

Definition 5.4.1.3 (TM: At Most n Compromised Components). This generalises the
previous threat model, allowing at most n components to be compromised.

AtMostNCC(tr,n) ⇐⇒ ���ComprComps(tr)��� ≤ n

N.B. This and many other threat models can become predicates upon only a trace (i.e.,
without the second argument, in this case n), by, for example, hard-coding a value n and
wrapping the result in a new predicate, e.g.,

AtMost3CC(tr) ⇐⇒ AtMostNCC(tr,3)

We also allow the exclusion of certain components from compromise, e.g., because we might
have formally verified the correctness of these components. We call this set of trusted
components upon which the adversary is not allowed to perform any compromise actions
TrComps (⊆ Component).
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Definition 5.4.1.4 (TM: No Compromise of Components in TrComps).

NoComprOfSpecificComps(tr,TrComps) ⇐⇒ ComprComps(tr) ∩ TrComps = ∅

Example 5.4.1.5 (Trusted Components in the Split Protocol). From manual inspection
of our running example, the Split Protocol, we can observe that x ’s confidentiality cannot
possibly be maintained if one of the two componentsK or B is compromised, as the ‘purpose’
of the protocol is to transmit the value x from K to B. Therefore, at various stages of the
protocol both components must be able to infer the value x directly from their memory.

It would therefore be reasonable to say that in the Split Protocol, we consider and require
thatK and B are trusted, or TrComps = {K ,B}. This could be an analogue for saying that the
code and/or hardware of these components have undergone extra thorough bug checking,
or formal verification. We can hard-code the specific components K and B into a new threat
model NoComprOfTrComps as follows:

NoComprOfTrComps(tr) ⇐⇒ ComprComps(tr) ∩ {K ,B} = ∅

Similarly we can count and restrict the total number of adversary actions against compo-
nents, regardless of which component they were performed on. We start by defining the
multiset containing all adversary actions in a trace:

Definition 5.4.1.6 (All Adversary Component Actions).

AdvCompActions(tr) = ♯
{

tri
���� 0 ≤ i ≤ ��� tr ��� ∧ tri ∈ {(Adv,CMR( )),

(Adv,CMI( , )),

(Adv,adv-send(( , ), )), }
}

Note that this is a multiset, as we need to be able to count (syntactically equivalent) repeated
adversary actions at different points in a trace.

Example 5.4.1.7 (Syntactic equivalence of compromise actions). With the adversary actions
from a trace tr, where:

α3 = (Adv,CMR(C ))

α7 = (Adv,CMR(A))

α9 = (Adv,CMR(C ))
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we have the resulting syntactic equalities: α3 = α9, α3 , α7, α7 , α9. The multiset
AdvCompActions(tr) on this trace would therefore be:

♯{(Adv,CMR(C )), (Adv,CMR(A)), (Adv,CMR(C ))}

The total number of component compromise actions is simply the cardinality of the multiset.

Definition 5.4.1.8 (TM: At Most n Adversary Component Actions). We define a predicate
with respect to the multiset AdvCompActions(tr) restricting the total number of adversary
actions against components allowed within a single trace:

AtMostNACA(tr,n) ⇐⇒ ���AdvCompActions(tr)��� ≤ n

We form a similar multiset and predicate concerning buffer compromise actions in Defini-
tion 5.4.2.5, and then combine these to establish and restrict the total number of adversary
actions of any kind.

5.4.2 Buffer threat models

Similar to component threat models, we now define a series of tools and threat models
concerning adversary actions against buffers.

Definition 5.4.2.1 (Compromised Buffers). We define the set ComprBuffers to be the set of
buffers against which the adversary has performed a compromise action in the given trace
(for tr ∈ Trace(P ,AA)).

ComprBuffers(tr) =
{
(a,b)

���� ∃e ∈ tr ∧ e ∈ {(Adv,BR(a,b)),

(Adv,BI((a,b), )),

(Adv,BD((a,b), ))}
}

Then the number of buffers compromised in a single trace is simply the number of elements
in the set ComprBuffers(tr).

Example 5.4.2.2 (Compromised Buffers in the Split Protocol). From our example execution
of the Split Protocol in Section 5.3.4, and the resultant trace tr given in Example 5.3.4.2, the
set ComprBuffers(tr) = {(D,K ), (K ,C )}. The cardinality of this set is ���ComprBuffers(tr)��� = 2.

We also allow the exclusion of certain buffers from compromise. We call this set of
trusted buffers upon which the adversary is not allowed to perform any compromise actions
TrBuffers (⊆ (Component × Component)).
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Definition 5.4.2.3 (TM: No Compromise of Buffers in TrBuffers).

NoComprOfTrBuffers(tr,TrBuffers) ⇐⇒ ComprBuffers(tr) ∩ TrBuffers = ∅

We can then combine TrComps and TrBuffers together to form a set Trusted = TrComps ∪
TrBuffers, i.e., those components and buffers which we declare the adversary may not com-
promise during a run.

Definition 5.4.2.4 (All Adversary Buffer Actions). As with Adversary Component Actions,
we define the multiset AdvBufferActions to be all adversary actions against buffers within a
single trace:

AdvBufferActions(tr) = ♯
{

tri
���� 0 ≤ i ≤ ��� tr ��� ∧ tri ∈ {(Adv,BR( , )),

(Adv,BI(( , ), )),

(Adv,BD(( , ), ))}
}

Note that as with AdvCompActions, this is a multiset, as we need to be able to count (syntac-
tically equivalent) repeated adversary actions at different points in a trace.

Definition 5.4.2.5 (TM: At Most n Adversary Buffer Actions). We define a predicate with
respect to the multiset AdvBufferActions(tr) restricting the total number of adversary actions
against buffers that are allowed within a single trace:

AtMostNABA(tr,n) ⇐⇒ ���AdvBufferActions(tr) ��� ≤ n

Example 5.4.2.6 (Adversary Buffer Actions in Split Protocol). Returning to our running
example of the execution of the Split Protocol (from Section 5.3.4) and the trace tr from
Example 5.3.4.2, we see that

AdvBufferActions(tr) = ♯{(Adv,BR(D,K )), (Adv,BR(K ,C ))}

If given the threat model AtMostNABA(tr,1), this would be false, as:

���AdvBufferActions(tr) ��� ≰ 1

If given the threat model AtMostNABA(tr,2), this would be true.
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5.4.3 General threat models

Having defined some example threat models concerning buffers or components specifically,
we now define some threat models which incorporate restrictions on both components and
buffers.

Definition 5.4.3.1 (TM: At Most n Adversary Actions). We can then restrict the total
number of adversary actions (against both components and buffers) within a trace as follows:

AtMostNAA(tr,n) ⇐⇒ AtMostNACA(tr,x ) ∧ AtMostNABA(tr,y)

∧ (x + y = n) ∧ (x ,y,n ≥ 0)

We can also easily create threat models that require a passive adversary, i.e., one that can
only read the contents of buffers’ and components’ memories, rather than modify them.

Definition 5.4.3.2 (Active Adversary Actions). First we define the multiset of actions within
a trace which are active, i.e., all adversary actions except BR and CMR:

ActiveAdvActions(tr) = ♯
{

tri
���� 0 ≤ i ≤ ��� tr ��� ∧ tri ∈ ActiveAdvEvent

}
Then we say that a trace that is limited to only passive attackers must not have any active
actions in the trace:

Definition 5.4.3.3 (TM: Only Passive Attackers).

OnlyPassiveAttackers(tr) ⇐⇒ ActiveAdvActions(tr) = ♯∅

As all of these threat models are or can easily become predicates on a single trace, these
can be combined to make larger threat models. These larger threat models can then be used
make a range of different statements about what type of properties a trace must (or must
not) exhibit to be considered valid under said threat model.

5.4.4 Valid traces

We recall from Section 5.3.3 that a trace is an ordered sequence of TraceEvents, and that
Trace(P ,AA) is defined to be the set of all finite traces associated with the execution XP ,AA

of a protocol P and a set of allowed adversary actions AA. Trace(P ,AA) is intuitively the full
range of possible traces that a system can execute, given a protocol P and allowed adversary
actions AA.
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What this definition (and notably AA) does not capture is more expressive restrictions on
the adversary’s ability, as we have just described with Threat Models. Here, rather than not
presenting an action as a possible choice for the adversary (from a given state, based upon
meeting certain premises in that current state), we sometimes need to verify after the fact
that the overall trace meets certain conditions. Then we can decide whether to accept the
trace’s validity, and therefore whether a violation of a security property within this trace might
constitute a failure of the protocol to satisfy its security claims (as described in Section 5.5).
As we have described in this section, a TM is a predicate defined on a single trace (TM : tr ∈
Trace(P ,AA) → {True,False}) that describes a specific threat model.

Definition 5.4.4.1 (Valid Traces). We therefore define the set ValidTraces (⊆ Trace(P ,AA))
to be the traces of an execution of P ,AA which are allowed (i.e., return True) by a specific
threat model TM. We separate the protocol P and the pair (AA,TM) as they represent the
honest and adversarial parts of the model respectively. That is,

ValidTraces(P , (TM,AA)) =
{
t

���� t ∈ Trace(P ,AA) ∧ TM(t )
}

5.5 Security properties and claim events

Different systems have different aims and required properties to operate correctly and se-
curely. Protocols have both functionality and security requirements; we make inline security
claims to integrate the desired security requirements or properties in to the specification of a
protocol itself. We will then see in Section 5.5.3 whether or not a security claim holds when
attacked by an adversary with certain capabilities, as defined by a threat model.

Claim events are used within protocol specifications to make statements about the exact
properties we wish the protocol to satisfy. We make claim events from the perspective of one
specific component or actor within a protocol, as claim events are not able to guarantee a
property from all points of view. For further discussion and illustration of why this is the
case, we refer the reader to Chapter 4 of [74] by Cremers and Mauw.

Cremers and Mauw’s definition of “Security Properties as Claim Events” is a useful
starting point, but it necessarily relies upon the honesty of certain agents involved in the
protocol: for a term to remain confidential, its intended recipient must not be dishonest,
or controlled by the adversary. This restriction of security claims being valid only when
communicating with honest agents is a form of implicit threat model, and has direct parallels
with our use of the set Trusted. We however go significantly further in terms of specification
of the threat models and range of restrictions placed on operations allowed by the adversary.

The operational semantics rules for claim and running events have already been defined
in Definitions 5.2.4.8 and 5.2.4.9.
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5.5.1 Secrecy

Secrecy is the security property whereby at the end of a run or trace, the adversary does not
know, nor can it infer from its knowledge (AK) the term(s) we wish to remain secret. Where
we make a secrecy claim, it is written as claimℓ (c, secret,x ) where c is the component executing
the claim event, secret is the property we are maintaining, and x is the term whose secrecy we
wish to uphold, or prevent the adversary from learning. Informally, the following definition
says says, for all Valid Traces that have a secrecy claim event on a term, the adversary cannot
infer that term.

Definition 5.5.1.1 (Secrecy). Let P be a protocol, TM be a threat model, and AA be a set
of allowed adversary actions. We say that the secrecy claim event γ = claimℓ (c, secret,x ) is
correct if and only if:

∀tr,x′.
(
tr ∈ ValidTraces(P , (TM,AA)) ∧ ∀c,i .tri = claimℓ (c, secret,x′)

)
=⇒ AK(tr) ⊬ x′

Note that we use x and x′ to distinguish between terms in the protocol specification, and the
terms in the execution. Claim events at the protocol specification stage may be different to
those in the actual execution of the protocol: if the term x used by the claim in the protocol
specification is a fresh value, it will become localised within the execution (e.g., x1). If the
term is a variable (e.g. Y ) it will be localised and instantiated into a ground term during
execution; e.g., the function localise substitutes [Y 2/Y ], and then the variable substitution
σ3 = [r 1/Y 2] makes the variable term ground. We use ℓ as an identifier to distinguish
between multiple otherwise syntactically identical claims in the same trace.

5.5.2 Authentication

Authentication encompasses the family of properties which traditionally considers agreement
on identities, roles, and data. There are many different forms defined in the literature
(see especially [131]), but here we focus on two simple but powerful properties we used
in Chapter 4.

Here we only consider two components agreeing non-injectively or injectively on a single
term, t ; the value of that term can be a data term (such as a key or random number), the iden-
tity of the communications partner, or the identity of another component altogether. We
reason that the modeller can easily build other, stronger authentication properties involving
e.g., multiple identities and data terms by combining multiple agreement properties.
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Definition 5.5.2.1 (Non-injective agreement). Let P be a protocol, TM be a threat model,
and AA be a set of allowed adversary actions. We say that the non-injective agreement claim
event γ = claimℓ (c,NI−agree,c′,t ) is correct if and only if:

∀tr,c′,t ′.
(
tr ∈ ValidTraces(P , (TM,AA)) ∧ ∀c,i .tri = claimℓ (c,NI−agree,c′,t ′)

)
=⇒ ∃j .trj = runningℓ (c

′,t ′)

Definition 5.5.2.2 (Injective agreement). Let P be a protocol, TM be a threat model, and
AA be a set of allowed adversary actions. We say that the injective agreement claim event
γ = claimℓ (c, Inj−agree,c′,t ) is correct if and only if:

∀tr,c′,t ′.
(
tr ∈ ValidTraces(P , (TM,AA)) ∧ ∀c,i .tri = claimℓ (c, Inj−agree,c′,t ′)

)
=⇒

(
∃j .trj = runningℓ (c

′,t ′)
)
∧
(
∄k ,c′′.trk = runningℓ (c

′′,t ′) ∧ k , j
)

Lowe describes many other authentication properties in [131], but we believe these two
basic properties give the modeller sufficient tools and flexibility to describe agreement over
component identities and data terms. More than one of these events can be included in
a protocol per component, or alternatively, the term t over which the components agree
can have multiple component identities and data terms included within it. For example, to
adapt an action fact from Chapter 4 a protocol trace could contain the event runningℓ (a,<<
a,b,c,d >,k−seaf >), where a,b,c, and d are component identities, and k−seaf is a data
term.

We note that many other definitions of (non-) injective agreement require agreement on
the identities of both parties and the data term in question, but we default to flexibility: we
believe that with the presented tools a modeller can easily construct terms within running
and claim events which meet this and other requirements if so desired.

5.5.3 Correctness of security properties

We say that a protocol (with respect to a threat model and set of allowed adversary actions)
maintains its claimed security properties if and only if all of its stated claim events are correct.

Example 5.5.3.1 (Correctness of the Split Protocol’s security claim events). Returning to
our example of the Split Protocol, we now consider whether whether Split Protocol (SP)’s
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stated claim event φ = claimℓ (K , secret,x ) is correct with respect to the threat model TM1 =

AtMostNABA(tr,2), and allowed adversary actions, AA = PassiveAdvEvent. In this case, we

require that:

∀tr,x′.
(
tr ∈ ValidTraces(SP, (AtMostNABA(tr,2),PassiveAdvEvent))

∧ ∀i .tri = claimℓ (K , secret,x′)
)
=⇒ AK(tr) ⊬ x′

for the claim event φ = claimℓ (K , secret,x ) to be correct.

We recall from Example 5.3.4.2 that we found a trace, tr, which did not appear to

maintain the secrecy of the desired term.

tr = [(0,createSP(D)), (0, send((D,K ),r0)), (Adv,BR(D,K )),

(0, send((D,C ), {| r |}apk(B) )), (1,createSP(K )), (1, recv((D,K ),r 0)),

(1, send((K ,C ), {| x1 |}s
r0 )), (Adv,BR(K ,C )), . . .]

We can now manually verify whether this satisfies our criteria.

• This trace is a ‘Valid Trace’ of the Split Protocol under our chosen threat model: tr ∈
ValidTraces(SP, (AtMostNABA(tr,2),PassiveAdvEvent)). We know this because:

– This trace is a possible trace from an execution of Split Protocol,

tr ∈ Trace(SP,PassiveAdvEvent).

– The only adversary actions in the trace are Buffer Reveal actions, and

BR ∈ PassiveAdvEvent.

– This trace is true under the threat model TM1 = AtMostNABA(tr,2).

• In the given trace, AK(tr) ⊢ x1. When localised in this trace, x and claimℓ (K , secret,x )

become x1 and claimℓ (K , secret,x1) respectively, so we say that (with respect to the

threat model TM1 and allowed adversary actions AA), the stated claim event φ =

claimℓ (K , secret,x ) is not correct.

We therefore say that the secrecy claim event is not correct, and that SP does not maintain

its claimed security property of secrecy, under the given threat model and allowed adversary

actions.

We can however find threat models and allowed adversary actions under which the

Split Protocol does maintain its security properties.
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Example 5.5.3.2 (Proof of correctness of secrecy claim under specific threat model). We
now prove that for the Split Protocol under a specified threat model, the secrecy claim φ =

claimℓ (K , secret,x ) is always correct.
First, we specify a Threat Model TM2, and allowed adversary actions. We say the range

of allowed adversary actions are unrestricted, and therefore AA = AdvEvent. In the threat
model, we specify the set Trusted = {K ,B}, and then say that the adversary may not com-
promise the components in this set, as these components will necessarily have direct, un-
encrypted knowledge of the term whose secrecy we are trying to maintain: if the adversary
compromises either of these components, we cannot defend against this. This is modelled
by the predicate:

ComprComps(tr) ∩ {K ,B} = ∅

(Please refer to Definition 5.4.1.4.)
Secondly, we imagine that an adversary has arbitrary control over one single channel

or component, but no access to or influence over any others. This might be caused by a
probe or implant into a system, reading the communications over a channel, as discussed
by Brian Krebs in [124]. Alternatively, this could be caused by a single component having
been designed and/or manufactured (before the system was built) to have a backdoor by
an adversary or other malicious actor. This part of the threat model is represented by the
predicate:

MaxCompromised(tr,n) ⇐⇒
(���ComprBuffers(tr)��� + ���ComprComps(tr)���) ≤ n

where we assignn = 1. This says that at most one buffer or component may have (potentially
multiple) adversary actions performed against it. (See Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 for the
definitions of the sets ComprBuffers and ComprComps.) We therefore say our threat model
TM2 for this specific attacker (and associated proof ) is as follows:

TM2 = (ComprComps(tr) ∩ {K ,B} = ∅) ∧MaxCompromised(tr,1)

The adversary therefore can choose to perform compromise actions against any one of the
components or channels depicted in Figure 5.8. Note that in our system model, the adversary
may still only compromise at most one of these, but that component or channel then may be
compromised as many times as the adversary likes within the execution of the protocol. We
no longer refer to AA unless explicitly necessary as no restriction on the adversary’s capabilities
is created here.

We prove the correctness of the claim φ = claimℓ (K , secret,x ) under threat model TM2

(and allowed adversary actions AdvEvent) by contradiction. First, we recall the definition of
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(D,K )

(D,C )

Figure 5.8: Components and channels the adversary may compromise under TM2

the secrecy property, in the context of our threat model and allowed adversary actions. We
say that the secrecy claim φ = claimℓ (K , secret,x ) is correct if and only if:

∀tr,x′.
(
tr ∈ ValidTraces(SP,TM2,AdvEvent)) ∧ ∀i .tri = claimℓ (K , secret,x′)

)
=⇒ AK(tr) ⊬ x′

Lemma 5.5.3.1 (Adversary Knowledge of Private Keys). In the Split Protocol, without com-
promising a particular component, the adversary cannot learn that specific component’s
private key.
Proof: By inspection of the protocol, no private keys (of type sk(·)) are ever transmitted,
and the adversary does not initially know any components’ private keys. By inspection of
the protocol, no private keys are ever transmitted by uncompromised components. Hence,
the lemma holds. ■

Corollary 5.5.3.1 (Adversary Knowledge of sk(B)). The adversary cannot learn sk(B) under
the Threat Model TM2.
Proof: Since TM2 disallows compromise of component B, Lemma 5.5.3.1 yields the con-
fidentiality of B’s private key. ■

We now assume there exists a Valid Trace tr in which ∃i,k .tri = claimℓ (K , secret,xk ) and
in which AK ⊢ xk . We show by contradiction that such a trace cannot exist. First, the
adversary cannot construct xk by encryption or pairing: under TM2 the adversary cannot
compromise component K to influence or choose the value of xk , so xk must be Fresh as
dictated in the protocol. Because xk is Fresh, the adversary cannot have xk in its initial
knowledge. As such, if the adversary is to learn xk , it must do so by learning the term
directly, or by deriving it by deconstruction, unpairing, or a combination of the two. If the
adversary is able to construct terms and then deconstruct them to derive xk , the adversary
must have already known xk .

There are therefore two sources of terms which the adversary might wish to learn within
a system: components and buffers. Messages are placed into buffers by ‘send’ actions, and
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removed by ‘recv’ actions. We argue that from the protocol description, we only need to
consider terms within ‘send’ actions, not ‘recv’, as new information (to an adversary) is only
introduced on to a channel by a component’s ‘send’ message, not ‘recv’ messages.

We recall that we say a term is ‘instantiated’ if it is both localised and ground, i.e., has
no free variables, and is localised to a particular thread. We consider all terms sent in the
protocol, and consider whether each uninstantiated term could unify to xk , or whether the
adversary could derive xk from this term. We first consider all of the uninstantiated terms
transmitted within messages, according to the protocol specification. These are:

r , {| r |}apk(B) , {| x |}
s
U , {|W |}apk(B), {| {|X |}

s
W |}apk(B)

so any instantiated terms within the execution of the protocol must take this form.

• The term r ℓ (the instantiation of r for some ℓ ∈ TID) can never unify to xk (k , ℓ)
as both are Fresh, ground terms generated by different threads. We must have that
k , ℓ as under TM2 the adversary is not allowed to compromise component K , and
component K generates the Fresh term xk . There are no subterms of r ℓ if it is Fresh,
and if it is not Fresh (due to being constructed by the adversary) we have already argued
that the adversary cannot learn xk by construction rather than deconstruction.

• The term {| r |}apk(B) can never unify to xk itself because xk is Fresh, (and therefore
cannot have any subterms). The adversary can never decrypt {| r |}apk(B) by Corol-
lary 5.5.3.1, so the instantiation of this term cannot be a possible route to the deriva-
tion of xk .

• The same argument holds for the terms {|W |}apk(B) and {| {|X |}sW |}apk(B) .

The only other terms in any components’ memory not transmitted as a result of a ‘send’
action are pk(B) and sk(B). The adversary cannot learn sk(B) by Corollary 5.5.3.1, and a
term of the form pk(t ) (ditto sk(t )) can never be equal to a Fresh term.

We therefore claim that the only route the adversary can have to deriving xk must be
from the uninstantiated term {| x |}sU . When all terms are instantiated and the derivation is
normalised, the final step of any possible derivation of xk must therefore be of the form:

{| xk |}st t

xk

for some (instantiated) term t . For this trace to exist, we must have that both AK ⊢ {| xk |}st and
AK ⊢ t . We say that an accessible subterm is one which might potentially be derived by the
inference rules. E.g., within {| t1 |}st2 , t1 is accessible because M ⊢ {| t1 |}st2 ∧M ⊢ t2 ⇒ M ⊢ t1,
but t2 is not, because M ⊢ {| t1 |}st2 ∧M ⊢ t1 ⇏ M ⊢ t2.
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• The term {| xk |}st : By inspection of the protocol, the only components or buffers which
can ever contain a term {| xk |}st as an accessible subterm are the components K ,C or
B, or the buffers (K ,C ) or (C,B). The adversary cannot compromise K or B under
TM2, and we have already argued that the adversary cannot learn {| xk |}st from the
terms {| {|X |}sW |}apk(B) or {|W |}apk(B) in the buffer (C,B). The adversary therefore must
compromise one of the components or buffers C or (K ,C ) to learn or influence the
term {| xk |}st .

• The term t : Again, by inspection of the protocol, the only components or buffers
which can ever contain a term t as an accessible subterm are D, K , (D,K ), (C,B).
The adversary cannot compromise K under TM2, and we have already argued that
the adversary cannot learn t from the terms {|W |}apk(B) or {| {|X |}sW |}apk(B) in the buffer
(C,B). The adversary therefore must compromise one of the components or buffers
D or (D,K ) to learn or influence the term t .

Under TM2 the adversary may only perform compromise actions on one channel or buffer
(< Trusted). We have demonstrated that to learn or influence the term {| xk |}st , the adver-
sary must compromise one of the set {C, (K ,C )}, and to learn or influence the term t , the
adversary must compromise one of the set {D, (D,K )}. It is plain to see that:

{C, (K ,C )} ∩ {D, (D,K )} = ∅

We conclude that the adversary cannot infer both {| xk |}st and t in the same trace (as required
to derive the term xk ), and hence we come to a contradiction. ■

5.6 Going forward

In this chapter, we have defined and presented a new framework for modelling component-
based systems under partial compromise. We believe this easily extensible operational se-
mantics gives modellers a rigorous and precise level of control over all of the components’
interactions, the range of allowed adversary behaviours and specific threat model(s), and the
security properties considered for each protocol model.

We have demonstrated the framework’s functionality and utility with some protocol ex-
amples and their analyses, showing how minor changes to adversarial behaviour and abilities
can have major consequences for the security of a protocol. We recognise that before this
framework will become truly useful for many major real-world systems, the semantics will
have to be extended to provide better support for both statefulness and unbounded looping
over protocol rules.
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While our analyses have been performed manually, we envision that these operational se-
mantics could be incorporated into automatic tooling, perhaps by the creation of a compiler
similar to Casper [132] which then automatically translates the precise component models,
threat models, and security properties written in our semantics into Tamarin’s specification
language. We would then be able to take advantage of Tamarin’s excellent backwards search
algorithm and associated heuristics, in combination with our presented semantics’ ease of
modelling for and focus on partial compromises.

We believe that Tamarin’s semantics and specification language are (with a lot of manual
work) able to model everything we have described in this chapter. However, as we discovered
especially in Chapter 4, doing so is often extremely cumbersome for the modeller, requiring
in-depth knowledge and experience of both Tamarin’s specification language and the use of
macros over the models to re-create the desired range of partial compromise and fine-grained
threat models.

The purpose of this chapter has been to build a theoretical framework which allows
complex systems of components under partial compromise to be modelled with ease, and
then similarly to be able to verify (or falsify) the system’s claimed security properties. While
we have achieved many of the theoretical elements of this, the real value of this will only
become apparent when analysis becomes automatic: combining this theoretical framework
with solid tool support and automated analysis methods will hopefully allow us to showcase
the full benefits of this approach.

While it is almost impossible (and indeed, unworkable) to capture every meaningful
detail of a real-world system in a single model, we believe that our chosen level of abstraction
will allow us to perform useful analyses of the logical interactions between components. It
is our hope that the framework presented in this chapter will be the means by which many
new and exciting multi-component systems will be formally modelled and analysed, and that
considering systems under attack from whole new ranges of previously unexplored adversarial
capabilities will be of significant benefit to our understanding of these systems.



Don’t just read it; fight it! Ask your own question, look for
your own examples, discover your own proofs. Is the hypothesis
necessary? Is the converse true? What happens in the classical
special case? What about the degenerate cases? Where does the
proof use the hypothesis?

— Paul Halmos

6
Related Work

We now discuss the literature related to partial compromise of network security protocols

and systems (component-based or not), attacks where compromise of individual components

within systems led to catastrophic violation of security properties, and historically proposed

solutions to partial compromise from the literature. We then consider methods and tools

for modelling and analysing protocols, before considering previous work relating to each of

our specific analyses in Chapters 3 and 4.

6.1 Attacks

Before looking at existing approaches which aim to solve the issue of partial compromise, it

is important to have an understanding of attacks and partial compromises of systems that

have previously been successful. Flaws, exploits, back-doors, and attacks on protocols, com-

ponents, and whole systems are discovered and published on an almost weekly basis, and we

discuss a couple of the more relevant attacks in the following section [16,45,104,130,167].

Particularly of interest are attacks where total compromise was achieved by attackers, but

where better overall system design (not just implementation) could have prevented the vul-

nerability.

Random number generators and software libraries, are two examples of components

within larger systems where the individual compromise of this component has a major

impact upon the security of the whole system. We briefly discuss these components’ specific

compromise, the broader impact that this has upon a larger system’s security, and how this

impact might be limited.
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6.1.1 TLS

Attacks against SSL/TLS (whether against the specification, or individual implementations)

have been shown on an alarmingly regular basis [142, 167]. Very often these attacks only

compromise the confidentiality of messages passed between client and server, and don’t have

any further implications on the host’s security. In some cases, however, the vulnerability can

be used to gain far greater leverage over the host, completely destroying the authenticity of

any connection the host makes, not just over a specific TLS session, or those to one specific

server [182].

As an example, a Key Compromise Impersonation (KCI) attack has been demonstrated

for TLS (up to version 1.2) that would allow an attacker who can place a client certificate on

the user’s computer to impersonate any website or server to that user [104, 183]. The client

believes that their system is secure, and that TLS is working correctly when they visit any

website, when in fact they have lost their expected and desired security properties. While

this attack only works for static (non-ephemeral) Diffie-Hellman connections, it shows how

the single point of compromise — where an adversary installs a malicious client certificate

— destroys the security of all future network connections.

It is expected that an attacker who can place a client certificate to which they know the

private key on a host can impersonate that host to any other website. Likewise, if a malicious

server can place a public key for a website (to which they know the private key) on a host,

they can impersonate that website or server to the user: these are both acceptable levels of

partial compromise that are difficult to avoid, although in specific this context, Certificate

Transparency goes a long way to prevent this [129]. However, compromising all future

network connections through one malicious client certificate is unacceptable. We claim

there is a reasonable implicit expectation that TLS should be more resilient than this, ideally

requiring that individual server private keys are compromised before the confidentiality of

sessions for that specific server can be violated, rather than for any connection.

As a further extension to this type of attack, Basin et al. show (and provide solutions to)

a new category of attack, Actor Key Compromise (AKC), against a range of protocols [36].

AKC allows an adversary who has compromised e.g., an ISP’s long-term secret keys not only

to impersonate the ISP to any of its users as is expected, but to impersonate arbitrary users

to the ISP.

It is worth noting that TLS 1.3 [154] is now believed to be resilient to both Key Compro-

mise Impersonation and Actor Key Compromise attacks, as discussed in Section 4.13.2.3;

neither DNP3: SAv5 or 5G-AKA alone achieve AKC resilience.
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6.1.2 Random Number Generators

The use of Cryptographically Secure Pseudo-Random Number Generators (CS-PRNGs) is
very at the core of many cryptographic primitives and security protocols. The security of
many cryptographic protocols depends entirely upon the randomness provided to them by
a system’s (CS-)PRNG, where randomly generated values are often used either directly or
indirectly as key material.

It has become apparent that some PRNGs (and specifically the standards defining them)
have become the target of attack by various governments, most notably the “Dual EC pseu-
dorandom number generator” [45, 60]. If successful, these attacks would have had severely
detrimental effects on the security of any system using a weakened PRNG: “Break the
random-number generator, and most of the time you break the entire security system” –
Bruce Schneier [161, 163].

The perceived success of attacks on PRNGs illustrates that single points of failure within
systems become obvious targets: if a system is designed in such a way that the compromise
of any one individual component (such as the PRNG) can tear down the security of the
remaining system or protocol, then this design choice should clearly be avoided. Instead,
protocols have been designed that don’t rely solely upon a PRNG for their security. Many
protocols use a combination of output from the PRNG and a user’s long-term secret key
(feeding both in to a key derivation function, KDF) to create a session key, but this long term
secret key may well also have been derived from the same PRNG [54, 67, 94, 123]. Some
modern protocols derive new session keys by combining randomness with other sources of
private information, e.g., maintained state or message history from previous sessions [61,72,
94, 151]. This then prevents an adversary who has compromised the PRNG but not e.g.,
the main memory from compromising the confidentiality and/or authenticity of a user’s
sessions. The inclusion of state within the key derivation process allows protocols to exhibit
even stronger security properties yet, such Post-Compromise Security [62].

An attacker who has access to, or who can predict the output of a system’s PRNG has
at least as much (if not strictly more) information and leverage over that system than one
who cannot. A system where key material is derived directly and solely from the output
of the PRNG cannot hope to defeat this attacker. If key material is derived from a secure
key derivation function combining a number of sources, including the PRNG and state
from previous sessions, the adversary’s search-space is potentially lessened, but not by a large
enough amount to allow a polynomial-time adversary to mount a successful attack. This gives
a strictly lower level of security compared to an adversary who cannot predict the PRNG’s
output, but still high enough for most practical purposes.

We note in Chapter 4 that within the 5G-AKA protocol, the home network’s ARPF is
the sole component generating any randomness: at no point do any of the other components
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or participants including the UE generate any randomness which feeds into the derivation of

the resultant session key KSEAF. In contrast, while the DNP3: SAv5 protocol suite (described

and analysed in Chapter 3) has a number of other failings with respect to partial compromise,

it does require that all parties generate randomness in the form of challenge data. These

individual terms are only used during each sub-protocol, and they do not feed into the

derivation of e.g., the session keys.

6.1.3 Side-channel attacks

Side-channel attacks are those which consider the reality of implementation [189]. They

take advantage of physical properties of the executing computers, or implementation choices,

rather than vulnerabilities in the abstract design and description of the encryption algorithm

or used protocol. These channels take many forms, but include timing channels (e.g., does

the successful decryption of a key/cipher-text pair take longer than if it fails? Does computing

on one value take the computation down a longer branch than another value? [120]), power

analysis channels (e.g., does processing a ‘1’ use a slightly different amount of power to

processing a ‘0’? [136]), electromagnetic channels (e.g., does the device leak information

about the secret data it is processing electromagnetically? [126]), and fault-attack based

channels (e.g., does the device or software library leak useful information if it is caused not

to function correctly? [53]). This is only a small selection of the types of known side-channel,

and they are often very hard to defend against. As these attacks are heavily implementation

specific, we consider this type of attack out of scope for our research. That said, one benefit

of the fine-grained adversarial modelling presented in Chapter 5 is that specific actions (e.g.,

‘reveal the terms component x knows to the adversary’) can be described and allowed very

easily. The origin of this adversary ability is not of concern to the semantics: this cause could

be from e.g., side-channel analysis.

6.2 Existing solutions, techniques, and approaches

Various methods, solutions, and techniques with the aim of reducing the impact of partial

compromise have been suggested in the realms of hardware, software, and theory. We explore

some of the more relevant ideas to our presented work in the following sections, starting with

existing solutions, before considering relevant theoretical building blocks and techniques.
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6.2.1 Existing solutions

Hardware solutions Silicon is significantly less mutable than software, and hence there
have been a number of hardware-based approaches to levels and layers of system security that
an attacker ought not be able to compromise. While there are a lot of potential solutions
related to partial compromise, none address it fully.

Some solutions suggest giving the user an extra piece of hardware as a trusted root; this
way trust can be built up from the starting point of this physical object, and its (hopefully)
trusted code base. TPMs have classically been used for this, although ARM’s TrustZone and
Intel’s SGX are alternative, more powerful Trusted Execution Environments [22, 58, 133].
The implicit assumption with an extra piece of trusted hardware is that this root of trust
will never be compromised. Then, if other parts of a system are compromised, the trusted
root should allow a user either to revert to a trusted state, or at least to maintain security for
critical information such as long-term secret keys.

Pöpper et al. describe how the use of a separate hardware ‘porter device’ (such as a mobile
phone) can provably ensure forward secrecy under full compromise [153]. The threat model
specified here is that all network communications are under a Dolev-Yao adversary initially,
and that the adversary can completely compromise agents and their long-term secret keys
after the protocol has finished. The porter device manages the key storage, and the only
major functionality which has to be guaranteed is that the porter device will perform secure
(session) key deletion after a pre-determined period of time: this means that the protocol
and device are still vulnerable to complete device compromise during the network session,
but not afterwards.

The separate stages of attacker and levels of compromise during and after the protocol
(i.e., a Dolev-Yao attacker during the protocol, and a ‘full-compromise’ attacker after the
protocol has finished) show that having an adaptable threat model or attacker is both realistic
and modellable with existing tools. Secondly, the lower level of trust placed in the porter
device is important: normally with an HSM, we expect to have to trust the HSM fully for the
life of the device, and never allow it to be compromised. With a porter device and relevant
protocols, it is sufficient to trust that the secure deletion operation really took place within
the desired timeframe.

TPMs and TrustZone Trusted Platform Modules and ARM’s ‘TrustZone’ technology are
relatively mature hardware-based approaches to creating multiple forms of trust within a
platform. They can be used for providing trust on the platform itself, and within network
security protocols such as remote attestation.

TPMs provide the ability to attest to the software that is running on the system, and
hence inform the user or a remote server of the state of the platform in a way that allows them
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to make a decision about the behaviour and trustworthiness of the platform [133]. Secondly,
and of more direct use to the situation of partial compromise, TPMs can be used as forms
of Hardware Security Modules, entrusted with encryption keys for network connections or
disk-drives. This way, if the CPU, memory, or HDD of a system are compromised, it is
completely plausible that the attacker will not be able to retrieve the encryption keys, and
hence any confidential data. TPMs can act as encryption/decryption oracles, but due to
speed concerns, this functionality is normally reserved for long-term secret- or master-keys,
which are then in turn used to encrypt or decrypt other, non-master encryption keys stored
less securely in main system memory.

One of the aims of TPMs is to ensure that “there should be no way that the trusted
platform can be compromised simply through participating in network protocols”: while
this aim seems to have been at least partially achieved in terms of preventing new malicious
software from running on a system, it in no way precludes the possibility of compromise
through the presence of existing vulnerabilities in successfully attested, running software,
such as the operating system.

The physical TPM chips are separate to the CPU. They are not Turing Complete as
they don’t have unrestricted IO, and they use protected memory. Rather than weakening
the computer’s capabilities, these limitations are instead beneficial: they allow guarantees to
be made about the contents of the TPM, which in turn can give accurate reports about the
state of the host PC. The TPM’s Platform Configuration Registers are restricted in as much as
they do not allow ‘write’ operations directly, only ‘extend’ (hash-chain update), or reset/wipe.
This restricted capability, and various intermediate-level formal specifications of the TPM’s
design and implementation hopefully make it exceptionally difficult, if not impossible for
an attacker to compromise the TPM.

A suggested ‘partial compromise’ application for the remote attestation capabilities of
Trusted Network Connect (TNC) is that of home banking. The user opens a special (bank-
created) virtual machine, which the bank remotely attests is correct (via the PC’s TPM), and
then the virtual machine itself attests that the bank is real: this methodology prevents large
categories of attack, even when the host computer itself is compromised.

ARM’s TrustZone is integrated into the design of most modern ARM processors, and
provides a Trusted Execution Environment [22]. This allows for secure execution away from
the normal, untrusted world of a computer’s main operating system. Most importantly,
it enforces (at hardware level) the separation of even system-level (kernel) processes in the
insecure world from secure-world processes and memory, making security and privilege
level orthogonal to each other. This can be used to keep encryption keys and confidential
data secure, as well as performing sensitive processing away from the main OS, or running
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applications which need higher guarantees of security than a commodity operating system
can provide.

This functionality (similar to an HSM) allows an otherwise comparatively insecure oper-
ating system to be considered a separate component from the secure TrustZone environment.
This environment can be use as a more secure stoarge location and execution environment
for both long-term and session keys, for use by network security protocols.

For guarantees of the resulting security, both of these solutions assume that there are no
hardware-level backdoors or vulnerabilities which could be exploited; a lot of work has been
done to mitigate against this and provide guarantees of the correctness and security of the
designed and realised silicon [164].

While TrustZone is a useful and widely-distributed step towards a trusted execution
environment (available within many modern mobile phones), there have been a large number
of attacks against implementations of TrustZone and software residing within the TrustZone
execution environment [17, 44, 168].

Software solutions While various hardware-based solutions are becoming more mature
and more widely distributed, once designed and realised in silicon, they are completely fixed
until the user purchases a new PC or device. Combining the benefits of purpose-designed,
deliberately immutable hardware with flexible software that can rely upon the hardware as
a root of trust will perhaps defeat the largest subset of attackers, while retaining a high level
of flexibility. Even so, various pure-software solutions have been proposed; we consider the
most advanced and most relevant one here.

seL4 is a microkernel whose functional correctness has been formally verified [119,165].
The utility of a formally-verified microkernel such as seL4 is that it allows multiple compo-
nents to be placed on the same physical hardware, and yet still to have some guarantees of
security if one of these constituent components is remotely compromised. This could allow
e.g., the home network’s AUSF and ARPF from Chapter 4 to be run on the same hardware
(as is allowed by the standard), without concern that compromising the credentials of one
would immediately give the attacker privileged access to the other.

seL4’s proofs of correctness have been machine checked in Isabelle/HOL, and separately
provide guarantees both of correctness of operation (that the system is free of programming
errors), integrity enforcement and authority confinement. Having proofs of correctness and
confinement for the kernel provides guarantees that no malicious software should be able to
compromise the kernel of the operating system: while this is an excellent result, and indeed
defeats many entire classes of attack, this sort of formal analysis and proof of correctness is
extremely expensive in terms of time and required expertise; it is not yet considered possible
to attempt to prove similar properties of a full kernel, such as the Linux kernel.
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An alternative situation where this approach is useful is maintaining separation between
e.g., mutually distrusting components. These components could be as simple as a small
amount of native code, or as complex as an entire operating system (e.g., Linux). seL4
enforces separation between these components, but inter-process communication can be
enabled and pre-defined for very specific tight channels, allowing the system to take advan-
tage of the knowledge that no other inter-process communication can occur except through
these formal channels.

Multiple seL4 components can then be combined in novel ways to create entire systems
of mutually distrusting elements, with very precisely defined communications channels and
protocols. Formal analysis of the protocols for communication over these channels would
need to be performed to re-gain any assurance of the components’ individual and the system’s
overall security properties, but this is a much more approachable verification task than that
of a whole operating system. Andronick et al. take advantage of the guarantees provided
by seL4 to propose a framework to build secure, complex systems “in the presence of large
untrusted components”, using Isabelle/HOL to prove the correctness of information flow
properties between components of the system [27].

6.2.2 Building blocks and techniques

As well as implemented whole-system solutions, there are many different theoretical tech-
niques that have been developed to improve the security of components and systems. The
following techniques have been useful in the setting of partial compromises.

Multi-factor authentication (MFA) This is the idea that no one single form of identifi-
cation (whether something you have, know, or are) should be sufficient to authenticate a
user to a system [55]. This can be implemented by requiring both a password — something
you know — and a time-sensitive code sent out of band (e.g., over SMS) to a pre-registered
mobile phone — something you have [20]. Multiple methods or factors of authentication
give a basic layering whereby if one security factor is compromised, no access is gained by
the adversary.

Multi-factor authentication is one of the earliest forms of authentication to recognise
that a system should still operate securely under partial compromise: if a password is stolen
or transmitted in plaintext, then this is not sufficient for an attacker to impersonate the user.
For an attack to succeed, the attacker must also gain control of the other factors required,
such as a mobile phone or hardware token, before being able to log in as the user. This is
still a form of binary security: the attacker gains either complete access or no access at all.
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Sometimes multiple different forms or factors are not necessary, but instead multiple
channels suffice. The classic example of this is nuclear missile launches requiring authorisa-
tion from two separate keys (e.g., the Captain and Weapons Officer): here, two authorisation
commands of similar type are communicated over two different channels. With only one
out of two, nothing happens [184]. Another well-known (previously described) form of
multi-factor authentication is the use of credit or bank cards, which require both the card
and its associated PIN; having one on its own is not sufficient. We design and formally
analyse a basic multi-channel protocol in Section 5.3.4, showing its utility against threat
models allowing partial compromise.

Secret sharing Splitting keys, secrets, or other confidential information into different parts
across separate components is an obvious way of limiting the damage of any one component’s
compromise. Ideally, the secret splitting would require a majority (if not all) of the com-
ponents involved to collaborate before any of them learn anything about the secret. This
isn’t always feasible (e.g., where individual components must perform computations on the
plaintext at regular intervals), but in situations where it is possible, a fair amount is known
about schemes to provide these guarantees.

As early as 1979, Adi Shamir described how to share a secret in a (k ,n) threshold scheme
[166]. This has n pieces or recipients (where n = 2k − 1), and a guarantee that unless k
or more of the pieces come together, no-one can recover any information about the secret
(even with n/2 = k − 1 pieces). Pedersen then improves upon this scheme in 1992 [148] by
giving each party a method for verifying that they have received the correct information, in
a non-interactive way.

One of the main issues we observe with both of these approachs is that once the requisite
threshold is reached, the secret is entirely revealed to an individually compromisable party.

Wu et al. presented a very promising construction in [185] from 1999, known as “In-
trusion Tolerance via Threshold Cryptography”; in this scheme, the private key is split up
across multiple share servers, and importantly is never reconstructed at any point for use
in decryption or signing. This provides a very fault-tolerant construction, requiring an
adversary to compromise at least t-out-of-k servers before learning any information about
the private key.

While they were successful in demonstrating the implementation of such a scheme with
acceptable performance figures, there remain concerns about the algorithms and associated
performance for the initial secure generation of the private key shares. Once implemented,
this overall scheme successfully makes the share servers into a decryption or signing oracle
which is hard to compromise; this is a worthwhile and interesting construction.
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The problem still remains that any individual client with authority to request decryption
or signing is still a single point of failure. The paper presents a counter based method for
detection of misuse (see also [140]), but this necessarily only alerts the client to compromise
after the fact, rather than preventing compromise in the first place, which was the aim.
Sadly very little work seems to have been done relating to this project after 1999; integrating
a construction like this into modelling and analysis tools could be worthwhile future work.

Homomorphic encryption Gentry [96] proposes Fully Homomorphic Encryption, a method
by which computation can be performed on ciphertexts, without revealing the key or plain-
text to the party performing the computation. This technique could be used to solve many of
our described problems in theory (perhaps allowing middle-boxes to contribute to a protocol
without learning the involved secrets), but the practice and associated overheads are still a
long way from reality and practicality.

This category of techniques could well be used to allow components to collaborate suc-
cessfully, while preventing any one of them from breaching the confidentiality of important
data. Unfortunately, due to the atomic nature of terms in symbolic modelling, neither
homomorphic encryption nor secret sharing are a good fit for modelling and analysis within
our verification tools and methods.

Reverse firewalls Mironov et al. suggest a novel way to protect communications between
two parties over an untrusted network connection where one of the components or actors
is compromised: an untrusted ‘reverse firewall’ sits at the boundary of a local network,
and re-randomizes all encryption passing through it [141]. Dodis et al. then extend this
to the message transmission context in [85]; this prevents a compromised component or
actor within the network from leaking information to eavesdroppers, or from using poor
randomness. The reverse firewall only needs to know the public keys of those involved, and
does not need to know any private keys.

The first drawback to this scheme is that the type of asymmetric encryption used must be
re-randomizable: they propose using ElGamal rather than RSA. Secondly, some protocols
need to be modified, and thirdly, it does not work directly with hybrid encryption, i.e.,
using asymmetric encryption to transmit a symmetric key to another party, then using that
symmetric key for the session. This can be resolved however by using a key agreement
protocol, rather than one party blindly accepting a symmetric key proposed by the other
party.

While this still needs full implementation and realisation in the form of the reverse
firewall itself, the main result is a compiler that takes an existing two-party protocol as input,
and outputs a functionally equivalent protocol that admits a reverse firewall, ‘preserving both
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functionality and security’, preventing a compromised component from leaking information
to an adversary.

This seems to be a natural solution for systems and protocols under partial compromise,
but we have not yet studied or considered re-randomisable encryption within the symbolic
modelling and analysis tools available to us at the moment. We believe it would be possible,
and suggest that modelling and analysing this type of novel construction would be interesting
future work.

Fault tolerance Fault tolerant systems are those that can continue to operate when some
of their components are not operating correctly, or at all [99]. This is very often desirable
for safety-critical systems: if an aeroplane’s main computer crashes mid-flight, it is critically
important for the backup to take over seamlessly. In some situations, a fault-tolerant solution
allows for continued operation, but only at a lower level of functionality compared to normal
operation. Fault tolerance research and design often considers the distinction between failing
safely and failing badly: even if certain redundant components are no longer operating, does
the system still function overall [59]? This can cause the opposite of the desired effect in
security and cryptography, which instead needs systems to ‘fail securely’ [95,157]: the most
basic example of this is to deny access by default, or alternatively in the case of failure, to undo
any changes and return to a secure state. In high-assurance cryptographic systems [135], if
duplicated implementations are present for runtime verification and comparison purposes
(perhaps to give some guarantee that encryption has been performed correctly), then ‘failing
open’ upon compromise of a component or even non-malicious software failure could lead
to a violation of desired security properties. Fault tolerance research often considers redun-
dancy, removal of single points of failure [87], fault isolation [81], and fault containment
[158]: all of these properties are potentially desirable for security and resilience under partial
compromise, but must be designed to ensure that the system fails securely, rather than open.

Detection of attacks and compromises If a system cannot prevent compromise of some
or all of its components, and is not otherwise tolerant of partial compromise, are there at
least protocols or mechanisms which can automatically detect when a component or key
has been compromised? Detection of failure or compromise has been a topic of interest
for dependability and fault tolerance research for many years [32, 128], but this has seen
limited interest in network security protocols until fairly recently. Milner’s thesis [140]
(“Detecting the Misuse of Secrets: Foundations, Protocols, and Verification”) addresses this
topic comprehensively, “developing foundations and constructions for security protocols
that can automatically detect, without false positives, if a secret such as a key or password
has been misused.” This research additionally considers the required conditions for sound
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detection, and how this can allow for automatic revocation of compromised secrets, i.e.,
without the need for human intervention. Milner demonstrates that protocols which can
detect misuse must be stateful; furthermore, some of the resultant modifications to Tamarin
improving the ability to analyse stateful protocols automatically have benefited this thesis,
especially Chapters 3 and 4.

Certificate Transparency [129] has been proposed as a method of making websites’ TLS
certificates publicly auditable; the idea is that this provides users with the ability to detect
compromised or malicious Certificate Authorities: “Certificate Transparency makes it pos-
sible to detect SSL certificates that have been mistakenly issued by a certificate authority or
maliciously acquired from an otherwise unimpeachable certificate authority. It also makes
it possible to identify certificate authorities that have gone rogue and are maliciously issuing
certificates.” This technique is valuable for the safety and security of the wider internet,
but requires a non-trivial amount of audit infrastructure in place, separate to any individual
protocol implementation such as TLS.

ARPKI (“Attack Resilient Public-Key Infrastructure”) [39] is an alternative proposal that
“ensures that certificate-related operations, such as certificate issuance, update, revocation,
and validation, are transparent and accountable.” It combines fault tolerance and deterrence
towards misbehaviour: it can tolerate compromise of n − 1 trusted entities, all operations
are publicly auditable, and it has the benefit of having been designed with a formal model
whose main security properties have been formally verified in Tamarin.

6.3 Verification, analysis, and assurance

Being able to describe, analyse, and understand systems are essential steps before being able
to make any security claims. There are lots of different tools available for modelling and
verification, and we consider the main options here.

Modelling of systems Describing a system and its desired security properties is an essential
first step towards making guarantees about those security properties. Traditionally, claims
about systems have been made in a binary fashion, simply separating the secure and insecure
worlds, where no compromise is tolerated in the former, and complete compromise is im-
plicit in the latter. Abadi creates typing rules for secrecy in the form of ‘spi-calculus’, with
the guarantee that if a system type-checks, it does not leak secrets [12, 13].

Extending and improving upon this, Gordon and Jeffrey create a pi-calculus that not
only introduces and formalises the idea of conditional secrecy, (i.e., that a message is secret
unless certain principals are compromised), but that allows for the description of different
levels of security, rather than just ‘secure’ or ‘not-secure’ [100]. These arbitrary levels of
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security then form an ordering, where no information from a higher level is ever allowed to
flow to a lower level. While this is a novel and useful contribution, the security is focussed
on information flows, not cryptographic definitions of security; they actively state that they
‘do not address indirect flows’. They make a small attempt to introduce an extension to
symbolic cryptography, but this is only a very minor and exploratory contribution, and
only covers the most basic of non-nested cryptographic operations. This idea of conditional
secrecy and separation between principals (cf. components) which are or are not allowed to
be compromised is the starting point for threat models with Trusted Components (TrComps)
in Section 5.4.1.

The choice of modelling language not only determines the method of proof or model
checker required, but also determines what can and cannot be expressed, described, and
verified in the system model. Different languages and model-checkers have different goals,
strengths, and weaknesses.

We discuss modelling of protocols and systems using Tamarin’s specification language
in significant detail in Chapter 2; we give a range of alternative model checkers and their
associated specification languages later in this section.

Threats and threat modelling After describing the honest system under study, we define
the adversary or type of adversarial behaviour against which it must remain secure.

The standard starting point for attacker models within formal methods is the Dolev-Yao
attacker [86]. In line with our stated ‘symbolic modelling assumptions’ from Section 2.3,
messsages are atomic terms or symbols rather than a bit-stream, and most importantly, the
attacker controls the network: they can choose to do anything to any of the messages they
are passed by any of the end points, agents, or components that make up the network.
Cryptography is assumed to be perfect, so for example the message {| x |}s

k
(plain-text x

symmetrically encrypted with key k) can only be decrypted by someone in possession of the
term k; no adversary can just be extremely lucky and ‘guess’ x from the encrypted form after
a certain amount of time.

As each actor simply passes their messages directly to the attacker, the attacker can then
choose which agents to send any messages to (regardless of original intent), and the order
they’re received. The attacker can arbitrarily inject, modify, replay, or delete messages from
the network. The implication here is that while a real-world adversary might be unlikely to
have this all-powerful capability, if a protocol can withstand this strong attacker model, it
must also be able to withstand any attack by a strictly less powerful adversary.

This strict attacker model makes sense when only considering network protocols: once
a message has left the agent or end point, it has no further control over what happens to
it; the attacker controls the network. The agent has no visibility of which route through a
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network, or indeed the wider internet the message may take, if it has been diverted benignly
or maliciously, and it cannot prevent the message from being modified or replaced by a
different one.

This same reasoning does not always match up quite so well with partial compromise:
D-Y is really only capable of modelling compromise in a binary fashion. The ‘strongest
attacker’ assumption still holds here, but it is more beneficial to our understanding of the
strengths and weaknesses of a system’s design to be able to learn which operations and guar-
antees can still be maintained under partial compromise, and which ones cannot. Graduated
or non-binary compromise of sections of systems such as this does not align well with the
D-Y model, and hence more malleable models are more appropriate.

Cremers et al. pit different attackers with steadily increasing capabilities against a series
of protocols, allowing them to deduce a partial ordering of the relative strengths of these
protocols in [34]. In many situations it is enough to know whether a protocol or system
is secure against the strongest attacker; if it fails to reach this standard, it is useful to know
against which strength of adversary it is still secure. In addition to the clever use of a hardware
‘porter device’, Pöpper et al.’s use of different attackers at different stages (discussed in Section
6.2) is a good example of attackers with different strengths and capabilities within the same
model [153].

Giving the attacker extra capabilities under certain circumstances (e.g., in the eCK model,
capabilities such as Session Key Reveal, Ephemeral Key Reveal, and Long Term Key Reveal
[127]) allows us to learn more about the relative strengths of protocols. Importantly, these
properties start to help us push back at the idea of binary security: an attacker can gain partial
success by performing a ‘Session Key Reveal’ action, and will compromise the confidentiality
of that session and all data in it, but (protocol dependent) they should not learn anything
about the honest agent’s other sessions, or their long-term secret key.

6.3.1 Formal analysis and automated verification tools

Having created a formal model of a system, we use formal verification and analysis tools to
determine whether these models meet their security goals. We emphasise that verification
results are only able to make statements about the models we create. Very often this is still
useful, as this process can either find direct attacks which can be verified or falsified against
a real system, or if ‘verified’, we can exclude large classes of logical attacks against a protocol.

Strand Spaces are a method for specifying network security protocols, and proving secu-
rity properties about these protocols [176]. A ‘strand’ is one role’s viewpoint or perspective
on a protocol (whether honest or adversarial), and a ‘bundle’ is a combination of strands,
which forms a representation of the overall protocol interactions. A ‘strand space’ is then
a set of strands from both the honest roles and the adversary. Protocols are represented as
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strand space specifications, and protocol properties (such as secrecy or authentication) are
represented as propositions about bundles over the strand space. Formal verification of these
properties then consists of manually proving the propositions correct.

Kamil and Lowe use Strand Spaces to consider a series of protocols and abstractions of
secure channels. This includes a formal analysis of TLS 1.0 in the strand spaces model [116],
as well as a more theoretical approach to understanding the composition of application layer
protocols with secure transport layer protocols [114, 115]. These secure channel analyses
consider whether (when modelling overall systems) one can abstract away from the details
of the lower level secure transport layer, or whether one only has to consider the properties
of the application layer, relying directly upon the guarantees provided by the secure channel.

Continuing with this theme, Dilloway and Lowe use trace specifications (rather than
strand spaces) to describe various security properties of transport protocols, giving a hierarchy
of specifications for the resultant secure channels [80]. As well as exploring the protection
provided by secure channels, this hierarchy is useful for the analysis of layered security
architectures.

CSP is a commonly used language for describing patterns of interaction in concurrent
systems, and is model checked with FDR; Casper is a related tool for protocol verification
which outputs CSPM (the machine-readable dialect of CSP) and is then model checked with
FDR [98,105, 132]. While CSP is a very expressive and useful language, FDR suffers from
issues with state-space explosion. As a result, high levels of expertise are needed to tailor
models in such a way that this state-space explosion is minimised.

Casper is a “compiler for the analysis of [network] security protocols” built upon CSP,
but does not allow for modification of the adversary’s (or intruder’s) capabilities or properties,
beyond its identity and initial knowledge; the range of a protocol’s possible security properties
are pre-defined [132]. It takes significantly more work to describe a protocol or system
in CSP than in Casper, but the added flexibility and capacity to describe a very large and
distinct range of capabilities, interactions, and properties to both honest components and
attackers makes CSP a better option for describing systems and channels subjected to partial
compromise.

AVISPA is an industrially focussed symbolic tool that combines four back-end model
checkers into one easy to use ‘push-button’ interface [180]. The security protocol to be
verified and its desired security properties are written in a high level language (HLPSL),
which is then converted to an intermediate format which the four different model-checking
back-ends can then start working on. These model checkers are: SAT-MC, OFMC, CL-
AtSe, and TA4SP. All support infinite search-spaces, but with bounded session verification,
apart from TA4SP which performs unbounded verification. The range of different strengths
and weaknesses of each of the back-end model checkers gives better likelihood of the overall
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system finding attacks on various protocols and systems, which was demonstrated by it
finding new attacks on ISO-PK, IKEv2, SET, ASW and H.530 as early as 2006.

AVISPA normally assumes perfect cryptographic primitives and a Dolev-Yao attacker,
but it is possible to specify some other forms of non-D-Y attacker. AVISPA can also deal
with a small amount of state, although its precise limitations are not completely clear.

The modular separation of the input interface and language (HLPSL) from the final low-
level format fed to each model checker is a useful design, as it means that development and
changes in one do not affect the others; this is useful for allowing the easy development of
input descriptions that do not follow standard system configurations, security goals, and D-Y-
style attackers. The range of different model-checkers employed in the back end are likely
to be beneficial in our situation compared to a single model-checker whose optimisations
are specifically tuned and improved for one particular type of scenario or problem, such as
internet-based network protocols.

AVANTSSAR is the successor to AVISPA, and similarly supports bounded protocol
verification, additionally supporting the modelling of policies and business processes [31].
AVANTSSAR uses all of the same back-ends as AVISPA, but without TA4SP.

ProVerif is a symbolic, unbounded, automatic protocol verification tool in the Dolev-
Yao model dating from as early as 2001; the verifier checks the satisifability of a horn-clause
representation of the modelled protocol [50, 51]. ProVerif can accept protocol descriptions
either as Prolog-style rules, or in an applied pi-calculus format, and can handle most modern
types of cryptographic primitive including public-key cryptography, hashing, and Diffie-
Hellman key exchange. It can give false attacks, but the authors claim it will never falsely
verify security properties of a protocol. ProVerif can prove properties of the following types:
secrecy, authentication (and other correspondence properties), strong secrecy (“the adversary
does not see the difference when the value of the secret changes”), and “equivalences between
processes that differ only by terms”.

Scyther is a tool for the automatic, unbounded symbolic verification of security protocols
[65]. It assumes a Dolev-Yao-style adversary, and does not support user-specified threat
models. Scyther is ideal for analysis of network-based security protocols, but it was not
designed with partial compromise, or situations where the adversary does not control the
network in mind.

We have described Tamarin [138] in some detail in Chapter 2, and through its use
demonstrated that it provides the necessary tools to the modeller and analyst for understand-
ing and verifying systems under partial compromise. However, as we describe in Chapter 5,
it is not designed specifically for this purpose: successfully creating and analysing protocol
models and threat models of systems under partial compromise in Tamarin requires a lot
of in depth Tamarin-specific knowledge; we believe that we could potentially achieve the
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results from Chapters 3 and 4 more easily if the modelling and analysis techniques we used
had partial compromise ‘built in’ from the outset.

There are many other verification tools for different purposes, ranging from mathemati-
cally focussed interactive theorem provers such as Coq and Isabelle/HOL, through to code-
checking bounded model checkers such as CBMC, which proves the safety of assertions in
C code under a given bound [78,125,144]. To the best of our knowledge, none of these are
as appropriate as the previously described tools for our purposes.

6.3.2 Computational models

In Chapter 1 we briefly touched upon the fact that we use symbolic models in this thesis,
and not computational. This different modelling and analysis methodology is exceptionally
valuable, but not directly suited to the size and complexity of protocols which we have
considered.

Computational models have evolved from the game-based proof methodologies used by
cryptographers to show that a particular primitive is secure. Computational models of key
exchange protocols focus on a security experiment: we start with an underlying mathematical
assumption, and then attempt to prove an indistinguishability property. Within Bellare-
Rogaway’s seminal framework [42] they attempt to bound the probability of distinguishing
a real session key from random. This bound is usually expressed in terms of the probability
of attacking the underlying cryptographic primitive.

As an example, one of these chosen assumptions is the Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH)
assumption [52]. This states that for a multiplicative group G of order q, a generator д and
values x ,y,z chosen uniformly at random from Zq, if given дx , дy , дxy and дz , the adversary
cannot distinguish between дxy and дz with any probability better than random. As discrete
logarithms are thought to be hard to compute in most groups, the belief is that a probabilistic
polynomial-time adversary will not be able to achieve this.¹

To demonstrate the impossibility of distinguishing between the genuine key and a ran-
dom bit-string, computational proofs often use a technique called ‘game-hopping’ [171].
This is a methodology for showing the equivalence of (or at least bounding the adversary’s
advantage between) different security games, while preserving or bounding the probability
of some particular event.

Computational proofs are exceptionally useful for the analysis of many modern proto-
cols, and are believed to provide very strong proofs of security. They are mostly performed
manually (EasyCrypt and CryptoVerif notwithstanding), and are therefore are unsuited to

¹Discrete logarithms are thought to be hard to compute in most groups, and likewise to distinguish as
described above. The exception in the distinguishing (but not computing) case is groups with a non-trivial
bilinear pairing, such as the Weil or Tate pairings.
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analysing large, complicated systems with lots of different cases and large amounts of state. As
the protocols and systems we have considered in this thesis fall very firmly into this category,
we decided that using symbolic methods for modelling and analysis was more appropriate
and more likely to produce useful results for our purposes.

6.4 DNP3: SAv5

We now consider the literature related to the industrial control system system, DNP3, and
its Secure Authentication v5 protocol suite, as modelled and analysed in Chapter 3. There
is relatively little academic literature considering DNP3; previous work either explores the
broader security of DNP3, or, in contrast, restricts itself to analysis of SAv5’s Critical ASDU
Authentication Protocol in isolation.

East et al. 2009 provide an interesting and thorough taxonomy of the different types of
attack against DNP3 in [91], but as this paper was published before SAv5 was standardised,
it does not consider Secure Authentication.

Bratus et al. 2016 use LangSec to create an input-checking parser in [56] to ensure more
secure implementations of SCADA/ICS protocols, applying this methodology to DNP3 in
the form of a filtering proxy which validates DNP3 messages. This methodology focusses
on implementation hardening for DNP3, which means their code demonstrates resilience
to state-of-the-art black-box as well as white-box fuzz-testing tools. They do not consider
the security of network protocol elements of DNP3.

Crain and Bratus 2015 consider methods for securing ICS/SCADA network security
protocol implementations in [64], focussing on DNP3, which includes discussion of the
Secure Authentication v5 protocol.

They look at various issues with the challenge-response vs. aggressive modes of the Critical
ASDU Authentication Protocol , as well as the overall protocol’s high levels of statefulness,
and conclude: “DNP3: SAv5 contains a number of anti-patterns that will likely serve as
a significant source of bugs. Vendors and standards bodies adding security to SCADA/ICS
protocols should strongly favor a layered approach to security in which legacy protocol issues
can be decoupled from SCADA object models and semantics.”

Tawde et al. 2015 propose a ‘bump-in-the-wire’ solution for the key-management and
encryption of critical packets within IEC/TS 62351-5 (the protocol suite upon which DNP3:
SAv5 is based), but provide no formal analysis of this addition or the existing protocols [174].

Attacks Claimed: Amoah et al. 2014 and 2016. As discussed in detail in Section 3.7,
this research uses Colored Petri-Nets to model and analyse both the non-aggressive and
aggressive modes of this sub-protocol, discovering a denial of service attack in the non-
aggressive mode [26], and a “replay attack” when the aggressive and non-aggressive modes
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are combined [24]. Both papers only consider the Critical ASDU Authentication Protocol in
isolation. In Chapter 3 we conclude that this claimed attack is an artefact of a model that is
too coarse, and is not possible in faithful implementations of the standard.

Separately, Amoah et al. then make the novel contribution of a method for Critical
ASDU Authentication within the Broadcast or Unicast setting, in [25]. Amoah’s 2016 thesis
[23] supplements these papers by providing greater detail of the modelling and analysis of
the Critical ASDU Authentication Protocol .

6.5 5G and mobile telephony protocols

The security and cryptography of mobile telephony protocols have been studied for many
years, as there are clear privacy, financial, and security related incentives for many parties.
These become even more important in light of the widespread use of mobile phones for
voice, text, and internet based communication.

There have been many generations of mobile telephony protocols, both for basic con-
nections and later for security. The first commercially automated cellular network started
as early as 1979 in Tokyo by Nippon Telegraph and Telephone (NTT). The main global
standards still in use today started with the Global System for Mobile communications
(GSM), and are broadly named ‘2G’, with the first commercially deployed 2G network
starting in Finland in 1991 [107]. 3G (Universal Mobile Telecommunications System or
UMTS) was released in 1999, and included significant security improvements over 2G.
4G (Long Term Evolution or LTE) was standardised in 2009 Many books, papers, and
web-pages have been written on the history of telecommunication, GSM, and its succes-
sors [102, 107]. We consider 5G’s predecessors here as the security protocols within 3G,
4G, and 5G are based closely on each of their previous versions, meaning that it is worth
considering the standards and literature surrounding previous generations’ protocols, such
as [1,3,4,6,7,9–11,33,173,177,179,187,188]. One constant requirement for new versions
of the standards has always been maintaining backwards compatibility.

1G networks were analogue, and did not employ any cryptography or security mea-
sures for authentication or encryption; as such, it was possible to eavesdrop, intercept,
and/or modify messages and traffic. 2G networks employed basic security measures and
cryptographic key distribution, requiring authentication of the UE/SIM to the network;
notably, this did not require any authentication of the network (home or serving) to the
UE, so fake base-stations were a real threat. Variants of the 2G protocols used either “GSM
Authentication” for GSM [9], or “Cellular Authentication and Voice Encryption”, CAVE-
based authentication for the competing CDMA standard (Code-division multiple access)
[1]. Similar to the variants of AKA protocols defined for UMTS and LTE, these have three
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main network entities involved in the authentication protocol: the Home Location Register
(HLR), the Visitor Location Register (VLR, located in the serving network similar to the
SEAF), and the Mobile Subscriber (MS, or in our descriptions, the UE).

In terms of security improvements, 3G networks introduced mutual authentication with
the AKA protocol [6], and additionally required encryption between core-network entities
rather than intra- and inter-network communication being in plaintext, as was the case in
2G. From a security perspective, the overall architecture stayed roughly the same, modulo
renamings and minor changes.

Historically, versions of AKA have only been analysed after deployment, and typically
used extremely simplified models. Versions of the original 3G AKA protocol were manually
analysed in 1999 [2], using TLA and BAN Logic. Both these methods consider abstract
models that are significantly coarser than modern techniques allow for, and consider only
very weak threat models.

4G then introduced the EPS-AKA and EAP-AKA protocols in 2009 [11], and Release
8 more broadly updated the specification to require an all-IP internal network for signalling
and data, rather than the historic (and relatively vulnerable) SS7 telephony signalling pro-
tocols, originally designed in 1975 [156]. Before this change in encryption and internal
signalling protocols, it was possible for any one of thousands of legitimate mobile network
operators to intercept calls or messages using this protocol. In spite of these improvements,
end-to-end security for mobile network communications is still a long way off. 4G addition-
ally introduces better cryptographic key separation and key renewal, with the aim of limiting
exposure if session keys are compromised. Various successful implementations of downgrade
attacks (taking advantage of the required backwards compatibility) are presented in [149].
The conclusion of these attacks was that users should disable protocols which don’t require
mutual authentication, only using 3G or 4G protocols.

As we describe in Chapter 4, Tsay and Mjølsnes present a similar attack to our discovered
potential vulnerability in [177] from 2012, but for the older UMTS-AKA and LTE-AKA
protocols, across a different boundary, and in the three-party context rather than four-
party. This attack allows for a violation of authentication properties based upon session
confusion, except in their attack, the confusion occurs between the serving network↔ home
network boundary, (what we describe as the channel between the SEAF and AUSF) rather
than our presented vulnerability where the race condition occurs entirely within the home
network, i.e., between the AUSF and ARPF. The current 5G standards surprisingly do not
even mention or consider mitigation (implicitly or explicitly) of this type of vulnerability
caused by the messages between the AUSF and ARPF. The attack in [177] was found
indirectly through use of CryptoVerif [49], and they make similar recommendations, gently
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discouraging protocol designers from relying on implementation-specific choices, and that
similar designs should be discouraged: this advice from 2012 was apparently not heeded.

Køien proposes improvements to 4G’s mutual authentication properties in [121], achiev-
ing full mutual, online authentication between parties, rather than the delegated authenti-
cation achieved by EPS-AKA. The paper observes that all previous AKA protocols delegate
authentication authority from the home network to the serving network by forwarding on
up to 5 unrevocable authentication vectors. This allows the home network to be completely
offline during the challenge-response phase of the protocol: they reason that this requires too
high a level of trust between network operators, and hence propose a protocol “Enhanced
EPS-AKA” which is fully online for all parties. 5G-AKA now only forwards one authenti-
cation vector at a time.

Rupprecht et al. [155] provide a systematic framework of security research for existing
attacks and defences in 2G, 3G, and 4G. As a consequence, they propose many open research
questions for the security of 5G standards and implementations.

Arapinis et al. [28] analyse 3G’s authentication protocols, discovering attacks against
the privacy and linkability of subscriber identities. This modelling and analysis uses ProVerif,
formally verifying the proposed solutions achieving unlinkability and anonymity.

O’Hanlon et al. [146] consider the interaction between 4G’s authentication protocols
and operator-backed WiFi services; they detail how the interaction between these can enable
serious privacy violations, as well as their experiences reporting the discovered issues to the
relevant stakeholders.

Hussain et al. [106] combine symbolic model checking with cryptographic protocol
verification for 4G’s attach, detach, and paging procedures, discovering 10 new attacks,
including an authentication relay attack, allowing an adversary to spoof the location of a
legitimate user.

5G seeks to improve the security properties present in 4G by strengthening the security
and authentication properties between all three of UE, serving network, and home network.
Various papers were presented to 3GPP for consideration and inclusion within the finalised
standards, and this large range of documents and surveys was collected together in TR 33.899
[5]. Arkko et al. give an excellent proposal which hoped to improve the security of 5G
further by introducing forward secrecy [30]; sadly this and many other similar proposals
detailed in [5] were not accepted into the standard.

The most notable change between LTE and 5G is that of the subscriber’s privacy: in LTE,
the permanent USIM identifier or IMSI can be broadcast un-encrypted at the beginning of
the EPS-AKA or EAP-AKA protocols, if the serving network does not have a TMSI for the
subscriber; regardless, many privacy issues have been highlighted with the use of TMSIs [28].
In 5G, the SUPI (‘Subscription Permanent Identifier’, equivalent of IMSI) is ephemerally
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encrypted into a SUCI (‘Subscription Concealed Identifier’). This solution was adapted from
proposals by Jimenez et al. and Norrman et al. in [112] and [145] respectively, and provides
significantly greater user privacy than before. As we state in Chapter 4, we did not model or
analyse the privacy of the SUPI.

In very recent (concurrent) work [40], Basin et al. use a similar approach to ours to anal-
yse 5G-AKA, but focus on different aspects. Basin et al. model and analyse a 3-party interpre-
tation of the 5G-AKA protocol and its security properties, merging two major components
(the AUSF and ARPF) to form a single ‘Home Network’ entity, similar to previous AKA
versions. They discovered the authentication issues created by lack of integrity protection on
the serving network’s ID. In contrast, in Chapter 4, we consider the all four parties as defined
in the protocol’s specification. Basin et al.’s models provide detailed analysis of the counter
re-synchronisation method and the privacy guarantees of 5G-AKA. They additionally model
and analyse the ‘Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme’ which 5G-AKA uses for SUPI
concealment to ensure subscriber privacy. Beyond simple confirmation of these results, we
do not consider privacy-specific properties within 5G. The attack we detail in Chapter 4 is
not visible in their 3-party model.

An abundance of academic papers have proposed improvements to the AKA protocols
over the years. Many, such as [14, 14, 18, 143] seek to do so by introducing various forms
of asymmetric cryptography; none of these proposals have been accepted or introduced
into 5G. We recognise that 3GPP is restricted by limitations and stakeholder requirements
from the broader 5G ecosystem, and that these are a lot more restrictive than academic
literature often appreciates. Bearing this in mind, we particularly encourage continued
liaison and engagement between academia and industry to achieve these goals of stronger
security together.



“Complexity is the worst enemy of security, and our systems are
getting more complex all the time.”

— Bruce Schneier

7
Conclusions

We set out hoping to combine the chaos and complexity of real-world, multi-component
systems with the rigour of formal verification. Whether we would be able to achieve mean-
ingful results within the timescales available was never a foregone conclusion: the problem
of secrecy even in a bounded, simplistic, two-party protocol is famously undecidable [90].
Termination of our analysis algorithms, let alone achieving the specific outcomes we hoped
for was therefore never guaranteed, especially when our objects of study were protocols
deliberately outside the realm of well-defined academic constructs. Indeed, there are still
results in the 5G component compromise section for which we never achieved termination.

Nevertheless, we persisted: we battled against exceptionally verbose and yet painfully
under-specified standards and protocols clearly designed by committee, imprecise and often
contradictory informal-language descriptions of behaviours, and regardless, modelled them
as completely and realistically as we could. In spite of these barriers to accurate modelling
and meaningful analysis, we believe we have firmly and positively addressed our first re-
search question, showing in both Chapters 3 and 4 that it is possible to achieve significant
verification results for major, real-world systems in realistic time frames.

Both our first and second research questions implicitly considered thresholds of simplic-
ity. To achieve termination and therefore results, our models must be as simple as possible;
for them to have value, they must be no simpler. Finding this sweet spot requires both
expertise, and trial and error.

Through fine-grained, component-based modelling and analysis we showed a claimed
attack in DNP3: SAv5 was false, and found potential vulnerabilities in 5G-AKA. We have
successfully worked with 3GPP to ensure that the upcoming 5G standards are not vulnerable
to our discovered race condition; we strongly reiterate that the security of any protocol or
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system must not depend on implicit engineering choices.¹ We conclude that both these pos-
itive and negative results clearly demonstrate the real-world value of modelling protocols in
as much detail as possible, but within the limits of the tools’ analytical capabilities. Walking
that fine line requires knowledge of the capabilities and limits of the tools at our disposal,
and the aims and motivation behind the protocol design and desired security properties.

Having pitted our two considered systems against the adversaries they were designed to
fend off (with varying levels of success), a new challenger entered the ring: neither threat
model as specified was especially strong in modern terms, so we felt easily justified in selec-
tively giving the adversary more power and seeing how the protocols coped. As we discussed
in the partial compromise results sections, neither protocol fared especially well.

With modern network intrusion techniques and a constant stream of vulnerabilities in
major operating systems, perimeter defence is obsolete. Designing protocols whose entire
security collapses when an adversary very slightly strays from its relatively weak threat model
is not acceptable for modern protocols. DNP3: SAv5 and 5G-AKA were standardised in
2012 and 2018 respectively, and yet neither really takes advantage of modern cryptographic
primitives or techniques for key exchange in any serious way.² They instead mostly settle
for variations on a theme of symmetric key transport with hashing, which is a depressingly
common trope in CNI/ICS protocols. We exhort the designers of protocols for systems such
as these to push firmly back against legacy restrictions, and instead demand strong, modern
cryptography.

Our modelling and analysis in both Chapters 3 and 4 demonstrates how far we have
to go in terms of resilience under partial compromise. While we recognise that legacy
and industry-specific constraints make significant changes in between versions of standards
very hard, we state firmly that this encountered lack of resilience is no longer acceptable in
elements of critical national infrastructure. These systems increasingly come under regular
and sophisticated attack, so avoiding un-necessary single points of failure is essential.

Finally, we considered the formalisation of partial compromise. Rather than just mod-
elling and analysing systems against normal D-Y-style threat models and increasing the adver-
sary’s capabilities in a relatively ad hoc manner, we sought to provide a theoretical framework
for this analysis. Our operational semantics for partial compromise presented in Chap-
ter 5 give the modeller an approachable yet powerful way to model a wide range of multi-
component systems and protocols against a malleable array of fine-grained threat models.

We believe that creating a systematic approach which bakes flexible threat models and
partial compromise in from the beginning will make partial compromise modelling and
analysis easier to achieve, and additionally increase confidence in the depth, rigour, and
accuracy of obtained results.

¹We draw the interested reader’s attention to the ‘refinement paradox’, see e.g., [97, 113].
²Such as bleeding-edge constructions like Diffie-Hellman from 1976 [79].
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Future work

Having modelled and analysed two major systems which were broadly not resilient to partial

compromise, there seem to be three natural routes for future work.

Firstly, it would be beneficial to model, analyse, and study in depth a major, real-world

system which claims to be resilient to partial compromise. This would allow us to consider

how this type of threat model is viewed by designers, and then evaluate more fully the utility

and shortcomings of our operational semantics. We would ideally have performed this type

of analysis within this thesis, but are not aware of any in-use CNI/ICS (or similar) protocols

which make claims of this sort. Non-CNI/ICS systems which we believe may achieve this

sort of partial-compromise resilience include Tor [82] and peer-to-peer solutions such as

IPFS [43], but these have very often been designed with different primary purposes in mind

(e.g., anonymity), and may only provide partial compromise resilience as a side effect: further

study is required.

Secondly, to achieve this automatically within our presented operational semantics, the

next steps would be to integrate these capabilities into a compiler from a partial compromise

specification language into e.g., Tamarin’s specification language; the gap here is mainly in

implementation. As discovered through our exploration and research into DNP3: SAv5,

large protocols are often complex both in terms of unbounded looping and their stateful-

ness. Our presented framework is not yet mature enough to deal with these challenges; we

therefore hope to extend the semantics to incorporate this capability more fully.

Finally, the development of new methods and techniques within protocols which ac-

tively create partial compromise resilience: we make suggestions throughout this thesis for

specific improvements based upon our understanding of partial compromise in relation to

best cryptographic practice, but these techniques have not originally been designed with

partial compromise directly in mind. In Chapter 6 we considered an assortment of methods

and techniques aiming to solve some of these problems, but evidently, few have been taken

up. Starting with the intuition that a key-exchange protocol is just a form of secure multi-

party computation we would hope to consider, study, and even design realistic and usable

cryptographic and protocol-based methods which require multiple compromises of a system

before meaningful violation of security properties is achieved.
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We finish with two high level conclusions. Firstly, the time is now right for formal
methods. Our research has shown that precise, fine-grained modelling of unwieldy and
complex multi-component protocols is both possible and valuable in the real world. We
strongly encourage industry to take full advantage of the state of the art, rather than it
remaining hidden away in academia.

Secondly, we urge designers of real-world, multi-component systems and protocols to
consider security under partial compromise from the start. When a sophisticated adversary
cannot break a protocol on the wire, the next logical target is the end-points; with little hope
of securing all end-points completely, it is essential that partial compromise resilience is also
built into the protocols.
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A
Complete results for 5G-AKA protocol

under partial compromise: AStronger

In the following appendix we give further detail of the results of the full range of previously
described lemmas, when under different channel and component compromise threat mod-
els. For the original results of the 5G-AKA protocol against the standard (no channel- or
component-compromise) threat model, please see Section 4.9.
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A.1 Channel compromise results

A.1.1 Naïve channels, with both channels D-Y compromised

Party Term Result
UE KSEAF 7

SEAF KSEAF 7

AUSF KSEAF 7

ARPF KAUSF 7

K 3

Table A.1: Secrecy properties of 5G-AKA: naïve channels, both channels D-Y compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

ARPF 3 7 N/A 3 7 7

Table A.2: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: naïve channels, both
channels D-Y compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 7 7 7 7 7 7

ARPF 7 7 7 7 7 7

Table A.3: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the serving network’s point of view: naïve
channels, both channels D-Y compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

SEAF 7 7 7 7 7 7

ARPF 7 7 7 7 7 7

Table A.4: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the home network’s point of view: naïve
channels, both channels D-Y compromised
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A.1.2 Naïve channels, with SEAF ↔ AUSF channel only D-Y compro-
mised

Party Term Result
UE KSEAF 7

SEAF KSEAF 7

AUSF KSEAF 7

ARPF KAUSF 3

K 3

Table A.5: Secrecy properties of 5G-AKA: naïve channels, SEAF ↔ AUSF channel only D-Y
compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 7 7 N/A T 7 7

AUSF 7 7 N/A T 7 7

ARPF 3 7 N/A 3 7 7

Table A.6: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: naïve channels,
SEAF↔ AUSF channel only D-Y compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 7 7 7 7 7 7

ARPF 7 7 7 7 7 7

Table A.7: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the serving network’s point of view: naïve
channels, SEAF↔ AUSF channel only D-Y compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

SEAF 7 7 7 7 7 7

ARPF 7 7 3 3 7 7

Table A.8: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the home network’s point of view: naïve
channels, SEAF↔ AUSF channel only D-Y compromised
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A.1.3 Naïve channels, with AUSF↔ ARPF channel only D-Y compro-
mised

Party Term Result
UE KSEAF 7

SEAF KSEAF 7

AUSF KSEAF 7

ARPF KAUSF 7

K 3

Table A.9: Secrecy properties of 5G-AKA: naïve channels, AUSF ↔ ARPF channel only D-Y
compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

ARPF 3 7 N/A 3 7 7

Table A.10: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: naïve channels,
AUSF↔ ARPF channel only D-Y compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 3 3 3 3 3 7

ARPF 7 7 7 7 7 7

Table A.11: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the serving network’s point of view: naïve
channels, AUSF↔ ARPF channel only D-Y compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

SEAF 3 3 3 3 7 7

ARPF 7 7 7 7 7 7

Table A.12: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the home network’s point of view: naïve
channels, AUSF↔ ARPF channel only D-Y compromised
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A.1.4 Naïve channels, with both channels readable-only compromised

Party Term Result
UE KSEAF 7

SEAF KSEAF 7

AUSF KSEAF 7

ARPF KAUSF 7

K 3

Table A.13: Secrecy properties of 5G-AKA: naïve channels, both channels readable-only compro-
mised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 7 7 N/A T 7 7

AUSF 7 7 N/A T 7 7

ARPF 3 7 N/A 3 7 7

Table A.14: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: naïve channels, both
channels readable-only compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 3 3 3 3 3 T
ARPF 7 7 3 3 7 7

Table A.15: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the serving network’s point of view: naïve
channels, both channels readable-only compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

SEAF 3 3 3 3 T T
ARPF 7 7 3 3 7 7

Table A.16: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the home network’s point of view: naïve
channels, both channels readable-only compromised
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A.1.5 Naïve channels, with SEAF↔ AUSF channel readable-only com-
promised

Party Term Result
UE KSEAF 7

SEAF KSEAF 7

AUSF KSEAF 7

ARPF KAUSF 3

K 3

Table A.17: Secrecy properties of 5G-AKA: naïve channels, SEAF ↔ AUSF channel readable-only
compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 7 7 N/A T 7 7

AUSF 7 7 N/A T 7 7

ARPF 3 7 N/A 3 7 7

Table A.18: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: naïve channels,
SEAF↔ AUSF channel readable-only compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 3 3 3 3 3 T
ARPF 7 7 3 3 7 7

Table A.19: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the serving network’s point of view: naïve
channels, SEAF↔ AUSF channel readable-only compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

SEAF 3 3 3 3 T T
ARPF 7 7 3 3 7 7

Table A.20: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the home network’s point of view: naïve
channels, SEAF↔ AUSF channel readable-only compromised
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A.1.6 Naïve channels, withAUSF↔ ARPF channel readable-only com-
promised

Party Term Result
UE KSEAF 7

SEAF KSEAF 7

AUSF KSEAF 7

ARPF KAUSF 7

K 3

Table A.21: Secrecy properties of 5G-AKA: naïve channels, AUSF↔ ARPF channel readable-only
compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 7 7 N/A T 7 7

ARPF 3 7 N/A 3 7 7

Table A.22: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: naïve channels,
AUSF↔ ARPF channel readable-only compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 3 3 3 3 3 T
ARPF 7 7 3 3 7 7

Table A.23: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the serving network’s point of view: naïve
channels, AUSF↔ ARPF channel readable-only compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

SEAF 3 3 3 3 T T
ARPF 7 7 3 3 7 7

Table A.24: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the home network’s point of view: naïve
channels, AUSF↔ ARPF channel readable-only compromised
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A.1.7 TLS-like channels, with both channels D-Y compromised

Party Term Result
UE KSEAF 7

SEAF KSEAF 7

AUSF KSEAF 7

ARPF KAUSF 7

K 3

Table A.25: Secrecy properties of 5G-AKA: TLS-like channels, both channels D-Y compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

ARPF 3 7 N/A 3 7 7

Table A.26: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: TLS-like channels,
both channels D-Y compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 7 7 7 7 7 7

ARPF 7 7 7 7 7 7

Table A.27: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the serving network’s point of view: TLS-
like channels, both channels D-Y compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

SEAF 7 7 7 7 7 7

ARPF 7 7 7 7 7 7

Table A.28: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the home network’s point of view: TLS-like
channels, both channels D-Y compromised
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A.1.8 TLS-like channels, with the SEAF ↔ AUSF channel only D-Y
compromised

Party Term Result
UE KSEAF 7

SEAF KSEAF 7

AUSF KSEAF 7

ARPF KAUSF 3

K 3

Table A.29: Secrecy properties of 5G-AKA: TLS-like channels, SEAF ↔ AUSF channel only D-Y
compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF T 7 N/A T 7 7

ARPF 3 7 N/A 3 7 7

Table A.30: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: TLS-like channels,
SEAF↔ AUSF channel only D-Y compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 7 7 7 7 7 7

ARPF 7 7 7 7 7 7

Table A.31: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the serving network’s point of view: TLS-
like channels, SEAF↔ AUSF channel only D-Y compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE T T N/A T T T

SEAF 7 7 7 7 7 7

ARPF 3 3 3 3 3 3

Table A.32: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the home network’s point of view: TLS-like
channels, SEAF↔ AUSF channel only D-Y compromised
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A.1.9 TLS-like channels, with the AUSF ↔ ARPF channel only D-Y
compromised

Party Term Result
UE KSEAF 7

SEAF KSEAF 7

AUSF KSEAF 7

ARPF KAUSF 7

K 3

Table A.33: Secrecy properties of 5G-AKA: TLS-like channels, AUSF ↔ ARPF channel only D-Y
compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

ARPF 3 7 N/A 3 7 7

Table A.34: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: TLS-like channels,
AUSF↔ ARPF channel only D-Y compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 3 3 3 3 3 7

ARPF 7 7 7 7 7 7

Table A.35: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the serving network’s point of view: TLS-
like channels, AUSF↔ ARPF channel only D-Y compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

SEAF 3 3 3 3 7 7

ARPF 7 7 7 7 7 7

Table A.36: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the home network’s point of view: TLS-like
channels, AUSF↔ ARPF channel only D-Y compromised
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A.1.10 TLS-like channels, with both channels readable-only compro-
mised

Party Term Result
UE KSEAF 7

SEAF KSEAF 7

AUSF KSEAF 7

ARPF KAUSF 7

K 3

Table A.37: Secrecy properties of 5G-AKA: TLS-like channels, both channels readable-only com-
promised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

ARPF 3 7 N/A 3 7 7

Table A.38: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: TLS-like channels,
both channels readable-only compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 3 3 3 3 3 T
ARPF 3 3 3 3 3 T

Table A.39: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the serving network’s point of view: TLS-
like channels, both channels readable-only compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

SEAF 3 3 3 3 3 T
ARPF 3 3 3 3 3 T

Table A.40: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the home network’s point of view: TLS-like
channels, both channels readable-only compromised
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A.1.11 TLS-like channels, with SEAF ↔ AUSF channel readable-only
compromised

Party Term Result
UE KSEAF 7

SEAF KSEAF 7

AUSF KSEAF 7

ARPF KAUSF 3

K 3

Table A.41: Secrecy properties of 5G-AKA: TLS-like channels, SEAF ↔ AUSF channel readable-
only compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF T 7 N/A T 7 7

ARPF 3 7 N/A 3 7 7

Table A.42: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: TLS-like channels,
SEAF↔ AUSF channel readable-only compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 3 3 N/A 3 T T

AUSF 3 3 3 3 3 T
ARPF 3 3 3 3 3 T

Table A.43: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the serving network’s point of view: TLS-
like channels, SEAF↔ AUSF channel readable-only compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE T T N/A T T T

SEAF 3 3 3 3 3 T
ARPF 3 3 3 3 3 T

Table A.44: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the home network’s point of view: TLS-like
channels, SEAF↔ AUSF channel readable-only compromised
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A.1.12 TLS-like channels, with AUSF↔ ARPF channel readable-only
compromised

Party Term Result
UE KSEAF 7

SEAF KSEAF 7

AUSF KSEAF 7

ARPF KAUSF 7

K 3

Table A.45: Secrecy properties of 5G-AKA: TLS-like channels, AUSF ↔ ARPF channel readable-
only compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

ARPF 3 7 N/A 3 7 7

Table A.46: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: TLS-like channels,
AUSF↔ ARPF channel readable-only compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 3 3 3 3 3 T
ARPF 3 3 3 3 3 T

Table A.47: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the serving network’s point of view: TLS-
like channels, AUSF↔ ARPF channel readable-only compromised

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

SEAF 3 3 3 3 3 T
ARPF 3 3 3 3 3 T

Table A.48: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the home network’s point of view: TLS-like
channels, AUSF↔ ARPF channel readable-only compromised
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A.2 Component compromise results

A.2.1 All SEAFs compromisable by the adversary: All-X

Party Term Result
UE KSEAF 7

SEAF KSEAF 7

AUSF KSEAF 7

ARPF KAUSF 3

K 3

Table A.49: Secrecy properties of 5G-AKA: All SEAFs compromisable by the adversary: All-X

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF T 7 N/A T 7 7

ARPF T 7 N/A T 7 7

Table A.50: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: All SEAFs compro-
misable by the adversary: All-X

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 3 3 N/A 3 T T

AUSF 3 3 3 3 3 3

ARPF 3 3 3 3 3 3

Table A.51: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the serving network’s point of view: All
SEAFs compromisable by the adversary: All-X

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 3 3 N/A 3 T T

SEAF 7 7 7 7 7 7

ARPF 3 3 3 3 3 T

Table A.52: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the home network’s point of view: All
SEAFs compromisable by the adversary: All-X
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A.2.2 All AUSFs compromisable by the adversary: All-X

Party Term Result
UE KSEAF 7

SEAF KSEAF 7

AUSF KSEAF 7

ARPF KAUSF 7

K 3

Table A.53: Secrecy properties of 5G-AKA: All AUSFs compromisable by the adversary: All-X

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

ARPF 3 7 N/A 3 7 7

Table A.54: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: All AUSFs compro-
misable by the adversary: All-X

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 7 7 7 7 7 7

ARPF 7 7 7 7 7 7

Table A.55: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the serving network’s point of view: All
AUSFs compromisable by the adversary: All-X

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

SEAF 3 3 3 3 T T
ARPF 3 3 3 3 7 7

Table A.56: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the home network’s point of view: All
AUSFs compromisable by the adversary: All-X
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A.2.3 All ARPFs compromisable by the adversary: All-X

Party Term Result
UE KSEAF 7

SEAF KSEAF 7

AUSF KSEAF 7

ARPF KAUSF 7

K 7

Table A.57: Secrecy properties of 5G-AKA: All ARPFs compromisable by the adversary: All-X

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF T 7 N/A T 7 7

AUSF T 7 N/A T 7 7

ARPF T 7 N/A T 7 7

Table A.58: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: All ARPFs compro-
misable by the adversary: All-X

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 3 3 3 3 3 7

ARPF 7 7 7 7 7 7

Table A.59: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the serving network’s point of view: All
ARPFs compromisable by the adversary: All-X

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

SEAF 3 3 3 3 7 7

ARPF 7 7 7 7 7 7

Table A.60: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the home network’s point of view: All
ARPFs compromisable by the adversary: All-X
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A.2.4 All SEAFs compromisable by the adversary apart from ‘mine’:
Not-My-X

Party Term Result
UE KSEAF 3

SEAF KSEAF 3

AUSF KSEAF 3

ARPF KAUSF 3

K 3

Table A.61: Secrecy properties of 5G-AKA: All SEAFs compromisable by the adversary apart from
‘mine’: Not-My-X

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF T 7 N/A T 7 7

ARPF T 7 N/A T 7 7

Table A.62: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: All SEAFs compro-
misable by the adversary apart from ‘mine’: Not-My-X

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 3 3 N/A 3 T T

AUSF 3 3 3 3 3 3

ARPF 3 3 3 3 3 3

Table A.63: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the serving network’s point of view: All
SEAFs compromisable by the adversary apart from ‘mine’: Not-My-X

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 3 3 N/A 3 T T

SEAF 3 3 3 3 T T
ARPF 3 3 3 3 3 T

Table A.64: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the home network’s point of view: All
SEAFs compromisable by the adversary apart from ‘mine’: Not-My-X

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 3 3 N/A 3 3 T
AUSF 3 3 N/A 3 3 T
ARPF 3 3 N/A 3 3 T

Table A.65: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: All SEAFs compro-
misable by the adversary apart from ‘mine’: Not-My-X, with SNID fix
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A.2.5 All AUSFs compromisable by the adversary apart from ‘mine’:
Not-My-X

Party Term Result
UE KSEAF 7

SEAF KSEAF 3

AUSF KSEAF 3

ARPF KAUSF 7

K 3

Table A.66: Secrecy properties of 5G-AKA: All AUSFs compromisable by the adversary apart from
‘mine’: Not-My-X

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

ARPF T 7 N/A T 7 7

Table A.67: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: All AUSFs compro-
misable by the adversary apart from ‘mine’: Not-My-X

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 3 3 N/A 3 T T

AUSF 3 3 3 3 3 T
ARPF 3 3 3 3 3 T

Table A.68: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the serving network’s point of view: All
AUSFs compromisable by the adversary apart from ‘mine’: Not-My-X

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 3 3 N/A 3 T T

SEAF 3 3 3 3 T T
ARPF 3 3 3 3 3 T

Table A.69: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the home network’s point of view: All
AUSFs compromisable by the adversary apart from ‘mine’: Not-My-X

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

AUSF 7 7 N/A 7 7 7

ARPF 3 3 N/A 3 3 T

Table A.70: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: All AUSFs compro-
misable by the adversary apart from ‘mine’: Not-My-X, with SNID fix
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A.2.6 All ARPFs compromisable by the adversary apart from ‘mine’:
Not-My-X

Party Term Result
UE KSEAF 3

SEAF KSEAF 3

AUSF KSEAF 3

ARPF KAUSF 3

K 3

Table A.71: Secrecy properties of 5G-AKA: All ARPFs compromisable by the adversary apart from
‘mine’: Not-My-X

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 3 7 N/A 3 7 7

AUSF 3 7 N/A 3 7 7

ARPF 3 7 N/A 3 7 7

Table A.72: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: All ARPFs compro-
misable by the adversary apart from ‘mine’: Not-My-X

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 3 3 N/A 3 T T

AUSF 3 3 3 3 3 T
ARPF 3 3 3 3 3 T

Table A.73: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the serving network’s point of view: All
ARPFs compromisable by the adversary apart from ‘mine’: Not-My-X

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
UE 3 3 N/A 3 T T

SEAF 3 3 3 3 3 T
ARPF 3 3 3 3 3 T

Table A.74: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the home network’s point of view: All
ARPFs compromisable by the adversary apart from ‘mine’: Not-My-X

Role/Term UE SEAF AUSF ARPF KSEAF Inj: KSEAF
SEAF 3 3 N/A 3 3 T
AUSF 3 3 N/A 3 3 T
ARPF 3 3 N/A 3 3 T

Table A.75: Authentication properties of 5G-AKA from the UE’s point of view: All ARPFs compro-
misable by the adversary apart from ‘mine’: Not-My-X, with SNID fix
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220 B. Table of 5G acronyms

Table of 5G acronyms

Acronym Definition

AKC Actor Key Compromise
5G-AC 5G Authentication Confirmation message
5G-AIA Authentication Initiation Answer message
5G-AIR Authentication Initiation Request message
5G-AKA Fifth Generation Authentication and Key Agreement Protocol
5G-GUTI 5G-Globally Unique Temporary UE Identity (previously TMSI)
AMF Core Access and Mobility Management Function
ARPF Authentication credential Repository and Processing Function

(This resides within the home network, and is often within an HSM)
AUSF Authentication Server Function (within home network)
ECDH Elliptic-Curve Diffie-Hellman
ECIES Elliptic-Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme
EPS-AKA Evolved Packet System Authentication and Key Agreement Protocol

(A predecessor authentication protocol to 5G-AKA used by 4G/LTE)
HN Home Network
HSM Hardware Security Module
IMSI International Mobile Subscriber Identity (LTE and older, now SUPI)
K Long-term secret master key shared between USIM (within UE) and HN
KAUSF AUSF’s anchor key
KSEAF SEAF’s anchor key (derived directly from KAUSF)
KDF Key Derivation Function (specified in [10])
MAC Message Authentication Code
RAND Random number generated by the ARPF
SEAF Security Anchor Function (within serving network)
SIDF Subscriber Identity De-concealing Function
SNID Serving Network Identifier
SQN Sequence Number
SUCI Subscription Concealed Identifier (encrypted using ECIES)
SUPI Subscription Permanent Identifier: previously “IMSI”
TLS Transport Layer Security
TMSI Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (LTE and older)
TS Technical Specification
TR Technical Report
UE User Equipment (e.g., mobile phone)
USIM Universal Subscriber Identity Module (e.g., SIM Card)
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